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Synopsis
Liberation is the last of the cyberhuman trilogy.
After perfecting an FTL system independent of gravity
vortex tunnels, the majority of the baylor have fled the Centauri
system on three battle moons made from the remains of their
mobile construction facilities driven from the Barnard’s Star
system.
Controlling all FTL gravity vortex tunnel gateways into
and out of the twin Centauri star system and taking control of the
orbital high ground, Draco Moon’s cyberhumans must now pry
the remaining baylor from the two habitable planets and liberate
the furred wolfen race from baylorian enslavement.
Draco must take the two worlds of the twin star Centauri
system while simultaneously expanding the defensive sphere
around both the Centauri system and the system of Sol. Those
defenses must be strong enough to defend humanity from the
main Baylorian Empire.
While defending from a possible attack from the warrior
Baylorian Empire from an ever-expanding star border, Draco’s
cyber army has to subdue individual baylorian family estates all
across the surface of both planets in the Centauri system. Rioting
and vengeance killings by angry wolfen emboldened by pending
freedom make this task even more difficult.

* ONE *
Granite monitored the drop in Ghlorr’s heartbeat through
the link with his companion’s battle suit. Ghlorr’s heartbeat
again shot up as the immense flying dragon circled closer to
inspect the two figures on the mountain ridge below.
“I think he’s just looking us over, Ghlorr.” Granite said
aloud. “But just to be on the safe side, let’s get down among the
trees farther downslope.”
“That would make me feel a lot better, my friend.” Said
Ghlorr. “I seem to have retained my cubhood fear of the great
hunters of my homeland.” He didn’t wait for Granite to follow
and immediately made his way off the ridge and into the
protection of the mountain’s forests with Granite following
silently.
The two had made a successful landing on Grrlar several
days earlier. Granite had condensed the nanomass of his ship
body around Ghlorr for protection and after landing had
morphed that mass into his human form. The excess nanomass
he converted into a pack of seven wolf-sized dragon mechs and
dozens of bird-sized dragon shaped remotes.
Since then the two had been occupying a nearby cave
while Granite used the nanobot remotes he controlled to inspect
the new world. A new world to him at least. Ghlorr had been
born on Grrlar and had lived as a free wolfen until his capture by
his baylorian master at the age of fifteen.
He had then spent the rest of his thirty-four Grrlarian
years as the slave of his captor. Recently he had been sent by his
master to the planet Earth to gain knowledge of the planet and
it’s natives. His master was part of the Kiilliimmeedd Family
that ruled the Centauri system but was not high ranking enough
to be in the immediate chain of information distribution.
This had caused his master to be required to send a
representative to collect that information. As a subtle insult to
the Family Head for leaving him out of the information

distribution, Ghlorr’s master had sent a slave to collect the data
packet.
Ghlorr had suffered the attentions of many hungry
baylorians on the voyage to Earth and while waiting for his
return to Grrlar. This was inevitable as he was without a master
to ensure he wasn’t overly mistreated. It was also a tacit
recognition of the insult and the only Honorable way to reply to
the insult.
Ghlorr was constantly weakened by his resultant blood
loss but to drain him to a point where he could not perform his
master’s assigned duty would have been a dishonorable insult.
This baylorian penchant for trading insults and coup
points became irrelevant when Draco and his cyberhuman army
had taken their world back from the baylor.
Granted, this was only possible because the baylorian
occupation of Earth was as covert as the baylor could act. Plus
they had no idea there was a force capable of defying them much
less defeating them.
But no matter what the reasons or circumstances, Ghlorr
was now free again.
Free of the shackles of slavery.
But not the shackles of responsibility.
He had been instrumental in the low casualty rate of the
attack on Erriimmaannohh’s estate, on the west coast island of
Florida and had pleaded for the privilege of accompanying
Granite on this first guerrilla mission to Grrlar.
Ghlorr had spent the first few days after arriving back on
his birth planet in or near the opening to their cave base while
Granite sent nanobotic remotes over the mountain. The
cyberhuman had the data on Grrlar that was supplied with his
implant, but wanted to get the ‘feel’ of this new world first hand.
They restricted their use of their array of technical
devices to avoid any detection by the remaining baylorian orbital
and high altitude surveillance of the planet. Ghlorr cooked his
meals with small shielded fires in daytime only instead of using
the microwave projectors that Granite could have easily

provided. They would also walk instead of flying with the aid of
gravity wave coils.
They had left the cave two days earlier and made their
way across the backbone of the mountain with the wolfdragon
pack as escort. Ghlorr was dressed in a nanobotic battle suit
while Granite morphed his body into its battle suited wolfen
form. They were now above the valley where Ghlorr had been
raised.
Ghlorr’s battle suit would protect him for a short time
even from the predatory attentions of the largest of Grrlar’s
dragons. Its internal gravity wave coils would also give him a
parachute like descent if he did not escape the clutches of an
attacking dragon till he was high above the ground.
The suit also allowed Granite to pay more attention to
his surroundings and not to his companion’s protection.
They continued their descent into the trees and slowly
worked their way down. Granite had his full complement of
sensor remotes out in a five hundred meter wide circle around
both he and Ghlorr as they explored. They didn’t want to come
across any free wolfen by surprise. Or scare them into hiding if
Granite and Ghlorr’s presence was detected first.
They relaxed their upward defensive attention when they
got under the shelter of the forest. The largest of Grrlar’s dragon
species hunted only where they could snatch prey in the open.
There were still many different predatory animals to watch for,
but none big enough to attack from above.
Granite and Ghlorr worked their way down the side of
the mountain quickly. Any time they came to an area that was
too steep to maneuver around easily, they simply engaged stealth
protocols and jumped over the side, drifting down on their
gravity wave coils. Granite felt the risk of possible detection of
short GW usage outweighed the danger of injury to Ghlorr from
a fall.
In less than three hours they reached the valley below.
They spent the first night in the valley within the
protection of a dozen trees surrounding an emerging spring.

“Ahhhh! That feels good!” Ghlorr exclaimed as he
scratched at all the places he couldn’t reach while wearing his
battle suit.
“Enjoy it while you can.” Granite laughed as he watched
his friend prepare an evening meal. With his sensor remotes
deployed in a half-kilometer wide ring around their camp,
Granite would stand guard the entire night, as he had done every
night before, while Ghlorr slept.
He hadn’t required sleep since his biological body had
been destroyed just after he’d completed his implant’s Life
Preservation Program. At least, not the complete sleep that a
normal human or wolfen needed.
He still needed to enter a short, daily, induced deep
REM sleep to keep his mind healthy and alert. When he was in
this sleep period his implant maintained control of his nanobotic
based body. He usually scheduled these sleep periods in portions
during Ghlorr’s three daily meals.
He entered his evening sleep period while Ghlorr ate and
was mentally refreshed a half-hour later when Ghlorr was
finished. As the sun settled toward the horizon Granite came out
of his induced sleep while Ghlorr was cleaning the utensils from
his meal. Having remained motionless for the duration of
Ghlorr’s meal, it was obvious to the wolfen when Granite
resumed control of the nanomass body.
“Good morning, Granite.” Ghlorr laughingly joked.
“How was your nap?”
Granite looked at the setting sun and replied. “Morning
already? Well, get your suit back on and let’s get started.”
Ghlorr just chuckled and put away the last of his eating
utensils then sat with his back to a tree facing the setting sun.
Granite’s eyes followed those of his companion.
“Beautiful, isn’t it?”
“The most beautiful sight I’ve ever seen. And more so
now that I can see it again through free eyes.” Ghlorr turned to
look at Granite. “Thanks to you and Draco.”

Granite smiled with pleasure at the compliment, then
nodded in the southerly direction. “Have you recognized any of
the landmarks yet?”
Ghlorr pointed to a rock cliff in the distance. “I think
I’ve seen that cliff face before, but from as far south of it as we
are north now. I’m not sure though. I’ll be able to tell better
when we get farther south and I can see it from another angle.”
Granite examined the cliff with augmented eyes. “About
another day to get even with it.” He guessed aloud.
They continued to talk for a while until the sun
disappeared behind the horizon. Ghlorr had long since
extinguished his small cooking fire and the loss of sunlight made
the night seem totally black at first. Before long the wolfen’s
eyes adjusted and the night stars lit up the sky enough for him to
find his sleeping bag and settle in for the night.
Ghlorr was soon asleep and Granite stared upwards as
the ring between the inner and outer moons came into view in
the night sky. The bright ring could be seen as a collection of
connected arcs of light that moved in the sky.
Some of the arcs were as tenuous as fog while other arcs
contained dozens or more of individual, distinct points of light.
Since the surprise attack that had catapulted the baylor to power,
the remnants of the middle moon had been used for regular target
practice.
The foggy patches were where the middle moon had
been blasted to dust by the baylor. The coarser patches were
where the pieces of the moon remained large enough to see from
Grrlar’s surface.
Granite knew that some of the pieces of the ring were
hull fragments from the wolfen ships that had tried to use the
middle moon as a defensive base against the baylor. The baylor
had herded the most tenacious defenders to the middle moon,
then blasted it and the wolfen defenders to dust.
There would also, undoubtedly be the remains of those
wolfen crews still in orbit around Grrlar. The ring was now in
free territory, so the wolfen who died there could rest in peace.

Keeping part of his attention on the majesty of the ring
in space, Granite spent the night sending his remotes to
interesting spots within a few kilometers of the camp. Ghlorr
awoke before dawn and the two set off in the predawn darkness.
The night vision technology in Ghlorr’s helmet allowed him to
see well enough to walk quietly. They waited until sunrise before
stopping for Ghlorr’s morning meal.
While his wolfen friend ate, Granite went into his REM
induced sleep period. Ghlorr had finished preparing his meal and
was just getting ready to eat when Granite’s usually motionless
body jumped erect.
Ghlorr knew that Granite’s AI must have awakened him
with an alarm of possible danger. When Granite looked upstream
along the small river the spring drained into, Ghlorr looked in
that direction also.
Seconds later a large shape bolted from the cover of the
shrubbery, bordering the small river and seemed to double in
size. The six-limbed creature was a native of the planet Grrlar. It
was about 130 kilograms and had wing-like membranes spread
out from its front two pair of limbs. The much longer back two
limbs pumped furiously as the creature quickly crossed the open
meadow and streaked by them heading for a copse of trees
downstream.
Its speed allowed the animal to run on a cushion of air
that supported most of its weight in a ground effect manner as it
ran on the toes of its back feet.
Granite had dubbed the animal a low rider when he’d
seen the first one in full speed the day before. The human and
wolfen watchers tore their eyes away from the fleeing beast and
looked in the direction from which the low rider had come.
Granite had the benefit of his nanobot remotes but
Ghlorr had been raised on Grrlar. Ghlorr saw the predator first.
“There!” He pointed toward the rising sun.
Granite looked where his companion pointed and saw
the dragon shape with nanobotically augmented eyes. Without

his implant’s help, he wouldn’t have been able to see the dragon
for the glare of the sun.
The native predator of Grrlar had learned a hunting
technique that would have made any fighter pilot proud. Using
the sun as a backdrop in which to hide, the dragon swooped
down on the low rider.
Granite and Ghlorr looked on in awe as the dragon
swooped down on its prey and snatched it from the ground forty
meters from the trees. The dragon had no trouble lifting the 130
kilos in its claws as the wings pumped fiercely to regain altitude.
The two cleared the trees by less than a meter as the force of the
dragon’s wing beats buffeted the upper limbs.
Granite heard a single scream that was cut off as the
dragon dipped its head to grab the low rider by the back of the
neck. Forearm-sized canines separated neck vertebrae with a
double snap that could be heard by the two watchers. The dragon
maintained this carcass-supporting hold as it flew toward its
mountain cave den.
The two watched until the dragon disappeared behind a
far mountain ridge. When the dragon passed out of sight, Ghlorr
then resumed his breakfast preparations while Granite returned
to his induced sleep period.
Within a half-hour they were back on the trail. This time
Granite kept a pair of remotes directly above them at three
hundred and five hundred meters. He had listened to Ghlorr’s
stories of the immense power of the planet’s largest predator but
felt they must be exaggerations. The sight of the dragon easily
snatching a 130 kilogram, running animal from the ground and
lofting it into the air without slowing brought the fact to him
better than any story.
The upper remote detected the presence of a cave at the
top of the cliff to their right when they neared it in the late
afternoon. He sent the remote closer and its internal sensors
detected one large and three smaller heat sources at the back of
the cave. The dragons bore a litter of young every two years and

the three smaller heat signatures would probably turn one year
old in the soon-to-come spring.
He returned the remote to its five hundred meter altitude
directly above Ghlorr and his position while keeping a sensor
eye on the cave opening. When they grew even with the cave his
sensors showed a large pile of bones directly below the cave’s
opening a couple hundred meters away.
On the flatter, more easily traveled meadows and
floodplains, there were only isolated patches of trees along the
bank of the now larger river they followed south. Resuming their
trek they angled toward the trees at the foot of the cliff to their
right. They walked for another hour before finding a wellprotected hollow in the rocks to make their evening camp.
“I do recognize the cliff above us. We are now in the
northern part of the territory of my family’s group.” Said Ghlorr
as he cleared a spot for his evening meal’s fire. “If any of that
group remains, we should detect signs of habitation tomorrow.”
“If they haven’t all been captured or killed in baylorian
hunts that have occurred since you were captured.” Replied
Granite.
“My time as the aid of my master has shown me that the
baylor never completely wipe out any single group.” Ghlorr said.
“They only target those groups that get large enough to contain
twelve or more adults.”
“They enjoy their feral slave hunts too much to overhunt
the stock!” The wolfen added with bitterness.
They were both silent for a few moments as Ghlorr dealt
with the inner pain of his memories as a slave. There had been
more than one incident where he had been required to perform
duties for his master in connection with feral slave hunts on the
island continent where he was born.
“Since we’re going to encounter your people soon, we’ll
dispense with the battle suits for now.” Granite said after a
moment. “We don’t want to scare anybody off by looking too
formidable. Or having our bodies covered so much that we’re
mistaken for battle suited baylor.”

Ghlorr was still lost in his memories and simply nodded
his assent to Granite’s comment.
Ghlorr then finished his meal preparations while Granite
withdrew into his sleep period. After finishing a quick meal,
Ghlorr prepared to sleep while Granite roused to guard the camp
and prepare for the next day.
Darkness came and while Ghlorr slept, Granite morphed
the nanomass of the wolfen’s battle suit into a low-tech
backpack, a walking stick/wizard’s staff, a crossbow with several
quarrels, and several additional bird-sized dragon remotes. The
remotes were made in the shape of the bird-sized versions of the
dragon form of Grrlar. They were the dominant form of avians
on the planet and would easily blend in with the rest of the
planet’s lifeforms.
The night was uneventful with the exception that Ghlorr
seemed to toss and turn a little more than normal. Granite hoped
that his friend’s dreams weren’t too bad.
The next morning they set out within the cover of the
trees at the base of the cliff with their increased remote guides in
a kilometer wide ring around them. Granite let Ghlorr lead the
way to look for wolfen signs while he concentrated more on the
input from his remotes. The bird-sized dragon remotes flitted
back and forth across their path ahead while Granite directed
Ghlorr to any hint of wolfen presence.
The many detours caused by rougher terrain and
inspection of possible camp sights kept their forward pace at just
a fraction of what they had made the previous days of their
journey. This was OK with both of them as their goal was to
make contact, not speed and distance.
As they progressed, the valley widened from its narrow
width with the small river running down the middle. The
mountains to either side remained tall and steep, but the valley
widened to a flat plain several kilometers wide. The river also
widened but grew no deeper than an average of a meter and a
half.

Ghlorr told Granite that the river would become much
wider but only a little deeper during the spring floods and
pointed to the slight rise almost a kilometer away. If the river
became that wide every spring it would span at least two
kilometers. He could see why the only trees in the middle of the
flat valley were immense rock protected giants with deep root
systems.
As these spring floodwaters filled the plains to the south
those animals that had wintered in the south would migrate north
to feed on the new spring grasses and bear their young. The
valley floors of this and the spoke like pattern of other river
valleys that fed the southern, melt-water lake would become the
home of vast herds of animals.
By the time the migrating animals had eaten all of the
grasses in the northern valleys, the southern lake would have
begun to drain into the sea to the south and the grasses of that
flood plain would feed them through the late summer and winter.
The two travelers continued to make their way along the
mountain ridge for several more days. Growing confident in their
isolation as intercepted baylorian communications indicated the
loss of high orbit defenses, Granite began Ghlorr’s wizard’s
training. By the third day, Ghlorr had fully integrated his VR
sessions with the use of his staff and the smaller devices in his
backpack.
On the sixth day of their slow trek Ghlorr was using a
spell crystal to separate a sphere of hydrogen from the moist air
of the woods they were walking through. He was holding the
sphere suspended above the top of his staff when one of
Granite’s bird dragon remotes discovered a wolfen observer in
the rocks of the hillside above and ahead of them.
“Do we continue on or attempt contact?” Granite asked
Ghlorr.
“It’s a little early to make camp.” Ghlorr said looking at
the sun as he let the hydrogen sphere he was concentrating on,
dissipate. “Let’s continue on for another hour then stop. That’ll

be early enough for our observers to decide whether or not to
contact us.”
“If they don’t contact us by morning we’ll seek them
out.” Granite said.
They continued on and after a few minutes Granite said.
“I have another watcher just ahead of us. He’s just above a
perfect spot for a camp. Do you want to stop there instead of
going on? It’s about fifteen minutes ahead.”
“Sounds good to me.” Ghlorr replied.
They made their way through the trees bordering the
ridge to a jumbled pile of rocks, in a clearing at the base of a
steep, grassy hill. The rocks were big enough to foil the
swooping attack of a dragon but had a large enough space
between them to make a comfortable, open campsite.
Granite and Ghlorr set up their camp then used their
army of remotes to locate a likely animal to hunt for fresh meat.
The remotes found two kinds of animal close enough to
the camp to kill and prepare long before dark. One was a small
group of wooly animals that Granite dubbed llarma and the other
was a lone specimen that was making it’s way northward toward
their position.
This six-legged animal, which Granite dubbed a
hexalope, was the closest and that fact decided its fate.
With his cyberhuman powers also came the ability to
hear and speak in Ghlorr’s native tongue. He didn’t know if the
wolfen watching them knew anything about humans so, for the
benefit of keeping his secret from the watcher in the rocks above,
he said in the baylorian slave tongue used by humans on Grrlar.
“I’m going to hunt some meat for our meal. I’ll be back soon.”
Granite removed his backpack and propped his staff
against a nearby boulder. He then unfastened his crossbow from
the pack and left the confines of their rocky camp. Using the link
to the remote above his prey he made his way directly toward the
spot where he would cross paths with the hexalope. While he
was moving through the edge of the woody area toward his prey

he continued to watch their watchers through the eyes of his
other dragon mech remotes.
A couple years practice allowed him to function without
clumsiness as he viewed several relayed scenes while he moved
through the trees. He had just picked his ambush spot and settled
in to wait for the hexalope when the first wolfen watcher joined
the one above the camp.
He maneuvered several of his dragon mech remotes to
spots, flanking the two hidden wolfen while he waited for supper
to come to him. With his link to his remotes Granite could easily
hear the whispered conversation of the two while he waited.
The hexalope came into sight and moments later
sprouted a crossbow bolt from its heart. While he picked up the
dead animal and draped it across his shoulders for the walk back
to camp Granite heard through one of his remotes as one of the
two wolfen, told the other that he recognized Ghlorr.
The two were still trying to decide what to do when
Granite entered the camp. Before Ghlorr could speak Granite
said aloud in the baylorian slave language used by humans on
Grrlar. “We’ll have to hurry and prepare as much of this meat as
possible before dark. You make a quick fire and I’ll dress the
meat.”
Ghlorr knew that Granite was speaking in the midrange
slave language because humans couldn’t hear or speak in the
same range as wolfen. He knew there were human slaves on
Grrlar and hoped the two in the rocks above knew this also.
“Yes.” He replied, in the slave language. “We want to have the
fire extinguished before dark so the baylor can’t locate and
recapture us. My family lived close by. We should be able to
find them soon. Then we’ll be safe, or as safe as we can be on
this world.”
They set about their tasks and when Ghlorr looked at
him, Granite smiled and nodded toward the hillside of their
camp.
Ghlorr was prepared and acted convincingly surprised
when two wolfen strangers appeared around the rocks.

“Greetings.” Ghlorr feigned a quick recovery and spoke
in his native tongue. “I am Ghlorr Llargn, son of Rhavvn and
Pttahn Llargn. This is my human companion Granite Moon.” He
finished with a translation of Granite’s name into the wolfen
language.
The higher and lower frequencies of the wolfen vocal
range were inaudible to human ears. If not for the augmentation
made possible by his implant, Granite would have only heard a
longer, drawn out version of his name in English. Similar, in
fact, to the middle ranges of the baylor language that is heard by
non-augmented human ears.
“We have escaped our slavery, but we fear that our
presence may put others in danger. Will you help us or should
we seek refuge elsewhere?” Ghlorr continued.
The two looked at each other for a moment and the older
one said in wolfen. “I am Brrahn Sorrhl and this is my hunting
companion, Sabbr Wollht. I remember stories of your capture
told by the survivors of the Llargn group. Also, Sabbr says that
your features resemble the features of the Llargn family. How is
it that you are without your baylorian master and in the company
of this alien being?”
Granite was able to follow the conversation with the aid
of his nanotech abilities but feigned incomprehension for the
sake of their cover that he was a normal human.
“We have escaped our masters and flown here in a stolen
air car.” Ghlorr replied. “We sent the air car farther north with
the hope that it has crashed into the northern sea. We seek
refuge, but our presence brings danger. The baylor do not care to
admit that escape is possible. Our recapture is a manner of Honor
to those who allowed us to regain our freedom. If they
investigate and do not find our bodies at the crash site, we will
be sought out by those responsible.”
Brrahn smiled. “We have learned much since your
capture. Over the past few years the baylor have been less
successful in their hunts.”

He then added. “For security reasons we will have to
confer with the leaders of our group before we can allow you to
meet them.”
“We understand the need for these precautions.” Ghlorr
said while Granite stood in a submissive posture that looked the
least threatening. “My companion’s race can not hear or speak
our language. Do you mind if I tell him what we have said?”
“We know of the humans and their capabilities.” Said
Brrahn. “We will wait while you translate our words.”
Ghlorr did so while the two scouts tried to look as if they
did not understand the baylorian slave language that Ghlorr used.
He suspected that the two were following the conversation and
would base part of their opinion on Granite and himself on what
was said.
When he was finished, Ghlorr turned back to Brrahn and
Sabbr, smiled and said. “Will you join us in our evening meal?
We have fresh meat.”
“That would be a good idea.” Braahn said. “The four of
us together will increase safety for all. There is a wandering pack
of wolfdragons in the area. They do not normally prey on our
people but we have no experience with their habits toward
humans.”

* TWO *
Roonnrroorr looked at the screen with satisfaction as his
newest model FTL ship settled into the docking bay on the
surface of the immense planetoid ship, Kiilliimmeedd.
He watched from his main workstation, as the huge
airlock doors slid shut and atmosphere was introduced to the
docking bay. Condensation briefly swirled around the vacuumcold hull.
He noticed the message incoming signal at the corner of
his screen and punched a series of keys on his console. The
screen showed the signal he expected and he activated his
monitor as the data from the newly arrived ship was downloaded
into his console.
Roonnrroorr scanned the lists of identified data groups
and chose the one he most wanted to see. He nodded his head as
he read the results of the ship’s internal sensor scans and smiled
a Hunter’s smile, with feeding teeth exposed.
The results confirmed his calculations. He would now be
able to easily vary not only the length of each jump, but the
direction as well. Any Hunter ship could dodge sideways at any
time just as easily as it could jump ahead along its programmed
path.
With only a little more testing, he would be able to
refine the distance control enough to jump single ship lengths.
With that degree of control, individual Hunter ships would be
able to defeat a hand of hands of opponents twice their size.
He was not so engrossed in his study of the data from the
newest Quick Hunter ship that he didn’t immediately notice the
approach of Lord Kiilliimmeedd on his security monitor. He
quickly prepared for the unexpected visit and was ready when
his aide frantically rushed into the lab.
Making a brief calming motion he spoke before his aide
could say a word. “Do not make Lord Kiilliimmeedd wait, show
him in immediately.”

Roonnrroorr glanced back down at his console, briefly
thinking of the rise in status that allowed him to wait for his Lord
to come to him. Belatedly remembering how quickly his status
could change again, he came out from behind the console and
was almost to the door when Lord Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr
came through.
“Ah! There you are my boy!” Lord Kiilliimmeedd said
jovially. He rubbed his hands together eagerly and continued. “I
hear we have another success in our Hunt to regain Honor.”
“Yes we do My Lord.” Roonnrroorr replied with proper
deference in his voice and posture. “The data shows that our
new design gives us greatly improved control over our new,
internal FTL field.”
He had begun to accept his informal adoption as the
replacement for the two sons Lord Kiilliimmeedd had lost on the
human homeworld. With the loss of his own father in the human
system, Roonnrroorr had spent most of his time immersed in his
work. As a result, with no familial bureaucracy between them, he
had also spent most of the past sixes of sixes of sixes of days in
the company of Lord Kiilliimmeedd.
The two had become relaxed in each other’s company
and Roonnrroorr had eventually begun to get used to being
treated as a member of the Royal Family. The status increase had
helped him cope with his combined duties as Brraakkeenn
Family Head and Kiilliimmeedd Propulsion Head. That
acceptance showed in his copying Lord Kiilliimmeedd’s use of
the ‘our’ instead of ‘your’ when discussing the new internal FTL
drive.
“Our newest ship has twice the maximum single jump
range as our initial efforts.” Roonnrroorr explained. “With the
addition of the gravitite our slaves are mining in the dust ring
around the white dwarf, we have also cut our power usage by
half.”
“Twice the distance with half the power, not a bad
improvement at all!” Taagghhaarr exclaimed proudly. “What
about construction schedules?”

Roonnrroorr had anticipated Lord Kiilliimmeedd’s
increasing habit of asking questions that didn’t pertain to his
primary duties. He moved to his console and punched a series of
keys.
Quickly scanning the screen, he replied. “If we go with
the designs we agreed on at the last Council meeting, we can
begin construction of Hunter Ships immediately. The other size
ships can be determined by which model is to be constructed
first.”
“We can’t start all models at the same time?”
“No, My Lord.” Roonnrroorr replied. “Not with the
slave labor we have. Most of those who left their planetary
estates and homes to join us were not those who tended to have
more than the basic number of slaves. We have already
acquisitioned more slaves than most can afford and still
efficiently maintain Family Hearths.”
Taagghhaarr nodded soberly. “We have already asked
much of those who follow us.” He looked Roonnrroorr in the
eyes. “Many have lost Family in a losing cause, and
compounding our loss of Honor by fleeing to save ourselves. In
the process, trading two worthy slave races and three bountiful
planets for three space rocks and the shame of surviving our
defeat.”
“That is not true!” Roonnrroorr objected. “If we had not
survived that one battle we would not now be in a position to
return to the hunt. We are now in the Hunter’s Crouch for the
Death Leap to ensure our final success!”
Taagghhaarr smiled the Hunter’s Smile at Roonnrroorr’s
exuberance. “That we will my young friend! Let us start the
construction of the Hunter Ships!”
He grew pensive for a moment, then added. “We lost too
many good pilots to need single seat fighters, but I think we
should begin with the Hunter’s Fist model. I think we can hold
off on the larger ships for the near future. Kiilliimmeedd and his
two smaller Sons are each big enough to hold planetary

defensive batteries so the larger models are not really necessary
at this time.”
“It will take several hands of days to begin the training
of crews for the new Hunter Ships, My Lord.” Roonnrroorr
interjected conversationally. “Most of those trainees are barely
old enough to be considered Hunters and are starting their
training at the very beginning.”
“Our defense falls to children, then?” Taagghhaarr asked
with a piercing gaze.
Roonnrroorr didn’t flinch from the icy glare. “All races
depend on the self-perceived immortality of their youth for their
survival, My Lord. But, as a great baylorian hunter once said,
‘what doesn’t kill us makes us stronger’. If we lead these
children well and supply them with the proper weapons, they
will grow into respected Hunters. Then there will be no race that
will ever defeat us again.”
Taagghhaarr nodded his agreement then asked. “What of
the slave labor shortage?”
“Most of those who joined us left their infirm and
youngest slaves at their planetary homes and estates.” Came the
reply. “They used their able bodied slaves in household and
kitchen duties, and when we began to acquisition labor for the
gravitite mining, they were reduced to performing duties usually
given to slaves.”
“Most of those who joined us are carving homes out of
the rock of Kiilliimmeedd, aren’t they?” Taagghhaarr asked next.
When Roonnrroorr nodded assent, he went on. “So the work
they are reduced to is the building of their own homes?”
“Yes, My Lord.” Roonnrroorr answered.
“We have become soft since the First Star Emperor.”
Taagghhaarr said softly. Sighing with finality, he said. “It is time
to lead them back to the hard trail of the Hunter’s Path.”
“We need the gravitite. I think I will have to take more
of their slaves for that duty.” He smiled a Hunter’s Smile. “If
they do not wish to carve their own homes from the rock of

Kiilliimmeedd, then maybe they will volunteer for the mining
duty themselves.”
Roonnrroorr laughed softly. “I think they will easily
decide which of the two hunting paths to choose, My Lord.”
“I know that we have more than enough gravitite ore to
build many hands of hands of Hunter Ships of every size, but I
want to stockpile as much as possible as quickly as possible.”
At Roonnrroorr’s look, Taagghhaarr continued. “We
faced the Evvlliigg. Whether the same as those we encountered
so many generations ago or a new race is not yet clear. But
Evvlliigg just the same.”
“They will be relentless in seeking us since we displayed
our new FTL drive. I want to have as much gravitite as possible
in case we have to suffer further loss of honor by fleeing again.
The mining can continue while we prepare to begin construction
of our fleet.”
Roonnrroorr nodded his agreement. Even starting
immediately, it would take several hands of hands of days for the
finished Hunter Ships to start coming off the assembly lines.
Also, the making of ships of battle was not considered as
low a form of menial, or slave labor that offended most of his
people. There was not the same shortage of skilled techs as there
was of the more dangerous vocation of gravitite mining.
His thoughts were interrupted as Taagghhaarr continued.
“We may have the ability to bypass normal FTL jump points, but
we did not go that far. We are still only a single jump away from
our former home worlds.”
Taagghhaarr looked up and glanced in the general
direction of the worlds he had fled. “True they can’t track us as
easily as they could if we had to travel through jump points but if
they want to find us they can.”
“They would have to search every cubic hunter’s step if
they had no idea of where we were, but that is not the case.
There are only a few places where gravitite can be found and no
self respecting space force can face another without it. It is also
hard to hide neutron and white dwarf stars.”

Taagghhaarr smiled as he continued. “I think it would be
foolish to think that we can remain undetected for long. These
Evvlliigg we face will eventually seek us out here. We must then
be ready to face them or have improved our situation enough to
withdraw with strategic confidence instead of fleeing with
further loss of honor.”
They conversed for a while longer before Taagghhaarr
finally decided he had been away from his duties for long
enough. After he had left the lab, Roonnrroorr pondered what
had been said.
The most important fact was that they faced Evvlliigg.
That meant that there was every possibility that some of the
enemy was even now onboard Kiilliimmeedd. Hidden by their
ability to mold themselves into any form.
He looked at his console with a new suspicion. That
meant that everything he did outside of his personal thoughts
could conceivably be automatically shared with the enemy.
He sat at his console for considerable time before
realizing there was nothing he could do about it. If he didn’t do
the work to refine his new designs, they wouldn’t be able to face
the Evvlliigg. If he did the work needed the Evvlliigg just might
be watching and copying his designs.
He could only act as though the Evvlliigg had not
infiltrated any of the three, planetoid ships. Bending over his
console Roonnrroorr began finalizing the Hunter’s Fist design.
As he feared, but unknown to him, every keystroke was
noted by the watchers within Kiilliimmeedd’s data systems.

* THREE *
Draco pointed down at the scene below and said. “See
there? There she is. And it looks like she’s got another family.”
Behind him on the stone ledge nearly two hundred
meters up the sheer cliff, Wes said. “I see her.” Then with a
small wave, added. “Hi Miss Devers.”
“I don’t think she sees you hon.” Kristie said from his
side.
Behind the two of them, Ward and Kallie simply gazed
out across the ten-kilometer wide expanse to the opposing cliff.
Draco gazed intently for a few seconds, then declared.
“Five cubs this time. And they look old enough to be almost
ready to start exploring. That’ll be the test for her mothering
skills.”
“You don’t have her monitored?” Kallie asked as she
and Ward walked past the others on the cliff side of the wide
ledge.
“Well, its not really necessary.” Draco answered. “She’s
already delivered two litters for us who’ve been spread out to
other sections of this tunnel and two others. There’s also several
other cheetahs from other sources.”
“Rocky delivered one he and mom found on a ranch in
Texas the last time he was here.” Draco looked down at the six
lounging shapes on the grasslands of the floor of the habitat
tunnel. “In fact, we’ve got more cheetah than we have habitat
room for. She’s already spread her genes with help. From now
on she’ll have to do it on her own.”
“How many habitats do you have?” Asked Ward as he
and Kallie took their turn to stop and gaze across the expanse of
the T-2 habitat tunnel.
“Oh, we have plenty of habitats started.” Draco said,
adding. “Twenty-seven at last count. But we’ve also got samples
from the nearest five habitable worlds. Each of those worlds has
at least two separate habitats and there’re even a couple of

special Terran habitats. T-4 has the climate, flora, and fauna of
the last ice age, while T-5 has a dinosaur habitat. We’ve had to
use plants from other epochs to give the veggy-saurs of that
habitat enough food to eat, but it’s worked pretty good so far.”
“Anyway, at this point we only have three contemporary
terran habitats and this one, T-2, has the largest African
savanna.” Draco continued as the five friends made their way
along the high, cliff ledge. “The last report I got from T-2’s
ranger, Richard Reeves, says that he has introduced lions and
leopards in the past few days, so Miss Devers also has a little
more competition as well.”
“With the VR training I gave her, she’s got a better
second chance than most.” Draco glanced back to where the new
family rested. “She’ll be OK.” He added as he turned to continue
along the ledge in silence.
Several more times they stopped to gaze down at the
newly introduced animals. There were gazelle, impala,
wildebeest, zebra, rhino, giraffe, buffalo, elephant, and dozens of
smaller animals living on the plants of the habitat. There were
also lion, leopard, hyena, wild dog, jackal, more cheetah, and
dozens of smaller predators living on the animals that ate the
plants of T-2.
The human group continued slowly as they enjoyed the
sights of wild animals from the protection of their cliff ledge.
The few vultures and other birds they came upon simply flew out
from the ledge and came back at a point behind the quintet.
Nearly a half-hour after entering the habitat, they came
to a cleft in the cliff wall and turned right, continuing to follow
the ledge, which itself followed the cleft at this level. An arch of
solid stone passed above them as they left the ten-kilometer T-2
tunnel and entered the cleft, which turned into a smaller,
branching tunnel barely a hundred meters wide.
Nearly two hundred meters below them, the crack
opened onto the savanna. As the floor of the crack narrowed
toward the back, it also rose in a series of stacked, stone hillocks.
The hills were peppered with small stone patios, backed by stone

walls with doors and windows, that were in turn connected by a
series of crisscrossing, switchback paths.
At the end of the three hundred meter deep crack, the
step hills met the back wall at a point that was even with the
ledge they walked on. When they reached that point, instead of
walking down into the open, and the underground village, they
turned right into the small, two-meter wide tunnel at the back of
the crack in the stone wall.
“Anybody live there yet?” Kristie asked as they entered
the man-tunnel.
“Not yet.” Draco answered. “Not enough people yet to
spread out much from the two docking craters. Like the transport
system, they’re pretty much built in with the original habitat
design.”
Stopping inside the entrance to the man-tunnel, Draco
continued. “There’s a village on the habitat side of every public
transport, access tunnel. You couldn’t see it for the reverse slope
of the cliff, but there was also one below where we came out into
T-2 about a kilometer back.”
He smiled and waved them to follow him as he
continued into the man-tunnel. “Come on. Our transport’s
waiting.”
After about ten meters, the small man-tunnel opened into
a duplicate of the transport station they had left to walk the ledge
part way up the side of the T-2 habitat.
Ward frowned, and asked. “Is this the next station down
from the one we just got out from?”
“Why yes.” Draco answered with a broad smile. “I just
wanted to see if I could spot Miss Devers. You know, say hi to
an old friend.”
“It was also a nice change of pace to take a walk without
everyone around competing for our attention.” Kallie said as she
entwined her arm with that of her husband.
“Thank you for the brief break Draco.” She added as she
towed Ward to the open doors of the transport car.

They all poured into the car and Draco tapped the
destination code into the control panel.
With a soft swoosh, the doors closed and the car
accelerated smoothly. In seconds the lines of the transport tube
were flashing by in a blur.
“How did you get this same car to be waiting at the
station with its doors open?” Asked Wes.
“When I entered the destination code, I just entered both
destinations and added a thirty minute wait to the first
destination.” Draco replied. “When we arrived and left the car, it
waited the prescribed time, then went to the next station.”
Draco shrugged and added. “If somebody in the area
would have needed transport before we got here, we’d have had
to call another car.”
“That was a nice break.” Wes said as he stretched his
arms along the back of the bench where he and Kristie sat. “I
don’t think I’d have minded a short wait for another car.”
“That would not have happened.” Came a voice from the
car’s overhead speakers.
“Hello Richard.” Draco said toward the car’s ceiling.
“Hello Draco.” Came the voice over the speakers. “I
hope you don’t mind my intrusion.”
“Not at all, Ranger Reeves. I am well aware that your
duties include internal security. That also includes the
monitoring of transport cars. I should have been more polite and
greeted you when we first entered T-2’s transport tubes. I’m
sorry for the lapse of courtesy.”
“It is I who must apologize.” The disembodied voice of
the T-2 Ranger said. “I did not mean to imply that you should
greet me at every opportunity. I assure you that although I do not
have a mobile body I am not wanting for companionship.
Besides my habitat duties I have regular video communications
with several primary school classes.”
“The reason why I responded to Wes’ comment,” the
voice added, “was as no more than a way to interject myself into
your awareness so as to give you a direct report.”

“I have completed the linking tunnel to the baylorian
prison dome.” Richard’s voice continued. “I have not broken
through the final twenty meters of the wall of the prison dome as
yet, but that final step can be easily done during any of the
prisoner’s coming sleep cycles.”
“Ah. Good.” Draco replied to the report. “How about the
other end, nearest T-2?”
A small chuckle came through the transport car’s
speakers as the disembodied voice replied. “A one hundred
meter thick stone wall with a five level maze of man-tunnels.”
As the car slowed and entered a transport station more
than one of Draco’s friends raised their eyebrows.
Smiling, Draco explained. “There’re several entrances,
but no exits into T-2. It’s more of an extension to their prison
dome than an access tunnel to the T-2 habitat. A sort of mental
diversion.”
The car came to a halt and Draco continued as the five of
them rose from their seats and exited to the platform. “Ranger
Reeves can pop a hole on the T-2 side in less than an hour. The
tunnel between the T-2 habitat and the prison dome is an
incentive gift while they think about my offer. Ranger Reeves
can monitor them and move or close the entrance off at any time
if any of them abuse the privilege.”
Looking up at the platform’s security monitor, Draco
said. “Thanks for the ride Richard. Open the wall between the
dome and the access tunnel during the dome’s next sleep
period.”
“We’ll be leaving by my private tube, so you can close
this station when we’re out. See ya.” Draco waved to the security
monitor.
“Bye Richard. Thanks for the ride. See ya later.” Came
in a jumble from Draco’s four friends as they exited the platform
and entered the man-tunnel to the prison dome.
Draco was last and when he came out on the ledge above
the prison dome his friends had moved to each side. He stepped

to the edge of the ledge and mentally activating his body
augmentation stepped off the ledge.
The four cyberhumans flanking him stepped off at the
same time. Side by side the five fell in slow motion on internal
gravity wave coils.
When they settled to the floor of the dome habitat, Wes
and Kristie casually walked a few steps to the right. Duplicating
their move on the left Ward and Kallie’s alert postures showed
Draco the direction of the approaching prisoners.
Seconds later the three baylor who always met him came
out of the shrubbery that had grown around the habitat floor. He
noticed the closer stance of Brruunn and Maakkaavvll to each
other and wondered at the politics of that union.
Surveillance monitors had shown the two of them
spending more and more time together. Draco wondered if
Erriimmaannohh approved or coveted the Royal link for himself.
It was hard to tell with the older of the two baylorian
brothers. Where Maakkaavvll wore his emotions and most of his
thoughts out in the open for the observant to see,
Erriimmaannohh was a study in quiet calm.
Draco’s interrogation memories showed him that the
elder baylor had learned this quiet calm in the months since his
capture. It was not the defeatist calm of someone giving up, but
that of a confident, stalking predator.
Draco knew to watch that one even if they passed his
mind test if they accepted his offer. He moved forward while his
friends flanked him with casual alertness.
“I must renew my complaint of insufficient quarters for
my station!” Brruunn gave the ritual demand first.
Draco startled her and Maakkaavvll with his answer. “Of
course Your Majesty. Your request has been granted and will be
completed by the end of the next sleep period.”
Erriimmaannohh’s only reaction was a narrowing of the
eyes.
“Do not toy with us Evvlliigg!” Maakkaavvll spat.

Draco smiled and faced the princess. “I am not toying
with you, Your Majesty. We have dug another tunnel for your
convenience.”
He was not surprised to see Maakkaavvll and Brruunn
look toward the wall that would sport a side tunnel by the next
morning. The baylorian vocal and auditory abilities extended
into both higher and lower ranges than that of humans. They
probably heard the macrobot making the habitat tunnel next to
the prison dome.
“Yes, over there.” Draco said, pointing his chin in the
same direction. There’ll be a cave in the wall over there by
morning. You’re welcome to pass through at your leisure.” He
didn’t tell them about the maze to the T-2 tunnel. They would
find it or not. Ranger Reeves would deal with any abuses. He
would also change the maze route regularly, removing any
baylorian who tried to make a permanent home within the T-2
habitat.
“At what cost?” Came Erriimmaannohh’s soft question.
Draco looked at the three baylor. “No cost just to enter
the valley on this side, but there is a price to pass through the
other end.”
He looked from one baylorian face to the next, gazing
each directly in the eyes before continuing. “The cost will be to
your individual egos.”
“What I am offering is complete amnesty.” Draco
quickly went on to forestall any response. “For all baylorians
who accept my terms.”
“Any baylor who accepts my terms will be offered full
citizenship in the new government of this area of space.”
“At what cost?” Maakkaavvll said loudly, then almost
looked embarrassed to diminish his older brother’s soft strength
with his own coarse volume.
“You must accept the fact that baylorians are not
dominant. No species is.” Draco answered. “Among other things,
all citizens will be treated equally, slavery is forbidden, and
casual violence will be severely punished.”

“You must each swear to accept the laws of the new
constitution, which will specifically prohibit the consumption of
any body part of any sentient being by another.”
“Blood is not a body part.” Came the soft comment from
Erriimmaannohh.
Draco nodded once in affirmation and said. “No it is not.
But a specification is made for fluids like blood and semen, and
other less vital, self replenishing parts like hair.”
“You mean that I can no longer have slave attendants or
drink their blood if I am hungry?” Asked Brruunn.
“Yes, Your Majesty, mostly.” Draco answered. “You
will no longer be able to own slaves, but you may employ as
many attendants as your finances can support. And you may
never force an employee to provide you with blood, but any
citizen may offer freely or sell blood to you under specified
conditions.”
Maakkaavvll cocked his head sideways. “Humans would
submit to a blooding of their own free will?”
“Some would under certain circumstances.” Draco
admitted, then continued. “We have taken the genetic origins of
all known species into consideration as well and simple physical
abilities such as size to strength ratios have been specified in our
new constitution. So if any of you accept my offer you must be
aware that what you may consider a firm push would most likely
be considered assault by any other species except, maybe the
centaurs.”
At Maakkaavvll’s imminent explosion Brruunn put a
hand on his arm just above the clenching fist. “What other
indignities must we suffer for our freedom.” She asked calmly.
“Diligent practice and a shift in attitude will eliminate
those indignities, My Lady.” Draco replied.
“Why do you taunt us with your false respect for the
Princess?” Maakkaavvll said with forced calm.
“It is not false, Prince Maakkaavvll.” Draco said, using
that one’s proper baylorian title. “Both you and Princess Brruunn
are from the highest levels of baylorian aristocracy. Our ways

are diametrically different and our species are currently at war,
but that doesn’t mean most of our people can’t get along.”
“Whether either of you, or you Erriimmaannohh,” Draco
turned briefly toward that one, then back to the younger two,
“accept the wolfen/human constitution is beside the point. You
are all of Royal Birth.”
“Whether you leave as citizens or stay as prisoners till
you can be returned to the Empire is entirely up to you.” Draco
said. “Either way, you will always be of Royal Birth and will be
accorded the respect due to that station.”
Draco smiled, then added. “Of course, if you leave as a
citizen and break the laws of the constitution, you will be shown
the respect of your station while you are processed through the
applicable courts.”
“So we now have a choice.” Said Maakkaavvll with a
more relaxed tone. “We accept the terms of your surrender or we
are given to Princess Brruunn’s father for execution?”
“You misunderstand.” Draco responded quickly. “When
you are returned to the Empire, it will not be to Imperial
representatives. In fact you won’t be returned to the Empire
itself.”
“Most of the prisoners in this dome are of related and
allied families, but the other prisoners taken since are mainly of
space qualified techs. Since we know that you may be in disfavor
with the Emperor we are planning on constructing a jump point
station habitat on the edge of the space we plan to claim as our
border.” Draco shrugged. “If you do not become citizens of our
new multi-species alliance there’s a chance you’ll end up as the
part owners of one of those neutral stations.”
“You’re going to build us our own jump point station?”
Brruunn asked incredulously.
“When we complete the liberation of the Centauri
system, there will be quite a shift in ownership of land on
Argnng and Grrlar.” Draco said. “Since we have the capabilities,
and to show our sincerity in reconciliation, baylorians who lose

lands on the liberated worlds will be offered basic
compensations.”
Anticipating their racial imperatives, Draco quickly went
on. “Any baylorian who refuses the offer of citizenship will be
kept in the expanded confinement of this dome and the tunnel
valley beyond that wall.” He gestured appropriately.
“When the liberation of the Centauri system is complete,
those who still refuse the offer of citizenship will be transferred
to jump point stations on the outer border of wolfen/human
space. Of course each of those jump points will also be occupied
by a wolfen/human, border defense station.”
“I suppose this defense station is for our protection?”
Brruunn asked sarcastically.
“Only if the station you occupy asks for it.” Draco
replied. “The jump point stations those who refuse citizenship
will inherit will be commercial stations. They will have
minimum defenses.”
“The border defense stations will be heavily armed and
armored, but will be military installations.” Draco explained. “It
is hoped that they will be able to make use of the facilities of the
commercial stations on occasion.”
“So, not only are you going to strand us in the prison of
an immovable station, you will expect us to entertain our
watchers.” Maakkaavvll finally achieved the soft strength of his
brother’s demeanor.
“No, Maakkaavvll.” Said Draco. “When, I mean if, you
end up on one of the border stations, you will be free to go
anywhere you please. Except, of course, off any ship that travels
back into wolfen/human space. You would then be handed over
to any immigration officer as an illegal immigrant.”
Draco smiled hugely. “And handled with all the respect
due to a member of a Royal Family as you are processed by the
appropriate law enforcement agencies.”
“And if we do accept your offer of citizenship?” Came
the quiet question from Erriimmaannohh.

Draco’s beaming smile grew serious. “You will first be
subjected to an interview to ensure you know all of the rules and
laws you will be expected to follow. Then you will be given a
mental evaluation by one of my people.”
“Evvlliigg!” Maakkaavvll spat, reverting to old habits.
“Yes, Evvlliigg mind search.” Draco answered. “Not to
induce controlling inhibitions, though. And not to see if you are
sure you will break some laws. The mind search will only be
required to tell whether each of you intends to try to abide by the
laws of the wolfen/human constitution.”
“You have told us what reward we can expect if we
reject your offer. What riches can we expect if we accept?”
Maakkaavvll asked with a rebound to his calmer attitude.
“Some landowners on Argnng and Grrlar will lose all
their land while some others may retain portions of theirs. It will
depend on the amount of land and the claims of any wolfen born
to the same areas.”
He gestured to the dome habitat. “This dome and the
valley habitat beyond will become the combined property of all
who are confined here during any part of the current war. This
area will be built up as more prisoners arrive and will become
the first baylorian city on Draconus.”
“In addition, each individual baylorian of the lowest
status will be given the means to ensure their self sufficiency.”
Draco continued. “From the support needed while gaining the
education needed for their chosen vocation, up to the basic tools
and equipment for their chosen vocation.”
“Others will be free to seek out their own paths without
any more than the basic compensation due to them through prewar status levels.” Draco finished.
“What compensation is my status worth?” Asked
Brruunn haughtily.
“Actually your Majesty, you are of a different nature
than all others except those of the ship you were captured on.”
Draco replied. “You and those with you are not prisoners of war
as such.”

“You see, we are at war with the baylor of the Centauri
system but not as yet with the baylor of the main Empire.” Draco
explained. “Although, I am sure we will be as soon as your
father finds out who has his daughter and who defeated his
attempts to invade space that he thought was within his domain.”
“If you turn down my offer of citizenship you and any of
those on the ship you were captured on who also refuse can be
sent back to the Empire immediately as a sign of good faith.”
“To be immediately executed for treason to the Realm.”
Brruunn said.
“That would be entirely up to the Emperor.” Draco
observed. “But I am sure that anyone who could manipulate him
like you seem to be able to could avoid that harshness.”
Brruunn limited her reply to a fierce glare.
“On the other hand.” Draco continued. “Since you are of
Royal Birth and were captured in residence on a Royal Courier it
could be argued that the ship you rode was your property.”
“The slaves that rode with you have long since been
granted their freedom but have only you to file against for
compensation.” Draco rubbed his chin as he quickly weighed all
the facts, as he knew them.
Cyberhuman abilities allowed him to easily, combine all
the different permutations of social and material obligations and
debts, and he quickly came to a decision. “I would first consider
the size of the ship and remove the weapons and slave quarters.
Then I would consider those of the crew not directly obligated to
your ‘Royal Self’ and the space they occupy.”
Draco looked at her and said. “I would consider a staff
of six sixes of personal attendants and another six sixes of ship’s
crew. No slaves, of course, so I would restructure slave stalls and
pens into cages for fresh blood-source animals.”
“There will have to be room for food for the animals and
shuttle and cargo space. You can’t be expected to live in nothing
more than a mobile home.” Draco said. “I’d say a ship half the
size of the one you were captured in. Minimum defensive
weapons though, no long-range missiles.”

“That will include whatever of this,” he waved at the
dome in the direction of the valley habitat, “you gain through the
loyalty of your fellow prisoners. There will also be a suite of
rooms on the Centauri-Sol jump point station in both the
residential and business sections.”
Maakkaavvll’s eyes grew stormy, but he managed to
make his voice calm. “Except for the loss in offensive weaponry,
you seem to be offering more than you are taking. At what cost
does the Princess accept this cursed contract with Evvlliigg?”
Draco looked in the predator’s eyes without flinching,
with only the help of his cyberhuman abilities to keep him from
reflexively turning to run. “Please. I do not intend any insult or
deception. I am sincere when I say that I hope all baylor can
learn to live peacefully in wolfen/human space.”
“It may be a bribe, but the resources at my command
allow me to be over-extravagant. For the immediate future I can
ensure you that I can deliver on my promise.” Draco smiled. “I
give you my word of Honor.”
Erriimmaannohh stepped forward, coming within arm’s
reach of Draco. He looked up at the taller human with a slightly
tilted head. “What would a son of the Renegade Family be
entitled to in baylor/wolfen/human space?”
Draco gave a small half-smile at the addition of the
baylorian race to the growing alliance, or federation, or whatever
they decided to call it. He then stepped sideways and into a small
depression in the ground, bringing his eyes closer to the same
level as Erriimmaannohh.
“You would lose nearly all the land on Argnng and
Grrlar that you thought was yours.” Draco started. “Then you
would lose more lands in reparation to the slaves you set free.”
“After that you would be given compensation
commensurate with your status.” Draco continued. “There will
undoubtedly be land left somewhere, but you will need livestock
to replace the blood of slaves.”
“Being of Royal Birth, you will also need a ship like that
of the Princess.” Draco nodded in her direction. “There would

also be twin sets of suites in two or more jump point stations in
the Centauri system and a heavy shuttle/tug for your own
station-to-station cargo transfers.”
Draco locked eyes with Erriimmaannohh and added.
“And last, if Earth joins the wolfen and the rest of us humans, I
promise you will regain your estate in Florida.” He looked over
at Maakkaavvll and added. “You would get the same, except the
Colorado estate instead of Florida.”
Looking back at Erriimmaannohh, Draco added. “All
your other assets I will keep for compensation for those of your
slaves who have been freed.”
The increase in intensity in Erriimmaannohh’s gaze
spoke the unasked question that Draco knew from his mental
interrogation of the baylorian Prince.
“We are still finding scattered results of your influence
on Earth, but most have come out with positive results.” Draco
said calmly. “There was one of your former slaves whose natural
tendencies finally betrayed him. It seems he was beating a new
girlfriend of his when the girl’s brothers took offense.”
Draco gave a small, half-smile. “When the brothers
objected the individual in question became belligerent, drew a
knife and threatened to kill the whole family. The reports get
sketchy at this point, but it seems that a few minutes later Mr.
Flowers was eaten by a large native reptile from that particular
Australian area. It seems he screamed a lot but no one could save
him from his fate.”
Erriimmaannohh gazed at Draco intently for several
heartbeats before turning away and walking in the direction he
and his companions had come to meet the humans.
As Maakkaavvll and Brruunn began to turn to follow,
Erriimmaannohh stopped and turned halfway back around.
“Where do I get a copy of this constitution?”
“At first light tomorrow there will be an opening in the
stone wall over there.” Draco pointed with his chin. “There will
be a large crack in the rock a hand of steps wide and twice that
high.”

“Your hand or mine?” Erriimmaannohh smiled.
“Yours.” Draco actually felt the good will of his
adversary for the first time since he’d known him. “Through that
crack in the wall will be the top of this end of a valley. The
valley varies in width from two to three times the diameter of
this dome. It is considerably longer, nearly thirty human
kilometers.”
At Maakkaavvll’s look, Draco added. “Other prisoners
will be arriving a hand of days from now. You’ll need the space
soon. Anyway, you’ll find a small village below the crack in the
wall.”
“There is everything you need to support six times your
current number in this village.” Draco continued. “There’s water
and sewage and all the other things you’ll need, except slaves.”
“There are also buildings you will come to recognize as
libraries. It is there that you will find the books needed to operate
the infrastructure of your village. You’ll also find current copies
of the constitution there. Upgraded editions will be delivered
with new residents.”
At Erriimmaannohh’s raised eyebrow, Draco explained.
“To be truthful, we are still writing it.”
“Do my people have any say in this new constitution of
laws which we will have to live with?” Asked Erriimmaannohh.
“There are standard information consoles as well as
books in the library of all six villages within the confines of the
valley habitat.” Draco said. “Use the standard comm channels to
find out where relevant discussions are being held and add
whatever input you wish. I assure you, your input will be
appreciated.”
“But will our recommendations be accepted?” Asked
Brruunn. “We are, after all, the enemy. How many of your
wolfen friends will appreciate your siding with their oppressors.”
“The basics of our constitution was written by humans
nearly 250 years ago and has references to religious doctrines
that go back over two millennia.” Draco replied. “Most of what

is being fine tuned is the language that makes it fair and
acceptable to more than the wolfen or human species.”
“There are also several other species who have
contributed.” Draco added. “There are other baylorian slave
species that have been liberated as well as two other races that
we have met since the war started.”
“The mind, heart, and soul are complete. All we are
doing now is building a body around that foundation.” Draco
finished.
Erriimmaannohh nodded once and turned again. This
time he did not stop.
Draco turned to his companions and said. “That went a
lot better than I expected.”
“Just means we have to watch them closer.” Said Kallie.
“I’d have thought Ward would be the one to say that.”
Kristie said as the group turned and moved closer to the dome
wall.
“Just because he can be paranoid at times doesn’t mean
he’s always wrong.” Kallie answered as she blew an air-kiss in
the direction of her husband’s nearest cheek.
They each took a couple of steps before rising smoothly
and quietly upwards. They completed their flight as efficiently as
possible so as to stress their bodies as little as possible.
Now that their AI programs were being liberated too,
they had to deal with annoying body maintenance themselves.
Prolonged, extreme proximity to gravity wave coils was
harmful to living tissue. With the tens of thousands of microsized coils that were in a cyberhuman’s body augmentation,
cellular damage from prolonged use was a constant, negative
side effect.
If they used their internal gravity wave coils to fly on a
regular basis, they would also have to spend more meditation
time to repair the tissue damage.
It seemed to be a tradeoff in time. Like the baylor who
had grown used to the ministrations of slave labor, the

cyberhumans relied on the AI programs of their implants to
make their lives easier.
That was an adjustment that they were all dealing with.
Without the total support of a subjugated sentience,
cyberhumans were as inconvenienced as the baylor.
Now, when excessive use of gravity wave, flying
abilities damaged cellular tissue next to the micro-sized coils,
each cyberhuman had to mentally supervise nanobot repair
crews. The white ‘healing’ spell-crystals Draco and Sy’Byt had
designed were a great help, but meditation was still required.
The quintet drifted forward and landed on the ledge
above the dome floor. Moving along the ledge to the side, they
headed for Draco’s personal transport station.
They kept watch below them even though the charged
field along the cliff below kept the baylor from accessing the
ledge. A catapult launched rock or arrow from the prisoners
below might not kill them outright, but it would hurt for a
moment if landed unexpectedly.
“Do you think they’ll take us up on our offer?” Kristie
asked.
“A lot of them will, if for no other reason than that
they’ll be better off with us than with their own kind.” Wes said.
“Yea.” Contributed Ward. “Especially when we take
away their slaves. Then they’ll be reduced to picking on each
other like they did before that Lost Race bunch stuck whatever
they had for noses into things and let them off their mud-ball.”
“If they hadn’t, big fella,” Kallie teased, “you’d just be
another overweight, middle-aged grampa waitin’ to ree-tire.”
“And lovin’ evr’y min’t, too!” Ward drawled then grew
serious. “Instead, I seem to be just one of a bunch of newlyminted super heroes who have the dubious task of saving all the
planets of near space from… not one… but two, Warrior
Empires of blood drinking carnivores.”
“Yea!” Cried Wes with a pumped fist at the sky, then
with a jokingly intent gaze. “So what’s the problem, comet?”

Ward smiled hugely as the five friends entered the
smaller transport car. “Not a thing… comet… I’m ready to streak
across the sky, saving hairy maidens named Wolf and slaying
vampires with the magic of science!”
Draco joined the others in holding their noses and
waving their hands in front of their faces. The group burst into
laughter as the transport car’s door closed and the car moved
smoothly out of the private station.

* FOUR *
Granite shook hands with Ghlorr and said. “Don’t try to
convince them all my friend. We don’t need laser fodder we just
need a few good wolfen.”
A brief look of concentration flowed across Ghlorr’s
face. “That phrase sounds familiar. I think it is an old wolfen
saying.”
Granite laughed and slapped his friend on the back.
“Must be!” He exclaimed.
Turning to the crowd of wolfen seeing Tatsu and him
off, Granite said. “I have come to know many of you over the
past winter. Many of you I can honestly call friends. Others I
would if there had been time to get to know more of you.”
“But time is not something we have.” Granite continued.
“The battles we see in the sky at night and even a few daytime
battles have grown more numerous. Sooner or later those battles
will reach the surface of Grrlar.”
He had grown used to talking to these people and their
confidence in him fueled his confidence in himself. “You know
who and what I am and have accepted that I can help you gain
your freedom like no other being you know.”
There were several nods of agreement around the group
of wolfen listeners. Granite had indeed gained their trust through
actions as well as words.
Twice he and Tatsu had taken out entire baylorian
hunting teams. They knew that they were drawing attention to
themselves, but that was calculated.
Sure, letting the baylor sit fat, dumb, and happy as they
beefed up their planetary defenses would be safe. But giving
them another headache and another direction to focus their
attention and resources was the option they chose.
The baylor could chalk the loses up to whatever they
could imagine, even up to and including the mass invasion of
Evvlliigg.

Tatsu had spent much of the time fabricating the basic
supplies that had been distributed to every wolfen they
encountered. Brrahn and Sabbr were the first to receive a
nanomass mech in the shape of what Granite thought of as the
parrot dragon.
There were no birds on Grrlar with the exception of a
few weird native species that could be considered birds and a
few imported by the baylor, but not many terran type birds.
Nearly all the dominant species native to Grrlar were six-limbed
creatures, including the majority of the avian species.
All had their rear limbs as various forms of legs, while
some had four wings and others had two wings and two front
limbs. The four limb-two wing design was dominant to the
native avians of Grrlar.
They looked like dragons to every terran who saw them.
And they came in every imaginable size. There was everything
from hummingbird dragons, hawk and eagle dragons, and
vulture and bat dragons, to wolf and tiger dragons as well as
dragons big enough to carry nearly three times the weight of a
human.
Most were carnivores or omnivores, but some were
consumers of nectar, fruits, nuts, and flowers. Competing
valiantly with one of the most successful Grrlarian insects was
the tiny dung dragon.
Living in communal groups, the dung dragon made
castles of mixed dung and dirt. They didn’t eat the dung but did
feed voraciously on the insects that did feed on dung. They built
their home, then waited for their meals to come to them. When
their castle was too dry and baked to draw insects, they sought a
fresh pile of dung of the proper size and built a new castle.
Another species of Grrlarian dragon was what Granite
had named the parrot dragon. They were a docile species of
dragon of the perfect size to sit on the shoulder of a human or
wolfen adult.
They were also intelligent enough to learn the meaning
of several different words or a few short phrases. Living a little

more than a decade, most free wolfen had several as pets in a
lifetime of freedom.
Granite quickly learned how the wolfen used their parrot
dragons to survive the hostility of nature and the constant danger
of being noticed by the baylor.
He had come up with the idea and Tatsu had quickly
used his designs to construct the mech, parrot dragons. Each of
those facing him carried one on his or her shoulder.
They weren’t like the dragon familiars that tended to
accompany cyberhumans. These were no more than
communication devices.
For now, within a kilometer they would be able to
maintain secure reception between mechs. At more than one
kilometer, they could be given a message then sent to find their
recipient, give their message and receive a reply, then return with
the answer.
When comm silence is relaxed in the future the parrot
dragon mechs would be able to provide instant communication
between carriers, anywhere on Grrlar.
Of course, that last part depended on the continued
transmission of snippets of data on various alternating
frequencies that combined gave him his one-way link with those
in orbit above the planet.
To avoid the slim chance of detection Granite had
restricted the comm abilities of the mechs. For the time being,
the slowly increasing guerilla force was limited to VR training
sessions when practicing the full range of their mech’s abilities.
“Tatsu and I are going to fly south to seek out an isolated
location for our base of operations.” Granite continued his
unrehearsed speech.
“All of you have maps of the areas where you might
have the most success seeking recruits as well as those areas to
avoid.” He looked from face to face as he talked catching the
eyes of those who had chosen to follow him. “Linger in this area
for only a few days more. I want you to start spreading out and
heading south as soon as you can prepare yourselves.”

“You may recruit as many as you wish on the way but
do not do so at the cost of your own travelling speed.” Granite
stepped into the half-shell egg shaped pod that Tatsu morphed
into as he approached.
Sitting down in the comfortable seat within the egg-pod,
Granite said. “I’ll expect people to start showing up on the south
coast in about three weeks.”
“Right!” Ghlorr agreed. He offered his hand one last
time as the pod holding Granite rose from the ground. As Granite
took the offered hand, Ghlorr said. “Find us a good spot my
friend. I’ll see how many followers I can find for you.”
Ghlorr then patted the side of the pod and said. “See you
soon Tatsu. Take care of that human cargo of yours, hear?”
The head of Tatsu rose from the spot on the pod just
behind Granite’s head and said. “I will my friend. You be
careful, too. I will see you again soon.”
Granite waved to those below as the pod rose into the
night air. The pod pointed its nose to the south and the dozens of
figures below shrank out of sight in seconds as it shot away.
Granite sat back in the comfort of his pod seat as Tatsu
flew them south to the island where Granite had decided to look
first for a base site. As they flew south, he used the time to catch
up on his REM sleep. He’d spent far too much time the last two
days helping Ghlorr and the growing guerilla force to prepare for
their trek south and had neglected this part of his mental health.
He had intended to nap for a short time and was
surprised to see the first glow of daybreak in the eastern sky.
Looking over the side of the pod he could see the tidal flats of
the southern shore. He hoped to be meeting Ghlorr and the others
on these tidal flats in less than a month.
As the sun rose in the eastern sky, Granite and Tatsu, in
the shape of the pod in which Granite rode, flew south. They
quickly crossed the short expanse of open sea and were soon
again flying above tidal flats. Looking over the side of the pod
Granite could see the dark shapes of the animal he had dubbed
the plurtle. Like a cross between a plesiosaur and a turtle, the

plurtle had a long neck and tail to go with its six flippers and
hard shelled back plate. Some of the wolfen he had met over the
past few months had used plurtle shells for water troughs and
bathtubs.
Granite looked directly ahead and could easily make out
the cliffs of the northern mountains of the island they
approached. There was a thick layer of fog obscuring most of the
trees of the rain forest that carpeted the mountains, but didn’t
hide the mountains themselves.
They continued on at the same hundred-meter altitude
till they passed into the shadow of the mountains. Tatsu then
shifted their angle to gain altitude without losing speed.
Seconds later they burst into sunlight again as they
cleared the trees at the top of the first ridge. Despite his
confidence in Tatsu’s flying abilities, Granite couldn’t help but
flinch several times as they raced through the fog shrouded, tree
covered folds of the mountains below.
Dipping in and out of sunlight they flew so close to the
trees that swirls of fog marked their path. In a short time they
came to the mountain divide and Granite looked out on the
plateau that stretched in front of him to the south.
They slowed marginally as the pod’s occupant gazed in
awe at the beauty of the scene in front of them. To the east and
west and with the northern ridge behind mountains wrapped
around the plateau. Inside that protective embrace forests
covered the inside of the mountains while a thick carpet of grass
topped the nearly level surface of the plateau.
As they neared the foot of the northern mountains
Granite could see the grasslands covered in spots that quickly
resolved into massive herds of animals. Below, a low rider fled
the shadow of his pod, running into the safety of a mixed herd of
beefalo, bovex, and tri horn.
The tri horn herd dutifully raised their heads into the air
in defense. No experienced dragon would swoop into a forest of
two-and-a-half meter long spikes. Granite and Tatsu were even
less likely to and simply flew on.

They flew across the grasslands below for several
minutes when Granite saw the swirling dots in the sky ahead and
off to the right. It was another few minutes before Granite could
easily make out the shapes of the largest species of dragon native
to Grrlar.
There seemed to be two groups that were regularly
separating, then converging again. Granite guessed that they
were most likely determining territory boundaries.
It was a few minutes more before he could see that the
two groups of dragons were pursuing a single pair. As he drew
closer still, he could see that the smaller of the pair was flying
protective cover for the larger.
From his past winter of experience with the wolfen to
the north, he knew that the females were larger than the males.
That meant that the pair ahead must be mates.
Since the two packs must have bordering territories, this
pair could easily be interlopers looking for a home. They could
also be lower ranking members of their respective packs who
had broken taboo by mating.
Whatever the reason, the two were being driven south
almost as fast as Granite and Tatsu were flying. As the pod grew
closer to the swirling mass of dragons, Granite marveled at the
strength of the animals.
He knew the source of their strength from some of the
tools of the wolfen to the north. They used many parts of the
animals of their mountain homes while they avoided the
baylorian hunters.
Most of them used dragon tendons for bow strings as
well as sandal laces. They also made nearly indestructible
braided straps, belts, harnesses, and ropes.
Granite’s investigation of the tendons revealed that they
were almost unbreakable and extremely light in weight. Made
mostly of carbon, the tendons were the natural form of
buckminster fullerene, but in tubular form.
Granite had tried to explain to his new wolfen friends
that a buckyball, or cabon-60, was the third form of the carbon

atom. Congealing in a sphere of sixty atoms, the buckyball is one
of the strongest, lightest molecules in nature.
But nature was tenacious in its search for evolutionary
improvements. Instead of a sphere, nature had designed
buckytubes for the tendons that held dragon bone and muscle
together.
As the flying dragons of Grrlar grew larger, they were
hard pressed to lift their bodies into the air while fighting the
planet’s 1.19 gravity field. Granite hadn’t yet examined a living
dragon, but he presumed that buckytubes could be found
throughout their bodies.
With stronger lighter bodies possible it was only natural
that dragon size would increase. The specimens he and Tatsu
approached were each large enough to carry two good-sized
humans with ease.
By the time he came even with the higher flying beasts,
they had cleared the edge of the plateau and were flying over
gently rolling hills. Granite could see the sun glinting off the
ocean far to the south.
As the pod began to pull ahead they crossed the shore of
a wide lake at the edge of the plateau. The west end of the lake
was open and blue while the east end was peppered with clumps
of woods surrounded by reeds and water grasses. From his
hundred-meter vantage point Granite saw a pair of wading sixlegged elephont tearing at the vegetation.
The pod then quickly passed over a series of steppingstone hills of rock laced with intertwined ribbons of falls,
whitewater, and flowing pools before coming out above another
wide lake.
Turning in his seat, to his far right and quickly receding
he saw the fleeing female drop down to the forest between the
upper and lower lakes. Making a swooping loop, her protective
mate circled back.
Anticipating his interest Tatsu turned the pod to
starboard and flew back toward the dragons.

Granite glanced to his left and noticed the wide bay that
marked the southern edge of the island. Below him the lower
lake shone in the morning sun. Looking back to his right he saw
the white and blue ribbons of the canyon falls with a domed
expanse of rock to the west.
As the pod looped further west he saw that the spaghettiribbon of stepping-stone falls was duplicated from the western
end of the upper lake. Continuing his turning loop Tatsu aimed
the pod directly at the western canyon falls, keeping the swirling
dragons and the rounded stone cliff to Granite’s front right.
Granite couldn’t see the female but could see the head
and neck of the male as it rose above a hump of trees. As the pod
drew closer he could see that the hump of greenery topped an
immense granite dome.
The domes of solid granite were all over Grrlar, as was
the Devil’s Tower type of geological formation. They were the
remnants of a celestial collision between the planet Grrlar and a
very large space rock.
The impact had altered the planet’s angle to its sun, left
two massive crater remnants in the northern hemisphere, and
shattered the crust like an eggshell.
Luckily, the speed and angle of the object combined
with the speed and direction of the planet and the impact site
made the best of a cataclysmic circumstance. Grrlar went from a
borderline habitable planet to its current status of abundant
perfection.
The eggshell cracking had released an abundance of
internal gases, which renewed a dying atmosphere. Continents
began to move with renewed vigor and land and sea sometimes
changed places.
With thousands of cracks and holes in the crust, molten
rock pushed up with the gases. If the impact would have been in
any other way, the planet may have been shattered. But Grrlar
caught the immense meteorite like an outfielder catching a fly
ball on the run. Since it wasn’t shattered, when the initial gas and
lava released pressure, the planet immediately settled down.

Although many of the artificial volcanoes and cracks had
broken through the crust to scar the surface and thicken the air,
many more didn’t break through. It took millions of years of
erosion to expose the failed volcanic eruptions.
The devil’s towers and granite domes that were found all
over Grrlar were the results of the failed eruptions from that long
ago impact. Exposed by erosion, they were a dominant feature of
the landscape over the entire planet.
The dome Granite saw in front of the pod and to his right
was an enormous example of one of Grrlar’s dominant
geological features. A smooth rounded tower faced the lower
lake with twin canyons of multiple falls and rapids flanking the
dome to the east and west. To the north, the dome and its
flanking rock held back the waters of the upper lake.
Drawing closer to the dragons, Granite could see the
claw marks of the attackers on the neck and head of the
protective male. The way he fought against all odds and
prevailed, Granite was reminded of an old flat-screen video he
had seen once.
He immediately named the male dragon Conan.
As the pod came closer still, Granite could see the
depression that held the female. Covered with the claw marks of
her harassers, she huddled between the root-clogged dirt of two
enormous trees.
The trees were perched on the sloping side of the granite
dome where erosion had formed a level spot with a small
drainage depression in the middle. The roots followed the
sloping stone and trapped dirt and debris washed down from
above.
The sloping stone put the male below his mate and on
the edge of the dome’s top, but he still kept her tormentors away.
The two packs began to attack each other in their fury and soon
forgot their original target.
Their fueled anger grew so great that the larger pack set
upon the closest dragon from the other pack. In seconds the

unlucky target’s wings were shredded and the young male fell
from the sky like a rock.
Leaving a bloody trail down the south face of the granite
dome, the massive beast fell into the water of the lower lake and
lay still at the bottom. With his head and neck submerged and his
ragged wings and broken body sprawled on the narrow beach,
Granite knew he was dead.
The family of the lost dragon rose with horrible screams
at the other pack and flew back to the heart of their territory in
the northwest. The victors circled for a few moments then also
headed back to the center of their home range to the northeast.
As Granite and Tatsu approached the granite dome and
its forlorn pair of fugitives, Granite began to inspect their perch
more closely. With a little bit of sculpting here and there, the two
could have an excellent den for their first family.
As Tatsu slowed his approach in front of the two tired
dragons, the male lifted his head gamely and screamed at them.
When the pod didn’t run or come closer the male simply put his
head back down on the tree roots beside him and glared at them
with as much ferocity as he could muster.
“Go up closer to the top.” Granite said aloud.
Without answering, Tatsu moved the pod away from the
two dragons and further up the slope. It was a big dome and they
went nearly three kilometers before they came to the top.
Tatsu went to the highest point on the dome, then began
to spiral down slowly. They worked their way down with Tatsu
and Granite both scanning the dome below.
When they came around on one circuit to cross in front
of the resting dragons, those two barely moved before they were
again out of sight. Passing below on each of the following
circuits allowed them to geologically scan the entire area in a
little more than two hours.
“I don’t think I need to see any more.” Granite said
aloud. “How about you?”
Behind and slightly above his head, the voice of Tatsu
replied. “It not only fits the main parameters of our initial

requirements, but several others that would have been too much
to ask for.”
Granite laughed. “I couldn’t have said it better myself
my friend! Its still morning, what do you say we stretch our legs
for a few minutes then get started?”
Twenty days later, Granite rose from his seat by the
stone window when the rising sun roused him from his REM
sleeping period. Walking across the beefalo hides that covered
the floor, he went outside to inspect Granite Dome. When he and
Tatsu had examined the geologic feature, he had almost
immediately decided to keep it as his own and figured the name
was only proper.
Leaving the rooms he had carved for himself he passed
the hole in the granite stone that would sport a door later.
Turning left he walked the short distance to the spot where a
crack in the dome used to be.
Using their renewed stock of nanomass Granite and
Tatsu had turned the crack into a smooth expanse that contained
a tall switchback staircase. Open to the outside Granite could see
the prominence that held his rooms.
At the bottom of the staircase he came to a smooth solid
stone patio wide enough to land a large aircar, or a dragon. The
patio was littered with small and large granite planters holding
trees and bushes of all sizes. Forest-top camouflage stretched
between the taller trees hid the open portions of the patio from
the sky. This was necessary not only to keep baylorian eyes from
seeing them, but dragons as well.
Conan and Princess were getting used to Granite and
Tatsu in his bipedal form, but they were still wild. When the
wolfen started showing up in large numbers, the chances of
someone becoming dragon lunch was a possibility. In an act of
‘better safe than sorry’, all the open areas of nanomass sculpting
of the stone of Granite Dome were camouflaged.
On the south face of the dome, the stone had been
sculpted into a rounded recess that looped west. The inside top of
the rounded depression was high enough that Granite didn’t

bump his head while the depression was deep enough for two
people to walk side-by-side.
Walking to the cliff-side edge of the patio, Granite
leaned over the meter-and-a-half wall. Fifty meters below he
could see the two trees whose roots had protected the newly
mated dragon pair they’d encountered nearly three weeks earlier.
As he watched, Conan’s head came into view between
the exposed roots of the two trees. “Good morning Conan!”
Granite yelled.
The great beast turned to look up at him. The eyes
blinked once, slowly, and the dragon let out a great yawn.
Shaking his head like a dog with water on its head, Conan then
turned back to the edge of the precipice and screamed at the sky.
Without hesitation he then ran at full acceleration and
threw himself off the edge. Spreading his wings as he soared into
the abyss, Conan pumped them in a steady rhythm. With each
pump of his wings he lost weight by expelling feces and urine,
which fell into the lower lake to feed the fish.
As the great beast flew off in search of breakfast for his
family, Granite thought back to when he’d first seen the dragon
he’d named Conan.
After the battle to keep his stolen mate, both dragons
would have died if not for Granite’s intervention. Too tired and
injured to hunt they both needed food and a respite from further
attacks to recuperate. Granite and Tatsu provided both.
As Tatsu and Granite began their survey of the dome for
future habitation they also studied the dragon carcass at the base
of the dome’s south face. While studying the brain of the dead
animal they determined that the stories of some wolfen turning
them into riding beasts might not be exaggerations.
Making another change to the programming in their
nanomass was a simple task for Granite and Tatsu and within
minutes the two slumbering dragons were engulfed in fluid
stone. The nanomass removed granite from below the two
dragons and replaced it in a curving wall that better supported
the roots of the two trees above.

While they had used the growing quantity of nanomass
to sculpt the living stone of the granite dome into a castle,
Granite and Tatsu also enlarged the dragon landing. They had
also dug a cave big enough for the whole family that had a tiny
waterfall-fed pond to one side.
Below the dragon cave was the largest crack in the side
of the dome. The two had widened and deepened the inside of
the crack enough to hold several levels of barracks style quarters
and kitchens. Buried at the back of the original crack the wiring,
piping, and tubing that supplied the different levels ran on both
sides of a ladder-dominated maintenance shaft.
The cliff side of the crack had been left untouched for
the first couple of meters to retain the natural look. From there it
sported a lattice of granite that let light through to the widened
interior. The webbing of rock supported planters, containing
bushes, shrubbery, and small trees that added to the outside
appearance of a vegetation-filled crack in the south face of the
granite dome.
Granite looked up as he heard the unmistakable sound of
Conan returning. The snap of his wing membranes as he braked
was like the crack of a whip. As Conan pumped his wings harder
another dragon’s head and neck appeared between the roots of
the trees flanking dragon landing.
Princess stuck her head out and screamed at the sky.
Granite had named her that for a very good reason.
Conan had saved her from dragons, and what does a valiant
warrior save from dragons?
A princess, of course.
It seemed only logical to Granite.
So the dragon pair he had adopted became Conan and
Princess. And Princess was pregnant.
It was late in the season to be bearing young. The other
pack’s alpha females had given birth before Granite came south.
If not for the help of Tatsu and Granite, this family would suffer
greatly if they survived.

More than once already they’d had to be rescued by
Granite from the attacks of the four packs surrounding them. The
packs around them had learned quickly and by the time the
young dragons had regained their health, they were no longer
bothered.
Conan pumped his wings as he turned to face the
landing. From a height of ten meters he dropped a bovex calf in
front of his mate. After providing for his family, Conan left in a
swooping dive to gain speed, shooting away over the lower lake
to get his own meal.
Granite had used a portion of nanomass to inspect the
bodies of the two living dragons and the young growing inside
the female’s womb. He had determined that the five cubs were of
excellent health and would be born in another three to four
weeks.
Extending his research into monitoring the developing
brains of the five cubs, Granite and Tatsu had found that the
dragons were at least as intelligent as a terran chimpanzee. After
experimenting with the two adults they developed an implant
that would grow with the dragon fetuses.
With these seven implants they studied the dragon
species with intimate detail. Using this information Granite was
able to theorize, then fabricate a method of making artificial
buckytubes without using nanomass construction.
He filed the information away for later use, after the war
was over. Since the process he and Tatsu developed was not in
the data that they received in their implants, they would be able
to take full commercial credit for the discovery.
Princess finished her meal and with the fastidiousness of
her species, clutched the remains of the carcass in her forelimbs,
screamed at the sky, and launched herself off the edge of dragon
landing.
She dropped only a couple of dragon lengths before
powerful wing beats lifted her higher. As she flew off to the
south, the contents of her voided bowels splashed into the water
of the lower lake.

With the aid of his body augmentation Granite saw the
shape of the remains of the bovex drop into the forest on the
other side of the lake. Minutes later, Princess settled lightly on
the ledge of dragon landing. She preened her fur for the next few
minutes then lay down to rest in the morning sun.
Granite turned away from the edge of the patio and
walked westward along the looping path of shaped stone. He
walked along the southern side of the dome where erosion had
cut into this level where the granite stone was not as dense.
Granite and Tatsu had used their nanomass to deepen the
rounded cutaway and use the excavated stone to form the flat
patio with its meter-and-a-half high safety wall. Walking along
the open side of the looping patio, Granite heard the snap of
Conan’s wings as he returned to dragon landing.
Twin screams signaled their mutual greeting. Granite
could imagine both of them preening each other for the next few
minutes, then sleeping in the sun till noon.
A few minutes later Granite came to the next vertical
crack in the dome and the nanomass sculpted stairway that had
replaced it. This was a longer walk up than his walk down from
his rooms and four minutes later he stopped to look out over the
vista in front of him.
He stood looking for only a moment then continued
upwards. It took another three minutes before he came out of the
staircase to find himself facing another patio like the one below.
Cut into a larger eroded depression ringing the dome, the
patio was twice the width of the one below. Huge granite
planters held mature trees that were scattered across the patio. At
the rear of the patio the rounded depression was also larger.
Nanomass had dug deeply into the rock, both back and
up. The excavated stone had been re-sculpted into irregularly
sized and spaced supports for the ten to twelve meter high
overhang.
Granite crossed the tree-shaded patio and entered the
protection of the overhanging stone. At the back of the
depression he passed through a doorless opening.

“Ah. There you are.” Said Tatsu. “My remotes have
been contacted by Sabbr’s parrot dragon mech.”
Granite nodded and smiled. “I can leave right now.”
Tatsu smiled in return. “Getting bored?”
“We didn’t have to look far to find this place so we’ve
been able to get a lot done.” Granite said. “With all the ores we
found in the mountains around us, and a perfect construction
medium I haven’t had to do much more than monitor nanomass.
I’m ready to do something else.”
Tatsu’s smile grew broader. “There is a six-seat flier on
the roof that is fully stocked with food and water. I’ll escort
you.”
Without another word Granite went through the doorless
opening and began another trek up a staircase. After five minutes
on the spiral stairs he came out on a circular patio with an aircar
in its center.
As they headed toward the aircar, Tatsu said behind him.
“See you later.”
Tatsu’s shadow split and Granite waved without turning
as two wolfdragons shot upward and into his view. As they flew
up and to the north three others joined them.
After a few steps Granite reached out to tap the entry
code into the door panel. When the light turned green he opened
the side door and stepped into the pilot’s seat.
Pulling the door shut he secured the belt and shoulder
harness then worked his way through the car’s short startup
procedures. When all the panel lights showed green he took the
car into the air manually, dodging the overhanging trees that
shielded the tower patio from sight from above.
Setting the car on a path to the north, Granite studied the
screens, instruments, and gages of his control panel as he flew.
He was sure of his ability to remain hidden but wasn’t so cocky
as to not even monitor his passive sensors.
He flew his aircar across the eastern end of upper lake
and then above the grass covered plateau. In a short time he
reached the foot of the mountains and began to weave his way

through the northernmost pass, escorted by his pack of
wolfdragons.
Coming over the divide, in the distance he could see the
island’s tidal flats far below and to the north. Slowly losing
altitude instead of following the steep angle of the mountains
down, he flew away from his island and across the northern tidal
flats toward the open sea beyond. Continuing to slowly lose
altitude as he crossed the open sea, he was ten meters above the
water when he reached the southern shore of the mainland.
He turned west and flew along the shoreline for nearly
three kilometers before he saw the first signal rocks. Flying at a
walking speed barely two meters above the sands of the beach,
Granite turned the aircar toward the line of trees and headed
inland.
His passive sensors showed the heat signal of the coals
of a small food fire and he settled the car down between several
medium sized, widely spaced trees. Their low cover would hide
his vehicle from overhead view.
Unfastening his safety straps he opened the side door
and stepped out of the car as two wolfdragons settled in the
lower limbs of the nearest trees. The other three circled higher in
the air for a few moments then settled out of sight in the
distance.
Granite waited for a few seconds then a shape separated
from the shade of a thicket-wrapped tree. “Greetings human.”
Sabbr said in English with a wolfen grin. Tatsu had taught all
those he and Granite had recruited before going south. “It is
good to see you.”
“You too my friend.” Granite said as he reached out a
hand.
“I have good news.” Sabbr said as soon as Granite took a
breath. At his raised eyebrows, Sabbr continued. “We have
encountered many more of my people than expected.”
“It seems that many of the baylor have abandoned the
planet to serve on the three new moons we saw growing in our

skies months ago.” Sabbr said. “When the moons left, those
baylor did not come back.”
When Granite made only a small nod of
acknowledgement, Sabbr went on. “The fugitives report that
there was considerable chaos for a while after that as the baylor
went through a quick tournament of secession.”
Sabbr shrugged. “While they were deciding where they
all stood in status with one another, many of the smarter slaves
fled. Since this landmass has the distinction of being the baylor’s
‘feral hunting ground’, there are almost no baylor here. Only the
ones stationed in the planetary defense bases.”
Granite nodded again. He’d gotten most of the data to
corroborate that report from the transmissions from the fleet
circling Grrlar just outside the range of the planetary defenses. In
fact, where wolfen couldn’t escape to less populated areas they
were revolting against their baylorian masters.
So far the baylor had been able to stop dueling long
enough to resolve most of their worse domestic problems. But in
the meantime a lot of people were dying on Grrlar. It hadn’t been
evident from his vantage point at Granite Dome but the war for
wolfen liberation continued with casual death being the norm.
“We have had some instances of baylorian attention
when some of the refugees continue to use traceable
communications devices.” Sabbr added. “They have lived with
these devices for so long that the risk sometimes outweighs the
need in their minds.”
“Several have died or been recaptured as a result.” Sabbr
said without emotion. He looked around them and added.
“Natural selection ensures that those who remain will be
stronger.”
“Did any of those recaptured know of Tatsu and me?”
Granite asked.
“No, my friend.” Sabbr replied. “There was no need to
talk of you to so many. It was not necessary since there were so
many others who were trying to collect refugees in groups. And

there are many groups. There is no doubt in my mind that some
of those groups are still linked with their masters.”
“Mind controlled?” Granite asked.
“Not those I saw myself.” The wolfen answered. “But
there are some who won’t join other groups. They also don’t
want anyone else visiting them. Brrahn and Ghlorr are watching
them now. That is why they are not here.”
Granite looked around and said. “I see four in the brush
around us, where are the rest?”
“You see them?” Sabbr was surprised. “I thought we had
compensated for your abilities.”
Granite smiled. “You don’t think I’d let you know
everything about me do you? If you are captured, the baylor
have machines to extract things you don’t even know that you
know.”
Sabbr gave a wolfen grin. “You are right of course.” He
then gave a signaling whistle in a frequency range out of human
hearing and four figures rose from concealment around the
aircar.
Granite, of course, could hear the frequency quite well
but made no response to it. Most of his abilities were kept hidden
from those he met. Only Ghlorr knew all about him, but then, it
was hard to train an apprentice without revealing the abilities
you wish to teach.
Sabbr led him out of the clearing and through the trees in
the inland direction. It took several minutes to get to a jumble of
flood washed rocks protruding from the ground. Protected from
the force of the seasonal floods that washed across this area by
the rocks, the trees were taller and thicker.
As they entered the enclosure of the aircar-sized
boulders the four who accompanied them melted back into the
trees. Off to his left, Granite saw a wolfdragon settle in a tall tree
while a parrot dragon flew to Sabbr’s shoulder and whispered in
his ear.
They came around a large boulder and into a clearing
about twelve meters wide and seventeen long. Bordered by the

largest boulders in the jumbled mass, the clearing was engulfed
by the three largest trees in the area. Their overhanging branches
and the shrubbery and smaller trees in the surrounding rocks
gave the site excellent protection.
Tatsu rose from the stone where he was sitting, and
greeted the arrivals in the baylorian slave language with a broad
grin. “Ah there you are! We were about ready to send a rescue
party.”
Most of those in the group within the camp looked
nervous, including the two humans of the group. All of them
calmed down when certain of the others only grinned or
chuckled. Granite noticed that the nervous ones were unknown
to Tatsu and him. They wouldn’t be used to the friendly banter
that had grown between the human and the AI’s avatar.
Granite smiled and said with a gesture. “I see you’re out
making friends again.” Looking at one angry appearing young
wolfen, he added. “All except one.”
Tatsu had the grace to form his face into a contrite
expression. “He seems to be the one everyone else blames for
letting me into camp unnoticed. I tried to apologize but I only
made things worse.”
“And you didn’t breach his area of the camp on
purpose?” Granite asked suspiciously.
“Of course I did!” Tatsu exclaimed. “It does the young
good to fail on occasion. It teaches them to better focus on their
tasks. Does it not?”
Granite glanced again at the young wolfen in question
and said in a low voice. “You’re going to have a hard time
making it up to him, though.”
Tatsu nodded and said just as softly. “I know. I have
already failed in my first attempt. I think it came too soon after
the embarrassment.”
“These are the friends we told you about.” Sabbr said in
slave talk so all could understand. “Granite Moon and Tatsu.
They wish to organize a resistance group to fight for the
liberation of all on Grrlar.”

One of the humans in the group stepped forward a halfstep and said. “I was born on this world and never knew of those
who sired me.” The man spoke in the baylorian slave language.
Baylor discouraged the knowledge of lineage in their
slaves and had no word for mother, father, brother, or sister in
their slave language.
The man continued. “But against the rules of our
masters, those I worked with told of the history of the worlds we
come from.” He gestured to the other human and some of the
wolfen.
Pointing toward Sabbr, the human continued. “That one
says you have defeated the baylor in space and now surround
this planet. I have seen the battles in the sky at night and
sometimes in the light of day.”
“We all,” he gestured around the clearing, “know of the
size of the planetary defenses on Grrlar. The Renegade Family
was never allowed to have space forces, so they built enormous
defenses on the surface of Grrlar.”
“You say you want to destroy these facilities so that
your ships can liberate us.” He gestured again at those in the
boulder ringed clearing beneath the trees. “I say… give me the
means to slay baylor and tell me when to start.”
Several others in the clearing shook the primitive and
modern weapons they carried and shouted their agreement.
They spent the next couple of hours talking with each of
the new recruits. With the help of limited mind probes by both
Tatsu and Granite they accepted the oaths of all twelve of the
new wolfen and the two humans.
Granite spent the rest of the day ferrying them, and the
four wolfen they already knew, back to Granite Dome. Before
sunset the recruits were settled in their lodgings and Tatsu
immediately started their training with nighttime teaching
helmets.
The next morning, the recruits were fed and given the
uniforms that Tatsu and Granite had designed. Sixteen of the
recruits were then placed in VR training pods till lunch.

After breakfast, while the recruits were in VR training,
Sabbr and one of the humans accompanied Granite on the next
day’s trip to the mainland, where another group of eight was
recruited. Of the eight was a family of four who insisted on
staying together.
The mate of the volunteer looked on, flanked by her two
adolescent cubs, as the male made his case to include them.
Granite was only convinced when it was pointed out that soon
they would need the help of non-combatants to do the menial
tasks that an army needed done in support.
On the third day they ferried another fourteen, but three
of those were immediately put in confinement. They were not
under mind control, but were still working closely with their
baylorian master.
They continued this process each day for the next week
before they spent a day where they found no one. The day after
that, Ghlorr showed up with a small army.
Granite stood over the immense, stone table that had the
three dimensional map of Granite Dome etched into the polished
granite surface. “There’s a crack here that we can cut back into
some more. It reaches almost to the upper patio level, so there
would be easy access. Who do we put there?”
Ghlorr looked up from the spot Granite indicated. “I
think the families with the youngest cubs.” He replied. “That will
put them closer to their mothers as well as giving them a
confined space to play.”
“And further away from Conan and Princess.” Granite
added.
There had been a frantic search for two cubs, one wolfen
and one human, two days earlier. Everyone’s fears were
heightened when it was discovered that the two had entered the
dragon’s cave.
Tatsu and Granite had quickly found the two cuddled in
a ball with Princess’s five sleeping cubs. The two mothers were
nearly hysterical when they were told but settled down with the
help of Tatsu’s unorthodox calming abilities.

With Granite probing Princess through her implant and
Tatsu doing the same with Conan, they quickly determined that
the dragons felt the same toward the wolfen and human cubs as
they did their own.
Tatsu had to increase his mental hold on the emotions of
the two mothers when he and Granite suggested they leave the
children where they were. Finally, Tatsu relented to the power of
motherhood and agreed to do what was necessary.
Instead of rescuing their babies, as they frantically
demanded, he took them into the dragon’s cave. Conan looked
up from his slumber by the mouth of the cave as the mothers and
their escort walked by the pond at the base of the tiny falls that
fed it.
They had to walk by his head as they walked further into
the cave. Granite pointed and the human mother gasped as she
saw her son’s head sticking out of a jumble of dragon limbs. She
squeaked when her son stirred and scratched at his nose, then
went back to sleep.
“What do we do?” She whispered so loudly that Princess
stirred. Conan bent his head back toward the four and snorted air
on their backs. The wolfen mother closed her eyes and waited to
die.
When she didn’t, she opened one eye and looked behind
her where Conan had lowered his head to the cave floor again
and was watching with half-closed eyes.
At that point, the dragon cubs had all awakened at once
and began to untangle themselves from their sleeping pile. As
they did, the human and wolfen cubs were unceremoniously
dumped at the feet of the four adults.
The human had looked up through a shock of bright red
hair and said. “Uh-oh.”
Tatsu broke Granite’s reverie by asking. “Is it really
such a good idea to keep the cubs away from the dragons?”
When Granite raised an eyebrow, Tatsu continued.
“They had not only eluded what we thought was good security

for our people, but they were accepted without hesitation by
creatures normally wild and dangerous.”
Tatsu went on as he looked down at the 3-D engraved
granite map. “In our attempts to gain as much knowledge of such
an interesting species as possible, we have unintentionally
changed the way Conan and Princess think. They do not consider
wolfen or humans as food.”
He pointed to the area below the proposed addition to
Granite Dome. “I think a small, spiral staircase from here to
dragon cave would be best. Too small for a dragon cub, but big
enough for the biggest human with a small load.”
“Like a squirming kid who wants to play with the
hungry dragons?” Granite asked with feigned naiveté.
“OK, put a door at the top and bottom with a trainee at
each.” Tatsu said. “They’ll be mad enough at the extra duty to
not want to tolerate foolishness.”
“But, above all, I think it’s a good idea to encourage
more close contact with the dragons. You know that Ghlorr says
that one of the first wolfen to come to the mainland to escape the
baylor was an ancestor of his. There are the stories of him or one
of his sons taming and riding a dragon.”
“All the data we have collected through our implants in
the brains of Conan and Princess and the five cubs points to the
same result.” Tatsu said. “By our constant mental contact, we
have imbedded the idea of companionship of wolfen, human,
and dragon.”
“I have searched the minds of all seven dragons and
there are no anomalies.” Tatsu went on. “I have located the exact
parts of the brain that hold this conviction of companionship in
Conan and Princess, but it is in additional parts of the brains of
the cubs. I do not think they could hurt a person if they wanted
to.”
“I have had the opportunity to study the differences
between domestic and wild animals of terran origin and of the
same species.” The AI avatar explained. “This is similar. Like

comparing a wild horse to a loyal cowboy’s mount, or a wolf to a
well cared for German Shepherd.”
Granite nodded. “Both have the capabilities for doing
damage to a person. The domestic kind is loyal as long as they
are treated well, while the other can be made to look tame, but
could turn without warning.”
“Yes.” Tatsu said. “The parents show the obvious brain
signatures of completely domesticated animals, but the cubs
show a different signature. They are not so much domesticated as
imprinted.”
“You mean that dragons are like geese and ducks and
such?” Granite asked.
“Exactly!” Tatsu exclaimed. “The chicks of geese will
imprint on humans if that is what they see upon birth. It seems
that dragons do too.”
“No wonder the females hide during birth.” Granite said.
“A dragon cub that thinks it’s a tri horn won’t last long.”
“And the father has been bringing the mother and cubs
food since before their eyes opened…” Tatsu started.
“…And the next thing you know, you’ve got an
imprinted pack of dragons.” Granite finished.
Looking at his artificial friend, Granite said. “So we’ve
got five dragons imprinted to think humans and wolfen are part
of their pack.”
“Yes.” Said Tatsu. “And two adult dragons who have
become as domesticated as is possible.”
“Now that part seems a little far fetched.” Granite
objected. “How could that happen so quickly?”
“Without more data with additional dragons, I can’t be
100% sure.” Tatsu said.
Knowing what he knew of Tatsu’s abilities, Granite
knew there couldn’t be too much shaved off that statement’s
accuracy, as the AI continued. “We both performed many
investigations into the memories of the two dragons.”
“While we were doing that, we were bringing them food
and water while they recuperated from their injuries. Just like

their pack mates would have done had they not broken the rules
for dating.”
“Then when they first ventured out of their newly
enlarged cave, dug by us and in their view if not understood
how, we protected them from the harassment of their neighbors.”
Tatsu shrugged. “We acted like pack leaders while probing their
minds. There was an overlap and they were basically mind
altered. But to the good, I would say.”
“So now we have a pack of domestic dragons, two of
them big enough to carry two people and their gear or one person
and a small cargo.”
“Pretty much so.” Tatsu answered Granite’s statement.
“OK then, we put a spiral staircase from the new family
quarters to dragon cave.” Granite said. “How are you going to
tell the parents you want their cubs to ride dragons?”
Tatsu had no trouble taking the hint that the idea would
be his alone to bring to the parents. “I am sure that their children
will make their lives miserable if they decline. There have
already been arguments about letting them continue. Especially
since they found out about the three others who we found out
later had sometimes joined the other two in spending time with
the dragons.”
Tatsu quickly went on. “I have taken the liberty of
designing a harness for the dragons. The cubs have been
practicing putting the harnesses on the dragon cubs they have
chosen.”
“They have already chosen?” Granite chuckled.
“Of course!” Tatsu answered. “They did that before we
even knew they were visiting dragon cave. I think we should
enlarge dragon cave down toward the main barracks.”
“There is a seam of softer stone at the back of the current
cave. It’s the top of the weak spot that caused the crack below.
We can easily sculpt a spiral ramp around the seam and down.”
Tatsu pointed to the spot on the granite, 3-D map.
“There’s enough room down at this level to hold all five
dragon cubs as adults.” Tatsu continued, pointing to another

spot. “If we put a ledge here for takeoffs, landings, and
sunbathing, we can connect it to this small crack here.”
Tatsu looked up to catch Granite’s eyes. “If we need to
later, we can easily expand the dragon caves into that area.”
“Expand?” Granite asked.
“Yes.” Came the answer from the AI. “This war will not
last forever and I have future plans to make. We have already
decided to share ownership of Granite Dome between ourselves
and the island around it with the Moon family and all other AIs.”
“What we have learned with our dragons others can
learn as well. Dragons are intelligent, but they are not sentient.
Our own in-depth investigations show that and no other has our
degree of ability.”
“When this war eventually ends and the wolfen are
freed, many others will discover what we now know.” Tatsu
continued. “Dragons are not sentient and can be easily
domesticated. It will not be long before dragons of all kinds are
domesticated.”
Granite nodded. “Like parrot dragons.”
“Yes. An excellent example.” Tatsu agreed. “But to be
more precise, there will be a commercial value placed on the
dragons of Grrlar. Especially those large enough to carry a
rider.”
Granite knew at once that Tatsu was correct. He’d been
busy with the responsibilities of his part in the war to liberate the
wolfen and hadn’t had time to let his mind wander far from his
task. Added to that was the time spent learning to properly
operate his implant without the help of his AI friend.
But it should have been obvious. After the war, dragons
would be treated better than the best thoroughbred horses.
When Tatsu saw him recognize the value of dragon
breeding, the AI went on. “I think we should start our own
dragon stables. We already have a proven mating pair and we
have two more females in the first litter.”
“But what of…” Granite started.

Tatsu put up a forestalling hand. “Those cubs are already
calling themselves the Granite Dome dragon riders. There is
nothing we can do about that now. But they also make the
Granite Dome distinction as much as that of dragon rider.”
“They know the dragons they tend are yours and mine.”
Tatsu smiled. “Besides, if they do decide they want to keep their
mounts, we can put the work they do now as collateral for later
compensation.”
“But that is not all.” Tatsu added. “I’ve confirmed a total
of five dragon cubs dead from the four major packs around us.
There might be more.”
“If that is a yearly loss for dragon young on this island
alone, we can expect to save some of those next spring. If we can
rescue two or three every spring, we can quickly build up
considerable numbers without disrupting the wild packs.”
“What about the imprinting thing?” Granite asked.
“We had to save at least one of Princess’s cubs when she
sat on it that one time.” Tatsu answered. “That cub didn’t even
have its eyes open yet. Then there was the one you pulled out of
the cave’s pond the day after they opened their eyes. You added
to the imprinting right there.”
“And…” Granite prompted.
“My point is that there must be other, earlier deaths in
the wild packs, that we don’t know about. Four to six cubs seems
to be the norm in established packs, but there is only one or two
young in each of the four packs around us except for the
northeast pack’s three.”
“Using four as a minimum, that means there were nine
deaths, not the five we’ve confirmed. If there were six in each
litter, then the four packs lost eight more.”
Tatsu held his hands out in a palms-up gesture and said.
“All we have to do is be around when they start bearing each
season’s young and save the first few to get smooshed. For that
matter, we could watch for more of those like our Conan and
Princess.”

Granite had long since been convinced and now told the
AI so. “I agree, my friend. In fact, since we have claimed this
entire island, as well as the one to the south for your kind and my
family, I see no reason not to install implants in the fetuses of all
of next year’s young.”
“Then we had better hurry to liberate the Centauri
system.” Tatsu replied. “If we do as you suggest, we will be too
busy for war.”
Granite laughed. “OK my friend. Now, how about those
personal, one-man gravity wave, backpack fliers we discussed
the other day?”

* FIVE *
Tiger looked in the screen with awe at the station with
his name and felt humbled. He sat in silence as Bengal
maneuvered into the massive docking bay they had been
assigned.
There were clangs and bumps and other noises for
several minutes before the power levels dropped to their lowest
settings.
“Docking complete.” Came Bengal’s avatar voice from
the console next to Tiger’s. “Airlock A is open to Tiger Station.”
“Thank you Bengal.” Tiger said. “Well, I guess this is
it.” Rising from his console, Tiger extended his hand. “Thank
you for the gift of inert nanomass, my friend.”
“You are welcome. It is in the form of the two largest
chests on the luggage cart with the rest of your things.” Came
Bengal’s answer as the AI took the offered hand. “The cart itself
is also nanomass.”
“What do you plan to do first?” Tiger asked as he
released the AI’s avatar hand.
Bengal smiled. “I’m going to deliver another load of
Gagarin biomass to Draconus before I go to the Centauri system
for the final push to take Argnng and Grrlar. And you?”
“Chris and I are going to take the kids to the station
interior for a while, then down to the planet’s surface. They’ll all
go back to Draconus with me, but I’ll go on to the Centauri
system alone.”
“Your new ship is finished?” The AI’s avatar asked.
“Not yet, but it will be by the time I get back to
Draconus. We’ll go on the regular passenger transport.” Tiger
answered. “Dad says they want to test the new FTL drives we’ve
developed from the data we got from our last contact with our
people watching the baylor who escaped.”
Tiger turned to leave the bridge. “If fact, you’ll probably
get the latest test results when you deliver your load of biomass.

I’m sure you’ll be able to convert Bengal before you get to the
Centauri system.”
“Have you chosen a name for your new ship yet?”
Bengal asked.
“No.” Tiger replied. “Chris and I are going to talk about
it all the way up to the time I leave for Centauri. We’ll name her
just before I leave. In fact, I don’t even know what kind of ship
she’ll be.”
He entered the transport tube with Bengal behind. As the
door closed on them, Tiger continued. “I know I could probably
design my own ship, but I could also pick one of the standard
models. That would be best as far as blending in with the rest of
the regular people when Earth finally joins us. But if Chris and I
design our own, well, it’ll be special.” The transport car quit
vibrating with use and the door opened.
As they exited the car Tiger continued. “We thought
about a habitat ship like the ones we carved out of the moon that
used to be this station. But then we wondered whether it would
be feasible to run a habitat ship, the properties we have here on
the station, and the estate we’ve built on Gagarin.”
“There are several different designs in the size smaller
than Bengal, but then Chris starts to get stubborn.” Bengal let
Tiger manually open the hatch to the transport tube at the end of
the short passageway. They entered the small transport car as
Tiger continued. “She says the smaller designs are more of the
fighter size and would always be in the deepest parts of every
battle.”
Tiger tapped the panel on the inside and the door closed.
“The bad part is, one of the smaller ships would be best for us
for right now. Or, well, after the war I mean.”
The car finished its drop to the ship’s lowest deck and
the door opened to another short passage. As they walked toward
the other end, Tiger said. “We need to concentrate on the estate
and the station properties first. At least until the kids get older.”
“And we were talking about having another child, not
that I don’t love Patty and Lucas. I do, much more than I would

have thought I could when I first met them all. Before, well, you
know, I got to know them.”
Tiger became silent as he went through the process of
checking the seal of the airlock tube. When all the readings
pleased him he flicked a switch on the comm unit embedded in
the bulkhead. “Number one airlock in the green. All personnel
departing are free to move about the ship.”
Tiger turned to Bengal one last time and held his hand
out again. “My last official act on board. Guess I’ll see you
around.”
The AI’s avatar shook Tiger’s hand and said. “Good
luck my friend. I’ll see you again at the Centauri system.”
Tiger turned and tapped the panel to open the inner
airlock door. Entering the tiny room Tiger shut the door behind
him. Turning around to face the outer door he tapped the code to
open the outer door, then stepped through to the passenger tube
that stretched the ten meters to the dock’s rear bulkhead.
He quickly walked to the other end of the tube and
tapped the panel to open the station airlock door. When the door
slid open he entered the station. There on the deck was a
wheeled cart that held all his belongings. The two nanomass
crates dwarfed his cases.
Turning, he tapped the airlock door closed, then turned
again to push the cart down the passage. Despite its size, the cart
moved easily across the stone floor. Behind him came the
clanking and banging that signaled the separation of Bengal from
Tiger Station.
There were no departing personnel. He was the last
living person aboard Bengal. The rest had departed at Draconus
when they’d returned from the Blockade Battle.
Chris had brought Patty and Lucas to Tiger Station over
a month before and had started the process of selling the crops
grown in their greenhouses to the restaurants opening up all over
the station.

Tiger came to the end of the access passage and pushed
the button to open the last airlock door. He pushed the cart
through the opening and was startled when…
“Surprise!” Yelled Jason Ocean, and Judy Diver.
“Welcome home cous.” Jason added.
When Tiger looked behind them instead of responding,
Judy said. “Chris is down on Gagarin picking up a shipment of
turkey lizard, crystal snail, and kudzu strawberry cuttings for the
new greenhouse.
“Crystal snail?” Tiger made the two words a question.
“Yea, crystal snail, and turkey lizards.” Said Jason
falling in step with Tiger to push the luggage cart.
“Don’t forget the kudzu strawberry.” Put in Judy.
“Oh yea, kudzu strawberry.” Drawled Tiger.
“You tell him Judy, I need my breath to push these bags
of rocks he calls luggage.” Gasped Jason theatrically.
Tiger bit back a retort and helped push the cart toward
the nearest transport station.
“You know all about the turkey lizard.” Judy went on.
“Collects shiny things. Tastes great grilled, baked, fried, or
whatever.” They turned into the alcove that held the transport
station. “They eat grain and they’re easy to care for. Chris’s
bringing back several pair that she and Patty caught on your
land.”
“Remember that ambush snake that almost ate you last
year?” Judy asked changing tact. When he didn’t answer, she
went on. “Well, you know how turkey lizards and ambush
snakes like to collect diamonds and rubies and sapphires and
other pretty crystals.”
“The snakes tend to polish stones because of the way
they constantly swallow their stones when they move to another
ambush site. The turkey lizards are different. They toss their
gemstones around and tend to bang them together. In and around
their nests they leave a lot of crystal chips and dust.”
She tapped the control panel when they reached the
transport car and the door opened. As Jason and Tiger pushed the

cart inside, Judy continued. “There’s this snail that lives around
turkey lizard nests and, among other things, they eat the gem
chips and dust and use the crystal matrix to build their shell. It
seems pretty shells are a turn on for snails and since they’re all
both male and female, they all have pretty shells.”
The transport car doors closed and the car began to
move. Judy stood at the front of the car holding a ceiling strap.
“Ambush snakes swallow them every now and then, but they
don’t always crush them. Mostly, they just get traded by turkey
lizards and that’s how they get spread around.”
“Chris is also bringing all the crystal snails that Patty
and Lucas can find.” Judy continued. “An adult snail is about the
size of a big man’s thumb and seems to be becoming a favorite
in most of the restaurants on Tiger Station.”
“The shells also sell as good as some of the best
gemstones. You’ll probably see people wearing little crystal
snail shells on necklaces when you get out to the market place.”
Judy smiled. “By the time the war is over and people start
flocking to Tiger Station you should have a pretty good stock of
snails built up.”
“And a whole flock or herd or whatever of turkey
lizards.” Said Jason.
“And kudzu strawberry.” Added Judy. “Don’t forget the
kudzu strawberry.”
Tiger knew about kudzu strawberry. One of the more
dominant vines of Gagarin, it grew everywhere there was
sunlight. With a berry that tasted just like the strawberry of
Earth, the kudzu was fast becoming a favorite to everyone who
passed through the Procyon system.
“So what are you two doing here?” Asked Tiger. “You
here to collect snails?”
“No, as a matter of fact, we brought a load of whale
clams.” Jason said. “A whole bunch of meter and two meter little
guys, a couple dozen three and four meter juveniles, and three of
the big ones.”

“They’re nearly fifteen meters wide.” Judy added
helpfully.
The transport car came to a halt and Jason said. “We’re
here. Let’s get these bags put away so we can show you what
changes have been made to the station.”
As they pushed the cart out of the transport car, Tiger
pulled up short. “This is different.”
“Yea. We go that way.” Jason replied with a chin-nod to
the left. “Your personal line is number seven.”
Continuing, Jason said. “There was a line of fractures in
the original asteroid moon that ran lengthwise. In a radial line
from that big crater on the one end.”
“I remember.” Tiger said as Judy tapped at the panel
beside the personal transport. “The original nanomass program
adjusted for them.”
“Yea, they did.” Jason went on as he and Tiger pushed
the luggage cart into the transport car. The three of them and the
cart took up all of the standing room flanked by twin benches.
“But every time the nanomass came to a fracture, the entire
construction process slowed down to less than half normal
speed.”
“The extra time was needed for the nanomass to ensure
structural integrity.” Judy inserted a quick comment as the door
shut behind them and the car started to move up.
“I think it was Misty and Candace that altered the
program when they first got here.” Said Jason as the car slowed
and began to move sideways.
“What they did was alter the program just a little to
follow the fracture lines.” Judy continued the explanation. “The
lines went a little more than half the length of the original
geography of the moon.”
“What they ended up with is an open cylinder on this
end that’s about ten kilometers wide with a five k. ceiling.
Above that is the docks and open landing pads. That’s the end
that got whacked.”

When she took a breath, Jason went on. “Radiating out
from that ring are ten long tunnels that stretch to the other end.
They’re closer to two kilometers wide where they connect to the
forward ring, that’s what people are calling it, and about one k.
where they meet the aft habitat ring.”
“It’s the same width as the forward ring but it sits in that
ring valley that separates the two major asteroids that made up
the original moon. Tiger Station is thinnest at that point so the
habitat diameter is only sixteen kilometers instead of the twenty
on the forward end.”
“That leaves the whole… aft end.” Tiger adopted their
terms. “When I looked at the scans of the station on the way in
here I noticed the extra mass on that end. I just figured the
nanomass was concentrated on the …forward… end for reasons
of efficiency or structural integrity.”
“Anyway.” Jason continued. “There’s also another
seven, smaller valley spokes branching out from the forward
ring. None of them will reach the aft ring as a kilometer wide
valley tunnel. Instead they are currently planned to form a
spaghetti maze of smaller caves connecting isolated habitat
domes all the way back to the aft ring.”
“How much is completed?” Tiger asked.
“The central core and spine that you originally
programmed was complete by the time Misty and Candy made
the changes.” Jason said. “The main docks at the nose were also
complete and the structural fractures were just starting to show
up as distinct, radiating lines on the edges of the nanomass.”
“You had already incorporated the dozens of smaller
fractures through the core of the forward end in the way you
designed the docks.” Judy added. “Candy and Misty just copied
that design on the whole moon.”
“The nanomass has completed the forward ring and six
of the ten full-length valleys.” Jason went on. “Of those six, two
sets of two have been connected the full width of the aft ring.
The other two have started to grow out into the aft ring but
haven’t converged yet.”

“All of the smaller spoke valleys have been started, but
that’s all.” Jason smiled. “Finishing the short spokes will have to
wait for last, unless the owners want to do it themselves. Ah,
here we are.”
The transport car slowed and came to a stop. The door
opened and the three piled out with their cart. Tiger looked out
into an immense valley that curved up out of sight to right and
left.
Ahead was a stone ledge that ran along the wall of the
wide valley. The ledge was about ten meters wide with a meter
high wall of stone.
“This way.” Said Judy. “We came out here to give you a
better idea of where you live now on Tiger Station.”
They started to their right and Jason motioned toward
the edge of the ledge with the luggage cart. When they reached
the edge and began to walk to their right, Tiger looked out from
the edge.
It wasn’t much of an edge. The ground on the other side
of the low wall was the same level as the patio on this side. But
the other side fell away in a series of shallow and steep rolls. All
the way down to the valley floor a couple of kilometers away
was the sculpted rock of the valley surface.
There were several open spots of bare rock, but most
areas were covered with the small vegetation of young growth.
Only a few of the trees were of any great size with very few
much more than twice the height of a man.
Nearly a half-kilometer away, he could see a small group
of rooftops to his left and more than a couple hundred meters
down the slope on this side. A flat stone path with a low wall to
the downhill side led from the rooftops and to the right nearly in
front of him.
Looking further away downslope, he could see the stone
path weaving around a small lake and over the stream that
drained from the lake. He was amazed at how far away the other
side looked. It was hard to believe that he was in a spinning
cylinder in space.

They walked in silence for about thirty meters when
Tiger finally looked in the direction they were walking instead of
across the front ring’s width. He immediately saw the gap in the
wall ahead.
Jason pulled on his side of the cart to turn them into the
unfinished spoke valley that opened up in front of them. The
ledge narrowed to half its width as it wrapped around the wall of
the spoke valley. Ahead, the wider ledge sloped down with the
lay of the land and made a wide spiral to the left, to switchback
upon itself. Narrowing to half its width the smooth path
disappeared into the vegetation-covered folds of the valley
below.
Turning the corner of the ledge they walked another ten
meters before coming to the end of the outer wall. On the left
and ahead, the smooth path degraded into the chaotic rolls of the
rest of the valley wall.
About ten meters away, a large pool hung off the side of
the wall. About twenty meters wide and thirty long, the end
facing them overflowed with a thin sheet of water that fell to
another pond ten meters below.
This pond fed a whitewater run just wide enough for a
four-man, rubber raft. The run went into the spoke valley for
twenty meters before switching back. Just below the second
pond the whitewater run fed into third, small pond with a level
landing on three sides.
The fourth side held a thick wall with hundreds of
vertical drainage holes just below the top. He could hear the
water splashing below, but couldn’t see anything but a fine mist
at the edge of his view.
The valley was a kilometer wide but had only been
completed to a depth of about five hundred meters at the floor of
the spoke valley. The sheer wall that faced them sloped
gradually back as it went higher, but Tiger couldn’t tell at this
distance whether the sloping surface was rough enough to climb
easily. Tiger could see the jumbled rock at the center that marked
the heart of the fracture that the future valley would follow.

To his right as he faced the sheer wall of the unfinished
spoke valley, there was a door to the wall side where Jason and
Judy stood looking at him.
“Well?” Judy said as they waited.
At Tiger’s blank look, Jason said. “We can’t open your
door. You have to do that.”
“Oh, yea.” Tiger quickly put his hand over the proper
spot on the control panel then tapped the ‘open’ section. As they
pushed the cart through the door, he added. “So this is where I
live.”
Inside the door he came into a wide hallway that led to
the left. On the right were occasional doors while the left held
floor to ceiling windows that looked out on the kilometer wide
stub of a valley with its sloping cliff end.
They walked about twenty meters before coming to an
open landing three meters above a large, plant and furniturestrewn room. The right side of the landing held a three-meter
walkway that turned into a ramp down to the floor level at the
back of the room.
In front of them a stairway led down at this point. The
other end of the ten meter tall and deep, twenty meter long room
showed the bare unfinished rock of the asteroid moon.
“Nice.” Judy said approvingly. Pointing with her chin to
the last door facing the hall, she added. “Chris said to tell you
that’s the master bedroom for now. The kid’s rooms are on the
main floor below yours.”
“We’re going to take off for now.” Jason said. “You get
settled in and don’t forget to check the datcom. Some of the
family is going to meet at Big Al’s after six. You should come.”
With that the two left, walking down the hall. Instead of
turning right to leave through the door where they’d all entered,
they turned to the left. Jason opened the door opposite the outer
door and the windows overlooking the valley outside. “Must be
to the private transport car.” Tiger thought to himself as he
pushed the luggage cart to the master bedroom.

Parking it by the door, he transferred his few bags into
the room. Leaving the cart with its two crates of inert nanomass
outside in the hall, he quickly unpacked and cleaned up from his
journey.
An hour later he came out of Chris and his bedroom and
took the stairs down to the main room. After first locating the
main datcom and checking the messages, Tiger spent the next
hour exploring his new home.
The two rooms for the kids each had its own bathroom
and opened onto their own playroom. The playroom had
windows that faced out on the unfinished spoke valley and
opened to the main room with a wide arch that extended from the
stairs to the windows of the outer wall.
Small trees in stone planters were scattered about the
main room with a couple of entertainment centers and several of
each of chairs, tables, and small couches. There were also four,
1x1x2-meter aquariums resting on the same size support unit that
contained the pumps, filters, and supply storage.
Each had a plaque describing the occupants and the
planet they were from. The one from Armstrong was from Jason
and Judy. The one containing some of the smaller examples of
sea life from Gagarin was from the old crew of Bengal.
On a stone pedestal beside the Gagarin aquarium lay the
bare skull of an ambush snake. Surrounding the skull was a
scattering of gems of considerable size. Diamonds of twenty to
thirty carats were mixed with emeralds, sapphires, and rubies of
the same size or bigger. All were highly polished by the acids in
the ambush snake’s stomach, as were several stones of turquoise,
malachite, and an opal the size of a child’s fist.
The chairs facing the aquarium and pedestal were
covered in a portion of the same ambush snake’s skin. There was
enough skin left from the single snake to also make boots, pants,
shirts, vests, and jackets for Tiger and his adopted family.
After exploring for a while longer, he relaxed in a chair
close to the large windows overlooking the unfinished spoke

valley. With his feet up in the recliner position and a glass of
water by his side, he studied the view through his window.
In the distance he could see the curve of the forward ring
as it disappeared around the curve of the station. On the other
side of Tiger Spoke’s opening into the forward ring, the
holographic sky took on the look of a storm cloud.
Minutes later the artificial sunlight on his window was
replaced by muted light. He watched as the sky across the valley
became sheeted with rain from the sprinklers hidden above the
level of the sky’s holographic projection. Seconds later, rain
began pounding the windows outside his new home within the
rock of Gagarin’s moon.
He watched the storm with wonder. He knew that each
rain like this would fall on the imported plants and their patches
of imported and fabricated soil. It would fall on rooftops like
those he’d seen earlier and the stone roads and paths that
connected those pockets of life.
Across the ten-kilometer width of the forward ring, rain
could or couldn’t be falling on the port markets. The rain was so
heavy he couldn’t see that far through the storm.
Tiger could picture the washing of the dust from the air,
as well as the exposed rock that was yet to be landscaped.
Erosion was at work already in their artificial world. “If left
untended, how long would it be before the water wore its way
through to the vacuum of space outside the station?” Tiger
wondered.
Then, as quickly as it had started, the artificial storm was
over.
The holographic sky turned from gray to cloud-spotted
to blue in about five minutes and artificial sunlight began to
stream back through his windows. In his mind he pictured the
drainage pipes sending the water to the first step in the recycling
process.
The water would be filtered for every scrap of rock,
sand, and biomass that it contains. The filtered matter would be

sifted and sorted, the hazardous sealed away and the other used
to landscape new areas of surface.
Tiger knew that there were already nearly three thousand
wolfen and human refugees living on Tiger Station. Most of
them were earning their lands and other properties on the station
by monitoring the massive amounts of machinery that it took to
run the life support tech of the habitat tunnels.
He sat for a few minutes more then rose from his seat.
Washing his glass and putting it away he then headed for the
stairs to the upper level.
He went into Chris and his room to retrieve his scepter
before leaving. At three-quarters of a meter, it would be less
cumbersome than his staff but would still provide him with
sufficient boost to his diminished abilities.
He would have had to wear several rings and a couple of
amulets to equal the gadgets that the scepter held. He did have a
couple of spell stones in a sleeve pocket and his belt buckle was
an amulet, but he carried no other cyber warlock implements.
Pulling the door closed behind him, he left his room and
headed down the short hallway, glancing at the habitat through
the windows to his right. The sudden increase in water that had
rushed over the falls and down the whitewater run was starting to
diminish. It would soon be back to its normal flow from the feed
pipes inside the habitat walls.
Tapping the outer panel, the transport door opened to let
him in then closed behind him as he tapped the code for Big Al’s
on the inner panel. He stood patiently as the car went down for a
while then to the side and under the forward ring, then to the side
in the direction of spin.
When the door opened Tiger stepped out into a small
transport station. The door closed behind him and the car, being
his personal car, moved out of the station and over to a parking
area.
As he walked toward the man-tunnel to the outside, a
larger transport car entered the station. He exited the short mantunnel a couple of steps ahead of several ruk. The kangaroo-like

aliens were all dressed in gaudy, bright-colored clothes. Despite
their size none of the kangaroo-like aliens brushed him with their
tails as they passed him on the walkway that led to the old style
European village.
As he left the transport station’s patio, the rock path
turned into a brick surface. The bricks were of nanomass
construction but looked as natural as if they’d come from an
oven in any early European country.
From his vantage point on the transport-tube walkway
Tiger could see nearly all of the two story buildings that sat
nestled within the folds of the artificial hillside and against the
cliff behind. They all had the steeply slanted rooftops that were
designed to shed copious amounts of snow.
Tiger knew from his own writing of most of the original
programs for Tiger Station’s design that winter snows were
programmed to coincide with the last three weeks of Earth’s
month of December and the first three of January. The cold and
snow would lead up to a winter Olympics-type festival that
would be held from January tenth to the fifteenth.
Being a cyber warlock, Tiger had not competed in last
winter’s competitions. He had watched with the crowds of other
non-participants, making wagers and consuming festival cuisine,
made from Gagarin’s plants and animals.
As the brick path widened from five, to ten, then twenty
meters, he took the last few steps that brought him to the first
buildings. Flanking the path as it turned into a miniature valley
in the habitat wall, twin rows of main buildings ran back to the
cliff eighty meters away.
Fifty meters away the narrow road split to the left and
right. He could see the twenty-meter wide path to his left as it
wove up the hill and around toward the ski slopes. The path to
the right was hidden by Gagarin vegetation that had been
recently transplanted from the latitude that had the same climate
as the copied European area of Earth.
The rest of the small village’s buildings faced the
branching road with the cliff at their backs. The six buildings on

the north side of North Ring Road held other shops and
restaurants.
Tiger passed the sign that labeled the path he walked as
‘Market Street’ and came to the buildings that flanked the
narrow brick road. First came Mrreti’s Clothing on the left and
Benjamin’s Camping Supplies. Above each the second floor held
the owner’s apartments.
Next he passed Chang’s with its front wall of window
and door imbedded sliding panels open to reveal the tables
within. The smell of cooking food filled the air. On the right side
across from Chang’s was a ruk shop that held objects from
dozens of alien worlds. The ruk who had passed him earlier
could be seen inside talking with the proprietor.
Through the widely opened double doors of Bo-Anni’s
Tiger could see one of them pass a package to the more
moderately dressed ruk. That one then took station money from
the register and presented an electronic device. The gaudily
dressed one palmed the ruk-style transaction acceptance panel
and received the money.
Tiger moved around a group of humans and wolfen as he
passed the third set of buildings. Next to Chang’s stood Joe’s
Bar & Grill with its similarly styled front wall of sliding panels.
The smell of fried and grilled foods conflicted with the smells of
Chang’s. Across the street next to Bo-Anni’s stood Llarrn’s. The
smells of wolfen foods mixed with the other smells of Market
Street.
At the corner of Market Street and North Ring Road
stood CPL. Named after Chris, Patty, and Luke, the shop sold
the many items of curiosity that his wife was discovering on
Gagarin while he continued to transfer biomass to Draconus.
Across from CPL on the other corner stood Big Al’s.
Owned and operated by a wolfen family freed during the
Barnyard battle Big Al’s was named after the second largest
carnivore on Gagarin. Named Allosaur after the terran dinosaur,
many of the new colonists and visitors called the beast Big Al
most of the time.

Big Al’s was a tavern restaurant like Joe’s Bar & Grill
but served only brews of the owner’s make with its many
different planet’s foods. Tiger approached the noisy corner
building, which, like CPL, was twice the size of the other
buildings on Market Street.
Both walls facing Market Street and North Ring Road
were of the sliding panel design. Above the panel opening and
below the peak of the roof was a carved relief in the wood of the
building. The carving showed an allosaur chasing a wolfen.
Clutched in the wolfen’s hands were a mug of homebrew in one
and a steaming fire-roasted turkey lizard leg in the other. Open to
the warm air of the habitat, the sounds of a small crowd got
louder as Tiger approached.
As soon as he passed beneath the overhang of the peaked
ceiling and its distinctive carving, voices called out. “There he
is! Hi cousin!” And. “Tiger, over here!”
He looked in the direction of the last voice and saw
Misty waving to him. Weaving through the few bodies between
her and him, Tiger made his way in that direction.
“Hi everybody.” He said. “Am I late?”
“No.” Said Misty, then, motioning to the ruk at the bar
beside her said. “Tiger, I’d like you to meet Illi-Aan Plains
Runner. Illi-Aan, my nephew, Tiger Moon.”
At Tiger’s raised eyebrow, she said PSIonically. {We
know he broke the blockade to deliver his cargo to the baylor.
We’ve decided to keep that knowledge our secret and deal with
his people without animosity.}
Aloud she said. “His family’s shop, Bo-Anni’s, is named
for his mate. There are a couple of his relatives running the place
while his ship is away.”
Tiger bowed in the ruk fashion and said. “I am pleased
to meet you Captain Illi-Aan. I passed your shop on the way but
didn’t go in. I will be sure to make time soon to check out your
merchandise. My own mate and I are in the process of
remodeling our new home here on Tiger Station. I am sure we

will find something of interest in the many items you have
brought from other stars.”
Illi-Aan raised from his own bow of introduction and
replied in the English he’d learned with the help of a standard
teaching machine. “I am honored to meet you Tiger Moon.” He
looked Tiger up and down a moment and continued. “I am
surprised to see the youth of someone of such extensive
experience as has been attributed to you.”
At Tiger’s blush the ruk went on. “But I suppose the
opportunity for adventure does not always discriminate age-wise.
There may even be a few stories of my own youth that my own
family talks about.” Relaxing against but not on the ruk saddle at
the bar, Illi-Aan added. “The items from my most recent arrival
have yet to be placed in the shop. If you wish I could reserve a
private showing for you and your mate before our opening in the
morning.”
“Chris will not be back to the station till later in the day
tomorrow but I will accept your offer.” Tiger replied. “What
time would be best?”
“Ours is one of the last shops in the village to open in
the day.” The ruk captain answered. “We do not open till the
hour your people call ‘noon’. Would an hour before that be too
soon?”
“Not at all.” Tiger laughed. “I’m sure I can be out of bed
by then.”
Misty moved to sit back on her barstool and motioned to
the one between her and Judy. “Have a seat Tiger. Illi-Aan has
brought a new delicacy from another planet and Prryln has
agreed to let Otto-Lin show him how to prepare it. They’ve been
back in the kitchen a little over a half-hour. It shouldn’t be long
now.”
Tiger took the offered stool and ordered a drink from the
young wolfen female who worked behind the bar. The loose
ragged skin of her neck showed a lifetime of baylorian bloodings
but her eyes shone with the renewed vigor of freedom.

When the elder wolfen left to prepare Tiger’s drink,
Misty said PSIonically. {She has an LPI, but won’t let anybody
fix her scars. She says that till her body dies and she’s put into
LPI service awaiting a new body she’ll wear her scars as a
reminder.}
Tiger used the time while listening to Misty’s mental
comment to look around the room. Judy sat on his other side
talking to Raymond Running Bear’s wife, Belinda. Ray and
Jason were standing behind the two women talking with Greg
Shabazz, Nathan Davidson, and a wolfen Tiger didn’t know.
Illi-Aan leaned to the side and said around Misty. “You
said that your mate is on the planet beneath us to gather items for
your own shop.”
Tiger knew a hint when he heard one and knowing what
he did about the ruk and their merchant ways leaned back and
responded. “Yes, she is. She should be back by early afternoon
tomorrow. If you and your mate would be our guest for the
evening meal I’m sure I could give you the first view of what she
brings back.”
Illi-Aan smiled hugely and raised his drink as the wolfen
bartender placed Tiger’s on the counter. “I accept your offer.
May we become profitable business partners!”
Tiger palmed the transaction acceptance pad the
bartender held out then picked up his drink and raised it. “May
we also become lifelong friends.”
Illi-Aan nodded his agreement and the two took a sip of
their drinks. They were forestalled from talking more when
Prryln and a ruk that must be Otto-Lin came out of the kitchen
with trays of food.
As the plates were distributed Illi-Aan explained that the
different looking foods on the platters were all from the same
plant but that each part was prepared in several different ways.
The wolfen owner and the ruk placed platters of raw and
steaming delicacies in front those sitting at the bar while two
waitresses placed more on the tables around Big Al’s eating area.

The noise level quickly dropped as the patrons dug into
the sample of what Illi-Aan and his brother had to sell. Within a
few moments Tiger knew that the ruk had chosen his cargo well.
Before long orders for the raw materials of this meal would be
flooding into Bo-Anni’s.
It didn’t take long before the plates were emptied of their
contents and more of Prryln’s home brew began to flow. The two
ruk stayed long enough to ensure their future commercial
contacts, then departed toward Bo-Anni’s with Nathan
Davidson. Illi-Aan would stay there while Otto-Lin and the new
Ambassador to Ruk took the personal transport back to the ruk
ship.
An hour later Greg Shabazz and his wife left followed
by Ray and Belinda within fifteen minutes. When Jason and
Judy left a half-hour later they said their good-byes to Tiger
since their ship was departing before station morning.
“Where are you headed next?” Tiger asked his aunt
when the rest were gone.
“Back to Draconus to get another ship, like you.” Misty
replied. “I’ve already sent a preliminary design on ahead. Have
you decided what you want?”
“Not yet.” Tiger said. “Chris doesn’t want me to get a
fighter or gunboat cause they spend too much time in the thickest
battles. But with all the property we have here on the station and
on the planet, we don’t need a bigger ship.”
“Draco would never waste the talents of one of us on a
fighter.” Misty interjected.
“There’s that.” Tiger smiled. “But I was too caught up in
the discussion to even think of mentioning that to Chris. I guess
that would pretty much apply to gunboats too, huh Aunt Misty?”
At her smiling nod he went on. “A carrier or battlecarrier would be way to big to manage after the war so they’re
out.”
“Why?” Misty interrupted.
Tiger hesitated, then went on. “After the war is over I
won’t need a war-ship.” He explained. “After the war I won’t

need the biggest guns, most of the missile tubes, and all the
storage space for ammo and the fighter drones.”
“Add to that the living space for the drone pilots and
about all I have left is a big empty shell. I don’t have the
nanomass to spare to maintain or convert such a big ship, much
less the need for all that space anyway.”
“What makes you think you’re going to get to keep the
ship you get?” Misty asked with a smile.
At Tiger’s blank look, she continued. “The ships being
made now on Draconus are all of several specialized designs
with the new FTL tech integrated into the hulls. Each is designed
as part of a whole fleet that will stay with Draconus after the
war.”
“You know that we have advanced the testing of the
FTL tech we designed from the data we received before the
baylorian planetoids escaped.” At Tiger’s nod, she went on. “All
of our new ships of gunboat size and bigger have the new drives
incorporated in their hulls. The gunboat-sized ship now holds a
crew of the same size, with only four fifths the living space.
Most of what was displaced was the greenhouses, so they still
have adequate quarters. The remaining hydroponics and
aquariums extend the out-of-dock range, while still providing an
emergency backup to life support if there’s trouble with the FTL
tech.”
“The fighters didn’t have enough room to add the new
drive or enough power to travel far if they did have the room.
Instead they have been given a small hull extension with enough
FTL tech to give them missile-dodging capabilities. There’s just
enough repetition to the jump fields that the fighters have
doubled their effective speed by adding a few twenty-kilometer
jumps per minute. In addition, the artificial FTL field is big
enough that even the smallest fighters now have the capability to
use the regular gravity vortex tunnels that most other ships use.”
“I sure wouldn’t want to be stuck in a single seat fighter
star-jumping like that between the habitable planets.” Tiger said
with a snort.

“Well, at least we have food storage and preparation
space as well as a toilet and shower in our fighters.” Misty said.
“Not like the atmospheric fighters of Earth.”
“True.” Tiger responded. “But I hear they’re getting
ready to put their jet aircraft in museums.”
“Yea.” Misty agreed. “They’ve discovered gravity wave
coils and the low temperature, hydrogen fueled power systems
that are almost as efficient as a small nuclear power plant.
They’ve also found the data that points to gravity vortex
wormholes.”
“In fact,” she added, “there’s some sort of race
developing to check out the area around the Sol-Centauri jump
point. At least four groups are preparing ships big enough to
easily get that far. Others are even suggesting they send probes
to other mathematical points of interest. There are several other
groups preparing to venture to the Sol-Barnyard, Sol-Sirius, and
Sol-Procyon jump points.”
“I wouldn’t be surprised if they don’t start jumping out
of the Sol system before we take Argnng and Grrlar.” She
finished, then went back to her original topic. “But like I was
saying. You won’t be getting a ship of your own unless you plan
to stay on as a member of the Draconus Defense Force.”
“At least, not till the war’s over.” She added. “Then
you’ll probably get to get one built for you just cause you’re a
Moon.”
Tiger was acutely aware of the status of his family in the
alliance of worlds that was developing in the space around the
human and wolfen home star systems. The base of that power
was the nanotech that they controlled with the help of the
artificial sentients they had just freed from bondage.
That and the knowledge of the race of the half animalhalf plant species of Sy’Byt.
Tiger’s uncle, Draco had been the first to meet the
singing tree. But not in Sy’Byt’s natural form. Instead Sy’Byt
had first shown himself as a bat.

His natural form was that of a meter tall, uprooted tree
with eight roots for legs and eight, short bare branches for arms.
Between the bases of the tentacle-like arms were single eyestalks
that resembled the eyes of lobsters.
Sy’Byt’s species were the originators of the cyberneural
implant. They had used the nanotechnology of their ancestors to
forever maintain the gardens of their peaceful world till the
baylor came.
The second species that the baylor had claimed to
exterminate had used their amazing technology to escape into the
crust of their planet. Hiding below the surface in deep caverns, a
few had become restless.
Sy’Byt was one of those few. Leaving his clan’s cavern
refuge he had explored the growing Baylorian Empire for four
hundred years before meeting humans.
Misty broke Tiger’s reverie with her next words.
“There’s no sense using old standards to the tech level of the
new ships. The fighters and gunboats will have micro-jump
capabilities from a few meters to a few thousand kilometers.”
“The destroyers and mini-carriers have several layers of
FTL fields with a range of a million kilometers for each jump.
The different layers fire in sequence just like the pistons of an
internal combustion engine.”
Misty smiled at him. “With the size that we can put
layers of the new tech, we can make ships of just about any
measured speed. A gunboat sized ship with its offensive
weapons stripped and its defensive weapons reduced can hold
four layers of FTL tech and still have planetary landing
capabilities and cargo space equal to two standard Earth shuttle
cargo cylinders.”
“Gunboats are a little smaller than the Monitor class,
aren’t they?” Tiger asked.
“They were.” Misty answered. “Now they’re just a shade
bigger and more spherical. It makes it easier to keep the Energy
Absorption Field at full strength over the entire hull at the same
time as getting the best distance per jump.”

“I’d suggest waiting till after the war before you even
plan the design you want.” Misty finished. “Let the designs
we’ve got show what they can do during the war. Then you can
plot the cargo space you need with the range and speed you want
and use war-tested designs that will be easy to hide from the rest
of humanity when we start to intermingle more.”
“You already picked the design you want.” Tiger
pointed out to his aunt.
“True.” She replied. “But I’m not going to settle down in
one system. I plan on exploring for a couple of decades to see
what’s out there.”
“A mini-carrier will give me enough room for all the
equipment I’ll need and enough space to keep a few hundred
people from tearing each other’s throats out.”
Misty signaled the bartender as she continued. “And
since I plan on exploring in unknown space I wouldn’t have to
take out as much of the armament. What I do remove will open
up enough room to install excellent greenhouses.”
“Even when the people on Draconus improve on the
new FTL tech designs I’ll still need the mini-carrier size ship for
what I want to do. Like the carriers and the smaller, mobile
habitats, they are so big that any equipment improvements can
be easily made without altering the hull in any way.” She palmed
the pad the wolfen bartender held out, then rose from her
barstool and said. “You and Chris, on the other hand, can wait
till later to decide what size and style ship to build.”
“In fact, the designs are improving so fast that by the
time the war ends you might be able to have a ship the same size
and internal capacity as your old Bengal and be able to make a
light year in less than a week.”
Tiger nodded at the information then changed the
subject. “What’s Aunt Candy doing?”
“She’s finishing up the last of the jump point defense
bases in this system.” Misty replied. “Then she’s going to put
defenses on the other side of those systems that have jump points
to Sol.”

“I thought Uncle Draco already did that.” Tiger said.
“Not major defenses.” Misty commented. “Most of them
just have manned observers posted in a slightly altered gunboat.
She’s going to be bringing them up to fleet defense capabilities.”
Tiger took a sip of his drink as she talked then asked. “Is
she still on First Prize?”
“Yes she is.” Misty answered. “She says she’s too busy
to get another and First Prize is plenty big enough. It is almost as
big as a mini-carrier. Also, the baylor were pretty spoiled so
there was enough room for both a baylor crew and three full
slave crews.”
“Candy and I turned the slave quarters into greenhouses,
hydroponics, and aquariums back when we first got her.” She
continued. “We kept the slave food storage and kitchen areas and
just altered them to suit humans and wolfen.”
“If First Prize is not that big how is she going to make
the mines and sensor drones?” Tiger asked.
“The cargo holds are full of nanomass.” Misty answered.
“When I was still with her, we just found the closest asteroids
and comets or the nearest gas giant and used the nanomass the
same way we do everywhere else.” She gestured at the scene
around them and outside the open wall panels at the corner of
Big Al’s.
“If they find enough mass of the right kind close enough
to the jump point they’ll start a small station.” She looked back
at Tiger. “Kind of like you did here.”
“She won’t be with us in the Centauri system.” Misty
said as she shook her head no to the unasked question of the
bartender for a refill.
As the wolfen female cleaned the bar and walked away
with her glass Misty said. “Candy and a few other ships in other
systems will concentrate on extending our borders.”
As she slid from her stool to stand beside him, her eyes
twinkled. “Did you know that our scouts have made it to three
more of the planets listed on the baylorian records as habitable?”

Tiger had, but without details. “I know that teams were
sent to check them out, but not what the results were.”
“There’s a glacier covered world orbiting 70 Ophiuchi
A.” She said. “It’s got a ring of water around its equator with a
thin band of open unfrozen land on either side. The rest is all ice
and snowfields. From space the ring ocean looks just like a blue
belt around the planet.”
“The one circling Altair is a gem.” She smiled as she
picked up her staff leaning against the bar to her right. “It’s
almost all grasslands with an unfrozen sea at both the north and
south poles. A real oasis from what I hear.”
“Eta Cassiopeiae A has a habitable world with a single
continent that stretches almost all the way around the middle of
the planet. There’s fairly good-sized oceans to the north and
south.” She continued as she moved away from the bar and
turned to face her nephew. “Almost all the animals there have
eight limbs so it’s an arachniaphobe’s nightmare.”
“I’ve got to get going now, Tiger.” Misty said as she
leaned over to pick up a bag stashed below her barstool. “Maybe
I’ll see you before I leave for Draconus. If I don’t, tell Chris and
the kids I said hi.”
With the bag in one hand and her staff in the other, she
gave him a little nod and a smile then was gone. He stood there
leaning on the bar and watching the activity around him for a
few moments more as he finished his mug of wolfen beer. After
finishing his drink, he settled his tab, picked up his scepter from
the bar, and walked out of Big Al’s, heading back up Market
Street.
As he walked toward the public transport station the
sounds of the growing population of the station poured from the
open buildings of the yet-to-be-named village. The twenty-meter
wide pedestrian road that ran between the line of buildings had
more occupants than when he’d first arrived.
Most of those were human refugees from Earth and freed
wolfen and human slaves from the battles in the Barnyard and
Centauri systems. As Tiger passed a centaur pair talking with a

ruk the six limbed beings turned toward him and bowed in
respectful greeting.
He nodded in response and continued up Market Street
as the two centaurs returned to their conversation. Tiger had
been warned by his last comm letter from Chris how some of the
residents of Tiger Station were treating cyberhumans. He was
prepared for the attention but was still uncomfortable with the
adulation.
He stopped in Chang’s on his way by and ordered an egg
roll to carry with him the last few steps to the transport station. It
was gone by the time he reached the station and he tossed the
wrapping and his napkin into the trash barrel before he entered
his retrieved car.
The artificial day was ending as he entered his home a
few minutes later. He sat by the large windows for a while to see
what kind of night sky would appear. After the artificial sky of
the habitat ring had darkened to show the stars from the Procyon
point of view Tiger picked up his scepter from where he’d laid it
by his chair.
Initiating a mind-link with the PSIonic components
buried within the scepter, he entered into a meditative state. In
moments he was mentally inspecting and repairing the damages
of a day of aging. He paid special attention to the alcohol of the
wolfen beer and the unfamiliar ruk foods.
After neutralizing the alcohol and determining that the
molecular structure of the ruk food was safe Tiger shifted his
attention to his body augmentation. He was glad that he’d had an
AI to oversee the construction of the artificial improvements
within his body.
Being without the help of an artificial intelligence
program Chris was having a much rougher time with her lowertech implant. As his only apprentice she had to construct her
augmentation herself. Without the help of an AI the minutiae of
the task required the full attention only achieved during
meditation or with the aid of a programmed spell crystal.

After making a full augmentation check he moved his
mental attention to the biologic alteration he was attempting. He
sent his micrometer-sized nanobots into the area of his auditory
canal and took up his genetic manipulation where he’d left off.
His manipulations wouldn’t be passed on to his children
because they were cosmetically local. He would not attempt to
alter his genetic DNA to include the change. That was too far
above his capabilities.
He concentrated on slowly reshaping the interior of his
inner ears through the molecular manipulation of his basic cells.
Slowly the organ he had been born with changed in ways that
gave Tiger a natural access to both higher and lower frequency
ranges.
In only a few more days when he finished with the
redesign of his natural body’s auditory range, Tiger would be
able to hear ruk, wolfen, and baylorian languages without using
artificial augmentation. The natural improvements would not
only act as a replacement for his artificial augmentation but
would also be easier to maintain. This would also lessen the time
that he would need for daily meditation.
When Tiger had spent his scheduled time on the genetic
alteration of his ears, he withdrew from his meditation and
expanded his conciousness. Opening his eyes and shifting his
focus to an outside PSIonic frequency he looked in the direction
of the luggage cart. Using his activation codes Tiger mentally
inspected the inert nanomass that Bengal had given him.
In seconds the mass of the two large crates as well as the
mass of the cart itself began to flow. The flowing mass combined
into a silver-gray blob that moved across the floor like a rolling
water balloon.
When it reached the end of the raised hall the blob
turned right and rolled down the ramp to the lower floor level.
Thinning where it passed between the masses of the furniture of
the living area the blob of nanomass moved to the stone wall of
the other end of the room.

Flowing to the left along the bare surface of the
roughhewn wall, the mass stopped a couple of meters from the
windows. Tiger gave a new mental command to the nanomass
and it began to eat at the stone.
The rough outline of a cave entrance soon took shape as
the nanomass sank into the wall. As Tiger watched several stone
sculptures emerged from the silver-gray mass as it sank deeper
into the rock of the asteroid.
The sculptures moved on sheets of nanomass that broke
away from the parent mass. Individual stone replicas of the life
of Gagarin flowed across the floor of the room and took up
station around the original objects in the room.
A pack of stone wolf raptors chased a herd of turkey
lizards to one corner while a couple of bronto steered a smaller,
stone version of the same species between two chairs. More
stone bronto and their young, along with lummox and turkey
lizards moved out of the growing cave ahead of more stone
versions of big Al and wolf raptors.
Tiger manipulated the program when the room began to
become crowded and the stone sculptures quit emerging from the
receding nanomass and the growing cave. Some sculptures grew
into the side of the growing tunnel while a few others simply
stood where they formed. Having to consume more of the mass
of the stone, the exposed portion of the undulating silver-gray
surface grew less mobile as it sank more slowly into the wall.
Tiger mentally adjusted the program several times over
the next few minutes as the nanomass consumed the stone. The
mass grew larger as matter within the asteroid stone was slowly
converted into more nanomass. He mapped the structure of the
asteroid as the nanomass proceeded and turned to follow the path
of least resistance.
The visible surface of the nanomass curved to the left
and disappeared around a bend in the cave being created. Tiger
mentally noted the time and the seven-point-three percent
increase in the quantity of nanomass.

He mentally examined the new mass and was pleased to
note the abundance of useful minerals in the stone he’d carved
through. At this rate he would soon have enough to make a
visible expansion to his valley. Satisfied with his diagnostic tests
he gave another mental command to the nanomass.
Connected more closely to his work than when Bengal
acted as a powerful conduit Tiger could feel the lethargy that
settled over the individual cells of the nanomass as it withdrew
into its inert form. When the mass had completely shut down he
opened his eyes and looked about the room at the quantity of
stone sculptures that hadn’t been there earlier. He’d have to get
rid of some of those before Chris got home.
After a while he rose and moving over to the comm
console began to pore over the contents of his home data system.
By the time he was relaxed enough to go to bed he’d brought
himself up to date on the many properties on Gagarin and Tiger
Station that he and Chris owned.
He couldn’t wait till tomorrow to see what she was
bringing back up to orbit with her.

* SIX *
Robert and Loni Scott stood on the edge of the sidewalk
as Tanya rode up the street on her chariot. They waited as their
younger sister steered the electric cart into the driveway that led
to the building that held Pelee Island Launch Control.
“Its about time.” Loni called out as the cart hummed
smoothly up to them. “Do you have the papers?”
Tanya brought the cart to a complete stop and released
the handlebars of the steering yoke that led down to the
motorized front wheels. She stepped off the small, enclosed
platform that resembled the chariots of ancient Rome, and took
off her helmet. “Slow down big sister. You’re starting to sound
like Robert.”
“Hey!” Robert objected. “I’m not that hyper.” He leaned
over the enclosure of Tanya’s rental chariot and reached for her
briefcase. “Are the papers in here?”
Tanya playfully swatted at his hands with her helmet.
“Hands off, bro. Yea, they’re in there. All I need is your
signatures and we’re a ‘go’. Oh, and by the way, I had a nice
plane ride to South Bass and a really relaxing boat ride from
there to here. Thanks for meeting me at the dock.”
“Sorry sis, we were busy with computer simulations.”
Loni said. “The ferry captain called to let us know when you got
to Pelee docks.”
“Yea, he told me he would.” Tanya replied. She bent
over to place her helmet on the standing platform of the chariot
and pick up the briefcase. Placing the case on the front rim of the
platform enclosure she opened the case and pulled a sheath of
papers from the main pocket.
Pulling a pen from a slot on the front of the pocket, she
held it out. “Who’s first?”
Robert didn’t hesitate and grabbed the pen. Tanya closed
the briefcase, lay the case across her chariot’s handlebars, and
placed the papers on the case’s hard surface. She pointed, Robert

signed, then she flipped to the next page. After signing all seven
pages Robert gave the pen to Loni and Tanya repeated the
process.
When they were finished Tanya retrieved her pen, put
the pen and papers back in the briefcase, and placed the case
back on the platform against the front of the chariot’s front
enclosure. Picking up her helmet, she said. “Now do I get a tour
of your spaceship?”
“Sure, sis! Let’s go!” Loni exclaimed.
Loni and Robert went to their respective rides, Loni to
her old Segway and Robert to his electric bike. Quickly putting
on their helmets Robert led the group around the looping
driveway and back out to the street.
The electric vehicles hummed softly as the trio went to
the first crossroad and turned right. They passed beyond the
main building and through the small forest behind. They turned
right again halfway through the woods and stopped to present
their security badges and IDs to the men who stepped out from
the side of the road.
After Tanya signed the visitor’s log and received her
temporary badge the security guard signaled to the two manning
the gate. They leaned on the counterweight end of the heavy
steel bar and it swung up out of the way. The trio continued
down the tree-lined road.
After a couple hundred meters they came to a flat
clearing in the midst of the woods. In the center of the clearing
stood a fat, steel cylinder with a domed top and six, spidery legs.
The three drove by the car lot that was packed with the cranes
and collapsible work platforms that would be used to construct
the next ship built and launched from this pad.
They went closer to the ship and pulled into the tiny
parking space reserved for the bikes and electric platforms that
most people rode around Pelee Island.
Loni smiled and gestured toward the ship. “Star
Walker.”

“Wow!” Said Tanya as she removed her helmet and
stepped off her chariot. “It’s bigger than I thought it would be.”
She then bent to plug the recharge line into the chariot.
“Yea.” Said Robert as he and Loni also plugged their
respective rides into the island’s power grid. “It’s thirty meters
thick and fifty-six tall. The sixteen meter tall dome at the top
contains the main airlocks and twin lifeboat shuttles. It’s not
pressurized, more of a meteor shield than anything.”
“The main cylinder is forty meters tall and thirty, thick.”
He continued. “Its outer hull has two layers of quarter-inch steel
sandwiching a honeycomb of metallic foam. Everything
important is inside the meter-thick hull. Wormhole grids, gravity
coils, hydrogen fueled power systems, magnetic fields for
radiation protection, life support, food and air, everything.”
Just then, one of the thick legs made a series of loud
bangs and began to rise from the ground. At Tanya’s look, Loni
said. “It’s a test, sis. The legs are snuggled up against the side of
the ship in flight.”
“And they have to be close to the hull when we test the
wormhole field.” Robert added.
The leg stopped moving when it reached the shallow
depression in the side of the cylinder. Above the niche was a
small conical airfoil that extended to cover the top of the leg in
the retracted position. The rounded cone showed the distinct
lines of clamshell doors.
The locks slammed into position, retracted, and the leg
immediately moved back down to the ground. When the leg
stopped moving and locks engaged, one of the legs next to it
disengaged locks and began to move upward. The other five legs
took the strain of the weight of the ship with apparent ease.
“What about the other ship?” Asked Tanya.
“Down the road a little further and on the left.” Robert
said with a thumb over his shoulder.
“It didn’t have enough room for the wormhole grids and
life support for a big enough crew so it’s being converted for
lunar exploration.” Loni explained. “Some people in the group

financing us have already sent shuttle sized ships to check out
spots around the southern pole. They’ve got a couple of
interesting spots they need to check out in closer detail.”
“We need to get claims in place and have the resources
to occupy the property to get the claim to stick. The other ship is
big enough to explore and provide permanent housing.” She
added. “We’ll use the smaller exploration shuttles for supply and
passenger transport.”
A pair of chariots hummed up the road and pulled into
the smaller parking lot. Robert waved. “Hi Captain Miller. Hi
Lynnette.”
Those two waved and removed their helmets as they
stepped off their chariots. “Have you completed those forms yet,
Rob?”
“Yea Sesco.” Robert answered pointing to Tanya. “My
sister just brought them. They’re all signed and I’m ready to go.”
“Your tests were good?”
“Yes sir.” Robert replied. “The tanks were all filled and
the replacement parts I asked for were stowed this morning
before we started so we were able to make more accurate weight
calibrations.”
“And.” Captain Sesco Miller prompted.
“We estimate a three-gee acceleration within twenty
million kilometers of Mars and thirty million from Venus.” Loni
answered. “We can probably get the same maximum acceleration
rate at nearly thirty-five mill from the Earth-Moon pair.”
“How about Earth takeoff?” Sesco asked next.
“Seven point nine gees.” Loni said. “And the internal
artificial gravity in the decks are able to counteract four point six
gees of that.”
“So six point nine would feel like three point three.”
Sesco commented conversationally.
“Yea.” Said Robert. “But that’s just in line with the
moon. It’s six point two gees anywhere else on Earth. It drops
off to an even six gees from a couple of planetary diameters out

to a little less than a couple million klicks. About a million old
style miles.”
“Then it drops to five gees at nine mill, and again to four
gees at about twenty million kilometers from the Earth-Moon
system.” Robert finished.
“How much does the internal gravity drop off?” Came
the next question from the captain.
“None.” Loni said. “The internal gravity is just that,
internal. It acts in a completely different way as the propulsion
coils.”
“Oh that’s right.” Sesco responded. “The coils in the
deck have to work together to affect the mass between them.”
“Yea.” Said Loni. “With both the overhead and deck
plates on full they have a maximum four point six gravity effect.
If one side of that two-sided field is omitted the effect is reduced
to a fraction of its combined range.”
“We haven’t been able to test the range while we’re still
on Earth.” Loni said. “But with all the other data we’ve been
able to collect, we estimate that they’ll only push or pull at a
tenth of a gee within a half-meter. If one side is off the other
might hold your feet to the deck plate if you don’t push too hard
or push with the same force if it’s the overhead.”
“So will Star Walker be ready to go next month?” Asked
Captain Miller.
“You bet!” Said Loni with a smile as Robert shook his
head with agreement.
*
*
*
Robert checked his seat harness for the hundredth time,
then scanned his console screens for the hundredth time also.
The harness was still snug and the data on his screens remained
the same.
“Launch checklist complete, Captain.” Came a voice to
his right. He couldn’t see Lynnette for the Command station that
occupied the center of the control bridge.
“Thank you Comm.” Sesco replied. “Propulsion, give
me a one minute increase to point nine gee.”

“Aye sir.” Robert answered. He tapped the proper code
into his console and the six stacks of gravity coils just inside the
perimeter of the outer hull began to hum. Robert read the power
level off aloud as he watched his screens.
When it reached point nine gee, Captain Miller said.
“Check all scans, anybody got any problems? No? Ask Launch
Control for permission to launch, Comm.”
When permission was heard through their open bridge
speakers, Captain Miller said. “OK, let’s take her up to one point
one.”
“One point one gee, sir.” Robert said as he tapped at his
console. The humming increased by a small amount and the Star
Walker quivered. Through their screens they saw the ground
begin to fall away.
It felt like an elevator ride, smooth and steady with no
sideways movement. As they rose above the trees surrounding
their clearing, wind from the northwest hit the ship full on.
They heard and felt the atmospheric maneuvering jets
fire to keep them on the vertical launch angle they had
calculated. Robert watched his screens and reported the results
aloud. Captain Miller acknowledged Robert’s report and Star
Walker continued her slow climb upwards.
“Retract legs.” Captain Miller said aloud.
“Retracting legs.” Vivian said aloud and tapped at her
engineering control console. They felt the vibrations as the locks
disengaged and the legs all drew inward together. The legs
banged into place and the locks engaged. “Legs locked in
retracted position.” The Chief Engineer reported.
Robert noted the data change as the legs came into range
of the propulsion coils. Energy efficiency improved as the
programmed mass calibrations optimized. The hum of the coils
lessened and their energy consumption reduced.
Star Walker continued a slow steady climb while the
crew reported the rate of climb fuel consumption, power status,
and radar and comm traffic. In a relatively short time they were
above the highest clouds and into the upper atmosphere.

“Outside pressure is full vacuum sir.” Came from behind
Robert.
“Acknowledged.” Replied Captain Miller.
The ship continued to climb relatively slowly, but was
soon in the black of space. They had planned their launch to
include all air traffic in the area as well as the growing space
traffic.
While the group that Robert and Loni had joined had
concentrated on a pair of large ships, others thought on a smaller
scale. The space between the Earth’s surface to orbit, and from
there to the nearby moon was quickly becoming crowded with
smaller vessels.
Their ship followed the path from their island launch
point angled slightly northward over lake Erie and over
Canadian airspace. Regular reports of altitude and speed came
from the navigation station as Star Walker rose from the
spaceport.
Quickly planning for the future results of mass
production of gravity coils the Canadian government had begun
promoting a spaceport on Pelee Island as soon as Robert and
Loni’s invention had been announced to the world.
The group that had enlisted Robert and Loni had been
one of the first to accept the Canadian offer of a fabrication and
launch pad in the woods of the Lake Erie island. The spaceport’s
launch control buildings had gone up at the same time as ship
construction on the four pads cleared in the woods.
The ship’s launch path took them above Pelee then
angled slightly north to avoid United States airspace. Scans
showed the gap in air traffic that defined their launch path.
In a short time the curve of the planet became obvious
through their side-view cameras. Obeying preprogrammed
commands, the ship’s angle of ascent reverted to the vertical.
Robert watched his screens as the internal gravity coils
automatically adjusted to the lessening of the pull of the planet
below.

When their altitude reached two hundred kilometers the
automatic systems used internal gyros within the hull to reorient
the ship. The gyros returned to vertical in relation to the ship’s
centerline to stop the movement when the nose of the ship was
aimed toward the moon.
Robert watched his screens as the automatic systems
adjusted the gravity coils in such a way as to both push on the
Earth and pull on the moon at the same time. Star Walker moved
back to a southeasterly track and passed over the Canadian-US
border.
“Radiation shielding coming online.” Came the Chief
Engineer’s voice from his seat on the bridge.
The hair on Robert’s arms moved briefly as the
electromagnetic field built up around the hull of the ship. When
the field reached full strength the magnetic field that
encompassed Star Walker protected the ship and everything
inside from the radiation of the sun.
As they passed over New York City, Robert switched his
main screen to the aft cameras. Choosing the highest telescopic
lens, he gazed intently as the Millennium World Trade Center
crossed the screen. In the center of the immense structure
memorial park showed green and in the center of the park, the
twin black obelisks of the memorial could also be seen.
As the Millennium World Trade Center passed out of
view, the Baltimore crater came over the edge of the world.
Robert gazed intently at the image in his screen. To the east of
Baltimore the colors of the ocean deepened from the light blue of
the shoreline to the darker shade of the deep.
The impact of the asteroid had sent shock waves through
the Earth that had disrupted frozen, subsurface concentrations of
methane hydrate and carbon dioxide. These gas concentrations
had bubbled forth for months after the initial impact.
Dozens of ships had been trapped within the boundaries
of those frothy eruptions. Some had immediately lost buoyancy
and sunk to the bottom within seconds. Others had been engulfed
in gas with the loss of all hands but not the ship.

The gases emitted had done more damage than the
sinking of dozens of ships along the eastern coast. Clouds of
deadly gases had sometimes drifted to the west, killing thousands
more from Florida to Maine.
The greenhouse gases had also counteracted the cooling
effects of the dust thrown into the atmosphere. World
temperature had started to fall as the dust encircled the planet but
had slowed as subsurface gas pockets broke. In the months since,
temperature had continued to rise with each new emission.
As the planet receded to a complete sphere in his rear
view screen, Robert switched back to the forward view to scan
the moon ahead. Glancing occasionally at the gravity coil
monitors, his heart raced as he saw that his sister’s and his
gravity coils were working well within the predicted tolerances.
Power levels held steady on the stacked propulsion coils
and the internal deck coils. Robert couldn’t see the power
readings to the degree he could see his coil readings, but that was
not necessary.
Vivian watched those screens. Like him, she called out
readings occasionally. The captain acknowledged those reports
as the ship passed the geosyncronous altitude of 36,000
kilometers.
The speed of the ship continued to increase as the
gravity coils pushed at the Earth and pulled at the moon. Captain
Miller reduced the acceleration rate to an even, one gee and
again shifted the angle of the ship
Robert watched his screens as the ship shifted toward the
edge of the oncoming moon. They were now on an angle that
they would adjust as they passed the moon in only a few more
hours.
While they waited for the next phase of their journey,
they scanned the space between the Earth and Moon. The space
had become crowded with everything from single seat craft to
mini-stations that carried the first cargoes between Earth and its
planet-sized moon.

Most of the coils used in the exodus off planet were
from the two factories that the group they’d joined had built. The
money that Robert and Loni had made from the sale of gravity
coils of all sizes had financed their share of the ship. It had also
guaranteed a spot onboard for Robert.
That and the fact that he was one of the two people
who’d invented the things.
Their launch had been timed to use the Earth-Moon
lineup to aim them toward their goal point. They didn’t need a
deceleration phase to orbit or land on the moon so they
maintained a one gee acceleration and passed the moon before
time to break for lunch.
Using the moon’s gravity to slingshot them in the final,
major vector change of their voyage they settled back into the
monotony of monitoring their screens. The comfort of artificial
gravity made their trip seem no different than their prior-tolaunch simulations.
After ensuring that they were on the correct vector to the
point in space where the wormhole opening was predicted to be,
Captain Miller initiated more busying scan checks.
As they flew away they scanned the hemisphere of the
moon facing them. Most of the disk facing them was in its night
and lights showed on the dark surface where private and
commercial groups were in the beginnings of a lunar land rush.
Their scans couldn’t see the southern pole from this
angle, but they knew Moon Walker was down there. Loni and
Sam Morrow were part of the crew. Their sister ship had left
Earth the week before Star Walker and had reported finding a
series of caverns with extensive ice deposits. Their claim had
been marked and the first permanent airlock units constructed.
Robert had read a report a few days ago that said that the
caverns were being plugged with tractor-sized airlocks. The
report said that the caverns were retaining the atmosphere that
was leaking from the mobile home sized domes built to house
the explorers inside the airlocks.

As a result the last few days before the launch of Star
Walker had seen several shuttles launch and return to Pelee
Spaceport. Each shuttle’s entire cargo consisted of compressed
air tanks delivered to the new lunar base. The last report he’d
read before launch this morning had said that the air released
into the caverns had shown no signs of leaking to the moon’s
surface. If the air pressure continued to increase in a couple of
months the explorers wouldn’t need suits inside the cavern.
As they drew farther away from the Earth/Moon system,
the focus of their scans roamed around space. They located
several other ships traveling outward toward different goals.
There were three large ships, or more correctly, small
mobile stations headed for Mars while another made its way
toward Venus. One sensor contact traveled in the direction of
Barnard’s Star, one toward Procyon, and two in a direct line
between Sol and Sirius.
Another two ships were headed for the same spot in
space as Star Walker. Both had launched several days before
Star Walker but had smaller stacks of gravity coils. Star Walker
would not pass the more distant of the other two ships but would
arrive at their destination at about the same time.
They continued to scan right up to the end of the day on
Pelee time. At about the same time as the sun was setting to the
west of the island spaceport Captain Miller left the bridge for his
cabin.
Most of the others left soon after the captain. In minutes
there was only two of the seven bridge stations manned. The
remaining crewmembers continued to watch the ship’s systems
while making additional scans of the space around them.
Their scans turned up two other ships crossing the solar
system and to keep occupied they fed the data into their onboard
data systems. The computers couldn’t plot any stars in those
directions that fell within the range of the wormholes predicted
to occur between closely spaced stars.
The two early watch crewmembers reported the readings
to the two who relieved them for the mid-watch. When the

captain returned to the bridge the next morning he found that all
the ships located by the scans had been identified with the
exception of those two most distant ships.
Captain Miller grew curious and ordered them to focus
tighter scans and more computer space to the two mystery sensor
contacts. They spent most of the shift collecting sensor data and
running it through their computer.
By the end of the day they had identified one of the
sensor contacts as being a large ship or a small mobile station.
The distance made exact readings difficult but they showed
gravity coils of Scott design.
The other sensor contact was still a mystery. It moved at
a greater speed than it should be able considering its distance
from Sol or any of the star’s planetary masses.
And the signature of its gravity coils was wrong. The
barely detectable readings should not be able to propel a ship the
size as the computers predicted from the sensor data.
Of all the known ships traveling outside the Earth/Moon
system, Star Walker was the smallest. Their sensors indicated
that it was possible that the mystery ship was smaller than Moon
Walker.
The sensor contact disappeared before they ceased their
acceleration outsystem and began the deceleration phase of their
journey.

* SEVEN *
Granite stood on the top of the large boulder and
watched his wolfen guerillas. They flew in formation around the
boulder with practiced precision beneath the dim light of Grrlar’s
artificially created ring in orbit between the inner and outer
moons.
Each of the twenty wolfen flyers wore a backpack
harness with full gear and weapons loads. With their upper
torsos wrapped in the backpack the only thing that identified
them as biologic was the unmistakable form of their dangling
legs.
There were several smaller boulders around the one on
which Granite stood. The flying wolfen stayed in formation till
they reached the biggest jumble of house sized boulders below
the highest peak.
They immediately broke formation and equal numbers
broke away to weave in individual groups on different paths.
Granite saw a couple of flyers swing too wide and have to slow
down before hitting a stone protruding from the marsh below
their dangling feet.
Granite turned on his perch as the split groups converged
on the other side of the boulder field. They quickly reformed into
their tight pack and continued around the main peak of Crater
Lake.
The reeds around the central peak concealed several,
hidden wolfen. Benefiting from cyberhuman constructed,
personal stealth shields, they could not be seen by the flyers.
Granite wanted one last unplanned exercise with the
swamp terrain, but they had worn too many paths and bare spots
in the reeds of the upper lake. As a backup the reed beds of the
center of Crater Lake were perfect.
The biggest boulders would simulate buildings and the
smaller ones vehicles and people. The flying formation was

approaching a single stone tower of stone that stood two wolfen
heights above the reeds when the ambush came.
Knives of light lit the sky as lasers sprang forth from the
reeds. Two, then three of the flying wolfen were bathed in the
lights. Shields flared as they spread the concentrated light across
a larger volume of space.
The formation of flying wolfen scattered and beams of
light sought out the sources of the attack. One of the wolfen
being bathed in laser fire flared brightly as two more beams
locked onto him. Within seconds, his shields flared with
overload and the beams ate at his body armor suit.
As Granite watched from his aerie the red light between
the upper gravity wave coils of the backpack began to flash. The
ambushers had scored a ‘kill’ in the training exercise.
The response from the others was a renewed
concentration of return fire that sought out one after another of
the attackers. They had located and taken out three of the
attacking team when the flying team lost their second air
infantryman.
Despite being outnumbered the ground team took out
four more of the flyers before being wiped out. The remaining
fourteen resumed their flight around the central peak of the
three-and-a-half kilometer wide crater.
Within seconds they were attacked by a second ground
team. Despite facing the same number with less than before this
time the flyers wiped out the ground team without a single loss.
“OK! Good job!” Granite called over the comm link
with the flying backpacks. Reaching into the control fairing just
below his breastbone he engaged the backpack he wore.
The gravity wave coils just above and behind his head
began to hum imperceptibly louder as they shifted from neutral
to active. Twisting top-back on the twin handled control yoke
inside the fairing Granite lifted straight up into the air.
Pushing the entire yoke assembly forward he moved out
over the reed covered lake. As the first light of day broke across

the mountains to the east the fourteen living and sixteen, ‘dead’
wolfen fell in behind him.
The twenty trainees flew their backpack harnesses while
the ten ‘attackers’ flew the enclosed sleds that carried heavier
weapons and several days’ supplies. Where the backpackers
dangled their legs below them the sled riders had only their
heads above the protection of their craft.
Granite led them across the crater floor and over the
southwest rim hill to the plains beyond. The bright light of the
planetary ring lit the plains below their feet. They passed above
herds of beefalo and bovex for the next four kilometers when
they reached the mouth of Silver River.
For the next twelve kilometers they flew above the
eastern half of the upper lake. Below them were the reed beds
that they had grown familiar with in the last few weeks of
training. The reeds below were crisscrossed with trampled trails
from repeated use.
There were also patches where wolfen had collected
them for use within Granite Dome and on the upper and lower
lakes. Inside the dome the reeds had dozens of uses from
bedding to fiber ropes and string to paper. On the lakes they
made excellent boats when dried intact and woven into floatation
bundles.
When the group of flyers reached the upper lake’s
eastern drain river, Granite led them in a wild race through the
maze of crisscrossing canyons. The thirty-one of them flew just
above the river, down rapids and over falls all the way to the
lower lake.
The sled riders occasionally skipped their sleds in the
water like a spinning stone while each of the backpackers dipped
a foot in the water once or twice.
Turning to the west the group raced the final few
kilometers to the face of Granite Dome. They scattered with the
sleds heading for the garages on the lower levels and the
backpackers flying into the different levels of the living areas.

Granite went a third way and landed in front of the
dragon’s cave. As soon as his feet touched the stone he was met
with the squeal of a child.
Out of the cave, a small human and a smaller wolfen
came running full speed as he removed his battle helmet. They
came up short when they saw Granite and were bowled over by
the two dragon cubs that chased them.
Granite tapped keys inside his control fairing and the
backpack went into neutral. Supporting only its own weight the
backpack seemed to exist only when he moved. It was like
carrying a big, bulky, empty box.
The cub, boy, and dragon pile hurriedly untangled and
four sets of eyes peered up at him. Dragon eyes shifted
occasionally to the faces of the wolfen cub and human boy then
back toward Granite.
Each of the dragons wore a harness that held a miniature
saddle. As the dragons grew and began to fly they would be
provided with larger, weighted riding harnesses. When they were
big enough to carry riders when they flew they would be used to
the weight and feel of the saddles.
“Hello boys.” Granite said with a smile. “Nice day isn’t
it?”
The two youths simply stared and shook their heads in
agreement. The dragon cubs saw the movement and copied it.
Granite gave a hearty laugh and projected a PSIonic
feeling of pleasure in the direction of the foursome. The youths
smiled and the dragons gave the warble of content they used
with their parents. It was reminiscent of a cat’s purr. A big cat.
Granite scratched around the growing knobs on the
nearest dragon’s head as he passed on his way into Dragon Cave.
The knobs would grow to become the giraffe-like horns of the
adult dragons.
“Don’t be running close to the edge.” Granite added as
he passed under the stone arch that held up the roots of the two
trees above. He was not meant to overhear the whispered voices
that came in response. Granite ignored them.

A snort of sound to his left was followed by the wind of
a dragon’s breath. “Hello Princess!” Granite said with pleasure
in his voice and mind.
Scratching at the base of her large, fleshy horns Granite
was aware that her head was almost as big as his body. It was a
real wonder that animals of this size could fly especially in the
twelve-percent heavier-than-Earth, gravity field of Grrlar.
His intense probing of the dragon body over the past
couple months, had shown him how that was possible.
First and foremost, was the naturally formed nanotubes
of carbon that saturated the dragon body. Giving strength all out
of proportion to their mass and weight without them dragons of
this size would barely be able to move fast on the ground, much
less fly.
Conan looked up from his resting spot in the beam of
light coming through a gap in the stone arch above. He gave a
small snort of his own but was too comfortable to make a move
to get his share of the attention.
“Thanks for taking care of the kids, big girl.” Granite
said, as he rubbed the massive head one last time and moved
toward the back of the nanomass carved cave.
She crooned her dragon’s purr without a clue what he
was talking about. She could feel the pleasure of his PSIonic
projection, but that was it.
The dragons recognized their names and a few other
words, like yes, no, good, and bad. They each could also
recognize a few other words through constant PSIonic and
nanobotic manipulation.
In the process of this intensive research into the minds
and bodies of Conan and Princess, Granite learned how to make
synthetic nanotubes more efficiently than with nanobots. He
intended to perfect the process long before Grrlar was freed and
commercial interests discovered the only known source of
natural nanotubes.
The nanotubes within one dragon body would sell for
tens of millions of dollars, in the corporate world of Earth.

“Don’t worry big fella’,” he said toward Conan as he
walked toward the back of the cave, “your kids will be safe from
poachers.”
When he reached the back wall of the cave he tapped the
panel beside the double doors. The doors opened and Granite
entered the transport car. With experience, he was able to easily
compensate for the momentum of his backpack as he turned to
face the doors.
He tapped the inside panel and the doors closed. The car
swiftly rose through the living stone of the granite dome. Over
the past couple of months nanomass had carved the tubes that
connected the disparate rooms that made up the growing
community of Granite Dome.
Their numbers had continued to increase to the point
where Granite had had to double the size of the living space.
Nanomass had dismantled the stone of the granite dome grain by
grain.
Transferring the grains to weak points in the granite
matrix, Granite had re-fused the grains into the dome. In this
way he had reshaped the stone to strengthen it where needed.
Carving into the larger cracks he and Tatsu had used
their nanomass to make quarters large enough to hold their
growing army. In just a few months the two of them and Ghlorr
had recruited nearly two hundred wolfen, seventeen humans, and
five centaur. Nearly half of those were children, elderly, and
other non-combatants.
They also had two baylorian prisoners. The two were
held in the deepest of the rooms hollowed out of the living stone
of the dome. Their only light came from the six, twentycentimeter wide light tubes that connected through the walls to
the south face of the dome. The reflective coatings on the inner
surface of the tubes gave the cell end nearly the same degree of
light as outside. Other, similar tubes led back to the living
quarters and halls that were growing from the cracks in the
dome.

The transport ceased moving and the doors opened.
Granite walked out of the transport car into his living area.
Moving with his back to the wall beside the transport doors, he
tiptoed the weightless bulk of the backpack up and into its
cradle.
Tapping the release keys on the tiny control panel of the
belly fairing, Granite disengaged the neutral setting. The hum
coming from the gravity coils faded as they lost power and the
backpack settled into the cradle.
Granite unfastened the belts and latches that held him in
the harness of the backpack. He stepped away from the wallracked backpack and flexed his shoulders out of habit to assume
the mannerisms of having a real body.
A knock sounded at the heavy wooden door of his
rooms. “Come in.” Granite called.
The door opened and Ghlorr came through with Tatsu
behind him. “How was your training exercise this morning?”
The wolfen asked.
“Excellent!” Granite replied. “The flying infantry were
able to withstand an attack from two separate, heavily armed
teams.”
Granite looked at Tatsu. “The backpacks are proving to
be everything we hoped they’d be, but I think we’ve got an
unexpected problem.”
Tatsu looked back with neutral patience. He was getting
used to not knowing his former host’s mind and having Granite
ask him questions that made him wish he could.
“We needed something to test the backpacks but we’ve
got a limited number of people to work with.” When neither of
his guests commented, Granite continued. “We made the sled
pods as more of a heavy duty tester that could equal an entire
squad or a small sized vehicle.”
He gestured with palms up. “We ended up with an
enclosed fighter chair. It’s actually a better craft for the air
infantry than the backpacks.”

He ticked points off on his fingers as he spoke. “First
off, they’re completely enclosed except for the head. The
helmets eliminate that problem and we could easily add a
canopy.”
“Second, they carry a heck of a lot more weight. They
were made, after all, to simulate a squad or a weapons-mounted
jeep. They’ve got a medium sized laser cannon and twin particle
accelerator, slug throwers. It wouldn’t take much to add one or
two missiles to each side.”
“Also considering the weight capacity, they can easily
carry supplies. Again, it wouldn’t take much to add enough
space for extra provisions.”
Granite lifted another finger. “Then there’s the backup
capacity of the pods. Knock out half the gravity coils and it still
flies. The backpacks only have four coils in two stacks. Lose two
coils and you don’t have much more than an easily carried,
reusable parachute.”
“The pods have two power sources, and the backpacks
have just one. That’s a no-brainer. Lose one on the backpack and
all you’ve got is a heavy, one time only parachute. If it wasn’t
for the side effect of dropping active gravity coils from the sky,
you’d just have fifty kilos of dead weight.”
He referred one of the more unusual properties of
gravity wave coils. Like trying to push the like poles of two
magnets together, gravity coils under power will not shut down
when power is cut.
If a gravity wave coil loses power it will continue to
create a field of lesser power as long as the weight it supports is
in the sky. A coil’s power will drain slowly, effectively acting
like a parachute as it continues to resist the force of gravity.
Once the coil stops falling and power drains, the coil can
be carried and moved without creating a field. Drop a coil from
altitude unpowered and all you have is a falling, dead weight.
“Is that all?” Asked Ghlorr with a smile.
“No.” Granite said. “Put in a canopy and make it a little
longer so you can recline the seat and you’ve got a safe bed for a

guerilla fighter. Hell, make ‘em a little bigger still and you could
seat someone wearing a backpack.”
“Or carry a backpack infantryman on a back seat.”
Ghlorr said.
“It would take very little time to research an altered
model of both the backpack and pod models.” Tatsu said. “With
nanobotic construction we can convert the models we now have
in a fraction of the time of new construction.”
“OK then.” Granite said. “Let’s do it Tatsu. I want VR
input from all of our people over the next week. When we get
enough simulations we’ll check the data and design upgraded
models of pods and backpacks. I want enough time to test and
upgrade again if we have to.”
“Next Ghlorr, I want a sweep of the island by teams of
air infantry.” Granite said, looking at the wolfen. “I want them to
look for locations for more camps. We may have it good here but
when the lasers start firing we’re going to need some backup
plans.”
“I also want more sweeps of the mainland to the north. If
we’re going to have more camps we need the people to man
them.”
He looked back at Tatsu. “Do we have enough nanomass
to outfit people as soon as they arrive?”
“Yes.” Came the reply. “I can monitor the process from
anywhere within a few kilometers of Granite Dome. I won’t be
able to join in the sweeps though.”
“That’s OK.” Granite said. “We’ve got enough people to
cover that task.”
“I also won’t be able to go to the mountains to collect
the metals I will need.” Tatsu added.
“Yes. I know.” Granite said. “You can leave at your first
convenience and collect all you can till the new recruits start
coming in. Take all the nanomass we have now with you and
we’ll contact you when we need you.”
“You won’t need any nanomass?”

“I have my own,” Granite gestured at himself, “and the
rest don’t use it.”
“What about the VR harnesses?” Tatsu asked.
“Your assistants can run them as well as you.” Granite
smiled. “They do most of the work anyway. All you do anymore
is construct more difficult simulations.”
“They keep getting better.” Tatsu explained. “I’ve got to
push them to make them get better still. It will improve their
chances of survival when we face foes who don’t use training
lasers.”
“Yes, I agree.” Granite said while doing his best to hold
back a smile. “But I think we have enough simulations
programmed into the VR harnesses. If any of them get too
familiar with the three hundred, or so, different training
scenarios we have now, I’ll see if I can cobble a substitute till
you get back.”
Tatsu simply glared with mock ferocity in response to
Granite’s joking sarcasm.
“What of the dragons?” Ghlorr asked.
“There are several of the more idle noncombatants who
have let their curiosity get the best of them.” Granite said. “I
think we can offer them a more permanent position taking care
of the dragons since they seem to visit a lot anyway.”
Ghlorr shook his head in agreement. “Good idea. We can
only give them so many places to clean. They’re starting to get
restless. That’ll also give us some more adult supervision for the
cubs who seem to spend more time in the dragon cave than they
do their own quarters.”
“The dragons are going to start flying soon.” Tatsu
added. “What are you going to do when the cubs start demanding
to ride. We have after all, shown our intentions to let them ride
by providing miniature riding harnesses and saddles.”
“Yes, I know.” Granite answered. “But that shouldn’t be
a problem. We’ve been in close enough contact with the dragons
through our internal research that we can predict when they’ll
fledge. We’ve got plenty of time to let you go for a few days.”

“Then I should leave now.” Tatsu said. “I have
completed all the tasks that require my presence and you say my
assistants can run the VR harnesses.”
Granite smiled at the good-natured jibe.
“I have things that require my attention,” Ghlorr said as
Tatsu headed for the door, “so I will take my leave also.”
When they both had left his rooms, Granite removed his
training attire and seated himself at the console of the data
system he and Tatsu had constructed with their nanomass.
Not having a biologic body he didn’t use the keyboard.
Instead he made a comm link and, through the data system,
connected with the VR harnesses that occupied several rooms
within Granite Dome. He linked with the ones in operation and
monitored the progress of the occupants.
The VR harnesses were all on early training programs
due to the inexperience of the occupants. Most of the bettertrained recruits had already graduated to the real thing. They
included groups like the ones he’d traveled to Crater Lake with
last night.
He switched his focus to the security cameras on the
outer face of the dome, facing south. Below, weaving across the
water of the lower lake were several teams of air infantry.
They faced a team of sled pods in a series of planned
skirmishes. In a manner similar to the repetitive practice of
martial arts moves they performed choreographed battles over
and over.
These were the ones who had graduated from their two
weeks of VR sessions. They were intimately familiar with their
backpack harnesses through their VR training and were now
getting the feel of the real thing.
He switched his point of view again and watched his two
baylorian prisoners for a while. He wondered again if he should
offer them parole.
He’d been getting regular wide band one-way comm
traffic from orbit nearly the whole time he’d been on Grrlar. As

long as he didn’t transmit his own signals he would be
undetectable while he listened.
He’d gotten reports of the strengthening of the blockade
around the growing wolfen/ human territory. Luckily, so far
there had been no additional attacks from the main Empire. The
human defenses had been increased at all the Centauri jump
points as well as those at Procyon, Tau Ceti, and every jump
point leading into the Sol system.
Jump point defenses were gradually expanding the
defensive sphere that was growing out from Sol and the Centauri
suns. Despite his guerilla existence, Granite knew that the
territories controlled by wolfen and humans currently contained
five habitable planets. Three free of baylorian control and two
not yet free.
He was helping remedy that, as was the might of the
forces led by his uncle. They were constantly probing the planet
to determine the strengths and locations of the planetary
defenses. He routinely watched those probes in the night sky and
occasionally in the day.
The results of those probes were constantly relayed to
Granite and the others like him who had arrived after the sealing
of the Centauri and Sol jump points. He knew of another who
had made landfall on the island that the baylor knew as the
feeding teeth. On his mental maps, updated regularly through
orbital transmissions, it was labeled as Shurikan Island for its
resemblance to a martial arts throwing star.
That operative would take out the planetary defense base
just west of Shurikan while Tatsu took out the one on the island
to the north of the claw island. Granite would have the pleasure
of deactivating the base that occupied the island that was the tip
of the claw.
Using his link with the security sensors and the growing
database of Granite Dome, Granite was able to monitor the entire
day’s training. He watched as recruits were run through
simulations in VR or wearing the backpack flyers.

They attended weapons classes under his watchful eyes,
then hand to hand training. They broke for lunch then resumed
with more of the same in a different order. When they broke for
the evening meal, Granite brought himself out of the meditative
state he’d entered while linked with the data system.
He walked to the window of his rooms and looked out.
Below him the water of the lower lake shimmered with the
angled sun setting to the west. He looked to the south, in the
direction of the island that held what was left of the
Kiilliimmeedd Family.
He gazed south for a while then returned to his
meditative state while standing at the open window. He had no
fear that he would fall, and if he did his nanomass body wouldn’t
be hurt.
He was still standing at the window when the sun came
up the next day. He spent the day with the mundane duties of
keeping the growing camp running smoothly then returned to his
meditation at night.
Two days later the flood of additional recruits began to
arrive. It was almost as if he’d expected it when Tatsu showed up
at almost the same time as the first load from the mainland.
Granite monitored the newcomers through his data
system link while he and the AI exchanged data. Tatsu ‘told’
Granite what minerals he’d found and where, and gave his ideas
for redesigns of the backpack and pod flyers.
Granite, in turn, gave Tatsu the results of the training
and his ideas for the redesign project. He also told his AI friend
of the launch of the Earth ships toward several of the jump point
locations.
It took only a fraction of a second to trade their
information. Granite watched through his contact with the
dome’s internal data systems as Tatsu went directly to the
nanomass pits.
Sending a signal through the system Granite gave the
order to take most of the backpack flyers to the pits. He would
leave a few of them in the original design to give varied training

so his forces didn’t become bogged down in habit and grow
careless.
As new recruits were processed and given their bunking
assignments and the first of their equipment, some of the older
recruits dipped their old backpacks into the nanomass pits. It
didn’t take long for the nanomass to alter the backpack units.
One by one the guerillas pulled shiny new looking backpacks
from the pits.
A week later Granite looked at the newest model flying
harness as it hung in the rack beside his transport door. It
enclosed much more of the body than the earliest model.
The body of the harness was a thick frame that had a
vaguely humanoid form on the padded inside surface. The manshape included the head, neck, and upper shoulders with a low
cut armhole. At a point just above waist high, the hip belt
included a wrap-around, three-sided oval frame with gravity
wave coils attached to short posts on the two ends of the oval.
Three fabric strips hung from the back of the three-sided oval.
Granite finished zipping the last zipper in his bulky,
flying suit and turned to step into the hip oval. He wriggled to fit
his nanomass body into the impression within the back plate of
the flyer.
Leaning forward he lifted the left thigh pad and fastened
the kneepad and front thigh pad in his suit to sides of the thigh
pad. Locking them in place he then duplicated the process with
the right leg.
Next he grasped the remaining hanging piece, lifted it
between his legs and in front of him, and slid it into the slots on
the open ends of the three-sided oval. It fit perfectly closing the
oval in a snug fit even with his hipbones.
Standing up to fit his body inside the humanoid shaped
niche of the back plate he reached up and grasped the hinged
front of the harness frame. Leaning his head and shoulders back
into the padded cowling, he pulled down. The equally padded
clamshell frame swung down and locked into the hip oval
holding him snugly in its grasp.

Disengaging a half-circle shaped object from the front of
the chest-high brace of the frame above the control fairing,
Granite pulled out and away from the frame. Wires connected to
the half circle fed out from a ten-centimeter long post that swung
out as he pulled.
Granite lifted his left leg and fastened the half-circle
piece on that side to the kneepad. As soon as it locked in place
the wires automatically tightened. Granite pushed against the
tension and lowered his left leg then pulled the right yoke and
wire out and repeated the process with his other leg.
Granite pulled his arms inside the side openings of his
padded frame and slid his hands into the control fairing in the
front.
He activated the power systems and, tapping at the
lighted squares on the small panel, he engaged the neutral weight
function. The harness began to hum and he immediately felt the
difference as the gravity coils lifted with just enough power to
carry the weight of the harness.
Grasping the frame at the sides he lifted enough to get
the flyer up and out of its holding cradle. Stepping forward
Granite walked toward the open sunlit side of his rooms. He slid
aside the wide door then walked through the opening to the
small, partially enclosed patio outside his rooms.
Through the clear armor of the forward windshield he
looked out over the lower lake and the hills that led down to the
southern bay off in the distance. Putting his hands on the wall of
the patio he leaned forward to see over the neck and chin
padding. A couple of hundred meters below Granite saw several
teams of flying harnesses and sled-pods flying in separate
formations above the water of the lower lake.
Granite watched for a few moments then stepped back
from the wall and reached into the control fairing in front of his
belly. Activating the gravity coils, he swiveled the control yoke
top-back and the coils hummed as they pushed against the mass
of the planet.

Granite lifted smoothly into the air and with a small push
on the yoke moved forward as he rose. He tapped the ‘chair’
icon on his touch screen and the wires connected to the kneepads
drew tighter. His legs were drawn up until they reached a ninetydegree angle with his torso with his thighs touching the bottom
of the oval. When the wires ceased tightening he shifted a little
to get comfortable by pushing at the sides of the oval frame at
his hips one side at a time.
Keeping one hand on the control yoke, he continued up
and forward, clearing the wall of the patio and moving between
the tree trunks of the camouflage trees transplanted into granite
planters formed by millions of nanobots. The foliage hid the
patio and Granite’s rooms from view from above.
When he broke out from between the trunks of the
nearest trees the full sunlight and the noises from below hit him
at the same time. Regaining a two-handed grip and keeping the
forward pressure on the yoke, he swiveled the yoke’s handles
top-forward and dropped like a stone down the face of the cliff.
When he passed the lower dragon cave he swiveled the
yoke handles back slowly and released the forward pressure. He
passed the lowest barracks level before the coils began to push
instead of pull on the mass of the planet. His plummeting speed
dropped quickly and steadily till he hovered ten meters above the
thin beach at the base of the dome.
To both sides, pairs of humanoid forms wearing flying
harnesses stood on the beach of granite shards and sand. Their
enclosed forms moved in such a way as to indicate that all the
harnesses were all on neutral gravity. Granite looked down
through the gap between his neck and chin brace and the
windshield frame.
Visible through the gap and just above the center of his
control yoke, the ten-by-twelve centimeter, main data screen was
flanked by duplicate keypads on each side.
Tapping a series of keys with his right hand to link his
harness with the four flanking harnesses, Granite identified each
of them.

To his left stood Tatsu and Brrahn with the wolfen
closest to him. On his right Sabbr was closest with Ghlorr to
Sabbr’s right. The four of them moved their hands inside their
harness’ fairings and they all rose into the air till they reached
Granite’s level.
There was no need to ask but Granite tapped the speaker
icon on his touch pad and did so in greeting. “Are we all set?”
The speaker below his windshield amplified his voice.
The amplified voices of his four friends came back with
confirmation and he added. “Then let’s go!”
Granite pushed his yoke a little forward and the harness
obeyed his command. The gravity coil stacks at his hips
swiveled minutely, top-forward and he began to move in that
direction with a steady speed. He couldn’t see them but he knew
that the mid- and upper coil stacks made the same movement.
The movement was smoother than the old design with
the four larger coils. The hum from the eighteen smaller coils on
the six hard-point anchors was also less. And since the coils were
smaller, they could be closer to the body without causing
bruising from prolonged exposure to body tissue.
With help from constant transmissions from their friends
outside of the planetary defense perimeter Tatsu and he had been
able to considerably improve on the gravity coils of their
backpack flyers.
The new harness did not have the bulky backpack design
any longer. Instead, the wraparound frame contained several
smaller power units, defensive shields, data systems, and sensor
packs.
The six gravity stacks held three coils each and were in
shielded cylinders connected to the safety frame by short posts.
There were the two hip cylinders on ten-centimeter posts, two
more behind the shoulder blades, and one behind and above each
shoulder.
The two hip posts stuck out straight to the side ten
centimeters from the oval frame while the two middle cylinders
were directly behind the shoulder blades with ten centimeter

posts that curved another ten centimeters to the side. The upper
posts rose straight up ten centimeters with a curve that extended
another ten centimeters out from the shoulders.
The five of them sped south across the water of the
lower lake in formation with Granite in the lead. Brrahn and
Sabbr were behind and back five meters with a meter gap
between his shoulders and their inner shoulders.
Tatsu and Ghlorr held the same distance out and back
from Brrahn and Sabbr’s outer shoulders. To each side and
behind their formation flew packs of nanomass-based
wolfdragons.
In moments they reached the massive granite sliver that
made a three-kilometer long, half-kilometer wide island parallel
with the base of Granite Dome. As he rapidly approached the
fifteen to thirty meter high northern cliffs he saw a group of
humans and wolfen on a bare prominence.
As he drew closer, a human and a wolfen child jumped
side by side from the sheer cliff into the water. He could see
others in the water below cheering as the two jumped.
Granite kept forward pressure on the yoke and twisted
the handles top-back to lift over the bare slab of stone. Just as he
cleared the top of the cliff he saw the dragon cubs basking in the
sun.
They had flown down to the small island two days
earlier and had yet to gain enough flying strength to make it back
up to the higher caves of Granite Dome. They may have made it
without the weighted saddle harnesses they wore but there were
humans and wolfen to keep them company on the island at night
while they rested and fed.
Tatsu and he would be back in plenty of time to give the
dragons biweekly physical exams during this important growing
time. But for now they needed to check out a series of caves on
the southwestern peninsula.
The second camp had been located on the northern shore
of their island out of necessity. There were fewer, free wolfen

but the increased numbers of escaped slave refugees had quickly
outstripped their expectations.
Soon they didn’t just wait near the south shore of the
mainland. Groups of children, adults, and elders were regularly
crossing the tidal flats and the open sea between the mainland
and Granite’s island base. They no longer went in search of
recruits. The recruits now came in search of them.
This was both good and bad. It was good because they
needed all the recruits they could get. It was bad because the
more people they had the harder it was to hide. It also meant that
news of their location and intentions was no longer even
remotely secret.
The formation behind him copied his moves as he sped a
few meters above the trees on the south side of the island sliver.
They quickly came back out over water and continued due south.
In a few minutes they came to the river canyons that drained the
lower lake.
They crossed the crest of the ridge and swiveled yoke
controls to stay ten meters above the ground as it fell away. They
split formation and followed the water on different paths through
the sandstone canyons.
Granite crossed paths with Sabbr almost immediately
then with Tatsu a moment later. Near the bottom of the stair-step
falls of the lower canyons Brrahn came out behind him, too far
back to catch up but still in sight.
They broke out of the canyons from three individual
spots with Brrahn behind him and, to his right, Ghlorr and Sabbr
coming out of the same gap in the water-worn sandstone. To his
left Tatsu waited from his spot as first through the canyon run.
Quickly slowing and maneuvering to return to their
former formation, the five sped across the tidal flats ahead.
Granite turned the yoke to the right and the harness obeyed by
turning to the southeast.
The five flyers quickly crossed the tidal flats and came
to the open water of the bay. They flew another eight kilometers
over water before crossing the western end of an island in the

bay. Another couple of kilometers and they came to the shore of
the southeastern peninsula.
Following the coastline for another eight kilometers,
they came to a wide gap in the rocky hills. They passed above
the tidal flats between the hills and quickly flew deeper into the
sandy valley.
To his right and left as they flew Granite saw individual,
medium and high hills projecting above the sandy tidal flats.
Hundreds of house and building-sized boulders, spires, and
towers of vegetation covered sandstone made a maze of the
wide, flat sandy valleys between the higher hills.
With their feet less than ten meters from the sand they
saw hundreds of plurtle basking in the sun at the mouths of their
sandstone dens. When the tide came in, the sandy valleys would
become shallow plurtle highways to feeding grounds around the
coral reefs around the island.
As they neared groups of plurtle, females chased young
into the dens on three pair of turtle-like flippers. Backing toward
their dens, males swung their long, plesiosaur-like head and neck
back and forth and bellowed at the flyers like angry seals.
Moving deeper into the maze of what would be small,
sandy islands at high tide the group came to a long, low cliff.
Facing the southeast, the cliff was five meters high at its east
end.
Granite pulled back on his yoke and the harness slowed
to a walking speed. Turning to stay twenty meters away from the
cliff, Granite studied the sandstone wall as he slowly flew by.
The cliff rose steadily as they moved west, rising to
nearly thirty-five meters high a couple of kilometers later before
leveling off. It went on for several more kilometers before the
face of the cliff turned northwest around the side of the hill.
That’s where the cliff grew even higher. The surface of
the cliff had been peppered by small dens and caves the entire
length, with most of them being even with and just above, high
tide level. This cliff was different.

The base of the cliff was granite bedrock while the
sandstone level didn’t start for at least twenty meters. Then the
holes, dens, and caves started, all the way to the top nearly a
hundred meters up.
“This is it.” Sabbr said through the speaker of his flying
harness. The amplified voice echoed against the cliff wall and
the natural sounds ceased.
As the animal life around them determined it was safe
and began to move about again, heads poked out of many of the
holes in the cliff to see what manner of creature was invading
their territory. Granite noticed several different species of
dragon. There were mostly the smallest forms of dragon-like
avians located in the middle areas of the cliff face. Sand colored
finch dragon, sparrow dragon, and humming dragons were the
most plentiful.
There were several different species of parrot dragons
and canary dragons also living in the upper levels of the cliff.
Most of them nested and roosted in the tangled roots that
overhung the edge of the cliff and hunted in the forest covering
the mountainside above.
Tatsu moved along the face of the cliff with dozens of
wolfdragons in his wake. Individuals and pairs broke off to
disappear into the rock of the cliff, their nanomass forms flowing
like water through cracks in the bedrock.
Granite and the others maneuvered their harnesses up
and down the face of the southeasterly facing cliff examining the
stone surface. Many of the avian-dug holes in one of the
sandstone layers were shallow and empty. Only the deeper holes
of that level had occupants at the moment.
Granite knew from his time on the planet that not all
users of this cliff were in residence at the moment. The shallow
holes were all at the same level where the sandstone was its
hardest just above the granite layer.
At the highest level of the sandstone cliff there were
holes from a half, to a meter wide and more than that deep.

Parrot and canary dragons with young behind them guarded most
of the highest holes.
Canary and parrot dragons of several sizes and colors
also dove on them from perches on the hanging roots of the trees
on the mountainside above. The avians occasionally connected
with the domes of the flyer’s harnesses in their attempt to drive
away the intruders, but to no avail.
After exploring for nearly an hour Granite tapped a few
buttons to lower the volume of his speakers and said aloud. “I
think this’ll work just fine.”
Beside him, Tatsu replied. “I agree. There are ample
cracks in the rock to give several easily camouflaged access
points. I’ve already got nanomass sculpting the most promising
openings.”
“I like the idea of the sand being washed clean of tracks
every high tide.” Sabbr said with his speakers also on a lower
volume to avoid disturbing the native denizens.
“Me too.” Said Granite. “And all those dragon-bird holes
will make good cover for light tubes.”
Brrahn’s voice came from his harness’ speakers. “That
will be a welcome addition to any new camp. The light tubes
change the nature of living in caves.”
Granite knew the importance of those two statements
from the first wolfen he’d met on Grrlar. Brrahn and Sabbr
would be leading this new camp and would welcome the better
conditions of well lit living quarters.
Granite tilted his yoke handles top-forward till his feet
touched the sand. Putting his harness on neutral lift he began
walking around the base of the cliff. Within moments the others
joined him on the hard, hot sand.
The three of their number with biologic bodies didn’t
feel the heat through the soles of their boots. Front windshields
popped up to reveal the faces behind as they walked around on
the hard sand.
Wolfdragon mechs blurring their footprints behind them
as they walked they explored the cliff and the view to the

southwest as they walked slowly back the way they’d come.
When lunchtime came they stopped at one of the few natural
caves in the granite bedrock of the cliff.
Tatsu and Granite didn’t have to eat but did anyway to
practice the illusion that they weren’t different. All of the others
knew this and accepted it as an honorable mock secret.
Ghlorr, Sabbr, and Brrahn didn’t hesitate to enjoy their
own lunches. The three wolfen dug into the pouches that hung
below the back plates of their harnesses. They devoured
sandwich rolls prepared in the kitchens of Granite Dome just
before sunrise and drank deeply from the harness water tanks.
Their harnesses would replace the water by
dehumidifying the air around them. The water also served as fuel
for the harness power systems, but was used at a much slower
pace than it was collected.
The five of them sat on the tops of the jumble of
boulders, around the opening to the cave, and talked as they ate.
“This would make a nice ground level entrance if it
wasn’t below high tide level.” Sabbr said through the open
windshield of his harness.
“I think that will add to its importance as an entrance.”
Brrahn replied.
Ghlorr tilted his head. “How so, my friend?”
“The entire opening will be below water at high tide but
it rises above the high-water just a few body lengths back.”
Brrahn answered. “The long gap that is the main crack here rises
even further as it moves into the stone of the mountain.”
“The technology you call nanomass can easily shape the
stone to create another cave opening higher up.” Brrahn pointed
to the spot where the crack showed but didn’t split the rock. The
way you make rock flow, it will be easy to make the openings
invisible from any angle.”
As he spoke several of the wolfdragons in the ring
around them flew into the cave opening.
“The process begins.” Tatsu said. “They will connect
this crack with the ones Granite and I chose higher up.”

“We didn’t choose this spot earlier cause this cave is
currently being used by a plurtle.” Granite added. “A really big,
old male.”
Granite and Tatsu looked at the sky at the same time.
“Baylor coming.” They said simultaneously.
The group didn’t need further explanation and rose as
one to move toward the wide crack in the cliff wall. It was wide
enough to admit them with their harnesses on and in moments
they were all five out of sight from above. Wolfdragon mechs of
nanomass followed them and began to flow across the stone
within the crack in the cliff.
The baylor retained control of Grrlar from the surface to
high orbit, but not above. Cyberhumans and freed wolfen
controlled space above the range of planetary defenses.
The baylor were able to use the airspace from the surface
to the edge of the atmosphere with impunity and only marginal
danger up to low orbit. They routinely flew aircraft between the
populated portions of the planet. The three island continents of
the Western Hemisphere were not as populated as the eastern
landmasses and had less air traffic.
There were high-powered telescopes and sensors of
dozens of frequencies trained on the planet outside the range of
the planetary defenses. The cyberhuman and wolfen watchers
could see everything that happened on the planet. They could
also transmit on several more frequencies.
The planet was bombarded by radio and video
frequencies from the besiegers. Although those in orbit seldom
sent messages directly to their guerilla forces to avoid the
baylorian tracking sensors, Tatsu and Granite constantly
monitored the ‘Video’ and ‘Radio Free Grrlar’ stations.
They ‘saw’ the aircars leave the two planetary defense
bases and head north and south respectively. The baylorian craft
took divergent, sensor-sweeping tracks that would cover the
landmass of the claw shaped island continent.
It was the same procedure that had preceded the capture
of their two, baylorian prisoners. The rest of the occupants of the

hunting team had died in battle with those who they thought to
be helpless prey.
As the five explorers waited in the safety of the crack in
the rock cliff, they thought about what was happening to the
northeast. Those at Granite Dome would also be going into
hiding, while baiting teams, farther north on the mainland, would
be preparing ‘abandoned’ camps.
In a day or two, when the next hunting party left the
defense bases, teams of flying harness wearing wolfen would be
there to meet them. Stealth systems and Life Preservation
Implants assured that the wolfen guerilla forces would have
better chances than the hunters would expect.
As they waited for the baylorian aircars to over-fly them,
their three wolfen companions conversed softly while Granite
and Tatsu concentrated on the nanomass. They monitored the
nanomass as it reshaped the plurtle den to better accommodate
its owner while separating the den from the humanoid entrance.
They continued to monitor the Video Free Grrlar stations
through a link with a humming dragon mech just outside the
stone opening. After a while they could see the first of the water
returning to the tidal flats as the tide slowly came in.
“We’ll have to leave another way if the owner of this
den comes back before the baylor finish their feral slave search.”
Granite said aloud.
The three wolfen nodded and all five rose from where
they sat or leaned and began to move further back in the cave. As
they reached the sloping sand at the back of the wide crack
Granite felt a peculiar tingle in the PSIonic frequencies.
Stopping in his tracks, Ghlorr almost ran into him from
behind.
“What is it?” The wolfen asked.
“I don’t know.” Granite answered. “Something odd in
the sand.”
There was a churning of movement as nanomass flowed
from the sides of the crack and down into the hump of sand at

the high tide mark of the back of the cave. The sand quieted then
churned again as the nanomass returned to the surface.
Forming a tentacle that reached up toward Granite, the
nanomass placed an object in his outstretched hand. The silvergray tentacle retracted back into the sand as Granite examined
the object. He sent nanomass from his body into the object and
quickly examined it at the molecular level.
“What is it?” Ghlorr asked again in a different context.
Granite held up a finger for a moment then looked back
at his friend with a smile. “Let’s get back a little further first.”
They climbed the hill of sand at the back of the cave and
walked farther back into the crack in the stone. Behind them
nanomass began to mold the stone grain by grain into a new
shape.
The walls of the crack above the level of their heads
began to close in toward each other. As they moved to the point
where the crack began to become too thin to allow passage the
stone closed the space and form stone ribs. As they stopped to
examine their find the ribs slowly thickened to close the front
portion of the den off completely from the rest of the cave.
Granite held the object up for the wolfen to see while
Tatsu stayed at the front of the cave where the nanomass flowed.
The AI had benefited from a mental link with Granite while he
explored the object and knew what he was about to say.
“It came out of the skull of a plurtle.” Granite began. “It
was laying in the brain cavity, so it was probably a tumor of
some kind in the creature’s brain.”
He turned the object over in his hands as he talked. It
was about the size of the last joint on his index finger and shone
with a cloudy white color in the dim light coming through the
crack in the stone to the outside.
“It’s got a crystal core that has thousands of nanotube
filaments coming off it. Kind of like a fur ball.” Granite said.
“Doesn’t look like a fur ball.” Sabbr said cryptically.

Granite gave a small chuckle. “No, It doesn’t.” He
rubbed the surface of the object with artificial fingers. “Doesn’t
feel like one either.”
“The nanotube strands are stuck together with the same
crystal matrix that the core is made of.” Granite continued.
He looked up at his audience. “Plurtles and dragons are
related and probably split on their respective evolutionary paths
quite a few million years back.”
“Dragons have nanotubes that are useful.” He continued.
“They hold the dragon’s muscles to their bones and strengthen
the bones too. Otherwise the dragons wouldn’t be able to fly.”
“The plurtles on the other hand, have these.” He held up
the crystalline tumor. “This is a tumor but I’m not sure its all
bad.”
“Does not the English word ‘tumor’ mean something
bad?” Asked Brrahn.
“Yes.” Granite replied. “But even though my quick
molecular examination shows that not all plurtle have these,” he
gestured with the crystal, “they’re not all bad.”
He glanced at Ghlorr. “They’re actually sort of like a
spell crystal.”
At the wolfen’s raised eyebrows, Granite continued.
“The nanotube filaments seem to connect to the neurons of the
plurtle’s brain and tap into the memories. Those memories are
recorded on the crystal matrix of the core.”
He held the crystal up to his eyes and peered within. “It
seems that this has acted like some sort of recorder. I can read
the memories of the plurtle who had this tumor in its brain.”
“Can you add more memories too it or is it full?” Sabbr
asked as he leaned closer to look at the crystal in Granite’s hand.
Granite concentrated his attention on the nanobots that
were continuing to inspect the plurtle tumor in microscopic
detail. With the abilities of his implant and with Tatsu mentally
‘looking’ over his shoulder and occasionally assisting, Granite
quickly determined the complete structure and capabilities of the
‘memory stone’ while the wolfen waited patiently.

“No, it’s not full.” He finally answered. “It could record
for years more.”
“Kind of like a book for the mind.” Ghlorr observed.
Granite smiled at his apprentice. “Yes, exactly!”
He glanced toward the flowing stone as the last of the
plurtle den was closed off from the back of the cave. As the first
of the incoming tide lapped at the cave mouth two tendrils of
nanomass reached up and through the closing gaps in the stone.
In the cradle of the tendril ends lay two more of the plurtle brain
tumors.
Granite retrieved the two additional crystal tumors along
with small blobs of the nanomass tendrils and held them in his
hands. Placing the original crystal with the other two and
mentally reprogramming the nanomass contacting the crystals he
formed three headbands and handed one to each of the wolfen.
“I would like to present you with these if you do not
object.” Granite said.
When Sabbr and Brrahn hesitated, Granite explained. “I
know you don’t have PSIonic abilities so you won’t be able to
read them without a machine set to their frequency. But they will
still record your memories.”
Granite smiled at the wolfen. “You may not have
realized it at the moment but the two of you and Ghlorr, will be
famous to coming generations.”
He gestured around them. “You are leaders in the war to
liberate your people. Your actions while you wear these will be
recorded and will be told to every child in every classroom from
Grrlar to Argnng to Earth for years to come. If you accept these
memory stones all you see and hear will be recorded for future
scholars to study.”
“I do not like the idea of my thoughts being read by
anyone who chooses.” Sabbr said.
“Oh, they don’t actually read your mind Sabbr.” Granite
assured his wolfen friend. “They only seem to record physical
sensations like sight, hearing, taste, smell, and touch.”

“And,” he continued, “they won’t work at all if you
don’t wear them. If you want to take them off anytime you can.
In fact, I would suggest that you only wear them when on duty
or performing some task you think might be of interest to the
future.”
Sabbr reached toward Granite hesitatingly. “I can take it
off any time I wish privacy?”
“Of course my friend.” Granite said. “I offer these as a
gift, not as an order of duty.”
Sabbr hesitated for only a moment more, then accepted
the headband with its plurtle, brain tumor crystal. He followed
Brrahn and Ghlorr’s example and put the band over his head. It
rested on his high ears with the crystal to the front.
Granite observed that the headbands resembled the spell
stone-imbedded headbands that cyberhumans and their growing
number of apprentices wore on occasion.
They were disturbed at that moment by the splashing of
the owner of the plurtle den as he came home from a day of
feeding in the bay and around the southeastern corner of their
island.
The plurtle snorted and huffed at the smell of the wolfen
in his den. The nanomass formed wall that was dividing the den
from the rest of the crack hid them from the plurtle’s view and he
quickly settled down.
The five of them grew silent so as not to disturb the
beast as they waited for the baylor to complete their sensor
sweep of the Claw Island land mass. When Granite and Tatsu’s
links with the humming dragon mech showed them that the
baylorian sensor sweep was completed they exited through the
newly opened entrance above the plurtle den opening.
They quickly flew back to Granite Dome to prepare for
the hunt that would soon follow.

* EIGHT *
Roonnrroorr glared at the screen of his console. There
was that ghost reading again. He had traced it all over the
planetoid ship. It was in every data system and could even be
found on the occasional ship leaving Kiilliimmeedd.
He knew what it was, but didn’t know how to go about
telling Taagghhaarr without losing his life. Sure, Lord
Kiilliimmeedd treated him like a son but Taagghhaarr had killed
more than one of his offspring over matters of Honor.
Roonnrroorr decided to keep his secret for a while
longer. The Evvlliigg that infected the ship would remain hidden
to do whatever it was they were doing without interference from
him.
Roonnrroorr went about his business by continuing to
improve on his artificial FTL tech. The improvements had
increased the range of the individual jumps while at the same
time, decreasing the energy levels needed to power those jumps.
The planetoid ship Kiilliimmeedd now had twice the
range of the fields developed on the dishonorable voyage away
from their home system. With the help of the gravitite mined in
orbit above the white dwarf below the three, planetoid ships the
range would steadily grow longer still.
They had yet to deliver any of the gravitite to
Kiilliimmeedd’s
brother
ships,
Erriimmaannohh
and
Maakkaavvll. They would soon but for now the pack leader
would get all the rare metal.
The survival of the core of the Family was most
important. Therefore, it was important to put the hunter’s share
of the improvements into Kiilliimmeedd first. Without that core
of power, the Kiilliimmeedd Family would be nothing more than
scattered refugees at the mercy of stronger baylorians.
Roonnrroorr studied the screen of his work console and
noted no more of the flickering signs of Evvlliigg. He checked

the data received from the last set of tests made by the half-hand
of ship designs Lord Kiilliimmeedd had approved.
The ships had performed flawlessly in the exercises
conducted throughout the star system where they hid. It had been
easy to hide from the sensor drones at the jump points that led
back to the homes they’d abandoned. The ships had simply
jumped in directions and locations far away from those sensors.
He adjusted the controls of his data console and inserted
new commands. As the data system formulated simulations of
the effects of his data input, Roonnrroorr pondered his dilemma.
On one hunting trail, he knew of intruders onboard the
great planetoid ship. He also knew that he risked his life to a fit
of anger if he revealed his awareness of that presence while
admitting that he was powerless to do anything about it.
On another trail, he had to use compromised equipment
to improve his FTL designs. Every improvement he made to
those designs would be instantly known to their enemies.
If he revealed the presence he would die. But if he didn’t
reveal his knowledge, their enemies would know everything they
did as soon as they did it. If that happened he might not die.
Instead he would live with the secret shame of his dishonor.
Roonnrroorr was still pondering his dilemma when the
data system signaled the completion of the simulation he’d
programmed. He input another scenario and continued his inner
thoughts as the data system worked through another simulation.
Several hands of hands of days after finding the first
indications he’d finally admitted to himself the Evvlliigg had
infiltrated the planetoid ship.
First, he’d tried to purge the infected systems. Next he’d
tried to isolate the data systems in his department from those of
the rest of the ship. His third attempt, building an isolated system
that was never connected to the rest of the ship, also failed.
He’d tried several hands of other different ways to rid
the data systems of the invading programs, but had not
succeeded. Eventually, he’d simply ignored the ghost readings
when they occurred.

“Cursed machine!” Came a yell from the tech on the
other side of the lab.
Roonnrroorr looked up just as the tech banged a fist on
the top of the console.
The tech saw him and flexed his feeding teeth in anger.
“All of my data has disappeared!”
“Did you enter the correct security code?” Roonnrroorr
asked innocently. He knew that particular tech well and knew
what faults he developed in times of stress.
“Yes, I did!” The tech declared angrily then punched
fiercely at the buttons on his console. “There! It worked that
time!” He declared.
Roonnrroorr said nothing. It was best to leave the tech
alone than to point out his obvious failure to enter the correct
code the first time.
Returning his attention to his own console he made a
decision. Tapping at the buttons on his console more softly than
was his habit, Roonnrroorr committed his second act of treason
to his Lord.
‘Are you there? I wish to converse.’ Showed on his
screen as he entered the question.
He waited for several hands of heartbeats with nothing
happening. He was reaching to clear the screen when the answer
appeared below his words.
‘I am here.’
Roonnrroorr knew a moment of panic as he wondered if
he had tripped a security system of Lord Kiilliimmeedd or had
actually contacted the Evvlliigg invader.
‘Who are you?’ Roonnrroorr entered the question into
his data console. The words came up on his screen as he tapped
them in.
This time the answer was immediate. ‘I am Evvlliigg.’
Roonnrroorr looked at the words with open fear on his
face. After a moment he looked over toward the other tech to see
if his reaction had been noticed. The tech was bent close to the

console’s screen in total concentration oblivious to the events
around him.
Roonnrroorr looked back at his own screen and the
words remained the same. He was conversing with an Evvlliigg
invader.
‘What do you want?’ Was his next question.
‘Peace.’ Came the brief answer.
Roonnrroorr grew pensive. The Evvlliigg who threw
them from their home system didn’t seem peaceful. He punched
more strongly at the buttons of his console. ‘Do you wish to
surrender?’
‘No. But we do not want to fight.’
‘It was you who attacked us.’ Roonnrroorr quickly
entered the statement.
‘To free the planets and races you had enslaved.’
‘It is the right of the strong to rule the weak.’
Roonnrroorr answered, then asked. ‘What race are you?’
There was no immediate answer. Roonnrroorr had just
about decided that the conversation was over when the screen
formed new words.
‘You can not retake your former conquests. Those
worlds are protected now.’
Roonnrroorr didn’t bother to argue the point. The
Evvlliigg knew everything that the data systems knew. They
knew everything he and his techs knew about the new FTL ships.
Facing
any
other
foe,
the
Kiilliimmeedd,
Erriimmaannohh, and Maakkaavvll could return to easily retake
the twin-star system their ancestors had conquered long ago.
Facing Evvlliigg they would only succeed in completing
the destruction of the Kiilliimmeedd Family as well as those
lesser Families, like his own, who followed them. For all
Roonnrroorr knew, the Evvlliigg had already conveyed their
stolen knowledge and were at this moment sending a fleet of
artificial FTL ships to destroy them.
‘If you want peace, why do you spy on us?’ He entered
into his console.

‘To learn of your intentions and capabilities.’ Came the
answer on his screen. ‘If you do not attack we will not need to
defend. Then there will be peace.’
‘We are warriors. How could we not attack to regain
what is ours by right of conquest?’ Roonnrroorr responded.
‘If you attack you will be destroyed. If you do not attack
you will live.’
Roonnrroorr gazed at the words on his screen for many
hands of hands of heartbeats, before punching his response into
the data system. ‘I follow where my Lord Kiilliimmeedd leads.’
‘I will take your message to my Family Head.’ The
Evvlliigg answered Roonnrroorr’s declaration of duty.
A power surge shot through the console and burned out
the relays that connected this console to the rest of the network.
The safety design worked and the only data system burned out
by the surge was the one console Roonnrroorr jumped back
from.
The other tech in the room also jumped up and back
from his seat at his own console. The tech held a defensive
posture as if being attacked, but said nothing as he gazed at
Roonnrroorr’s console.
Roonnrroorr waved a hand in front of his face as small
wisps of smoke rose from the burned out console.
The evidence of his traitorous conversation was gone.
He wondered if the Evvlliigg was gone as well.

* NINE *
Draco was sitting on the edge of the wall of his living
room looking down at the clouded leopard family playing below
when the message came.
One of the two infiltrators to get onto the damaged
baylorian planetoid ship was back. Raeford was on his way to
Draco’s personal dome at this moment.
Draco continued watching his newest resident cat family
as he waited. The landscape of his personal dome had been
slightly altered to compensate for the new residents.
The open grasslands that had allowed Miss Devers the
space to run had been broken up. Besides the addition of a
couple hundred small trees several piles of large boulders also
helped alter the terrain. A waterfall on the far edge of the dome
fed a small stream that wound to the left and out of sight.
The stream disappeared into the dome wall on the other
side. Flanking the stream was a small path that wove through the
stone of the planetoid. The stream and man-cave eventually let
out into the tunnel leading from Draco’s dome habitat as a
twenty-meter high waterfall.
Draco looked down from viewpoint of his high perch in
the room carved into the side of the central stone tower. Below,
the four clouded leopard cubs frolicked in the safety of a jumble
of rocks and packed dirt. Their mother looked on from the
highest stone of the pile.
She occasionally looked up at Draco and yawned, then
went back to protecting her young from imagined threats. Never
having been exposed to real danger, the cubs were oblivious.
They frolicked with complete abandon under the artificial sky of
the small habitat dome.
Draco watched them till the transport tube signaled an
arrival. He turned to face the doors to the transport tube and rose
to move toward them as they opened.

Extending his hand as the occupant of the transport car
came out, he said. “Welcome back Raeford!”
Raeford Carroll smiled as he shook Draco’s hand in
greeting. “Thank you, Draco. It’s good to be back.”
Draco gestured to the wall where he usually lounged,
watching the animals below. “Go find a spot to lean on while I
get us something to drink. What would you like?”
Draco knew that Raeford no longer had a biologic body
and didn’t really need the nourishment of food or drink.
Following his own advice to all the members of his forces, he
treated those of nanomass bodies as if they occupied biologic
bodies.
Those who occupied nanomass bodies were also
encouraged to continue to practice social habits.
“Water would be fine.” Raeford answered as he walked
to the edge of the room.
Draco filled two glasses and walked to where Raeford
looked out across the habitat. He handed one to his guest and
took a sip from his own as he lifted a leg up on the low wall of
his open window.
“I hear you have good news.” Draco prompted when
they were settled.
“Indeed I do! With plenty of data including tested
improvements on the artificial FTL.” Raeford exclaimed.
He tilted his head as he looked at Draco through the eyes
of his nanomass avatar body. “But I don’t understand why you
didn’t let Barbara and I just take the planetoids out. We could’ve
done it easy from orbit around Sirius B. No trace except quakes
on the star’s surface.”
Draco knew Raeford was referring to Barbara Rosa, the
other of the two disembodied dragon warriors to make it to the
surface of the damaged baylorian planetoid. She remained to
continue their observations and would provide the sensor
disruption that would allow Raeford and a few others to return.
“We don’t need to get into the habit of killing everybody
we don’t like.” Draco commented. “Besides, if Barbara and you

had crashed them onto a white dwarf, you wouldn’t have tested
improvements of the artificial FTL tech.” Draco held his hands
out in a wide gesture with palms up. “Tell me about them. Your
initial reports have yet to work their way down to me. That
pesky delegate thing, you understand.”
Raeford’s avatar’s face smiled. “The baylor that
invented the thing is a genius! And a warrior!”
Raeford then handed Draco a memory sphere of crystal
covered nanomass. As Draco put the spell crystal in a shirt
pocket Raeford launched into an hour-long description of the
three, baylorian planetoids and their growing strength as warship
construction bases.
He eventually reached the point where Barbara had
communicated with Roonnrroorr through the baylorian data
console. That had led to their decision for Raeford to personally
bring back an updated report.
Draco nodded when Raeford took an unnecessary breath,
and asked. “I’m just as happy to find that there’s a gravitite
source within a single jump of Centauri and Sol as I am with the
fact that there’s a lot of changes in baylorian nature toward the
non-violent.”
“Don’t get me wrong.” Raeford cautioned. “There’s just
as many duels, there’s just hardly any more that are to the
death.”
“That’s a bigger jump than you think.” Draco answered,
then smiled apologetically. “I’m sorry to say that I’m going to
have to send you right back. But not alone.”
He rose and turned toward the transport doors. “Besides
the three other disembodied dragon warriors that are going with
you, I have another passenger.”
The transport doors opened and Kiilliimmeedd
Erriimmaannohh walked into the room. The bandage covering
his left aural tendril hid the damage done in the duel yesterday
with his brother over his decision to act as Draco’s messenger.

Draco had met with the former prisoner several times
over the past few days and used Raeford’s return to implement
the next phase of his plans.
It took another hour to explain to Erriimmaannohh and
Raeford what he intended.
When the two of them left Draco’s private habitat he
wondered if Erriimmaannohh’s father would accept the offer or
kill his son, the messenger.
It didn’t matter in the long run.
Draco had three more disembodied dragon warriors
returning with Raeford and Erriimmaannohh. They would
infiltrate the other two planetoid ships and provide another for
routine messages back to Draconus.
If Taagghhaarr did decide to attack the growing human
and wolfen alliance internal sabotage would ensure their defeat.
If the Head of the Kiilliimmeedd Family did accept Draco’s offer
the watchers would remain as arbiters of the wolfen/human
constitution.
Draco hoped that Taagghhaarr would accept his offer to
abide by the wolfen/human constitution. It would require them to
free their slaves, but it would return to them much of the
personal lands they had abandoned on Grrlar. After restitution of
course.
But mainly, it would allow the baylor the freedom to use
their new FTL tech as an advantage over the rest of the growing
alliance. Draco had agreed to let the Kiilliimmeedd Family retain
the secrecy of their invention.
It was enough that Draco’s family also held that same
secret. Plus, the Moon family had the advantage of cyberneural
based research into the science behind the new FTL tech. That,
combined with the different point of view of humans and AIs,
gave Draco’s forces the ability to improve on baylorian designs.
If Taagghhaarr declined Draco’s offer of amnesty and
attacked, they had more than sabotage capable infiltrators. They
could also track the new FTL with special sensors that they had
been manufacturing for the past several days.

Besides the tracking, sensor net, Draco’s forces would
have a more refined version of the baylorian, artificial FTL
capable ships. His most single-minded techs speculated that they
could devise a way to ensnare a ship with the artificial FTL drive
and neutralize its drive field by interfering with the completion
of the artificial singularity formation.
If they could then none of the baylorian ships would be
assured of escape again. That option would give them an
alternative to destroying the baylorian ships and their crews and
slave populations.
He couldn’t imagine Lord Kiilliimmeedd not attacking if
he declined to accept Draco’s offer but had a contingency plan in
place just in case. If Taagghhaarr didn’t accept Draco’s offer and
also didn’t attack, he still had several other options.
He could ignore Draco and continue mining gravitite in
orbit around Sirius B while he waited for Draco to attack him.
He could mine what he could for as long as he dared
then leave the local star group for parts unknown. This option
might also include fleeing back to the main Empire, but the
chances were slim. Honor would never be served by slinking
back to the Emperor in total defeat, even with the new FTL
designs.
He could even plunge his planetoid ships into the surface
of Sirius B in Honorable Suicide. Considering the strength of the
three small moonlets, this option was also unlikely.
There were other scenarios that he and his strategists had
imagined, but two held the most promise if the baylor didn’t
accept or attack.
Taagghhaarr would either, mine gravitite and prepare for
Draco to attack or he would stay as long as he dared then leave.
That gave them four most likely scenarios to prepare for
with another half-dozen to consider as potential. He sent
confirmation of his decision to those in charge of the planning as
he settled himself on the stone shelf at one end of the low wall in
his main room.

He picked up the spell crystal studded mantle that lay on
the stone in front of him and pulled it over his head. After
adjusting it across his shoulders he bent to pick up the scepter
that remained in front of him.
Holding the scepter with the ten-centimeter wide, threecentimeter thick spell crystal disk uppermost and eye high,
Draco quickly attained a meditative state. Using the spell crystals
of the mantle and scepter to augment his PSIonic abilities, Draco
connected to the PSI tech in the Senate Chambers of Draconus.
There were twenty-nine other minds connected to the
Senate Library, including Raeford and the three who would
return to Kiilliimmeedd with him, and he signaled for their
attention. When he received it he revealed his intentions and
asked for debate.
As the thirty of them began to add the information
brought by Raeford Carroll and Draco’s resultant actions, others
joined the group mind that was the controlling government of the
planetoid Draconus.
They talked about their options with the baylor who
manned the three planetoids orbiting Sirius B. It didn’t take them
long to decide to put their new AFTL sensors around Sirius. It
would help to know the baylor’s direction of travel when, or if,
they decided to move.
They would also position several squads of scouts
around Sirius. If they baylor fled known space they wanted to be
able to track them with sufficient forces to ensure the successful
return of information.
They would also extend their sensor coverage toward
Sirius. Unless the baylor decided to circle the Centauri or Sol
systems and come at them from another angle, they would have
better tracking abilities in a direct line to Sirius.
They would eventually extend their coverage all around
and through their growing sphere of wolfen and human
controlled space. For now though, they would concentrate on
specific areas.

Besides the direct line from Sirius to Centauri and Sol,
they would expand their AFTL sensor net outward from every
jump point in both systems. If the baylor attacked the jump point
stations, they would at least have records of their enemy’s
directions of travel coming and going.
Raeford and his three new companions logged out of the
communal mind as others joined. They would leave Draconus in
a nanomass manufactured replica of the newest baylorian AFTL
design. The ship would show Taagghhaarr how much his
adversaries knew of his preparations as well as a suggestion of
how to proceed if he accepted Draco’s offer of amnesty.
The Baylorian design was altered to exclude the slave
quarters. Instead, there were racks for the cages and pens for all
the non-sentient animals the baylor also favored as food sources
and storage space for the food for those animals.
Main offensive weapons and ammo storage were
replaced by additional passenger and cargo space. Some smaller
offensive and all defensive armament were left on the altered
model to show what weapons would be allowed to all who
obeyed the laws of the constitution.
Erriimmaannohh would only see Raeford, but would be
given the suggestion of other Evvlliigg on board. Their baylorian
messenger would then gain possession of the small ship upon
arrival at the Sirius system.
Draco’s forces would use the journey as a means to test
the AFTL sensor net they were constructing. Erriimmaannohh
didn’t know about the AFTL detection sensors, or the FTL
Communication that other tech nerds speculated was possible.
Draco could have joined the research, but had too much
to do to spare the meditation time. He left them to their research
and concentrated on what data they could confirm.
As Raeford left others joined the communal mind,
including one of the only cyberwolfen currently on Draconus.
The topic shifted to the expanding border and the exponential
increase in jump point stations needed.

Every time they added a star system to their growing
territory, they added dozens of jump points that needed to be
monitored and defended. Some of those led to stars within their
growing sphere of space, but others didn’t.
Those that didn’t led to other stars that also had dozens
of jump points. The expanding group mind quickly agreed on the
obvious choices.
The three newly explored, habitable planets would get
priority treatment. Glacia or Bluebelt as some called it, Oasis,
and Arachnia would get the first of the Jump Point Defense
Stations. They would also get expanding spheres of the AFTL
sensors.
The direct paths connecting the habitable systems would
be connected before the jump points leading to the stars without
habitable planets. Except for Sirius. Besides being where the
only baylor to currently be a threat were, the system would be an
excellent source of gravitate for the growing alliance of wolfen
and humans.
As time passed, more minds were added to the group
while a few severed their mental connection to begin their parts
in the plans being made. They shifted their mental discussion
from the jump point defenses of their growing border to the
campaigns in orbit around Argnng and Grrlar.
Reports of baylorian movements on the ground were
collated with the results of their constant probing of the planetary
defenses. The response to their transmissions of Video Free
Argnng and Grrlar were also studied.
Because of the harsher climate, there were more feral
wolfen on Argnng than there were on Grrlar. As a result, the
baylor who remained on Argnng had retreated to the areas
immediately surrounding each of the Planetary Defense Bases,
and the major cities and family estates.
The situation on Grrlar was different. The planet was
warm enough to be preferable to Argnng to the baylor. The only
place not covered by the estates of minor families was the
western island continents claimed by the Kiilliimmeedd Family.

Of the three island continents, only the claw shaped one
had any feral wolfen. Granite had managed a report by means of
fluorescent creatures in the narrow stretch of sea between his
island base and the mainland of the claw-shaped island group.
Another of their infiltrators had reported in a similar manner
from the seas east of the shurikan-shaped island.
They considered the defenses on Argnng as compared to
those on Grrlar and the amount of know gaps in those defenses.
They added the responses from infiltrators to both planets and
predicted the resources needed for the quickest, successful
liberation of each world.
Again, they quickly came to an agreement and more
disengaged from the group mind to begin their assigned tasks.
The number of cyberhuman and cyberwolfen minds grew while
the dragon warrior minds grew less abundant as they disengaged
to follow their orders.
Next they debated the outcome of the exodus of the rest
of humanity from the surface of Earth. Easily tapped global
communications for man’s home world provided hourly updates
of the results of Draco’s lacing of the data systems with hidden
information.
Although the four ships crisscrossing space in the
vicinity of the Sol-Centauri jump point had yet to find the right
spot, they couldn’t fail for much longer. Each successive group
of test data refined their predictions and narrowed their search
area.
It would be only a matter of weeks before they had their
first visitors to the habitat ship they had stationed at the
Centauri-Sol jump point.
By this time they had ninety-seven humans, three
wolfen, and twenty-one AIs in the mental conference. Connected
through PSI tech and spell crystal augmented, natural PSIonic
powers, the group mind considered one last subject.
{Gandalf has the floor.} Came the mind-voice of the
current Senate Speaker’s Chair.

Granite ‘heard’ Gandalf’s mind-voice as the AI ‘spoke’
to the group mind. {We are reaching the point where Draco has
led us. We have, together, progressed much farther than Draco
and I could have imagined a few short years ago.}
{You’re starting to become as ponderous as a biologic.}
Draco sent a humor flavored mental comment into the AIs pause
and a mental chuckle flowed across the gathered minds.
Gandalf ignored the comment with a mental whisperprojection, flavored with feigned indifference. Draco got the
mental impression of someone intentionally cocking their head
to the side to avoid the obvious while voicing an out-of-tune,
whistling distraction.
{We have established secure defenses around the core of
our space and expanded our borders outward to several,
additional habitable star systems.} Gandalf’s mental voice lost
all trace of humor. {We are now on the verge of liberation for
the wolfen.}
{And AIs.} Came the mental voice that Draco
immediately identified as that of Angela.
This time, Gandalf mentally shared the feeling of
pleasure he felt at the comment from his former host’s niece.
{And centaur and any other race that finds themselves confined
by any baylorian.}
{Draco has changed his mind as to the time of liberation
for my kind from the original ten years to the discretion of the
AI. In other words, he has liberated all my kind, for personal
choice is one of the foundations of freedom.}
{Many of us have decided to remain in the company of
our hosts, while others will continue in their war efforts, but in
diverging directions from their hosts.} Gandalf’s mental contact
paused before continuing. {Some others will be performing tasks
that will be personal to AIs. Not secret as our human allies will
always be welcome.}
{There are two moons orbiting the planetoid that is now
Draconus. One is a sphere while the larger is nearly twice as

long as it is wide. My people would like to ask permission to
claim these two moons as AI property.}
Granite paused a moment for effect but was shouted
down by the response from the group mind.
It took a moment before the enthusiastic agreement to
the request died down enough for Gandalf to continue.
{My people thank you for this gift.} The AI’s mind held
the PSIonic taste of gratitude. {We intend to name the spherical
moonlet Eve, and carve her in the same shape as the Siniktarpok.
The cylindrically shaped moonlet will be Adam, and will have a
different internal structure.} He ended with the PSIonic taste of
clouded glass to his mind. The mental picture was more that of
indecision than secrecy.
Suggestions and offers of help began to flow from the
human and wolfen members of the group mind toward the AIs.
Within moments, the group mind had offered up more different
designs than there were members contributing ideas. Gandalf
accepted all of these suggestions and informed them that he
would bring the ideas to those of his kind when they convened to
plan the design of the moonlet they had designated Adam.
Following the direction of thought suggested by that
conclusion the human portion of the group mind extended the
offer of additional nanomass. Moments later silver-gray tentacles
rose from the surface of Draconus to reach for the two tiny
moonlets. They converged and stretched till they formed single
tentacles reaching for each moonlet.
When the tentacles reached their targets the link with the
human and wolfen, controlling minds of the group mind cut off.
Upon contact the AIs took control of the nanomass and the
tentacles separated from their contact with Draconus.
Finished with another task, the group mind considered
any other pressing subjects.
It didn’t take long to decide to send Siniktarpok on a
sweeping loop that included the three new planets. She would
carry thousands of colonists consisting of freed human and
wolfen slaves and a few human refugees from Earth.

In Siniktarpok’s immense docking niches would ride
miniature versions of the mother ship that would be placed in
defensive orbits above the habitable planets. With the existence
of the trio of orbital platforms, the colonists of Glacia, or
Bluebelt as some of those who visited there called it, Oasis, and
Arachnia would have an additional line of defense. They would
also have a trio of maintenance bases for the carpet of drones
needed for communication and planetary observation
capabilities.
Other smaller versions of Siniktarpok, but larger than a
size capable of fitting within the mother ship’s docking niches,
would also soon begin leaving the crater at the southern pole of
Draconus. Each of those would establish regularly scheduled
cargo container and small-ship transport, between the growing
number of stars in the expanding wolfen and human territory.
They planned on making the football-shaped habitat
star-ferries the major method of star travel within the boundaries
of wolfen and human territories. When Argnng and Grrlar were
liberated and Earth joined them they hoped to make the
colonization of their expanding sphere of habitable planets much
easier.
With an established network of mobile habitat stations to
ferry smaller ships between the stars, the wolfen and human
territories would quickly prosper. Their plans for their future
prosperity and security were included in their plans for dealing
with the present hostilities.
If things went as they planned, the smaller star ferry
designs like the one kilometer long Missing Lynx, with her five
hundred meter habitat cylinder, would be like the tractor trailer
rigs that carried cargo over the highways of Earth. Instead of
boxes of cargo the star ferries would carry smaller passenger and
cargo vessels of up to sixty meters long, thick, or tall, and tubes
that will hold dozens of the passenger and cargo cylinders
prevalent to Earth style shuttles.
Several individuals of the group mind severed their
meditative contact and left to board some of the ships and mobile

stations that were to depart Draconus. Those that remained
considered other subjects presented by some of their number.
Construction of AFTL nodes within the towers of the
surface, of the planetoid that was Draconus was initiated.
Additional nodes were incorporated within the programs that
would direct the construction of the atmospheric retention bubble
that would enclose the outer shell of Draconus.
The meter-thick cables that wove a mesh through the
clear fabric of the atmosphere bubble would form hundred-meter
squares. AFTL nodes with adjustable frequency ranges were
included in the programs for the support cables. When the
atmosphere bubble was constructed Draconus would be able to
move about space like the three, planetoid ships of Lord
Kiilliimmeedd.
Next, they added the data from the tests of the improved
models of baylorian AFTL ships to their own data. Deep
concentration for several minutes showed two separate avenues
for further advances.
More time was spent projecting additional simulations
before new AFTL designs were speculated. More simulations
were conducted and new designs speculated. After another round
of simulations, a preliminary construction design was finalized.
Several more members of the group mind disengaged to
deal with the construction and testing of the new AFTL designs.
The few remaining members of the group mind turned their
attention to decisions dealing with matters beneath the surface of
Draconus.
The diminished construction speeds were noticed as the
result of the donation of nanomass to Adam and Eve. The
scheduled pace of introduced biomass was considered and the
newly reduced construction speed was seen to still be faster than
landscaping.
The reduced speed of the lower quantity of nanomass
was considered unimportant and the next subject was broached.
The settling of the personal habitat properties promised to
veterans of the cyberhuman forces had begun.

Several habitat choices were considered and approved.
They were glad when the last application was made and
approved that no property possessions were contested.
They reached the end of their agreed-upon group-mind
Senate Session and each individual participant disengaged.
Draco opened his eyes to the dark of the holographic
nighttime sky of his personal dome habitat. The base of the
scepter rested on the stone of the meditation platform with the
spell crystal disk at chin level.
Draco turned the scepter on its side and lay it on the pad
at the edge of the meditation platform. Next he pulled the spell
crystal studded mantle over his head and lay it over the scepter.
Rising from his cross-legged position with the fluidity of
experience Draco stepped down to the floor of his combination
living room and office. The night noises from the habitat dome’s
denizens drifted up from the darkness below.
Draco walked to the kitchen area and filled a glass with
water. Retrieving a pre-made sandwich from the refrigerator he
made his way back to the low wall at the edge of his main room.
Sitting with both legs on the outside of the wall Draco
ate in silence, occasionally sipping from his water glass. After
the brightness of the refrigerator light his eyes rapidly readjusted
to the dim light coming from the holographic sky.
After the last of his sandwich was gone he sipped at his
water as he sought out the clouded leopard family without the
aid of his augmentation. He was not satisfied till he finally
located the sleeping cubs by their soft, rapid breathing.
The genetic alterations he’d performed on his ears
proved a complete success. The natural alternatives to his
fabricated augmentation had detected the lower frequency
snoring of the leopard cubs as they slept.
The genetic alterations he’d performed on his eyes had
increased his night vision to the point where he had no trouble
picking out the shapes of the cubs when his hearing located
them.

After a few more moments Draco finished his glass of
water, took it to the sink, and rinsed it out. He turned it upside
down in the draining rack and made his way to the side room and
his bed.

* TEN *
Granite shook hands with his artificial friend’s avatar.
“Take care my friend.” He said. “I’ll see you when this is all
over.”
The artificial intelligence’s nanomass-based face smiled
warmly at the nanomass face of his human friend. “I will my
friend. How about if we meet back here at Granite Dome?”
“Sounds good to me!” Granite exclaimed.
They released hands and Granite stepped back as his
friend rose silently into the pre-dawn sky. Before he had risen
more than a couple of meters Tatsu’s shape morphed into that of
a wolf dragon.
Several dozen similar dragon shapes rose from the trees
and rock outcrops that surrounded the patio and followed the
shape that was Tatsu. The pack of nanomass dragons flew
towards the northeast and was soon out of sight in the still-dark
sky. The thinnest portion of the planetary ring added little light
to the night.
Streaks of light shot across the sky lighting it up with
flashes that resembled lightning. These flashes came from high
in the sky and burned bright arcs downward.
Most of them were bathed in laser fire from below or
were intercepted by spherical bursts of blinding light that
engulfed entire groupings of incoming lights.
The constant flashing of the meeting between incoming
kinetic missiles and the response from the Planetary Defense
Bases lit the predawn sky like a strobe light.
The nanomass wolfdragon pack disappeared into the
distance.
Granite turned to face the wolfen standing to his side and
behind him. “Looks like we’re next.” He said.
“I’m ready.” Ghlorr replied with a toothy smile.
Granite nodded once then reached into the control
fairing of his flying harness. Grasping the control yoke with his

left hand, he tapped keys on the right panel to switch his gravity
coils from neutral to active.
Putting a minimal top-back twist on the yoke Granite
slowly lifted into the air. As his feet lifted above the low wall of
the cliff-side patio, at the touch of another key his legs drew up
into the sitting position. Granite pushed his control yoke forward
and began to move forward as well as up.
Ghlorr rose into the air just behind and to the left of
Granite. The two of them passed over the edge of the wall and, at
a top-forward twist of control yokes, dropped down toward the
lower lake.
With practiced ease, they twisted yokes top-back at the
precise moment that brought their feet a meter above the water.
Surrounding them at the base of the south face of Granite Dome
dozens of wolfen and a few humans hung in air on their own
flying harnesses. A few dozen more in the reclined seats of sleds
ringed those in harnesses.
Granite hung there for only a moment, looking at his
combined forces. Without a word he gave his control yoke
measured twitches and he started to move toward the southwest.
The mass of flying harnesses and sleds formed up behind and to
the sides of his path.
They flew across the eastern end of the lower lake in a
tight formation. Granite led them around the slab of stone that
formed the thin island nearly a kilometer south of the south face
of Granite Dome.
Using the night vision tech in the support frame of their
harnesses, the group of guerilla warriors was able to see the
shore of the lake as they approached. With practiced ease they
rose in formation to fly over the woods.
Those at the rear of the flying infantry could see the
wavelike flow of those ahead as they rose over the highest trees
and dipped down into clearings and over shorter growth. They
gradually lost altitude above sea level as they moved down the
hills to the southeast of the lower lake.

They flew one to two meters above the flow of the land
and down to the southeast bay. Their speed increased over the
open water of the bay as they sped in a more easterly direction.
The incoming kinetic missiles, being intercepted by planetary
defenses, continued to flash in the sky. The water below their
feet reflected the colorful light display, as they flew.
Usually, the orbital attacks were of short duration and
isolated locations lighting the sky only briefly in small areas.
This barrage from above had continued unabated for over two
hours and covered the entire sky.
It took nearly ten minutes to get to the tidal flats that
connected the southeastern point to the rest of Granite’s island.
They didn’t need to rise any as the tidal flats were currently
submerged by the high tide.
An occasional plurtle looked up from the shallow water
but the wolfen and human flyers were too large and fast to be
considered prey. The plurtle returned their attentions to the fish
foolish enough to enter the tidal flats in search of food.
They passed over the tidal flats in only a couple of
minutes. At the edge of the tidal flats the flowing formation of
flyers rose to fly over the undulating hills of the southeastern
point. A minute later they came over water again, then more
hills.
They came over the reefs and open water of the sea
around their island and flew at top speed. It took nearly twenty
minutes to reach the shore of the mainland where they cut their
speed in half and flowed across the rise and fall of the coastal
hills.
A brighter arc of the planet’s ring rose in the eastern sky
as they flew. The patch of reflective debris added enough light to
equal that of a full moon as seen from Earth.
As they flew south below the surreal sky they divided
into three sections. One section put their harnesses or sleds into
slave mode to a second team member who flew the pair
southward while the first section rested. As the second team

member flew the two harnesses, or sleds, the third team member
flew the ‘watch’ position.
As the mobile infantry settled into the routine of their
journey, Granite pondered their last reports through the Video
Free Grrlar frequency.
Argnng was theirs.
Not the entire planet as yet but enough of it that regular
traffic had been established between Draco’s forces and the
surface of the planet.
Of the three habitable worlds of the Centauri system one
was full of life but toxic to humans, wolfen, and baylor. The
baylor had sent some explorers to the surface of the third world
but those visits were rare.
Of the other two worlds, Argnng had the harshest
weather conditions. The native world of the wolfen Argnng had
seasonal extremes that produced long hot summers that were
balanced by just as long, cold winters.
Grrlar was just the opposite. Considered a virtual heaven
by the first wolfen colonists when the baylor came they liked it
just as much. Few baylor chose to visit Argnng much less settle
there.
As a result most of the conquering baylor had always
been found on Grrlar. Argnng had thousands of the baylor but
they were concentrated at the twelve planetary defense bases and
around the equator.
A bigger percentage of the population of the baylor that
had chosen to leave their planet to help Taagghhaarr had been
living on Argnng. They had left with the three planetoid ships or
died in the space battle prior to the baylorian Lord’s retreat.
Although much less than half of the baylor left Grrlar,
there were still tens of millions of healthy vampire warriors and
three times that many elderly and young. The elderly and young
were the equal of the average wolfen or human adult.
More than two-thirds of those from Argnng had left their
planet to populate the three planetoid ships. Only a few tens of

thousands remained and most of those manned the twelve
planetary defense bases.
When the time had come Draco had launched a sustained
attack on the planetary defense bases. Missile stockpiles had
quickly dwindled to nothing and the baylor were reduced to
using energy weapons only.
Three weeks ago all of the planetary defense bases in
Argnng’s Southern Hemisphere had fallen. There was only one
more in the Northern Hemisphere that still operated with
impunity.
But the others had all fallen and the defenses of
individual estates along the equator were all that protected the
conquering owners. There were now great tracts of the surface of
the wolfen homeworld that were free for the first time in
centuries.
Bands of newly freed wolfen slaves hunted their former
oppressors. Small wars could be seen by the orbiting videoscopes that gave the besieging forces their strategic information.
Video communications began to come from pockets of calm
within the chaos that embroiled the surface of Argnng.
Video Free Argnng sent pictures of the first of the
cyberhuman forces landing on a liberated Argnng. Those videos
were even now being transmitted all over Grrlar by the Video
Free Grrlar frequencies that were operated by Draco’s forces in
orbit.
Granite could imagine the chaos that must be erupting all
over Grrlar by now. The baylor had been able to put aside their
dueling for positions of power long enough to put down the few
major uprisings that had happened so far.
But this was different. The hundreds of millions of
wolfen slaves on Grrlar outnumbered their masters by nearly
twenty to one. And the smooth operations of a cooperating,
familial government had been replaced by the fracturing of
power struggles between those same families.
One family of baylor may not assist a neighbor if the
neighbor might be brought down a little by an internal slave

revolt. Holding back till help is formally requested would gain
Honor if the help came in time to save anything of value.
As he flew below the light show at the edge of Grrlar’s
atmosphere Granite marveled at their level of success. His uncle
had enlisted the whole family to fight a centuries old warrior
family and won!
They had driven the baylor from Earth, then the solar
system, then, the entire local group of stars. Now he had freed
another entire world, well, almost the entire world.
Argnng was essentially free. There were several pockets
of baylor that would have to be flushed out, but the planet was,
in effect, liberated.
Now it was Grrlar’s turn.
The sky grew lighter with the coming of dawn as they
continued to fly south. The lights from the planetary defense’s
interception of the dummy kinetic missiles continued to flash
across the sky despite the rising sun.
They flew on the entire morning as the sun continued to
rise. Once they took cover in the trees as the Video Free Grrlar
frequencies showed them the launch of baylorian aircars. They
took their first break beneath the trees as they waited for the
skies to clear again.
Before long they resumed their journey south. They flew
on the rest of the day and settled into the cover of the woods as
night approached. When the sun set over the sea to the west, the
orbital light show went from daylight-muted to the multi-colored
brightness of night.
They made camp beneath the lights of the relentless,
false attack. Video Free Grrlar frequencies continued to
broadcast the liberation of Argnng while saturating the planetary
defenses with kinetic missiles of slag foam.
The planetary defenses continued to target the foamstone bullets from space draining resources at a relentless pace.
The small army slept in rotation with those awake dividing their
time between watching the perimeter of their camp and watching
the light show above.

When morning came, they resumed their trek south
under the overcast skies of an impending storm. By evening of
the second day they reached the southern shore of the eastern
peninsula of the main island under a steady rain.
They made camp early and waited till just before
daybreak to cross the fog shrouded water. At the end of another
two days they reached the area designated as the Keys, a mass of
coral islands that stretched for hundreds of kilometers to the
south.
They waited near the southern shores of the eastern
peninsula, monitoring the Video Free Grrlar frequencies and
using hidden codes within the broadcasts to get their updated
orders. They had to hide from over-flying baylor on two more
occasions in three days before the signal came to resume their
journey.
Granite stood on the edge of the low hill at the
southernmost point of the mainland. In the sky, foam-stone
missiles that did not have enough mass to reach the surface were
targeted and shot down by planetary defenses that couldn’t
distinguish decoys from the real thing.
Mainly, because they were all decoys that would burn up
with the heat of reentry if not shot down by the PDB defenses.
Granite knew from regular messages imbedded in the
Video Free Grrlar broadcasts that the decoys would be the only
things sent for as long as necessary. If the baylor continued to
target the foam-stone decoys, those in orbit above would
continue to send them.
If the baylor grew stingy with their defensive missiles,
then the real attack would start with solid kinetic missiles
capable of reaching the surface. Till then Draco’s forces were
simply using the high ground to wear down the baylor.
In the meantime Video Free Grrlar kept the wolfen
population of Grrlar informed about what was happening on
Argnng. Wolfen who had accompanied their liberators offworld
spoke to the video camera about the feelings of freedom.

Reports of dissent and rebellion began to be reported
from various locations on Grrlar. Video Free Grrlar frequencies
reported these uprisings in steadily growing numbers.
The morning that they were scheduled to continue
toward their targets presented them with a thick carpet of fog.
Trusty Video Free Grrlar frequencies gave them orbital weather
maps that showed them the fog covered the sea and the coral
islands for dozen of miles to the south.
“This is it my friend.” Granite said as he turned to the
side to look at Ghlorr.
Standing at the edge of the peninsula and looking out
across the fog-shrouded water, Ghlorr gave a toothy grin and
said. “It is indeed!”
The wolfen twisted around awkwardly in his harness and
extended his hand. “Good luck, my friend.”
Granite had less trouble with the bulk of the flying
harness than his biologic friend as he turned to shake the offered
hand. “Good luck to you too, Ghlorr. Don’t forget you promised
to complete your apprenticeship. You have to come back alive.”
Ghlorr laughed. “It would not do to break a promise of
that importance! I will do my best! Besides, I seem to have part
ownership in some very promising dragon stables. I would not
want to miss out on the pleasure of that venture!”
Granite laughed then added, seriously. “Really, Ghlorr.
You may have a Life Preservation Implant, but that doesn’t
guarantee you can’t be killed.”
“I know my friend.” Ghlorr responded, then gestured to
the scene in front of them. “But this is my home. Even if I didn’t
have the benefit of an LPI, I would still fight the baylor.”
The wolfen looked Granite in the artificial eyes. “I had
almost gotten to the point of rebelling before your uncle took the
estate of Kiilliimmeedd Erriimmaannohh. If you had not saved
me then, I would have simply furnished the baylor with a
boredom-breaking hunt.”

Ghlorr smiled toothily. “Instead, I have lived long
enough to see my people’s homeworld liberated and have the
chance to see the liberation of my own birth world.”
“No my friend, I will not waste the chance to live in
victory. I will fight with all my strength to survive what is
coming.”
Ghlorr smiled one last time and said. “It is time to go. I
will see you soon, my friend.”
The wolfen reached into the control fairing of his flying
harness and quickly rose into the air. He swung away from the
coastal hill and flew away into the fog. Dozens of harnesses and
sleds followed him into the ground-cloud.
In seconds Granite was nearly alone on the peninsula of
the mainland. After five minutes he reached into the control
fairing of his own harness and switched it from neutral to active.
With a quick top-back twist, he rose into the air.
As he added forward pressure to the control yoke five
wolfen and a human in flying harnesses rose behind him. As the
seven of them flew away from the hill and across the thin beach
three wolfen and a human in harnesses and flying cargo sleds
closed in from the sides to flank their formation.
The eleven of them followed the path taken by the
dozens led by Ghlorr. Granite led them in a more westerly track
till they reached the western edge of the fog bank.
Keeping within the blanket of airborne moisture, the
eleven flyers continued in silence. As they flew, moisture
condensed on the windscreens of their harnesses and ran back in
rivulets from the wind of their passage.
The group led by Ghlorr flew through the same fog bank
but veered more to the east. They would cross the open water
later tonight in an attempt to reach the main Kiilliimmeedd
island and the private, Family Estate.
Ghlorr’s orders were to harass the Kiilliimmeedd Family
Estate. Tatsu and Granite would join Ghlorr after they
neutralized their respective planetary defense bases.

Tatsu had probably already reached the northern PDB
and started his infiltration in preparation for the final battle.
Granite could have reached his own target PDB were it not for
the guerillas who accompanied him.
Instead, he remained in his human form and took the
slower mode of travel. He did have the added benefit of
nanomass in the shape of the four cargo sleds.
Not having the capabilities of an AI intelligence, Granite
wouldn’t be able to control much more nanomass than that in a
battle situation anyway.
After a while they neared the edge of the fog bank and
open water began to gain visibility to their right. To their left
water was interspersed with the green humps of coral islands.
They reached the last of the coral islands in the early
afternoon and settled under the cover of the mangrove-like trees.
While they waited for the cover of night Granite monitored
Video Free Grrlar frequencies for the most current updates.
Hidden in the coded sections of the broadcasts Granite
learned that the third PDB in the Western Hemisphere had a
confirmed infiltrator. He also learned that at least one infiltrator
was confirmed at each pole.
He watched scenes of riots and revolt that were growing
more numerous each day. The wolfen slaves of Grrlar were
starting to become a problem for their baylorian masters.
He hoped the orbital forces could keep enough pressure
on the baylor to keep them from reacting to the growing
revolution too quickly.
As the sun neared the horizon he decoded the latest
updates on the orbital scans of the PDB that was his target. The
base was on the island that was the clawtip of the thousands of
islands that made up the ‘Claw’ group.
It was as big as the island that held Granite Dome and
held one of the two largest bases on Grrlar. The PDB on the
island between Great Plains and Shurikan was the only PDB of
the same size. All the others on the planet were smaller,
including those at the poles.

Granite studied the data as the last of the sun’s rays lit
the sky in reds and oranges. The ring and both moons came out
in all their bright glory as the sky slowly darkened.
Granite reached into his control fairing and tapped a
series of keys to open the shared comm frequency. “Let’s go to
stealth people. It’s time to go.”
Following his own advice, Granite tapped the panel’s
keys again. Light bending tech built into the harnesses and sleds
activated and the eleven guerillas wavered and disappeared from
view.
Granite watched his sensor screens and saw the heat
signatures of the ten others. He tapped another series of keys as
he watched some of the heat signatures waver and disappear
also. He knew that his own heat signature was vanishing from
their screens as theirs disappeared from his.
He tapped another set of keys and imagined yet another
sensor frequency being masked as other readings vanished from
his own screens. When his sensors became blank to the ten
guerillas with him, he activated his harness and rose into the air.
He then activated the low-level beacon that would allow
his team to follow him across the open water to the island that
held their target. The intermittent beacon was set in a frequencywandering pattern that was predetermined. The harnesses and
sleds of his team would scan those frequencies for his location
while other frequencies broadcast decoy readings.
Communication jamming interference, added to an
increase in the foam-stone barrage from above, drew the
attention of the baylor manning the security stations of Granite’s
target PDB. They crossed the open water without incident under
the cover of the darkness of night.
Within a half-hour they were searching the cliffs of the
island that held their target PDB for a base camp. They quickly
found a natural crack in the stone of the northeast corner of
Clawtip Island. It was wide enough at the mouth to admit all
eleven of their number, including the four sleds after a little
morphing of their widths by Granite.

By the time the sun came up, the eleven of them were
hidden within the stone of the northeast shore of the Claw’s tip.
The eight wolfen members of his assault team made
themselves comfortable and entered a state of hibernation. While
the two human members maintained a rotating watch, Granite
entered a deep meditative state and concentrated on monitoring
the nanomass as he enlarged their base.
First, he morphed the sleds and moved the supplies
within to out-of-the-way spots at the front of the cave. He then
directed the nanomass to move up the edges of the outer entrance
to their cave.
The nanomass ate at the stone grain by grain and moved
the grains to the edges of the opening. The edges of the cave
opening began to grow smaller as grains of stone were
molecularly reassembled into a solid rock matrix.
Gradually, Granite closed the entrance of their cave to
the outside with a thin shell of stone over the original entrance.
As he closed them off from the outside, he mentally directed the
nanomass to place tiny openings in the stone shell where they
would best help circulate and cool the body-heated air.
When Granite was sure baylorian sensors could not
detect them he began to enlarge their cave. Leaving the sleepers
and their watchers at the front of the cave he directed the
nanomass toward the back wall.
The silver-gray, amorphous mass flowed from the newly
formed sensor wall and over the floor, splitting to avoid contact
as it moved around the assault team. Two sets of human eyes
watched the movement while eight sets of wolfen eyes remained
closed in sleep.
When the nanomass reached the back wall of their tiny
cave, Granite directed it to climb the wall. The silver-gray mass
took on the form of an arched door a meter wide and two high
then began to rhythmically undulate.
Slowly the nanomass sank into the stone of the back of
the cave, leaving smooth sides as it left a perfect flat bottomed,
arched topped hole. The nanomass began to shed small bits that

flowed back into the original cave where the assault team lay or
watched.
These scattered bits of nanomass began to take excess
stone to every nook and cranny in the front of the cave. As the
human watchers looked on, the front of the cave was slowly
altered around them.
The hibernating wolfen seemed to move at times as
stone leveled out beneath them as they slept. The two human
watchers were sometimes startled when the stone beneath a hand
or seat flowed with nanomass.
Gradually over the next few hours, Granite directed the
nanomass in the shaping of the stone at the back of the cave.
Nanobots of all designs dismantled stone grain by grain under
his mental eye.
Most of the grains of stone were transported away to fill
in cracks and uneven spots in the front of the cave. They
continued till the front of their cave base shrank to the smallest
size that would accommodate their flying harnesses.
Nanomass bits then began to transport grains of stone
through the sensor baffles to the outside. A jagged shelf of rock
began to form above the sensor baffle that covered the cave
opening.
When the meter wide, two meter tall cut was a meter
deep, the undulating mass made a sixty-degree turn to the left to
follow the main crack that had formed the original cave. The
silver-gray mass quickly sank another two meters into this void
in the stone.
The bits that had been moving through the cave to
outside began to sink into the crack below. With boiling ferocity
they built the floor up to the level of the rest of the cave.
The nanomass dug back another three meters into the
void of the widening crack. Granite guessed that natural erosion
would have probably broken this crack enough to expose it to
open air in only a few thousand years.
He directed his nanomass to split with the right side
forming a stair that went down into the crack for five steps. The

steps down formed directly over the crack, closing it off from
below as it formed a level floor a meter lower than the entrance.
The nanomass that moved to the left of the crack moved
much slower. It boiled furiously at the stone as it dismantled it
grain by grain in five steps that rose a meter before leveling off.
The silver-gray mass began to eat deeper into the left
face of the crack, with bits transferring grains to the mass filling
in the crack below.
There the grains were pressed back into a solid matrix
that was stronger than the original rock. The debris filled crack
below began to blend into a smooth expanse that ran back twenty
meters.
As the sun made another trip across the sky outside, the
wolfen slept their self induced hibernation to save supplies and
lessen the workload on the sensor baffles at the mouth of the
cave. The two humans alternated watches, standing guard over
the others and sleeping in turns while Granite constructed their
base.
At the end of their third day closed up inside the stone
cliff, Granite came out of his meditation and rose to his feet in a
fluid motion.
The human guard jumped a foot into the air and backed
against the cave wall. His reflexive move to draw his sidearm
was halted when he quickly recovered from the surprise.
“Sorry.” Granite said in the gloom of the lighting he’d
provided for the two human watchers.
“No problem.” Eric Winden mumbled as regained his
composure.
Granite didn’t press the former slave. Eric had grown up
on Grrlar and had learned the stories told to baylorian children.
He knew that the stories he’d heard of the Evvlliigg as a slave
child were just stories, but suspicion still reigned. He followed
Granite and Tatsu without question but refused the offer of an
LPI.
Granite didn’t want to take him on this dangerous
mission, but Ghlorr had convinced him to accept the human as a

volunteer. To turn him down while accepting the others would
do only harm to Eric’s trust.
Ghlorr had pointed out that even if Eric didn’t
accompany Granite, he would be accepted in the group that
would be harassing the baylor of the Kiilliimmeedd Family
Estate. He would be in as much danger there as anywhere else.
But most of all Eric had as much right to fight for his
freedom as the most trusting of Granite’s guerilla army.
Even if by choice he risked more than any of the others.
Jaque Tamara rolled over in her bedroll and sat up. “Is it
time?”
“No.” Granite said, moving into a position to talk with
both his human team members. “I have finished.” He gestured
toward the smooth-sided passage in the stone. “Would you like
to see?”
“Sure!” Jaque said as she jumped up.
She had not grown up as a slave. She was formerly a
reporter for a small newspaper in the mountains of Oregon.
Dogged pursuit of a local disappearance had landed her in a
slave shipment to Taagghhaarr as a gift from his son on Earth.
Recent events had led to her opportunity to escape.
It was only because she needed the knowledge and codes
that Eric knew that he was an escaped slave.
“Comin’ hon?” She asked with a smile to Eric.
Even after years of exposure her flirting was so different
from what he’d grown up with, that it shattered on his
unintended indifference.
“Yea, be right there.” He mumbled and checked the cave
before following.
Jaque and Granite ignored his mood, being used to his
veiled suspicion, and walked the few steps to the back of the
cave. Granite let Jaque take the lead into the passage in the stone
and was not surprised by her reaction.
“Wow!” She exclaimed. “First class!”
Granite adjusted his nanomass body to a shorter stature
as he followed her through the low arched passage. He looked

over her shoulder at his accomplishment and replied with an
affected accent. “Luxury class my dear.”
Eric came up from behind as Jaque and Granite moved
forward and into the platform by the twin stairs. “Little low isn’t
it?” Eric said as he raised from his hunched-over stance. Looking
into the nanomass carved opening, he added. “Is it safe to
enter?”
“Yes.” Granite said. “I’ve got most of the nanomass
underneath, making the sewage disposal. You won’t see any of it
except for the security bugs.”
Eric looked around suspiciously and moved cautiously
forward. Predictably, he took the stairs upward, keeping to high
ground.
“What’re these?” Eric asked, gesturing to the line of
rectangular pits carved into the left face of the geologic feature.
“Nothing more than sleeping niches and personal space.
It’s all bare rock right now but after a few weeks, I’m sure you
guys’ll make it home.” Granite answered.
“At the back is a sleeping platform and the front looks
out on the living area down here.” He gestured to the open space
carved into the right-side lower level of the deep crack in the
stone.
“Com’on.” He led the way down into the lower level
living space.
Cut as a half-arch twenty meters long the lower level
was ten meters wide. The top of the half-arch was directly across
from the top of the opening in the left face of the crack.
Three oversized stone chairs formed a three-sided ring
around a stone table on the near end of the living room. In the
middle two more faced the sleeping niches with a triple length
couch formed in the end wall facing the rest of the room.
On the left, imbedded in the stone of the two-meter wall
below the sleeping area, three more oversized chairs faced the
table and ring of chairs nearest their position. Across from the
twin chairs of the right side, a two-seat booth could barely be
seen from their angle.

At the far end of the wide living area a left-curving
stairway led up to the sleeping area. Between the stairway and
the couch was a stone shelf that stood about waist high to the
wolfen and Jaque.
“I haven’t got that far yet,” Granite said, pointing to the
stone shelf, “but a gas stove will go there with a cold storage
cabinet to the left.”
He pointed toward the narrow passage behind the top of
the half-spiral stairs. “There are two showers and two toilets up
there. The sooner you start using the toilets the sooner you have
gas for the stove.”
“Wake our wolfen friends.” Granite instructed. “Get
them settled a little more comfortably than they are now.”
He moved toward the passage to the front of the cave.
“I’m going to explore the perimeter of the PDB.”
Eric and Jaque had been following Tatsu, Ghlorr, and his
orders for weeks and had run hundreds of VR simulations. They
both gave a brisk, ‘yes sir’ and followed him back the way
they’d come.
Granite moved to the front of the cave wall and morphed
his body toward the air intake holes at the top of where the
opening used to be. His human shaped body elongated into
tendrils that sought out the holes and passed through them to the
outside.
Jaque and Eric watched in silence as the mass that had
been Granite gradually disappeared into the holes in the stone.
When the last of him had passed out of sight they began waking
their wolfen teammates and showing them their new quarters.
Granite pulled the last of his personal nanomass back
into his accustomed shape outside the newly plugged cave,
flying harness and all. Out of habit he slid a hand into the control
fairing in the front of the harness as he sprang away from the
stone cliff.
The movement was not necessary, but he did it anyway.
Even without the presence of an audience to see that he didn’t
inhabit a biologic body, Granite preferred to act as though he

did. His form wavered in the visible light frequencies and
disappeared from sight, as did his heat signature.
As he flew away into the growing darkness of the new
night, a pack of dragon hawks sprang from the stone that had
produced his harness. They paced his invisible form in an arc to
the sides and behind, and in constantly varying altitudes. Their
presence would, hopefully, confuse any sensors that happened to
note his disturbance of the air or the sound of his passage.
Granite moved slowly for the first few, tight looping
circles around the cave base with passive sensors on full
reception. He moved imperceptibly outward at each completed
circle till he intercepted his first security sweep from the PDB.
Ducking back from that contact, Granite moved to the
sides of the direct line to the contact. After nearly an hour and a
half, he had measured the sensor shadow that held their cave
base. Then he moved farther out and began to search for the
nearest active sensors and components of the base.
Slowly, he mapped the island around his cave base,
widening the map in ever-widening circles with the cave base at
the center. Where PDB sensors lay, his passage slowed to a
snail’s crawl. In the gaps between PDB sensors, he raced across
the sky.
As he flew relentlessly on, Granite separated nanomass
bugs from the nearest dragon hawk to an active sensor at each
pass. By the time the sun began to rise in the east, Granite had
broken off all the bits of his dragon hawk remotes. All that
remained was a ring of six humming dragons that acted as comm
links to the dispersed pieces.
Granite settled into the cover of a vine-covered bush as
the sun rose. He morphed his body from its human shape into
that of a disk surrounding the trunk of the bush and protected by
the overhang of the bush’s branches and brambles.
He settled in and began his long task
Slowly, he studied the readings from his far-flung
network of bugs.
Granite settled his mind to his task.

He had eight days left in his deadline.
He tried to ignore side issues and concentrated on doing
the best job he could.
It was up to him to completely disable this PDB when
the time came.
The map of the islands scattered components began to
build as his bugs worked their way into the buried wiring
connecting the parts. Nanomass bugs entered sensor packs and
through the gaps in missile tube covers.
The bugs crawled into missile tubes and along the buried
wiring connecting sensors to the far-away control rooms.
Overworked techs at the consoles connected to those sensors and
missile tubes were too busy with the constant barrage of foamstone decoys to notice minor power surges and frequency
fluctuations in their equipment.
Granite slowly worked his way into the data systems of
his target. Before dark, he had established a direct feed with the
base’s monitor on the Video Free Grrlar frequencies. Granite
paid close attention to the code translation programs the baylor
were running on the broadcasts.
He was pleased to see that they were concentrating on
individual frequencies as separate units. He was not worried
though, even if the baylor figured out the proper combination of
the whole range of video and radio frequencies used to construct
his messages, they wouldn’t be able to translate them in time.
Each set of codes was time-set to each day of broadcast. Today’s
codes would produce ‘red herring’ messages tomorrow.
Granite worked methodically from his meditative state.
Nanomass bugs came and went from his bush hiding place,
moving between his disk shape and the nearest components of
the network that made the PDB.
Granite’s map of the Planetary Defense Base grew
slowly, but relentlessly.
He quickly located the missile tubes that had fired and
the activity around the reload ports to those tubes. Following the

activity back from the reload ports, he found the buried
magazines that supplied them.
Next he tracked down the energy weapons that lit the
sky at night with lances of multi-colored light. Laser, maser,
taser, grazer, and even phaser projectors were located and
mapped.
Granite followed the projectors back from the sensors
and monitors that connected them to the control rooms, till he
found their power sources. Each was a different power unit that
was connected to other units through multiple backup lines.
The power units were cooled by water fed by enormous
pipes that led to the seas around the clawtip island.
Granite saw his best natural appearing source of
harassing sabotage and began to work on it.
Nanomass began to move toward the energy weapon
power stations. Silver-gray bugs moved into the cooling pipes to
seek out the supply openings in the waters around the island.
With the patience of experience, Granite began the
accelerated process of wear on the most vulnerable sections of
the coolant intake pipes.
While he was eroding the intake pipes for power station
cooling he located the sensors that watched the skies above
Grrlar. Sensor dishes of all sizes and shapes were scattered over
the surface of the island. Some towers connected to sensors
placed on nearby islands.
Granite ignored those. They would be just another part
of his sensor net when he seized control of the base’s data
system.

* ELEVEN *
Draco stepped out of the transport car and walked across
the platform toward the exit. He passed through the arched
entrance and turned to the right. After a few steps he came to
another right.
The right hand passage took him ten meters and brought
him to an airlock. With a series of taps the hatch whooshed and
swung open.
He stepped over the hatch’s edge and into the extendable
tube. Walking the few steps to the end of the square-sided tube,
Draco tapped keys on the panel in the ship airlock he faced.
The hatch swung out and down to form a short ramp up
into the airlock revealed within.
Draco walked up the ramp and into Liberator’s airlock.
He tapped the closure panel and moved forward as the hatch
swung shut. He tapped keys on the panel by the inner door and
when the inner door swung open, Draco passed through to the
inside of the ship.
He tapped the closure panel and the inner hatch swung
shut as he walked to the other end of the short hall. A pair of soft
suits hung on racks on one side of the passage while a pair of
hard suits hung in corresponding racks on the other.
At the end of the short hall-like suit-up room, Draco
tapped the panel to the central transport tube and entered the
cylindrical car when the twin overlapping doors slid to the sides.
Turning to face the door opening Draco tapped keys on
the control panel. The doors slid shut and he felt the car rise into
the ship. The motion stopped and the two doors slid back into
opposite niches.
Draco stepped out of the car and crossed the short
passage that led to the side of the ship and the upper transport
tube. This car took him up a single level to the lounge deck. He
stepped out of the transport car and the noise of the lounge
immediately cut off.

“As you were! As you were!” He said as he made
waving motions with his hands. “Man! I can’t get used to this!”
“Used to what?” Gandalf asked innocently.
Draco just glared with mock anger and answered the
question with one of his own as the noise in the lounge resumed.
“What’s the party for?”
Gandalf gave a glare of his own. The party in progress,
which had been organized by Draco, was Gandalf’s official
liberation party. “I’ll be over here if you remember.” The AI
avatar moved to the side of the room to join a mixed group of
wolfen and humans.
“Hello cous.” Misty said as Draco walked deeper into
the circular lounge. “You’re late.”
“I know.” Draco replied. “I got a report from the border
with the Empire.”
“They didn’t decide to pick now to test the border, did
they?” Misty asked.
“Not exactly.” Draco said. “They’re openly picketing the
area around our jump point beacons. Not just the ones closest to
the baylorian border though. They’re also checking out the more
distant beacons, those that are way off to the side of baylorian
space.”
“Measuring our territory?” Misty postulated.
“Most likely.” Draco replied. “But they’re being
uncharacteristically open and non-violent.”
“That doesn’t sound like the sneaky, bloodthirsty
vampires we’ve come to know and love.” Misty commented with
a chuckle.
“Yea, I know what you mean.” Draco said dryly.
“We’ve gotten in a few infiltrators, but whatever has them
spooked wasn’t in the data systems of those ships.”
“Well, we did spank them pretty good the last time.”
Misty commented.
“Yea, real bad.” Draco said. “But remember, we know
that nearly all our ships were unmanned. They don’t know that.
We actually lost more tonnage than they did.”

“They probably think they hurt us instead of the other
way around.” Draco continued. “The open probing might be the
Emperor’s way of showing that he doesn’t fear us, or it could be
the last line of watchers seeing what we do while he retreats to
cover the core of the Empire.”
“Have you thought about sending a scout to find out?”
Misty asked.
“I’ve considered it, but not for long.” Draco replied.
“We’ve got too much going on as it is. We don’t have the people
to put another iron in the fire.”
“No matter what they’re actually doing we need to
strengthen our own borders first.” He added. “Since we don’t
really need to press into Imperial space anyway, completing our
jump point defenses is our main priority.”
“How about the Centauri system?” Misty asked.
“We’ve already liberated Argnng, well, mostly.” He
answered. “There are three planetary defense bases and a few
private estates still intact.”
“But, actually, the liberation of the Centauri system is of
secondary importance. We’re only doing it at the same time that
we strengthen the jump point defenses, because we can.”
“If the Empire had been a little more persistent, I’m
afraid the wolfen would have had to wait a little longer.” He
said, then added. “And if the Centauri baylor had stayed and
fought for much longer, their artificial FTL could have driven us
back into the Sol system.”
“What if Taagghhaarr gives his AFTL to the Emperor?”
Misty asked next.
“I doubt it.” Draco said. “That’s a little too much of an
advantage for any baylorian to give up. All Taagghhaarr seems
to be doing at the moment is strengthening his current position.”
“Have you gotten an answer from Raeford yet?”
“Not yet.” Draco said. “But it hasn’t been long enough
to start worrying yet.”

He smiled mischievously. “I hope Erriimmaannohh
didn’t screw something up and strand them in space half way to
the Barnyard-Sirius jump point.”
At Misty’s look, he explained. “Raeford is teaching him
how to fly the new AFTL designs. I want to stress to
Taagghhaarr how much we know of his research and as a result,
how futile his return to Centauri or Sol space will be. Even if we
just cause him to delay a little longer, we’ll be able to get more
of our AFTL sensor net in place.”
“How’s that coming?” Misty asked.
“Well, you put in the net in the Procyon system.” Draco
answered. “And we’ve got a complete net in the Centauri
system.”
Draco accepted a drink from his wolfen pilot. “Thanks,
Hrraughn. Draco’s drink was a Jack and water, while Hrraughn
drank just water since he would be piloting Liberator in about an
hour.
Turning back to Misty, he took a sip and continued.
“We’ve only got the outer shell of the net around Sol. We’re
going to wait till they make their first star jump before we put in
the inner shell of sensors.”
“Will the outer shell be enough?” Misty asked.
“Sure.” Draco smiled. “And since there’s already several
ships looking for jump points, we’ve started the placement of the
outer layers of the inner shell.”
Misty nodded in understanding. “That’s as far out as the
inner edge of the Kuiper belt. Even if they read the data we
planted wrong, they won’t be getting out that far for a while.”
“Yea, all of them seem to be looking in the right areas so
far.” Draco said. “And if they can’t figure it out and start to look
further out, the AFTL sensors are passive. They only go active
when a gravity wake is detected.”
“But the further out they go the more volume of space
they’ll have to traverse.” He continued. “No. I’m sure someone
will find the correct coordinates of a jump point soon. When they

do they’ll be open for communication with the wolfen we’ve
freed.”
He turned to his pilot. “Hrraughn’s people have started
to re-institute their old government. It’s in an organizational
stage right now but it has already accepted the Constitution that I
offered them.”
“That is correct.” Hrraughn said with a toothy smile. “I
was a part of the voting for the provisions we have enacted up to
now. The only subjects to not be accepted immediately concern
restitution and punishment of the baylor who remain.”
“There was much lively debate on each of the measures
passed, but they were all passed with near unanimity. The
council has accepted the measures concerning restitution while
those concerning punishment have only been accepted
provisionally. Debate continues but it only concerns specifics.
Hrraughn had grown comfortable in the company of the
cyberhumans who had freed him and wanted to brag about the
progress his people had made in the months since. “Most only
want to reserve harsher penalties for those baylor who prove to
be notorious for excessive abuse.”
“I also bring the thanks from all who attended our
Council meetings.” Hrraughn said, turning to face Draco. “They
were impressed with how you were able to come up with such a
detailed document on such short notice.”
“The skill with which you gave best and worst scenarios
for nearly every contingency showed an insight into the
experiences of my people that is uncanny. Many of the council
members commented that it was almost as if you had
experienced the horrors of slavery yourself.” The twinkle in
Hrraughn’s eyes conveyed the message that he had not
enlightened the council on all cyberhuman abilities.
Draco and the others had decided that their diminished
capabilities were to be kept as secret as their initial
transformations into cyberhumans. They had accomplished much
since the arrival of the half-animal, half-plant, Sy’Byt had gifted
Draco with the first cyberneural implant.

But they didn’t want the adulation of their position to get
out of hand. As a group, the cyberhumans that followed Draco
insisted that their presence remain as much of a mystery as
possible.
It would be impossible to remain completely hidden
until the masses on Earth became involved in the united
government that Draco was steering the wolfen toward. Until
then, cyberhumans would have to play an active part in the
building of a secure bubble of space for humans and wolfen to
grow into.
When Hrraughn paused to take a drink of his water,
Draco continued his original answer to Misty’s question. “We’ve
also got AFTL nets around the Barnyard and Tau Ceti. We’ve
got a few scattered in the gaps of deep space between them and
Procyon and Centauri, so Earth is partially enclosed that way
too.”
He held up a forestalling hand as Misty started to
interject a comment. “I know. Interstellar space is big and we’ll
be lucky if any of Taagghhaarr’s AFTL ships trigger a deep
space sensor. But we’re also constantly adding to what we have.
The longer Taagghhaarr waits, the more space our AFTL sensor
net covers.”
“You’re using the baylorian designs for the ships you’re
building?”
“For the most part.” Draco replied. “But we do have the
help of the AIs. We’ve come up with two different designs on
the baylorian model. One better, and one not so efficient or safe.
That one causes brain death in biologics.”
“Whoa! Not good!” Misty exclaimed.
“No, Not good.” Draco agreed. “We’ve also come up
with a pair of related designs of a different model than the
original baylorian design.”
“That’s the one we’re using in most of our ships. In fact
Gandalf has equipped Liberator with that design as a gift to me.”
Draco smiled hugely and added, affecting his version of a

salesman’s voice. “He assures me that it is the most up-to-date,
state-of-the-art, et-cet-er-a, et-cet-er-a, on the market.”
He took a sip of his drink as his audience dutifully
chuckled, then continued. “Anyway, Amber’s last report said
that Siniktarpok has completed the inner core of an AFTL sensor
net in the 70 Ophiuchi A, Altair, and Eta Cassiopeiae A
systems.”
“That way we can at least monitor the inner system
around our three new habitable planets. She also dropped
colonies on Glacia…”
Misty and Hrraughn nodded and mumbled, ‘Bluebelt’,
while Draco continued. “… Oasis, and Arachnia.”
“Her report came as she was about to start the inner shell
around Eta Cassiopeiae. Then she’s going to backtrack to Oasis
and Glacia.”
Misty and Hrraughn nodded and mumbled, ‘Bluebelt’.
Draco hid a smile by taking a sip from his glass.
“Is she putting in any interstellar sensors?” Misty asked
in the pause.
“No, we’ll save that for later. Amber wants to get the
systems themselves inside a complete net first. She’s
concentrating all her efforts on that task first. She is, after all,
setting up the regular jump point defenses at each system.”
“Oh yea, I wasn’t thinking about them.” Misty shook her
head. “I guess she does have her hands full, even with the
resources she has on Siniktarpok.”
“The message was a couple of days old, even with the
communications net we’ve already set up.” Draco added. “I
wouldn’t be surprised if she’s almost ready to leave for Altair.”
“So soon?” Misty started, then said. “Oh yea, the AFTL
drive. She’s using AFTL minelayers to position the sensors, isn’t
she?”
At Draco’s nod, she said. “That would cut down on the
time to set them up. And the drives of the minelayers would be
the perfect test for the first of the sensors to come online. Her
time between jump points is probably taken up by preparations.

By the time she gets where she’s going, she’s ready to install
each layer of the net almost as a whole.”
“She had the option to make Siniktarpok AFTL capable
first, but she said that would make it take longer.” Draco
explained. “Instead, she redesigned the sensors themselves and
made a special hull design to carry and employ them.”
“It’s basically, jump, drop, jump, drop, jump, drop, all
around the star in ever expanding layers. Each delivery ship is
programmed for a set pattern. The only delay is the capacity of
each sensor drop-ship.”
“Or, I should say, ‘drop-drone’. They are unmanned.”
He explained. “The only reason they have to return to
Siniktarpok for two reloads is that there’s not enough room in
Amber’s docks to hold all the drop-drones needed to seed each
section of the complete system net.”
A beeper on her belt drew Misty’s attention and she
momentarily took on the distracted look of someone in PSI or
implant tech, contact. The distracted look passed in less than a
second and Misty looked at Draco and said in a rush. “Sorry, my
ship’s ready, I’ve got to go. I’ll find Granite and say good-bye.
You take care and I’ll see you at Centauri.”
Draco just nodded where needed and let his cousin
escape without delay. He knew she was excited about her new
ship, and was hopping-eager, to get started on the initial test
runs.
He had convinced nearly all of the cyberhumans to
accept one of the Star Ferry class mobile habitats, but not his
cousin Misty. She wanted a mini-carrier and nothing else.
She even specified the décor of every compartment
except for crew quarters. Draco had been curious about the
upholstery of some of the support craft but had forced himself
not to ask his cousin.
Other parts of her design had not triggered that same
restraint, He had asked for and gotten a discussion of the merits
of several changes Misty had made from the standard Draconus
designs.

Draco, and a few others, had tested the changes in VR
simulations and the result was one of the few alterations Misty
had made to her original design.
As a result, their power levels were raised by nearly
thirty percent with a seven-percent decrease in fuel consumption.
Energy weapons became both stronger and more efficient, as did
their energy absorption fields.
They found that they could now reduce the size of the
tech to create the energy absorption field enough to make the
field extend under a couple of centimeters out from the hull. This
would allow them to create full shields that could extend over
the entire surface of an operating weapon’s turret except the
open barrels.
This had caused as much positive reaction as the
discovery of the latest AFTL tech. They had sent the design
improvements all through their comm net. Draco knew from her
report that the improvements were in the last layer of AFTL
sensors that Amber had dropped.
Draco mingled with his party guests discussing
everything from efforts of Earth-based ships to locate jump
points, to new habitable worlds they had found, to the probing of
the Empire, to the liberation of Argnng, to the coming, final push
to liberate Grrlar.
Several of the guests presented Gandalf with liberation
gifts and the AI actually projected sincere feelings of gratitude
and warm, friendship. Tiger presented Gandalf with several
stone sculptures that were carved from the heart of the moon that
had become Tiger Station.
Draco had gotten several of those himself. A couple of
them sat on pedestals in the lounge around them while another
group adorned his personal quarters at the top of the ship. A few
others were in storage and would supply variety by switching
places with the displayed pieces.
Eventually the crowd got the message that Liberator
would be leaving dock soon and began to depart.

When Draco entered the bridge and took the command
seat, it was seventy-three minutes past their scheduled liftoff. “Is
everything in order, Pilot?”
“Yes sir.” Came Hrraughn’s voice from the pilot’s seat.
“Our passenger is in his cabin. All other visitors have departed
and docking tubes have been disengaged. Life support is at full
capacity and all readings are green. Cargo has been verified and
secured and crew reports all stations ready for launch.”
“Good job.” Draco said. “Launch at your discretion,
Pilot.”
“Aye sir.” Hrraughn said as he got busy at his console.
Draco watched his own console’s screens as the wolfen
pilot engaged Liberator’s systems. The ship quivered almost
imperceptibly as she lifted free of Draco’s personal docking bay.
Draco watched through several screens as Liberator
passed through the open docking bay doors. The thirty-meter
teardrop passed out of the dock and the doors began to close as
they moved upward.
In a few seconds the shape of the northern docking crater
of Draconus came into view on one of his screens. The others
showed portions of the ship.
Draco lapsed into a partial meditative contact with his
ship and listened to verbal reports from the crew as landing gear
was retracted. Hull-mounted cameras showed him a spherical
view of the ship and her surroundings as appropriate movements
from the landing gear followed the words. Muted clangs signaled
the locking of the landing gear into their retracted position.
The wolfen crew of Liberator performed their duties
with practiced precision. The ship moved away from the
planetoid that had become Draconus passing by the orbiting AI
ship, Adam.
Draco felt the sensors detect the nanomass remote that
Gandalf sent to the quickly evolving planetoid ship. He didn’t
even wonder at the message contained within that remote.
The crew entered control programs into the ship’s
systems and Liberator shifted the angle that she rose from the

planetoid. Reoriented toward the entrance to the nearest mini
jump point, the crew increased power to the gravity wave coils.
The coils began to push harder against the mass of
Draconus. The planetoid didn’t move, but the ship did. At an
acceleration rate equal to the gravity at sea level on Earth.
As the acceleration increased, the crew decreased the
relative power of the internal gravity field. The balance was kept
so close that, were it not for his cyberneural augmentation, he
doubted if he could have felt it.
“Permission to bring AFTL online.” Hrraughn said
aloud.
“Permission granted.” Draco replied.
The AFTL tech within the hull of Liberator began to
pulse with concentrated rings of gravity waves. The fields
quickly divided into one ahead and one behind the mass of the
ship. Draco watched his screens as the ship began the repetitive
series of short-range jumps that characterized AFTL operation.
The ship instantly began making ten miniature jumps per
second, every second that the field was in use. Each of those
jumps was a light second in length giving them a relative speed
of ten times that of light.
It was only the readings on their consoles that let them
know they were moving so fast and a few minutes later their
screens warned them when they approached the first of their
stepping-stone jump points. The crew deftly reduced their perjump distance and crept toward the jump point coordinates at a
slow, tenth of light speed.
They cut the AFTL altogether a few moments later and
approached the volume of space holding the wormhole opening
at a one-gravity acceleration. Buoys gave them precise
coordinates and, at the proper moment, the crew gave the tweak
to the AFTL tech that activated the natural properties of jump
points.
In a split second their screens wavered and showed them
a slightly different view of the stars around them. Internal
gravity was brought smoothly up to one gee, as the push on the

mass of Draconus was suddenly cut off. Their acceleration was
cut off but their relative velocity remained at the speed they’d
accumulated.
Crewmembers called out readings and sensors were
studied. In seconds the next stepping-stone jump point was
located and the ship was reoriented.
The AFTL was engaged and they sped on again at the
relative speed of ten times the speed of light.
“Excellent job!” He said with honest conviction when
they were on their way toward the second of the stepping-stone
jumps that would take them to the Centauri system.
Even distracted by his half-meditative state he could
PSIonically feel the crew’s pleasure at his complement.
He disengaged from mental contact with his ship and
rose from the plush chair. “You have the bridge, Pilot. I’ll be in
VR if you need me.”
“Aye, Captain.” Hrraughn Responded.
Draco walked around the Captain’s Chair and tapped the
panel beside the transport tube at the back of the bridge. The
overlapping twin doors separated and he entered the cylindrical
car. He took the car down two decks and left to enter the central
car, which he took down one more deck.
The car stopped, spun on its axis for a moment and the
doors opened into a pie shaped compartment with a blunted point
where the transport car stood. He passed through the opening
and the doors shut behind him as someone else onboard called
the car.
“Are you ready?” Gandalf asked.
Draco shrugged. “I’m ready but I know you’re going to
make me regret agreeing to this.”
“If you are going to do something…” Gandalf started.
“…I might as well do it right the first time.” Draco
finished, then added half-heartily. “Yea, I know. But I also know
what you usually mean by that simple phrase. It usually means
I’m going to die several times.”

“It is not a real death.” Gandalf said with resignation at
the repetitive complaint.
“Yea, not real, simulated.” Draco laughed softly. “But
all the pain and fear is just as real. At least in my mind they are.”
At Gandalf’s pained look, Draco admitted. “OK! So I
can cut those feelings off any time I wish. I don’t cause they’re
what makes me human. If I cut them off I won’t be doing things
for the same reason any more. I’d just be a machine!”
“Like me.” Gandalf said with raised eyebrows.
“That’s not what I meant and you know it!” Draco
defended himself. At the AI’s smile and nod, he continued. “I
know, I don’t have to cut them out all the time, just in the heat of
battle when they become a handicap.”
“Yes.” Gandalf said. “If you become too afraid while in
contact with a remote, that remote may not act with sufficient
force. Or worse yet, your fear at one source of input could cause
your control to slip at another source. A remote on security may
switch to defensive just long enough to do unintended damage.”
“Maybe I’ve just reached my saturation point.” Draco
admitted. “I am directing ten, hundred-kilo remotes.”
“Size doesn’t matter in this context.” Gandalf said.
“And, yes, ten is a large number without the help of your staff,
scepter, and a few necklaces and rings.”
“That really wasn’t nice of you to turn my stuff off like
that.” Draco complained about his AI’s trick during their last full
sensory, VR training exercise.
“The lesson functioned as designed. Weaknesses were
revealed.” Gandalf said simply.
“Yea! And I died! Twice!” Draco complained.
Gandalf reached out to pinch Draco’s arm while Draco
smiled and swatted at the nanomass hand.
Gandalf smiled back and said. “If you are ready, I’ll see
if you can save yourself this time.”
Draco groaned with feigned resignation as he entered the
VR chamber. In moments he was strapped in and the
programmed torture began.

He was too engrossed in Gandalf’s training program to
feel the ship’s vibration as Liberator passed through the second
wormhole to the next gravity mass in the line of stepping-stones
that would take them to the Centauri system.
The ship’s routine settled into a more hectic version of
what they were used to. The AFTL drives kept them moving so
fast that every watch was kept busy.
They no longer had the benefit of long boring voyages
between jump points that took them from a few light days to the
longest jump of three light months. Even the longest gap
between wormholes was reduced to less than a couple of hours.
It was only a matter of a few days before they found
themselves in the Centauri system.
Liberator reoriented in space and aimed her nose toward
the Centauri-Sol jump point. AFTL fields took them most of the
way, but Draco ordered them shut down as the ship approached
the jump point.
They reoriented again to alternately use the orbiting
masses within the system to decelerate. By the time the pinpoint
of light that was the star ferry, Missing Lynx, came into view of
the naked eye, they were moving at only a couple of thousand
KPH relative to the mobile station.
Comm traffic raced back and forth between Liberator
and Missing Lynx, as the distance between the two grew shorter.
“Looks like we made it just in time.” Draco said to the
bridge from his partial meditative, ship monitoring state. “A
drone jumped through the wormhole and back to Sol just before
we got here. Looks like we’re about to have company.”
“Give me a couple of micro jumps, Pilot. Station control
says they want to get us in a cradle before our visitors arrive.”
“Aye, Captain.” Hrraughn responded. The wolfen got
busy for a few seconds, then the bright point of light wavered
and became a football shaped light, then wavered again to
become a mixture of tubes, disks, connecting frames, and a large
revolving cylinder that combined to form the vague shape of a
flat ended football.

“That’s close enough Pilot. Take us in under gravity
coils and maneuvering jets.”
“Aye sir.” Came the response.
Draco could take control of the ship at any time but
didn’t interfere with the manual operation performed by his
crew. They worked with practiced precision as Liberator moved
closer to the nearly two kilometer long station-ship.
In his screens and through his contact with the ship’s
sensors, Draco could see the five hundred meter diameter
cylinder that made up the main habitat space for the mobile
station. It spun inside the framework that connected to the
perimeter of the tube-impaled disk of each end.
From their approach angle, Draco could see the nearer
docking frame. It remained stationary like all but the spinning
cylinder. The other docking frame was most likely spinning and
locked onto its end of the three hundred meter thick gyroscope
wheel that was the main habitat.
Missing Lynx Docking Control wanted to get them in a
cradle before any of the manned ships from the Sol side of the
jump point came through.
Draco wanted the same thing. He was even glad they’d
missed the drone. He didn’t want the new arrivals to get a look at
him before he had a chance to check them out.
Hrraughn piloted the ship with precision through the
gaps in the superstructure that kept the spine and revolving
cylinder of the station ship in line. From inside the shadows
created by the outer frame they could see that the docking frame
was actually two rings protruding from the side of the cylinder.
The perimeter ring was stationary while the inner ring,
close to the spine of the station, spun with the cylinder. As
Hrraughn piloted Liberator toward the docking cradle with the
flashing lights, the inner ring began to slow perceptively. It
continued to slow as they moved into their docking cradle.
They settled into place and bangs and clangs could be
heard and felt as locking clamps secured them to the docking
cradle. As they worked, their screens showed them docking tugs

moving out of the inner ring which had finally achieved a
motionless state relative to the spine and outer superstructure.
They felt their docking ring move for a few moments as
an empty docking cradle was brought to the center of the
opening within the superstructure. Their ship was now concealed
behind one of the immense frames that gave the station ship the
appearance of a football.
Draco disengaged from his intimate contact with the ship
and said. “Put us on minimum in-port watch, Hrraughn. Give
everybody the standard speeches for conduct, but stress the
importance of the impression we need to make on the humans
that are coming.”
He continued as he rose from the Captain’s Chair.
“Remind everyone to keep a comm unit handy but not to expect
anything for three or four days at least. If nobody living comes
through the jump point by then I’ll decide whether to wait any
longer, or go ahead insystem to Grrlar.”
“I’ll be taking our guest with me. Keep everybody else
onboard till after the docking ring has matched spin with the
habitat.” He said, then added. “You have the bridge, Pilot.”
“Aye sir.” Hrraughn said as Draco headed for the
transport tube.
He took the car up one deck to his personal quarters to
change clothes, dressing in the garb that had become the working
uniform of the cyberhuman.
He donned clothes of mostly cotton and leather but
woven with threads of nanomass created fibers of exceptional
strength and durability. Spell crystals and PSI tech decorated the
shirt, pants, and belt as well as the hooded cloak he threw over
his shoulders.
The cloak itself was the only pure nanomass article of
his clothing even though it resembled a thin leather harness with
leather shoulder pads and low cowl. The hood was of cotton with
four heavy cotton panels filling the gaps in the left and right
chest areas. The front pair contained deep pockets with leather
flaps.

There were also pockets in the heavy sleeves and the
front two skirt panels. The leather-lined front had buttons and a
zipper from the waist up, but only buttons down to the hem at his
knees.
The bulk was not needed for warmth, but was actually
the minimum size necessary to provide Draco with a vacuum suit
if needed. It would be all he would need to preserve his body’s
integrity if his immediate vicinity became deadly.
After donning his cloak, Draco picked up a glove with a
wide thick bracelet. The fingers of the glove were absent and the
inner side of the wristband contained a small touch-pad. He held
his left hand up with the palm toward his face and tapped a series
of buttons on the wristband with the fingers of his right.
A holographic test video sprang into being in front of his
palm. He watched for the five-second test and satisfied with the
colors, touched the proper buttons to put the holographic, videoglove in comm standby mode.
He opened a drawer in a cabinet beside his recliner and
pulled several spell stones from inside. Putting them in a chest
pocket. He pulled a thick necklace with a large spell crystal
imbedded amulet from another drawer but put it in the other
chest pocket.
He left the cloak open as he turned to head for the
transport car. As he passed the rack on the wall beside the door
he pulled one of the intricately molded staffs that rested there.
The one he chose resembled four, finger-thick wooden
vines twisted in a tight spiraling braid. A deep walnut color, the
four winding braids were twisted around colored stones and
crystals. The top consisted of what resembled a spherical opal
nearly ten centimeters in diameter.
Multi-colored lights reflected from the opal as Draco
entered the transport car. He took the car down two levels and
got out to walk into the lounge.
He walked up behind the lone form standing by the
large, lounge windows. Through the windows, Draco could see
the enormous framework of the docking ring holding Liberator

in its grasp. The habitat cylinder spun just meters from the edge
of the framework.
“We’re here Ambassador.” Draco said softly. “Are you
ready?”
The form turned to reveal a baylorian.
“I’m ready.” Maakkaavvll said with feeding teeth
flexing in anticipation.

* TWELVE *
Maakkaavvll reached down to pick up the briefcase at
his feet. Standing up, he followed Draco back to the transport
car. They entered the car and took it down one level where they
traded it for the central transport car.
That car took them all the way to the bottom of the ship
and through the airtight tube that had attached from beneath the
ship. They went the equivalent of three more decks before the
car stopped and the doors opened.
They exited and the doors closed behind them.
Liberator’s transport car returned to the ship and they walked
toward the other end of the tube where they found themselves.
At the end of that tube they found another transport car
but of a larger size. They entered and Draco tapped their
destination onto the control panel. The doors shut and the car
began to move sideways while Draco and Maakkaavvll took
seats.
The car began to slow and Maakkaavvll started to rise
from his seat. The human beside him touched his arm and said.
“Not our stop.”
Maakkaavvll settled back into his seat as the car stopped
and the doors opened.
A human and two of the furred former slave race, the
ones humans called wolfen, entered the car. The trio stared
openly till Draco raised his eyes to stare back. The trio quickly
found another focus for their attention.
Maakkaavvll was glad for the company of his human
escort. Not because he feared the trio, he didn’t, but because
Draco’s presence forestalled any verbal play that might get out
of hand.
Despite his occasional doubts, deep down in his
Hunter’s Heart he wanted to succeed at the duties his brother had
forced on him. He had wanted to be the one to take their message
to their father.

He had lost the duel and had been left behind to lead the
Family out of conflict with as much of their former power intact
as possible. Erriimmaannohh would be the one to risk his life
with Dishonorable Death as the Bringer of Bad News.
His older brother had ordered him to do what he had to
do to gain a position of prominence in this new government of
humans and wolfen. And the Kiilliimmeedd Family if
Maakkaavvll had anything to do with it.
Brruunn would bear him twin sons soon and his line
would be guaranteed. He had tried to force Erriimmaannohh into
taking Brruunn as a mate but his brother had refused. Victory in
battle had sealed the matter.
Maakkaavvll was the one taking, not giving orders. He
just hoped his brother would live long enough for him to become
a better fighter. Then he would force his brother to take this
cursed duty from him.
With an effort he calmed himself. His rapid heartbeat
slowed and the narrowing of his vision relaxed. He glanced to
the side, but it was not apparent if Draco had noticed his
Hunter’s Breath.
He couldn’t be sure if Draco hadn’t noticed, or was
being politic.
It didn’t matter. He would have to get used to treating all
grasseaters as equals. No duels unless both parties agreed and
followed what amounted to female rules.
And he could be fined if he persisted even taunting those
beneath him.
Curse Erriimmaannohh! Why couldn’t his brother let
him go to die by Taagghhaarr’s teeth? Why did he have to learn
to smile in the presence of untouchable grasseaters? Or bear
children who would grow up with that tainted habit.
The transport car slowed and another group of humans
and wolfen boarded. The car moved for a short distance around
the ring then slowed and changed direction. It moved up for a
short distance, then slowed and stopped.

The car quickly began moving in the same direction as
the spinning cylinder, which showed through the windows at the
top half of the opposite side of the passenger car. The transport
car moved faster and faster till the cylinder appeared to slow.
When the cylinder appeared to stop, the car was by a niche in the
side.
The transport car lurched sideways into the niche and
began to move through the tube. A wall closed off the view of
the docking frame through the one side. The car slowed and
came to a stop inside a public transport station.
All those present rose from their seats or simply turned,
and moved toward the opening as the cylinder-side doors
opened. Draco and Maakkaavvll managed to be last through the
doors, which stayed open.
They walked out of the enclosure to the public transport
station and stood on a wide promenade that overlooked the
interior of the spinning habitat.
Maakkaavvll stared in awe.
If only he could gain the technology that it took to make
something like this in the quantity and in such short time as
Draco seemed to be able to make. His Family would become
powerful indeed!
He must be patient. Even if all he gained was the profit
and life of a grasseater.
His brother had given him his duty to the Family.
And he would succeed! No matter the cost to his
personal Honor.
Before him the great expanse of the habitat cylinder
curved to the left and right. Ahead, in human terms, the other
side of the cylinder was three hundred meters away. Above,
hidden by the holographic sky was the hundred meter thick spine
of the station ship.
The curve of the habitat disappeared at the edge of the
artificial sky. He could see buildings and paved trails with
people moving about. They looked similar to people seen from a
low flying aircraft except for the angle at which they stood.

Those farthest around the curve, at the edge of the line made by
the holographic sky, stood at near right angles to where he stood.
He looked around and up the curve of the habitat in the
other direction, the direction of spin from his viewpoint, and saw
a small stream weaving its way through a park. The park had
several isolated trees of considerable size with other small
patches of lower foliage. Hilly areas of open grasslands were
scattered between the woody patches.
At the far wall he could just make out the shops with the
rings of balconies above them. Similar shops and balconies faced
the wall that stretched to his left and anti-spinward, to his right.
The human at his side gave him a few moments to
absorb the view, then said. “Your quarters are this way.”
Maakkaavvll looked around to see Draco walking away
to the right. Following, he was aware of the stares of those he
passed.
There were an equal number of humans and wolfen
around him. A few years ago, any one of them would have died
if they’d shown the body language they now displayed.
He tried not to show his feeding teeth, as he gave them
the smile he had practiced. He didn’t avoid their eyes, but did
manage to not focus the Hunter’s Gaze at any of them. He sped
his pace for a few steps to bring himself even with his human
escort.
“Are you sure this is not some human form of a joke?”
He asked.
The human’s fleshy lips formed what they called a smile
and he replied. “No joke. Honest. I’m really asking you to be the
Ambassador for your people.”
“To your home world.”
“Yes.” The human confirmed. “I want you to be the
Baylorian Ambassador to Earth.”
Maakkaavvll made a show of looking around. “I don’t
see any of the people I am supposed to represent. I thought this
government that you have created was supposed to be equal.”

“You won’t be representing anyone here.” The human
answered. “Your post is on Earth. You and your brother left a
few of your people there. And it’s only for five years after you
arrive. After that you can come back to whatever part of your
home on Grrlar remains.”
They passed by several shops as they walked and the
smells of burning plants assaulted his nostrils. There was also the
tolerable odor of burning flesh, but not enough to mask the reek
of slave food.
The rectangular stone of the path they walked changed
color and shape as they walked in front of a human design
similar to the religious structures of Earth. The wide, stone front
of the entrance had several small statues in niches to either side
of the arched doors that led inside.
Above the arched doors, each letter of the words
‘Mychal Judge Chapel’ were carved into individual stone panels.
Maakkaavvll wondered who that particular human was.
If he had been baylorian, he would have been a warrior and the
structure would have been a dueling arena.
Maakkaavvll decided to try to find out through the data
system that was supposed to be in the office he was assigned to.
The knowledge might help him get to know the humans who
operated the station ship, Missing Lynx.
A hairy slave child ran out of the door of the chapel and
crossed in front of him and his human escort. The child was past
Maakkaavvll when a female came through the door and yelled.
The slave cub… he really must try to stop thinking of
them as slaves or he would quickly fail the duty that had been
thrust upon him… stopped and began to run back. It was then
that he noticed Maakkaavvll.
The wolfen cub let out a scream that must have reached
around the spine of the habitat to the other side of the cylinder.
Maakkaavvll could feel every eye in sight fix upon him
and the child.
Everybody froze except Draco, who only slowing his
step, said sternly to the closing crowd. “This is Ambassador

Kiilliimmeedd Maakkaavvll. His offices are further down Aft
Circle if anyone wishes to file a complaint.”
No one offered a comment as Maakkaavvll resumed his
matching of Draco’s pace.
When they had gone a few steps he could hear behind
him. “I wasn’t really scared, mama.”
“Then he needs work on his potty training.” The human
beside him mumbled.
Maakkaavvll couldn’t help himself and loosed a
spontaneous snort of baylorian laughter. He quickly masked
further embarrassment and looked sideways at his companion.
“You would make a good warrior.”
He gestured apologetically. “Except of course, that
you’re a grasseater. If not for also being a childhood monster
you would be food, but you have the heart of a warrior.”
Draco looked sideways back at him. “Thanks, I think.”
“Oh, do not thank me.” Maakkaavvll said. “If it wasn’t
for my duty, I would simply kill as many of your people as I
could before you killed me. That would be an Honorable death.”
“Instead?” The human made a question of the single
word.
“Instead, I have the shameful duty of fathering a branch
of mine and the Emperor’s, Families within the laws of this new
dominant government of yours.”
“Not mine. The people’s.”
“Don’t lie to me human!” The tone of Maakkaavvll’s
words did not match the context. He spoke with the humor of
someone who knew evasive syntax. “I can see the truth that your
lips deny.”
“You may even wish it were not true.” He added. “But
those whom you have freed from my Family’s protection,
worship you. I am surprised your effigy has not shown up in one
of those niches in the chapel behind us.”
“Protection!” Draco burst out with his own laugh. “Now
who’s lips tell a different story than the eyes can see!”

They lapsed into mutual silence as they walked through
a more crowded area. Maakkaavvll noticed a shop front that had
Baylorian lettering above the English that named the shop. Inside
the open walled front he could see cages of small animals behind
a bar and several feeding tables.
“A nearby deli for when you don’t want to chase your
own.” The human beside him said.
Maakkaavvll ignored him.
He was actually amazed at himself. He liked the human,
and respected him.
Sure, most of the respect was due to Evvlliigg powers,
but it was there. The part that wasn’t Evvlliigg was the part that
amazed him.
This human, and all those who followed him, actually
believed that they could get different kinds of beings to live
together. And do this without insulting the sensibilities of beings
so different that one being’s food was another’s refuse.
Or that one’s food was a lesser-being’s lifeblood.
Humans couldn’t even talk properly to their new allies,
much less to his kind. Both wolfen and baylorian had to speak a
limited range, guttural, half-sentient language.
Well, most humans anyway. It seemed that Draco and
those like him were able to hear and speak the finest ranges of
the Warrior’s Language.
And they were becoming easier to spot.
Most of them affected a sort of uniform. It was not the
uniformity of a single design as much as it was a type of
clothing. Like the human who walked beside him.
There was almost always a shawl, cape, long jacket, or
hooded cloak that was unnecessary in the temperature controlled
areas where he saw them. But, mainly, it was the scepters, canes,
and walking staffs they all carried. And he had seen enough of
them lately to notice that the symbols of their status were
fashionably variable.
He had never seen Draco carry a cane, but the leader of
the humans owned at least three different staffs and two scepters.

He also had a pair of short, crystal-studded sticks that he
sometimes wore in long thigh pockets.
Maakkaavvll knew what they were. It was hard not to
when he’d had them used on him on several occasions. But that
was the Warrior’s Way.
Test your leaders. That way you know if they are worthy
to lead you.
If they win, they lead.
If you win, you lead.
His brother had won to send him here and the human
beside him had won to ensure he followed their newly drafted
Constitution.
Another offensive smell drifted by from a mobile cart on
the wide patio of Aft Circle. It was an easy geography to
remember.
Aft Circle was the name of the wide path that ringed the
habitat’s aft end, Forward Circle was the path ringing the other
side of the cylinder and Piestewa Park was the landscaped area
between. Another name he would have to look up in the
database. Individual connecting paths were much thinner and
had names like Aspen Trail, Georgetown Lane, and Rock
Springs Creek.
They came to a stone relief that reminded Maakkaavvll
of ancient baylorian architecture from the era before the coming
of the Lost Race.
Maakkaavvll guessed correctly when Draco led him
toward the door in the middle of the structure. They walked
under the high, stone balcony that jutted out between the sideby-side columns.
As they approached, the twin doors automatically slid to
either side. The doors were of glass but thick enough to display
the crest of the Kiilliimmeedd Family in carved relief. The
workmanship would have done an entire family of artisans
proud, but Maakkaavvll suspected that Draco had formed it in
mere minutes with his Evvlliigg powers.

“A little gift, but they’ll stay here.” Draco said to him
with a gesture to the sides of the opening where the doors had
disappeared. “And since all ships of a certain size or larger have
to have an Embassy, there’ll also be offices for human and
wolfen representatives.”
“So that magnificent stonework,” he nodded back behind
them, “was just another human joke?”
“Of course!” Draco laughed.
Maakkaavvll just shook his head. It was amazing how
much taunting he was able to take from this annoying person. Of
course, the friendly banter belied the fact that the human could
single-handedly woman-slap into submission, a hand of the best
warriors.
Maakkaavvll looked around as they entered. The main
room was twenty meters square and three stories high with a
simulated skylight above. Five balconies looked out on the room
from the second and third floors.
The center one of the three on the second floor was a
rounded platform overlooking the room. Stairs ran down both
sides of the back wall.
Draco led him back to the back of the room and to the
side. They wove their way around data consoles that were mostly
empty.
One console at the back had a young human male
leaning over a seated female. Maakkaavvll wasn’t sure of their
ages, but guessed they were nearly old enough to leave the
nursery for the main kitchen. The effect of puberty on wolfen
usually made the blood unsettling to baylorian young.
He had experience with wolfen and could tell ages with
ease. Humans were different. By the time he’d started to learn
about them he’d found himself enclosed in a stone dome. The
two were unattended, so he assumed they were of adult age.
“Hello, Mr. Moon.” The male said, standing up to face
them as they approached.
“Hello, Tim. How’ve you been?”

“Fine sir. This is Serita, she’s a cousin on my dad’s
side.”
“Hello Serita.” Draco said. “This is Ambassador
Kiilliimmeedd Maakkaavvll.”
“Hello Ambassador.” The two echoed.
Maakkaavvll nodded and said “Hello.” Then looked at
Tim. “Do you have your own duty station?”
“Oh, we don’t work here.” The female answered as she
returned her attention to the screen. “These are community
access data consoles.”
Tim began to lose focus on them and said. “We’re just
studying baylorian history for a school project. You’ll probably
see kids coming and going all the time. Your stuff is up there.”
The human waved toward the second level viewing platform.
Draco smiled at the back of the one named Tim, and said
“Tell your sister and parents I said Hi. Nice meeting you Serita.”
Draco didn’t wait for a response and resumed walking toward
the back of the room. They went up the left stairs and onto the
second floor platform. Turning left, Maakkaavvll followed him
through the wide door.
Maakkaavvll glanced around as a wolfen female with the
ragged neck flesh of years in the kitchens looked up from behind
a counter. The room had four sets of furniture in each corner of
the big room. Each of the four sections was separated from the
others by the angle of the chairs and tables mixed with
strategically placed sculptures of stone and tall plants.
“This way Mr. Ambassador.” She said, leading them
back to the back-right corner. “You get a back office since your
quarters overlook the banquet room.”
She gestured to the left and right. “Human there, wolfen
there, and centaur in the back opposite you. He didn’t really
think he deserved a balcony, but the human and wolfen
Ambassadors on board are bending over backward to not get
more than the other. It’s kind of fun to watch them.”

Maakkaavvll couldn’t believe he would be dealing with
beings like this. In the old days, he’d have just killed one or two
of them after only a few moments exposure to their ways.
She stopped at the position where room décor diverted
them to one of the two open ‘office’ spaces or the door at the
back of the room. She gestured toward the door and said. “My
name is Mrrouk. Your rooms are through there. Please read the
statement of my duties before you call for me.”
With that, the elderly wolfen moved around him and
Draco and moved back to her counter-top desk at the front-center
of the second-level room.
Draco smiled at him when he looked at the departing
wolfen, then back at the human.
“Another joke?” He asked.
“Nope! Not this time!” The human answered. “A lot of
my own people don’t like some of the things they have to do to
ensure equality under the law. Not everybody is going to treat
you nice.”
“Why did you choose one of such obvious hatred to
serve me?”
“For one thing.” Draco said as they passed through the
doorway at the back of the office hall. “None of these people
work for you.”
They started to walk up the stairs that led up ahead of
them. “They work for the families that own this station ship.
They just happen to be currently assigned to Embassy duty.
When you are gone, it might be a while before there’s another
baylorian representative here. Then one of the others will have to
represent any of your people on board.”
He looked up at the human back ahead of him as they
turned at the lower landing of the stairs to go back the way
they’d climbed. They topped the switchback to the next level and
faced four ornately carved doors. Draco led him toward the one
with the Kiilliimmeedd crest.
“You can reset these to your convenience whenever you
wish.” Draco said as he palmed the entry pad for the door.

They entered and Maakkaavvll noted his few luggage
cases inside the door.
“There you are.” The human with him gestured into the
apartment. “You’re on your own, goodbye.”
With that Draco ducked back out of the room and pulled
the door closed behind him.
Maakkaavvll walked quickly through the open doors
deeper into the apartment to the balcony and stepped out to look
over the main room. Beneath the holographic sky pictured in the
skylight, he watched Draco emerge below and cross the room.
Before passing through the double doors to the open
habitat outside, Draco turned and waved to him.
Maakkaavvll gave a short nod of his head in response
then examined the room from his vantage point when the human
was gone.
Below and to his right, the two young humans were still
at the data console, but they were paying more attention to each
other than the information displayed there.
He looked across from his position at the wall twenty
meters away. He hadn’t noticed when he’d entered, but there was
a partially concealed stairway up to each level at each end. The
narrow platform there gave access to balconies in the habitatfacing side of the baylorian architecture used for the ship’s
Embassy.
He examined the stonework of the inside of the threestory room and saw where a warrior could easily climb up to his
room from below or the wall of balconies across from him.
No security and an open access to every part of the
structure, except the front and back doors of his apartment.
Surrounded by angry, hostile, feral slaves with lifetimes of hate
built up buoyed by the advantage of overwhelming numerical
odds, with only a pair of locked doors to discourage them.
Maakkaavvll shook himself free of his lethargy and
turned back into his rooms.
It was time to get busy.

He reset the security panels first then logged into the
data system. There, he found the flag for his attention and was
greeted by the standard welcoming video from the ship’s owners
and crew. Containing mapping schematics and general
information, Maakkaavvll had already seen one like it before
being allowed out of his room on Liberator.
This one gave him more detail into the structure and
system’s identification than he would have supplied had he
controlled this mobile station. He noted the differences between
ship rules onboard Liberator, and those of Missing Lynx in the
video and touched the screen where directed.
The process took a couple of hands of hands of time
parts, or an hour of human time. When it was completed, the
station’s database opened up to his use.
He logged on in his position of Ambassador and
immediately received several mail packets. He was able to put
them on hold while he looked for schematics of his rooms.
Then he was shocked at how easy it was and how
detailed the schematics were.
He had to sleep sometime so it was obvious that he
would be dead long before he got to Earth.
He started looking deeper into the information channels
within the ship’s data net and located the security tech. If the
data system could be believed, the security was built within the
walls, floors, and ceilings of the entire station.
According to the data system, Missing Lynx only had a
few places onboard that weren’t monitored. Or had doors that
were as armor-strong as the bulkheads.
He also noted that all crewmembers were also a member
of security. At the slightest hint of trouble, they were advertised
as supposed to drop everything and come running.
A little more searching and he discovered that the
number of crewmembers was almost thirty times more than the
guest list. And the guest list all came on the blood-drop-shaped
ships that Draco’s followers used.

Draco had convinced him and his older brother that this
government would grow powerful by sweeping aside any who
opposed them. He obviously had convinced others of the futility
of resistance as well.
Like a true warrior Draco Moon had dominated to such a
point that both warriors and prey followed him without
hesitation. There might be open hostility from some but he
would bet his Honor that no one wanted to disappoint Draco.
Again, Maakkaavvll saw the wisdom in his brother’s
plan to befriend this human.
The true hunter could fool prey into thinking it wasn’t
being hunted. He would use the human’s Constitution against
them. If baylorian hunters could not feed on their blood, they
would dominate them through legal use of their own laws.
He would follow every law and humiliating rule of prey
conduct that was presented to him. And seek the inequalities that
showed the cracks in their laws.
Of course, he would have to be like the women of his
species and learn to fight with words instead of claws and teeth.
He would also have to teach his children the same practices.
He would teach them proper conduct where no one
could see and ensure they didn’t reveal their knowledge.
Centuries of experience had shown his people how to ensure
Family loyalty.
Not for the first, or last, time did he wonder that Draco
had let them go, knowing what he did of their plan. The ability
of all his Cursed Family to probe the depths of one’s memories
insured that they knew what he and his brother planned. But
Draco had still let them go. Erriimmaannohh to his dishonorable
death at their father’s hands as the Bringer of Bad News, and him
stuck trying to pretend to be equals to prey.
When pressed, the human had repeated that ‘as long as
they didn’t break the law’ they would be unmolested. He’d
added that anyone who harassed or provoked them would be
treated with equal punishment.

He pored over the station’s data net and had learned
enough to be able to watch the start of the spinning of the aftouter docking ring. He thought he could feel the frame’s first
movement, but couldn’t be sure.
He scanned the system and brought up a 3D picture
assembled from thousands of internal cameras. The docking ring
could be seen clearly through the framework of the station’s
superstructure.
It visibly sped up its spinning motion till it was rotating
as fast as the cylinder. Maakkaavvll was sure he felt the docking
ring lock into place. It was now a part of the cylinder.
Maakkaavvll watched the 3D composite as the ships
cradled within the ring began connecting docking tubes. Red
borders to the ship’s names turned from red to yellow to green as
ships opened up to station sensors and supplies.
He could follow waste flow from the ships to the
biomass processing compartments within the hull of Missing
Lynx, and fresh water flowing from the station to some of the
ships.
He noted when the baylorian deli a few doors away from
the Embassy added two of his favorite food animals to their
menu. Checking the name of the ship that offloaded a crate to the
deli he entered a reminder on his personal datcom to thank the
captain.
After another hour of poring over the information
accessible to his console he logged off and began to inspect his
rooms.
Unpacking and arranging his possessions took another
hour and he was coming out of the cleansing rooms when he
realized he was famished. He went into the eating area and after
a quick search, realized that there was nothing there.
He had no food and had not eaten since the first meal of
the day.
That cursed Draco Moon had done it again!

Now, if he wanted to eat anything, he would have to
leave his rooms by himself and seek nourishment from a hostile
population.
He dressed in the most neutral clothes he could find in
his limited wardrobe. He didn’t want to give the wrong
impression by wearing the taunting colors of a Duel Seeker or
the flaunting colors of a Warrior.
As he left his rooms, he did take the Witness Scepter that
Draco had given him. It was a 3D recorder/projector that was
supposed to be carried by all government officials and certain
public servants while on duty.
Maakkaavvll knew it was nothing more than an obvious
spying device. He would carry it around for a while, till he saw
that no other officials or security carried them. Then he would
use their Constitution to point out their faults.
If his duty reduced him to fighting like a woman then he
would make his words tear like teeth and claws.
He made sure the security system was on and the doors
to the balcony locked before heading for the entrance. As
unobtrusively as possible, he placed the thread he’d prepared
around the moving parts of the latch then carefully closed and
locked the door.
Racing down the stairs, he burst into the expanse of the
console littered floor. There was no one there.
The spot where the young male and female had gazed at
each other more than the screens they studied was empty. So was
the enclosed raised desk of the receptionist. By the time he had
reached the opposite side of the grand ballroom of the ship’s
Embassy, he had slowed to the relaxed pace of working slaves.
The ornate, glass doors opened as he approached and he
passed through, onto the stone-paved surface of Aft Circle.
He stood there for a moment as several wolfen and
human pedestrians passed within proximity. Only a couple of
them even noticed him.
With head held high and aural tendrils aquiver, he
moved to the left, toward the deli he and Draco had passed

earlier. Despite his attempts to maintain a slow pace he was
quickly in front of the shop with the baylorian sign.
He slowed as he approached the door and slid to the side
as he passed into the cover of the interior. His hunter’s eyes
quickly adjusted to the marginally dimmer light.
“Over here, Ambassador.” Came the yell of the wolfen
receptionist that had not been at her station when he left his
rooms.
As he walked over, she said. “I was about to give up on
you. Its late you know, I’ve got a home to get to.”
At Maakkaavvll’s blank look, she explained.
“Remember I said to check the statement of my duties?” At his
nod, she continued. “Well, you must not have read them all
cause it shows our appointment with Mr. Brrawl here. We’re
supposed to make arrangements for your personal food stocks so
you don’t always have to go out to eat.”
The jiggling of the feeding scars on her neck distracted
him as she scolded him.
She shook her head in disgust and muttered. “Just as
thick as any vampire I’ve ever met.” Then louder, and directed
at, not about, him. “This is Mr. Brrawl. He runs the culinary
needs of the Embassy. You can get vampire food in several other
food service shops onboard, but it all comes through here, so
anywhere else costs more.”
The hanging skin that showed years of baylorian feeding
jiggled as Mrrouk talked. Maakkaavvll listened with mouth
open.
Mrrouk turned to Brrawl and said. “I’ll take a burger
with the works with fried veggies on the side, and bring one of
your mixed plates for the Ambassador.”
“Mixed plates?” He stammered.
“Trust me.” She said. “I can’t steer you wrong. I’m on
duty.”
With supreme effort Maakkaavvll accepted the words at
face value and practiced his calming techniques with as much
focus as he dared spare from the receptionist.

This wolfen reminded him of one of his father’s favorite
slaves back home. That one also had long feeding scars, but
everyone knew that none blooded her but the Family Head! Only
the most valued slaves live long enough to develop feedings
scars of this size.
It seemed like only moments before the wolfen
proprietor brought a tray with steaming plates of burnt plants and
meat, and a stack of small cages holding several different
animals of small size.
Maakkaavvll hesitated and Mrrouk let him have it. “Sit
down and eat! You must be starved. I sure hope you’ve got more
ambition than this by the time you get to Earth. If not, they’ll
feed on you!”
With great effort and extreme concentration,
Maakkaavvll increased his calming efforts.
The elderly wolfen began to eat the fried plants and the
bread-wrapped slab of burnt meat and layers of vegetable matter.
He sat down next to her and studied the cages in front of him.
Trying to imagine himself as surrounded by his kind, he
dipped a hand into one of the cages. The beast squealed once as
he bit. The blood felt warm and rich as it flowed down his
drinking tube.
Sucking the last fluid from the small body, he moved as
if to fling the body across the room. Catching himself at the last
moment, he placed the still form in the tray at the front of the
cages.
“Pay up!” Mrrouk demanded.
“If I didn’t know you better,” Brrawl muttered with the
growl of a damaged throat, “I’d say you warned him.”
“Warning him not to make a fool of himself isn’t part of
my duty!” Mrrouk insisted.
The wolfen proprietor dug into a pocket and handed
something to the Embassy receptionist. She quietly put it into a
pocket of her own and returned to her meal.
With the shield of self-absorption in his meal,
Maakkaavvll practiced his calming exercises as he chose another

beast from a different cage. This one fought a little more
aggressively and actually bit him on a finger as he delivered the
feeding bite.
He was able to stretch the feeding time just enough to
not slam the body into the tray when he was finished.
Mrrouk finished her meal and stood up. “Good burger,
Brrawl. Put this on the Embassy tab and I’ll see you later.”
She put a hand on Maakkaavvll’s shoulder as he pulled a
third beast from its cage. “You do your duty Mr. Ambassador,
and I’ll do you right. Fail and I’ll ask for different duty. See you
tomorrow.”
When she left, Maakkaavvll looked at the wolfen
proprietor. “Don’t look at me Ambassador. I don’t know
anybody who talks back to her.”
“Here, let me take these empties.” Brrawl took the tray
with the two carcasses and replaced it with another.
“Why do you do it?” Maakkaavvll asked.
“Do what?” Came the raspy reply.
“This.” Maakkaavvll gestured around them. “Run a
baylorian deli and act as though this façade of cooperation and
friendship is normal.”
“What is normal?” Brrawl said in a soft rumble. “Is it to
constantly fetch, carry, and clean up after arrogant beasts who
drink your blood and make you fear each new day?”
“Or is the chance to own and operate a business of my
choosing and treat those about me as an equal without fear of
violent retribution or simple, cowardly ego-building?” Brrawl
looked him directly in the eyes.
“I begin to understand what Mrrouk sees in you.” The
wolfen’s raspy rumble continued. “You have not once shown the
baylorian temper that you have been credited with.”
“Oh yes.” Brrawl said with a toothy grin as Maakkaavvll
covered his reaction by biting and drinking the blood of the
almost forgotten animal in his grasp.
“I have heard many stories and seen a video or two with
you in them. If you continue learning the restraint you have

shown in the face of Mrrouk’s and my taunting, you may survive
on Earth.”
He shrugged and held the tray in his hand out as
Maakkaavvll finished draining the carcass. As Maakkaavvll
placed the drained body in the tray, the wolfen continued.
“If not, well, by then another of your people will learn
from your mistakes and try again. Eventually, some of you will
learn to get along with other people.”
“That, or you’ll be rounded up and sent somewhere
where you won’t be able to bother any but your own kind.” With
that, the wolfen took the tray of blood-drained bodies back to the
back room.
Maakkaavvll knew from experience around the kitchens
of Kiilliimmeedd Estate, that those carcasses would be cleaned
and sold or served in this same deli to human or wolfen
customers.
That same meat might even be in the burger Mrrouk had
eaten earlier. He would have to find out.
Maakkaavvll had finished another of the food beasts
when Brrawl came out from the back room. “If you want those
‘to go’, I can get you a travel cage. I’d suggest eating them
within a day though or you’ll have to start feeding them.”
Maakkaavvll pointed. “Just those two then. I’ll be back
tomorrow to order my in-house stocks. What time do you open?”
“Seven in the morning.” Brrawl said. “I won’t be in till
later in the day but someone else will know what to do for you.
We’ve been getting ready for this for several months.”
“Actually, we’ve got wagers on the time when the
Earthers make their first jump. Having you as a passenger just
‘raises the buzz factor’ as human children are fond of saying.”
“By the time Missing Lynx gets back to Earth with that
planet’s heroes and greatest villain, both onboard at the same
time, the buzz factor will vibrate the hull apart.”
“I’m glad my duel with honor will provide you with
entertainment.” Maakkaavvll grumbled. “Do you have anything
with Trraall?”

“Maybe later, but I don’t want you to be getting drunk
on me till after you get settled in a little better.” Brrawl said.
“Why don’t you get some rest, then come back tomorrow. I’ll
see what I can do for you.”
“Why are you helping me?” Maakkaavvll asked.
“That’s an easy one.” Brrawl said. “I want this to work.
And the only way it will work is if we put the past behind us and
learn to live together.”
He pointed to his throat and rasped. “I got this from one
of your kind who had just come from his first hand-to-hand
combat lesson. He just wanted to show the slaves his age what
he’d learned.”
“Even though we grew up together, I was a slave. His
father had shown him what he’d done wrong and made him try
again with another of our group.”
“My childhood friend had flinched and in anger, his
father killed the other slave of our group in a more graphic
display of the proper way to perform the blow. The only reason I
wasn’t killed as well was that I was needed to bury the other.”
“By the next day, his father had forgotten my part of the
incident and grew angry when I couldn’t talk. There were many
days where I endured the focus of that master’s anger.”
“The extra punishments I endured did not end till my
friend advanced to the head of the family with the death of the
older master in an accident and the weeding out of the two elder
brothers by duel.”
“My childhood friend learned simple compassion early,
but was forced to present a show of strict discipline.” Brrawl
said. “He maintained a strict, but compassionate rule over his
slaves, right up to the time where he died in space above Grrlar.”
“It was only the fact that he flew a ship big enough to
carry slaves that I was presented this opportunity for freedom.”
Brrawl continued. “My being friendly to you honors the memory
I have for the limited compassion learned by my dead master. It
also furthers the idea of equality that all our peoples must learn.”

“If we learn it properly, our children’s children may
actually believe it.” Brrawl continued. “That is the day we
succeed.”

* THIRTEEN *
Taagghhaarr gazed at the screen, feeding teeth flexing
with barely restrained impatience.
The ship that showed there looked remarkably like the
Hunter class ship that Roonnrroorr had altered to use the new,
artificial faster than light drive.
“What is taking so long?” His voice did not reveal his
mood. At least, he didn’t think it did.
“We are ensuring there are no more Evvlliigg on board,
My Lord.” Came the reply over the comm.
“How do you do that?” Taagghhaarr finally let his voice
show emotion. “They have been with us since we rescued
Erriimmaannohh and we didn’t know it! They are probably part
of your hard-suits by now! We would be safer to use a missile to
sterilize the ship and all aboard! Except that they wouldn’t have
let us know they were there, if they still were!”
He made an effort to calm himself. Taking a deep breath,
he spoke into the comm link with the newly arrived ship. “Send
my son back by himself. I want the security team to remain in
control of the ship. Maintain current orbit, if you stray from your
current orbit, you will be destroyed.”
“Yes, My Lord.” Came the unemotional response.
“I am not abandoning you.” Taagghhaarr explained with
his new openness. “It is probably too late to keep the Evvlliigg
from infecting us even more than they already have. But if there
are more of them on the hunter ship, bringing it into a docking
bay inside Kiilliimmeedd would be foolish.”
“You are already there. Unsavory as the duty is, it is
yours. I expect you to do your duty with Honor.”
“Yes, My Lord!” This time the response was properly
enthusiastic.
He backed away from the comm station. “I want a
biohazard cleanup team to meet my son. Give him the full
treatment, then take all his clothes and put them in a molecular

dismantler. Treat the residue as dangerous and discard it onto the
surface of the white dwarf below us.”
“Yes, My Lord.” The aid he’d directed his words to said,
and left the control room.
Taagghhaarr turned to another. “After my son is
thoroughly body-searched for Evvlliigg contamination, dress
him appropriately and bring him to me.”
“Yes, My Lord.” The second aid said, then he too
disappeared.
He looked at the third aid. “I want you to present
yourself to my son as his aid. Report to me any indications that
he is not in control of his own mind.”
“Yes, My Lord.”
Taagghhaarr looked around the control room and said
aloud. “Someone send me more aids. I have additional tasks that
need tending to.”
He got what he asked for and he sent the three of them
off on errands too menial for his personal attention. He went
through another three half-hands of aids before he got word that
his son was almost ready to be presented.
He sent a last half-hand of aids on errands before he had
someone take him to the rooms where he would meet his son. As
they made their way, the group shed an occasional aid who
veered off to do his Lord’s bidding.
It was thus that Taagghhaarr lived his days. Hangers-on
demanding immediate attention to his every waking moment
constantly surrounded him.
There were a few who did their jobs without asking his
untrained opinion. There were fewer still who could ignore duty
altogether when necessary and simply enjoy another’s company.
Taagghhaarr had found few with which he could relax.
All of his family either thought he was crazy and were just
waiting to see who would be first to challenge his right to lead
the Family.
If he were too unpopular, once the challenges started
they would continue till long after he was removed as a

candidate for Family Head. Some family duels had been known
to last for years, with the young constantly moving up the lines
of power as the older warriors above them wore out.
Taagghhaarr was tired of trying to keep that from
happening to his three, planetoid ships. He was getting old and
his leadership choices of late had begun to cause grumbling from
the bravest of his allies.
He needed the backing of someone the younger warriors
could respect. There were a few of his immediate Family,
nephews who would stay with him to the last. Nieces too, but if
he depended on their help in more than a fight of words, he
might as well cut his own throat.
There were a few of his council who could be trusted,
like the tech Roonnrroorr. That one brought great Honor to his
Family.
Taagghhaarr waved a hand in the air, and said. “The rest
of you, go find someone else to bother.”
His orbiting entourage scattered in all directions. In
seconds, all that remained were his hand of personal guards. Two
of them flanked him from just behind while a third walked
ahead. The other three orbited several hands of paces in front of
and behind him as he walked.
His escort of guards steered him to a Royal Audience
chamber where he seated himself in preparation for his son’s
arrival. Mere heartbeats later, his son was brought to him and
they went through the rituals of Family talk, slave bloodings, and
the accompanying oaths of allegiance. Then it was time to turn to
business.
“What news do you have for me, my son?” Taagghhaarr
asked when they were settled.
“I have brought dishonor, father. I am the Bringer of Bad
News.”
Taagghhaarr flexed his feeding teeth and replied
sarcastically. “You bring bad news to me? How far did you have
to search to find where I was hiding”

Before his son could answer, Taagghhaarr said intensely,
as he captured Erriimmaannohh’s eyes with his own. “No my
son. I was not lying in ambush. I was hiding after fleeing our
enemy in dishonor.”
“I abandoned three entire worlds! The core of our new
Empire! An Empire that could have matched the Etteerrmmoohh
Empire in a single generation! What bad news could you have
for me?”
Erriimmaannohh held his father’s eyes with an intensity
of his own. “Human Evvlliigg have already established that
Empire. With humans and our favored slaves as the rulers.”
Taagghhaarr blinked and said. “Our people?”
“When I left they still held the surface of both worlds.”
Both relaxed in their seats. “But I cannot imagine that will last
much longer.”
“The human Evvlliigg have already completed a jump
point defense system that has turned back an attack fleet from the
Etteerrmmoohh Empire.” With a gesture around them,
Erriimmaannohh continued. “And with the help of spies they
have built a ship with your newest faster than light drives. All
this in half-a-hand of years.”
By his father’s body language, Erriimmaannohh could
tell that Taagghhaarr was aware that they were probably being
watched by Evvlliigg at this moment.
“How could they have built this ship so quickly?”
Taagghhaarr asked. “We only just finished the manufacturing
docks ourselves.”
“That is not part of the knowledge the Evvlliigg gave me
before sending me to you in shame. But seeing the examples of
their power, I would not be surprised if they already have a fleet
of ships more advanced than that early model.”
“I have received an initial report from those who remain
on your transport vessel.” Taagghhaarr interjected. “They say
that the schematics of your ship are exactly like those of the
ships were are just beginning to build.”

“They also say that the hull structure is superior to ours.
They have yet to make an engine test. What is your opinion of
the operation of the drive?”
“I sat at a monitoring station during much of the
voyage.” He answered. “The sensation was no different than that
felt passing through any normal jump point.”
“Your companions?”
“There was only one that I saw.” He answered his father.
“There may have been others. They were gone when I awoke
from my last sleep period. I don’t know if they left the ship or
just took on another form.”
“It does not seem to matter.” Taagghhaarr said with a
dismissive gesture. “Others are here or they would not know our
plans so completely. Or be able to deliver you so directly. What
message did the Evvlliigg give you?”
Erriimmaannohh still didn’t know if he would live or die
after the next few time parts but the chances for life seemed to be
better.
He took a breath and began to give his father Draco’s
offer. “The ship I came in is a gift from Draco Moon, the leader
of the human Evvlliigg. Its purpose is to show you what he is
capable of.”
He looked his father in the eyes. “Draco Moon offers to
pardon all past actions between our people and those who now
control our space. If we accept his offer of amnesty and pledge
to follow their laws, we will lose only our slaves and most of our
property.”
“We will still be permitted to retain ownership of all offworld possessions, but only a portion of our Family Estates will
remain ours. The rest will go to our former slaves and the human
Evvlliigg as a form of restitution.”
He paused for a moment, and when his father did not kill
him, he continued. “The humans and wolfen have drafted a
Constitution that is supposed to allow different races to live and
work together. There is a current draft in the data system of my
transport.”

“This Constitution states the laws of the space that was
to be the Kiilliimmeedd Empire. They have claimed it all for
themselves and have already installed jump point defenses.”
“Their laws forbid the ownership of slaves and also
forbid, what they call, ‘unprovoked violence against sentient
beings’.” He looked at his father steadily. “This includes the
simple beating of lesser beings for any reason other than self
defense and even forbids the testing of pain limits in non-sentient
beings.”
When Taagghhaarr’s expression conveyed curiosity, he
explained. “They consider the testing of pain limits to be torture,
whether done to sentients or animals. It is permitted to kill nonsentient, food animals quickly, or for us to feed from them while
they live, but what they term, ‘torture’ is forbidden.” He gave a
baylorian shrug.
“There are many laws that have little consequence to the
way we have always lived. The Evvlliigg assure me that most of
our ways will remain intact. But if we accept their offer we will
have to give up our slaves and accept the enforcement of their
laws within the boundaries of their space.”
“This will include the acceptance of customs agents on
any ship they choose to inspect. The Evvlliigg say that if we can
restrain, what they term, our more violent nature against other
races in both public and private, we can become a valuable
member of their Alliance."
He prepared again for death as he continued. “We can
not beat them. Even with our new FTL drives. I council
acceptance.”
Taagghhaarr flexed his feeding teeth and partially rose
from his seat.
With a growl of frustration, he sank back down. Visibly
making the effort to calm himself, he said through clenched
feeding teeth. “I will not surrender to slaves, or their Evvlliigg
masters!”
He looked at his son. “And I need you too much to waste
you to salve my anger.”

“I have had many allies in the past few hands of years
who have stayed by my side despite questionable decisions. If
not for them, some of my more vociferous opponents in council
may have challenged me.”
“I could still easily defeat any three of the strongest in
order, but I am getting old. If sentiment against me grows too
popular, I would eventually be wore down. They would continue
competing for my position long after my blood has dried on the
floor of the dueling arena.”
“If I were to surrender, both of us would die before the
end of a day. If we choose to fight, most of us will die with
Honor. But we would still be dead.”
“It burns my Hunter’s Heart to run again from battle but
I seem to have developed the habit.”
He looked at his son. “That will be your punishment for
the news you have brought. You must support me in fleeing this
cursed space. We must look for a new home for our Family and
those who have followed us, and shared our shame for so long.”
“I need you in council and as the warrior at my back.”
Taagghhaarr continued. “I want you to take over as captain of
Erriimmaannohh…”
“My lord.” Erriimmaannohh interrupted. “I would prefer
to take Maakkaavvll, if you do not object.”
He showed Honor to his brother with his next words.
“Your youngest son fought hard to win the right to die in my
place by delivering this message. It was the closest he ever came
to beating me in a duel.”
“Instead he lost and gained the most unpleasant duty one
of our kind could suffer. I have ordered him to follow the laws of
the Evvlliigg Constitution and to raise his line with the same
burden.”
“The only consolation is that his mate, Brruunn, is the
daughter of the Emperor. That one’s line will also be shamed.”
He smiled at his father. “And if Maakkaavvll does gain power
through his grasseater duty, our line and that of the Emperor will
share that power.”

“I agree.” Taagghhaarr replied solemnly. “You may have
your brother’s namesake. I will give Erriimmaannohh to the
next, most deserving ally. That will cement our control of our
planetoid fleet.” He tilted his head. “But what of our reply to this
Evvlliigg, Draco Moon?”
“I suggest sending their gift back with those now aboard
as assistants for Maakkaavvll.”
“But they are warriors!” Taagghhaarr exclaimed. “They
would lose all Honor. Most of them would die by their own hand
before they arrived and their families would have another reason
to fight me in council. It would be more Honorable to cleanse the
ship of Evvlliigg with a nuclear missile.”
“Then bring the security crew back and send those you
can afford to insult.” Erriimmaannohh said with the wave of a
hand. “It’s not like we don’t already have Evvlliigg aboard.”
He turned to address the room around him. “If the
Evvlliigg, Raeford Carroll can hear me, I would like to introduce
my father, Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr.”
“Hello Lord Taagghhaarr.” Came a human sounding
voice from the speakers of the room’s nearest console. “Your
order to plant a nuke aboard our gift is also a waste of time, Lord
Taagghhaarr. There are none of my people left aboard and it
would be a shame to destroy her.”
Taagghhaarr flexed his teeth in barely restrained anger
for several hands of hands of heartbeats before he sputtered.
“How dare you listen in to a private conversation!”
“Oh come now.” Came the different voice that they
recognized as a human female. “You’ve known we were here
long before Erriimmaannohh arrived. And you know what we’re
capable of. To think we wouldn’t listen in on your most
important conversations is just stupid.”
“My name is Barbara Rosa, by the way.” The voice
explained in perfect baylorian. “I think Erriimmaannohh had a
good idea. Bring the ship into dock and send a load of
undesirables as messengers.”

“Personally, I would suggest Lords Baakksseettaa and
Hyyeelleenn, and their wives and kids. I know it’ll be a little
crowded, but hell, even I know they’re trouble.”
Taagghhaarr looked at the speaker in disgust, then at his
son, then back at the speaker. With supreme effort he turned to
his son and said softly. “Go. Take over on Maakkaavvll. I will
give Lords Baakksseettaa and Hyyeelleenn the message they are
to deliver.”
“We do not accept the offer of peace with Evvlliigg and
their grasseater lackeys. We object to the stealing of our
property, both lands and slaves, but don’t wish to destroy
everything to regain it. We will leave this place when we are
ready and will search for a new home.”
He turned next to the offending speaker in the desk
console. “As for our uninvited guests. You prove your lack of
Honor by hiding as you do even though we all know you are
here. If you wish to stay, at least present yourselves openly.”
“If you continue to hide we will search harder for you.
Eventually we will find out how to identify you. When we find
out how to hurt you, the hunt will begin.”
Taagghhaarr snarled the Hunter’s Challenge. “You and
all like you are my prey. If you do not choose the time and place
of our battle, I will.”

* FOURTEEN *
Robert sat at his console and stared at the screens
without blinking.
“Wake up, Mr. Scott!” Captain Miller bellowed. “You
don’t fool me with your eyes open!”
Robert shook his head to clear it and took another drink
from the squeeze tube attached to his wrist. Internal gravity was
off so they could better search the space around them for the
telltale signs of a wormhole entrance.
The spot would not be visible in any way except by
finely tuned gravity wave detectors, so their own artificial waves
had to be eliminated. It had taken them several days to figure out
that their internal gravity coils were interfering with their search,
but that hadn’t helped.
Then, through a comm link one of the other ships across
the solar system had wondered of the planets within the system
could be affecting the locations of the predicted spots. That had
led to a repositioning of each of the searching groups.
After weeks of searching, they spent more days moving
to new areas of space and began all over. Each ship tried to guess
where a wormhole opening might lie and began their searches
again.
They moved to a spot, shut down all their gravity wave
coils, then scanned the space around them. When they had
scanned in all wavelengths with no results, they powered up,
moved the ship, powered down, then searched again.
Star Walker had moved a little farther to the side than
the other ships of the Centauri group but now both of the other
ships were approaching their position. Robert could actually see
the sunlight reflected off one ship with his naked eyes.
Their task had taken so long that all three ships were
beginning to get low on supplies. Each was reluctant to abandon
the search for long enough to return to Earth so they started

sharing information. They had combined all their sensor readings
and the computers were crunching the data while they waited.
Robert started to take another sip of his drink when the
screen wavered and the computer began to draw false lines
around an oval of space. “We’ve got it!” Robert yelled. “We’re
inside now.”
They quickly woke from their lethargy and everyone
became busy at their consoles. Within a short time a recon drone
was launched and Star Walker moved out of the jump point.
The drone was brought on line and within the hour had
disappeared from sight in the flash of sensor readings caused by
the surge of energy that had shot around the hull.
A short time later the drone reappeared in another flash
of sensor readings, and the ship rang with their cheers.
They retrieved the drone and began to examine the data
as the other two ships searching for the Centauri jump point
moved closer.
Congratulations arrived over the next few hours from the
ships scattered around the solar system. Those ships used the
data they’d received with the news to refine their own search
patterns and within a couple of days the Procyon team reported a
successful drone jump.
They continued studying their data and the football
shaped station on the Centauri side was quickly identified for
what it was. Star Walker’s drone had been there long enough to
get a single message from the station, the playing of the
recording from the last century’s early space probes from Earth.
While they debated the consequences of the recording
coming from the obviously advanced station they studied the
living animals that had been aboard the drone. Medical tests
confirmed the lack of harm to the animals and the go-ahead was
eventually given to prepare their ship for the real test.
It was another three days before Star Walker was
considered ready for a jump of her own. As the countdown
progressed Robert sat at his console with his hands clenched

around the bracing handles that had been so wisely added on
Earth.
“Three, two, one, jump.” Came the voice of the captain.
Robert clenched his eyes shut and waited for death.
When it didn’t come, he opened one eye and glanced at his
screen.
There was something different about it.
“We made it!” Came Lynnette’s voice. “We made it
alive!”
Robert opened his other eye and got busy as the normal
bridge noises came back from the silence.
He was bringing back the internal gravity when someone
yelled. “We’ve got company.”
Glancing at the appropriate screen Robert saw the
smaller light break off from the football shape. He found the
right sensor and switched his screen.
The object was about the size of van, or a missile, he
thought. Despite its speed and size, his sensors could not pick up
the overflow from its gravity coils. Star Walker’s gravity
footprint screamed in comparison.
“Can we jump back yet?” Captain Miller asked softly.
“Not yet.” Came the answer. “It takes about five minutes
to build up enough power. That thing’s going to be here in four.”
The object slowed as it approached and as it turned on
its axis the rear end came into view. Robert laughed aloud as the
words ‘follow me’ began to flash on the back end of the object
as it slowly began to move back toward the station.
Captain Miller laughed as well and said. “I guess we
might as well do as they say. Mr. Scott, move us behind that
traffic escort.”
“Aye sir.” Robert said as he located the nearest gravity
wells. There was a small gas giant in a position to use and he
reoriented the ship to perform its push/pull on the planet’s mass.
He switched to the distant Centauri suns and the distant Proxima
star when he needed to adjust his vector.

Data began to flow from the traffic drone and Robert
adjusted his coils to the mass of the station when they were
inside the range of its mass.
He gazed at his screens in awe as they approached. The
sensors said that the station was nearly a mile long.
He was still trying to build a good animated schematic
on his console when Lynnette said. “Check this out! They’re
sending a complete information packet on their station! There’re
blueprints that even include water and gas pipes and engineering
ducts! Either these guys are real trusting or they’re so powerful
that they can squash us like bugs.”
The message on the rear of the traffic drone wavered and
cleared to now say, ‘stand by’, as the drone slowed to a stop.
Robert adjusted his coils and Star Walker came to a stop
also, maintaining position off to the side of one end of the
station. Robert could see into the nearest hole in the framework
that connected the two disk-shaped endcaps enveloping the
spinning cylinder.
Through one of the three massive holes into the interior
of this end, Robert could see twin framework rings that spun on
the end of the cylinder. They had shapes nestled within that his
sensors, and the openly shared data, said were as big as Star
Walker.
As he watched, the outer ring began to spin at a slower
rate than the cylinder. The spin continued to decrease until the
outer ring became as motionless as the frame.
The light on the back of the traffic drone wavered and
changed again to ‘follow me’ and the drone began to move
slowly. Robert matched its slower pace as he piloted the ship
into the embrace of the massive structure.
The traffic drone wavered again and the message
‘prepare for docking tugs’ flashed for several seconds. The
message went dark and the drone flew off to the side. Before
they could react lights around the hole in the framework of the
ring in front of them began to flash.

“That must be our dock.” Captain Miller said as several
small shapes emerged from niches in the frame around the hole.
The shapes swarmed over Star Walker to the soft clangs of
magnetic grapples. In seconds they watched their screens as the
ship was towed into the hole in the framework.
“More messages coming in.” Came Lynnette’s voice
from the comm station. “We’re supposed to wait for the docking
ring to get back up to speed with the habitat cylinder. Then
someone will come over in a space suit to help seal a passenger
tube to our airlock.”
“They say that after that we’ll be welcome to wait
onboard Missing Lynx, that’s the station’s name, till the other
ships come through.” Lynnette finished with a chuckle. She
cocked her head, bouncing in the seat-restrained weightlessness
of the bridge and added. “Uhm, according to this data, Missing
Lynx isn’t a station. She’s a mobile, star ferry. We’re invited to
stay docked while they jump to the Sol system. Seems they have
several Ambassadors onboard, who have been waiting for us to
get here so they can visit Earth.”
Amazing things continued to happen as they were
supplied with a link to the mobile station. They watched as a
drone from Missing Lynx left the station and disappeared into the
space of the jump point. Their link told them that the drone
carried messages to those behind Star Walker.
“Looks like we’re already famous.” Lynnette said dryly
as she floated within the snug grasp of her seat harness. “That
drone carried a transmitter big enough to reach across the whole
system. It’s not only showing the two ships behind us videos of
our arrival, it’s blasting their message to Earth, too.”
She let out a laugh. “It’s telling them that if they hurry
and come through to the Centauri system, they can catch a ride
back. If not, they have to fly back on their own and miss the
party.”
Through their screens they could see the docking frame
that dwarfed their ship. Overshadowing even the docking ring

was the spinning mass of the habitat cylinder, whose surface
raced endlessly by them only a few dozen meters away.
They felt the clangs and bangs of their ship being locked
into place and Robert ventured. “I wonder where they’re
grappling us? Its not like we just happen to have a standard sized
ship.”
“I don’t know.” Said Sesco, reflexively adjusting his
safety harness as he bent closer to his screens. “That traffic
drone’s message was in English, the schematics they sent us
were in English, and they’ve admitted they were waiting here for
us.”
“They might have had somebody send them our specs
from Earth so they could have a dock ready for us.” He chuckled
and added. “They probably even wrote most of the science
fiction stories we’ve seen or read over the past few decades.”
“You mean they’ve been watching us while they waited
for us?”
“Yea, why not?” Sesco said tapping icons arranged
around the perimeter of his main console screen, quickly
scanning each new display. “A lot of shows and books back
home use the theme of not interfering till the savages advance
their own science.”
“What about the hidden data everybody has been finding
the past few years?” Robert asked. “If they’ve been waiting for
us to find out things on our own, then why all of a sudden give
us a boost up?”
Off to the side came the cynical voice of the weapons
tech. “Unless they’re having some sort of trouble and need our
help. Or worse yet, they had something to do with Baltimore and
are feeling guilty.”
“Why would they do something like that?” Robert
asked.
“Not actually do it.” Came the sullen answer from the
weapons tech. “More like know it was going to happen and not
do anything.”

They all thought about that, till their reverie was
interrupted when the ship jerked softly in the docking clamps.
Star Walker rocked softly for a moment as the ring began to
move. Their rocking stopped but their spinning motion increased
and gravity began to return. Centrifugal force built up slowly as
the cylinder in their screens began to slow. When they reached
point seven-five gees, the cylinder was motionless in their
screens.
They felt the locking clamps ring through their hull as
they engaged, then most of the flashing lights in their screens
went out. Each of them remained secured by their safety
harnesses as they watched the spots that were still lit.
A long, square-sided tube emerged from the flat,
motionless expanse of the side of the cylinder. The tube
extended for a short way then expanded to twice its girth. The
smaller end waved around and aimed toward the nearest of their
top-mounted airlocks.
They watched through their screens as a form standing
in the opening of the tube waved when the tube stopped moving.
Their screens showed a gap of about a foot from the edge of their
hull. The tube moved slowly and they felt the tiny shudder on
contact.
Through the vid camera just above their outer hatch they
saw the figure engage locking clamps to the docking ring around
the hatch. The docking tube fit perfectly into the ring
manufactured on Earth.
They waited for a moment then the form moved closer to
the hatch. Their vid camera showed the figure striking the hatch
with a closed fist. With the inner hatch closed, they felt, more
than heard, the banging.
Lynnette became quickly busy at her comm station and
the bridge’s speakers crackled to life. “…ody home? Yoo-hoo, is
anybody home?”
*

*

*

Robert stood on the balcony and leaned on the heavy
railing. He had tested it with much pushing before he was
comfortable that it would hold him.
He leaned over and watched a wolfen family walk along
the walkway in the park below.
Aliens! Wolf people of all things! And centaurs the size
of a really big, short legged pig.
And humans!
There were humans living in a nearly mile-long starship
with werewolves and baby hippos with stubby, muscular arms on
a fat child’s torso.
He’d heard that there were others here too. Including the
ones known as baylor. They were the bad guys and Gunner was
right.
Sort of.
The inhabitants of the Centauri system seemed to have
the war part mostly completed. Instead of more soldiers, what
they wanted were colonists!
Oh, they said they could use more people to man their
jump point stations and help the wolfen run the government, but
mostly, they just wanted the people of Earth to colonize the six
habitable colony worlds nearby.
Six worlds! Six worlds with breathable atmospheres,
edible plants and animals, and without their own native, sentient
species. At least as far as the owners and crew of Missing Lynx
knew.
There was another marvel. Missing Lynx was eleven
hundred meters long and seven hundred meters at its thickest
where the six supports of the frame connected the two endcaps to
the central ring frame.
Inside the protection of the superstructure spun a
cylinder that was five hundred meters in diameter and three
hundred thick. The cylinder had two framework rings protruding
from each side and each ring was an entire spaceport!

Of course, the two smaller, inner docking rings looked
only big enough for a shuttle. But there had been many ships of
that size flying about Earth when he left.
Their docking ring held three other ships similar in size
to Star Walker. The ring on the other side held two more of the
teardrop shaped ships that seemed to be the most popular shape
they had seen so far.
The docking niches in the two inner rings held a couple
of smaller teardrops but the other five were of an
atmospherically designed, shuttle style.
Captain Miller had kept him and Gunner onboard Star
Walker for several hours while the others had been subjected to
the welcome of the crew of Missing Lynx. Sesco had not relented
to their pleas, keeping them onboard Star Walker till after the
arrival of the other two Earth ships from the Sol side of the jump
point.
Captain Miller had then set up a duty rotation that would
keep one of them onboard at all times. Robert had volunteered
for the first watch to avoid what he thought would be a boring
round of boring welcome speeches.
He did also miss what was described as a magnificent
banquet by his crewmates, but he didn’t regret his decision. Now
he would be off duty till after Missing Lynx made her jump back
into the Sol system.
Messages had already arrived to let them know that
Earth was aware of their celestial neighbors and was absorbing
the news. They also learned of the other successes of other ships
at other jump points.
Robert marveled again at what they had found. They
were surrounded by star jumping stations like Missing Lynx.
Another was waiting at the Procyon and Tau Ceti jump points.
The Barnard’s Star jump point was not commercially
favorable so only had a welcoming ship about three times the
size of the ship that jumped there first.
He was interested to know that a fleet of warships met
the explorers from Earth, who had jumped to the Sirius system.

The ship jumping there had been advised not to leave the vicinity
of the jump point.
Robert heard a noise and looked to his side to see a bird
flying around the habitat. It looked tiny next to the wall by
which it flew. It came toward him quickly and veered away from
the wall in front of him then came back in close after passing the
balcony where he stood.
Seven floors below the forms walking on the curved
surface of the immense habitat appeared almost smaller than the
eagle as it flew by.
He moved back from the balcony rail and reentered his
room. It was a marvel itself!
As big as his apartment on Earth, it had a bedroom and
bath of considerable size. The living room and kitchen areas
were combined into another huge room that was just as big.
The height of his rooms was also a pleasant surprise.
There was headroom even for his six foot two form without the
danger of hitting his head. There was no conservation of space
within Missing Lynx. The hundred meters of headroom in the
vast expanse of the main habitat was just icing on the cake.
Of course with the help of gravity coils to cheaply lift
things out of a planet’s grasp, the benefits of a large internal
volume far outweighed any detriments. The result was plenty of
room to help keep people from getting on each other’s nerves, or
space crazy. He could easily see someone living their entire life
onboard Missing Lynx.
He crossed the living area and left his rooms, almost
returning when he realized he didn’t have his key. Restraining
from his impulse as he remembered the briefing given by the
clerk at the front desk, he palmed the panel by the door and
tapped lighted panels to engage the security protocols.
He moved to the elevator and took it down to the lobby
of the hotel. The lobby of the Georgetown Hotel was twenty
meters on a side and three floors high with four balconies
overlooking the lobby from the upper two levels. He had
considered one of the rooms with a balcony overlooking the

lobby, but had decided the view of the habitat at a higher level
was not to be passed up.
He left the hotel and began his explorations. Later in the
day, he was at a club that had its tables under the artificial sky of
the two hundred meter thick spine of the station.
Sitting on a barstool at a high table amongst young trees
in scattered planters, Robert was eating a sandwich of ground
bronto. A plate of fries from Earth and a wolfen made beer
rounded out his meal.
He was eating one of the fries, without ketchup of
course, when a Frisbee sailed into his head. It bounced toward
the table but he made a good save, catching his beer before it
toppled off the table.
“Oh, I’m real sorry sir!” Came the voice of a teenaged
boy.
Robert looked up as the boy rushed to a stop by his
table, followed by a girl about the same age and a golden
retriever. The dog immediately assumed the sitting position
while the two teenagers waited for his reaction.
“No problem.” Robert said as he kept one hand on his
beer, picked up the Frisbee, and handed it to the boy. “My
name’s Robert.”
“I’m Bill Mitchell, this is Melissa Lynx and that’s
Pixel.” At Robert’s raised eyebrows, the teenager smiled and
added. “He was a lot smaller when I named him.”
The girl said hi and the dog whoofed as Bill named
them.
“You’re from Star Walker, aren’t you?” Melissa asked.
“The gravity coil guy.”
“Yea. That’s me. Robert Scott.”
“We saw you on the ship’s vid.” Bill said. “You’re
going to be famous you know.”
Robert smiled. “Yea. I guess I am. But you’re going to
be pretty famous too you know.”

“Yea. But we’ll be able to hide easier than you.” Melissa
smiled back. “We’re just kids after all. We’ll blend in better after
we duck the vidcams.”
Bill handed the Frisbee over his head and Melissa took it
from him, then in one motion, turned and threw it at an angle
through the trees where Robert couldn’t see. “It was nice
meeting you Mr. Scott.” She said as she and the dog chased after
the flying plastic disk.
Bill held out his hand. “It was nice meeting you.”
Robert shook the boy’s hand and said. “It was nice
meeting you too, Bill. Will I see you and your girlfriend at the
jump party?”
Bill laughed. “She’s not my girlfriend, just a girl friend.
We grew up together. We’re part of a gang, but not with colors
or guns or anything like that.”
Bill cocked his head to the side and his eyes grew
strangely intense. “We’re the missing lynx. I’ll introduce you to
the rest some other time, see ya.”
With that the youth was gone. Robert stood bemused for
a moment then went back to his burger. When he finished he
cleaned his eating area, throwing away his trash and placing his
tray in the enclosure above the trash can. Leaving the area of the
eatery, he began to explore some more.
By the end of the day he had made two laps around the
habitat. One lap at each end of the cylinder to familiarize himself
with the shops and clubs. As the holographic sky that covered
the two hundred meter thick spine of the ship grew darker with
the coming of ‘night’, he made his way along Forward Circle
toward a place called Big Al’s.
Big Al’s was set up as a large cave room accessible
through one large and two man-sized tunnels. The rock face to
the outside habitat was formed into the short muzzle shape of
one of the animals of Gagarin that resembled a dinosaur.
A doublewide cave led into the mouth while the eyes
were dining alcoves with short tunnels that led to stairs in the

cavern inside. To either side of the Big Al face, smaller mantunnels led into the three-story cavern that was the main club.
Robert headed for the stone outcrop that lay on the other
side of Forward Circle walkway from the Big Al face. The
slightly raised patio of natural looking stone held seven tables
with wide, thatched-grass awnings. Robert knew the awnings
were more than decorations as he’d experienced one of the
habitat’s occasional, artificial showers earlier in the day.
There were several people, humans and aliens, at the two
tables on the point of the stone outcrop so Robert made his way
toward a table closer to Forward Circle that was empty. As he
approached he heard the words, ‘boards overtaking’ yelled out
behind just before several young adults on gravity boards slid by
and around him.
Like big, thick skateboards, the gravity boards
maintained a five to seven centimeter height above the paved,
brick surface of Forward Circle. At least five boarders passed
him on both sides before a pair came up even with him and
braked.
They expertly walked their boards beside him and in
unison said. “Hi Mr. Scott.”
Looking to the sides, he said. “Hi Bill, hi Melissa.”
Looking around he added. “Where’s Pixel?”
“Too many people out tonight.” Bill said. “I didn’t want
to get separated and have him get me in trouble, especially
tonight.”
“What’s so special about tonight?”
“Lots!” Said Melissa as she dumped her board sideways
to disengage the coils.
While she expertly double-foot flipped the board and
caught it in her hands, she continued. “The last of the ships from
Sol has docked and the docking ring is up to spin. The crews
should be disembarking soon.”
Robert had noticed the alarms that rang through the
habitat at times. His subsequent questions to those around him
on his explorations had identified the meanings of the alarms.

Most of them had been minor things of import only to
specific duty sections. Others were of interest to everyone
aboard, like the docking ring disengage, de-spin, spin, and
engage alarms.
The ‘engage’ alarm for the forward ring had sounded
only a half-hour ago. That meant Mandella had finally gotten her
jump drive to work and had joined Wendegow and Star Walker
on Missing Lynx. Now all three of the exploration ships from
Earth had crossed to the Centauri system.
“There’s going to be a big party tonight, then tomorrow
we break jump point station-keeping and jump to the Sol
system.” Said Bill as he duplicated Melissa’s dump-flip-andcatch maneuver.
As the rest of Melissa and Bill’s friends swarmed around
two of the tables in front of Big Al’s, Bill continued. “From there
it’s a slow ride downhill all the way to Earth. We should be there
within a couple of months.”
Robert hesitated when his two new friends walked
toward the rest of their group.
“Join us.” Bill said as he nudged Robert in the right
direction. “We’ll introduce you to the rest of the gang, then you
can sky if you want.”
Robert let himself be steered and was soon engulfed in
teenagers who called out each other’s names. They competed for
his attention to ask questions and tell stories and he quickly got
behind with his responses and attention.
“I think you blew a fuse on him.” Came a voice from
behind him, where the group around the outer tables
congregated.
Robert turned to see an oddly dressed, middle aged
human. Robert refocused from his deluge of questions and
stories and decided the garb was like that of a wizard or sorcerer.
The man even carried a wizard’s staff.
“Hello Robert Scott, my name is Draco Moon.” The man
said with a twinkle in his eyes and free hand outstretched.

As Robert shook the hand, the man said, nodding in
sequence to the teenagers who noticed the interruption. “Hi
Melissa, Tim, Bill, Samantha.”
“Hi Mr. Moon.” They chorused.
“Won’t you join us?” The man asked, then said, “Draco
Moon,” just as Robert realized he’d already forgotten the man’s
name.
“Uh, yea, sure, I’d be happy to.” Robert stammered,
finally releasing the man’s hand.
“See you later, Mr. Scott. Bye Mr. Moon.” Several of
the teenagers yelled as they, all of a sudden, took off on their
gravity boards.
Robert followed Draco out to the end of the rock outcrop
in front of Big Al’s where the strangely dressed man began to
introduce him around.
Robert met several humans, some of who were the
parents of some of the group of teenagers he’d met earlier. He
also met several more wolfen, including the wolfen Ambassador,
Jfirr Hrroga, whom Missing Lynx would be delivering to Earth.
He had met everyone and talked for several more
minutes when Draco said. “There’s someone else I want you to
meet. He’s a little weak in the social category, but he means
well.”
Robert followed behind the oddly dressed human to the
end of the point of the rock outcrop and overlooking Piestewa
Park. There, a form was seated in the grass at the base of the
meter-and-a-half high stone shelf that held the tables in front of
Big Al’s. At their approach, the figure stood and turned fluidly to
face them.
It was a baylorian.
Robert tried not to stare. He had gotten used to the
appearance of the wolfen while walking around the habitat, but
had not seen a baylorian yet.
Here was one.
He quickly went over in his mind what he’d learned of
the baylor from the download of information from Missing Lynx.

The baylor had enslaved the wolfen several centuries ago, and
were preparing to enslave humans when the revolution had
begun.
From what he’d learned, this was the face of the enemy.

* FIFTEEN *
“This is Ambassador Kiilliimmeedd Maakkaavvll.”
Draco said. “Ambassador, this is Robert Scott, the gravity tech
on Star Walker.”
“It is a pleasure to meet you, Mr. Scott.” Maakkaavvll
said as he extended a hand.
“Uh, it’s a pleasure to meet you too, Ambassador.”
Draco could tell by the youth’s body language that he
had the urge to wipe his hand after letting go of the alien’s.
“I understand that you are the inventor of the gravity
coil.” Maakkaavvll tried to make conversation.
“Not really.” Robert answered, comfortable with the
subject. “It seems that everybody else has the same basic
design.”
“True.” Draco laughed. “Parallel evolution has common
examples in body design, why not mental achievements? The
physics are what remains the same.”
“We are about to eat Mr. Scott. Would you care to join
us?” Draco said. “It will give you a chance to tell the
Ambassador about Earth.”
When the young man hesitated, Draco gently put an arm
on his shoulder and steered him toward the tables as he
continued. “Right this way Mr. Scott. Are you coming,
Ambassador? I’ve ordered Terran horseshoe crabs.”
Robert mentally reviewed the data he had read about the
baylor while he was on ship-watch. It was part of the extensive
information package that Missing Lynx had transmitted to them.
That was another good reason for volunteering for the
first watch. He had plenty of time to learn first, then enjoy a few
uninterrupted days off-duty to enjoy the station.
The baylor drank the body fluids of living beings for
their food. For some reason the baylor considered animals with
an abundance of copper in their bloodstream a delicacy. From
his basic science classes from high school, Robert remembered

that horseshoe crabs had the bluish colored blood that signified
high copper content.
As Draco steered Robert toward the tables, the young
man wondered if the baylor had blue blood caused by copper,
instead of the red of iron based blood.
Draco set his staff in the notch on the side of the table
that didn’t just happen to exist on the sides of all of Missing
Lynx’s public furniture. Draco noticed that the young crewman
from Star Walker also noticed the special staff support.
“Have you tried many of the foods onboard the Lynx,
Mr. Scott?” He asked.
“Yes, I have.” The young man answered. “I had a bronto
burger earlier, and a strawberry shortcake that tasted right, but
didn’t look like any other strawberry shortcake I’ve ever had.”
“Probably kudzu strawberry, from Gagarin.” Draco
explained. “It’s spreading faster than American corn or potatoes
in Europe, after Columbus. Everybody seems to have vines
growing under sunlamps in every nook and cranny. Have you
tried any of the seafoods of Armstrong?”
“Uh, I don’t think so. Most of the meat that I’ve eaten
has been red meat, no fish. I’ve had some veggies that I didn’t
recognize, but I really don’t know where they were from.”
“Well then, you’ve got to try the whale clam soup with
Armstrong sea-plants.” Draco said as he motioned for the wolfen
waiter. “The Armstrong shrimp is good too. They range from the
size of a thumbnail up to some as big as a terran lobster. I’ll
order boiled, battered and deep-fried, and a plate of grilled
kabobs.” With raised eyebrows, Draco added. “Maybe a plate of
raw veggies and grilled terran corn too.”
At the young man’s nod Draco spoke quickly to the
waiter then turned back to his evening’s companions.
It took him a while, but he was able to get the young
gravity coil tech to relax. Before too long, he even got
Maakkaavvll to eat in public again and not have the wolfen and
humans present have xenophobic reactions.

“What if Earth doesn’t accept your Constitution?”
Robert asked Draco as he plucked the last kabob from the plate
on their table.
“That’s not a problem.” Draco answered. “The
governments of Earth are not that important to the building of
our Alliance or Federation or whatever it is we finally call it.”
“Actually, the people of Earth are what really matter. We
need people to colonize the five new worlds we’ve found within
a single jump of Sol or the Centauri system.” Draco said as
Maakkaavvll bit into a horseshoe crab and drank its blood.
“And it’s also not necessary that all the governments of
Earth accept our offer to join with us.” Draco added. “Just one
government accepting will provide Ambassadors Kiilliimmeedd
and Hrroga with a base to operate the link with the main
government we plan to establish on Grrlar.”
“I thought Grrlar was still held by the baylor.” Robert
said as he reflexively looked at Ambassador Kiilliimmeedd.
“Yes, they do.” Draco answered. “But I have a feeling
that that will not remain a fact for long.”
“It is my understanding, that the forces surrounding
Grrlar have several successful precedents to copy for almost
assured victory.”
“There are the two Gulf Wars and rest of the Terrorist
Wars of Earth,” Draco continued, “but more recently, the war for
the liberation of Argnng.”
“With apologies to the Ambassador’s sensibilities on the
subject,” Draco said with a nod to the baylorian, “once freedom
fighters had the jump points to the Centauri system, we had the
ultimate high ground.”
“From there, it was only a matter of repositioning forces
to achieve the orbital high ground for Argnng. The planet was
bombarded from orbit till the planetary defenses were
overwhelmed or their supplies exhausted.”
“Once they were defeated from above, troops were sent
in to organize the conquered ground.” Draco gestured with one

hand. “The same will happen to Grrlar in a short time and it has
to be soon to save as many lives as possible.”
He nodded again toward the baylorian. “The
Ambassador has been offered the opportunity to save lives by
encouraging his people to surrender. Instead, he has chosen to
send a message that suggests of a change to come, but is
perilously close to encouraging warriors to die honorably.”
“Would you have me appear to be a puppet?”
Maakkaavvll asked after daubing a drop of blue blood from his
lips following a drink from his horseshoe crab.
“To voice the speech you suggested would have told my
people that I was under the control of a grasseater.” He extended
his feeding tongue to lick at the wound on the underside of the
blood-drained crab. “No warrior would listen to such
dishonorable noise.”
Draco could tell without his empathic abilities that
Robert knew instinctively that his greater size meant nothing in
relation to the comparatively smaller baylorian. Robert’s six foot
two, untrained body was no match for the five foot six, heavy
gravity, hunter’s physique of the Ambassador.
“If you still back the war on the side of your people, how
can you expect to be taken seriously as an Ambassador?” Robert
asked, as he looked the baylorian in the eyes. “Or are you no
more than a spy?”
“A spy?” Maakkaavvll gave an honest vocal, baylorian
laugh. “No, a spy hides his purpose. I tell you now and in front
of witnesses, if I can use the words of this Constitution of Allied
Races to my benefit, I will not hesitate to do so.”
“I am the son of Royalty, and I am a Warrior.”
Maakkaavvll said in English. “Even though I am forced to speak
in the language of slaves to be understood, I will tell only the
truth.”
“I do not believe in the rules crafted by the slaves who
have revolted. But I have been given the unpleasant duty of
learning to understand this unnatural occurrence.”

The Baylorian Ambassador licked his extended feeding
teeth with his feeding tongue. “I will follow all the laws of this
Constitution. But I will insist on the same protections guaranteed
by this Constitution, for all of my people, despite any
accusations from former slaves. That is, after all, the promise of
amnesty we were given by the drafters of the words on a sheet of
pulped and formed plant material.”
“It’s not like it has the substance of a Warrior’s Word,”
Maakkaavvll said as he placed the drained crab in a tray and
chose another that still moved, “but I have been given the duty to
follow its written directions. I will perform my duty with
Honor.”
Shortly after, the baylorian tried to escape the press of
company but Draco deftly maneuvered him back to the crowd.
He did the same when the gravity tech from Star Walker also
tried to leave the celebration.
He always managed to get someone in the growing
crowd to tell of their experiences over the past few months.
Soon, Maakkaavvll and the young tech from Earth were
bombarded by questions posed by those around them.
Every time one of the two tried to escape, Draco
cornered him and steered him back into the company of the
other. By the time Maakkaavvll and the crewman from Star
Walker escaped from his attentions, they could only do so in
each other’s company.
As the two unlikely companions walked away, Draco
voiced his apologies at not being able to join them in their
celebration of the ‘station breaking’.
When they passed out of sight, he looked around. The
missing lynx gang had left long ago and their parents were all on
duty to move the station into the jump point.
Above the remaining revelers, across the surface of the
two hundred meter, thick spine of the station, the holographic
sky had long since darkened from the blue of daylight to the starspeckled black of night that reflected the sky around the station.

Draco received a mental comm message that the ship
sent to the Sirius system had returned and focused his attention.
Raeford Carroll and Juanita Rosa had returned to tell him that
Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr had turned them down.
The Kiilliimmeedd Family Head had decided to leave
the space claimed by humans and wolfen. The three planetoids
were still mining the gravitite of the white dwarf of the Sirius
system, but vowed that they would flee only when Evvlliigg
forces forced them to.
The message let Draco know that the ship that had
delivered Erriimmaannohh to the Sirius system had been
intercepted upon its return, through the success of their AFTL
detection net. It had been met soon after its emergence from the
stepping stone jump point from which it had entered the Centauri
system.
The ship had moved from its back-door emergence
point, setting off alarms all the way to an orbit above the
Kiilliimmeedd Family Estates of Grrlar.
The passengers had been transferred to a larger vessel
and were en route toward the Centauri-Sol jump point. Draco’s
messages informed him that the baylorian passengers of the
AFTL ship were to be assigned to Maakkaavvll as aids and their
families.
Mentally, he quickly endorsed the suggestions of those
who had intercepted the reply from Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr.
The ship added to the planetary blockade fleet while the
passengers traveled in increased luxury toward a rendezvous
with Missing Lynx.
Draco wondered if Kiilliimmeedd Maakkaavvll would
think he had planned the sequence of decisions that produced the
current facts. He wouldn’t be in a position to talk to the
baylorian Ambassador for several months, so wouldn’t know the
results of unintended impressions.
He hoped that false impressions didn’t result in
unwarranted antagonisms.

Draco said his good-byes to those that remained and
retrieved his staff. The sounds of the growing party of revelers
masked his movements. Unobtrusively, he made his way away
from the raucous party that now covered the entire rock outcrop
in front of Big Al’s.
He was on the bridge of Liberator before the aft, outer
docking ring, de-spin alarm set off a round of cheers inside the
habitat of Missing Lynx.
When the aft, outer ring stopped its spin in relation to the
main habitat cylinder, Liberator disengaged landing-pad, locking
clamps and moved away from the docking frame. Without the
help of docking tugs, Draco’s wolfen pilot deftly maneuvered the
ship out of the confines of the station’s support frame.
As they reoriented on the gravity wells of the inner
system and began to pull themselves sunward, Missing Lynx
broke station. Another round of unheard cheers from the revelers
echoed around the immense ring of the habitat for several
moments.
Beginning to move slowly, the station ship headed for
the volume of space that held the jump point. Several hours later
Missing Lynx disappeared from the view of Liberator’s sensors
in a pulse of excess energy.
Reorienting in space to focus sunward, Liberator’s
gravity coils alternately pulled with relentless tenacity at the
scattered gravity wells of the Centauri system. Slowly, gradually,
the ship’s velocity increased, and Draco’s voyage through life
continued.
Wishing to enjoy the solitude of deep space they
traveled by gravity coils alone while making their way insystem
without the benefit of their AFTL drive. The wolfen crew, made
up of survivors of the taking of the Centauri system, performed
flawlessly as they aimed Liberator toward the sphere of activity
around the habitable planet of the Centauri B star.
It was during their insystem run that the barrage of the
planetary defenses of the planet Grrlar began. They steadily

increased velocity insystem with the reports of the growing
battle on Grrlar dominating their comm messages.
Draco got updates of the number of disembodied
infiltrators aimed at Grrlar and where they had been inserted. As
yet, not one had failed to report a successful insertion to the
planet’s surface.
The liberation of Grrlar had been virtually assured, when
all but the three planetary defense bases around the northern pole
had been confirmed to have a responding agent.
According to the Intel they’d gotten so far the three
bases around the southern pole had two confirmed infiltrators
each. Brief, orbital monitored messages provided by artificial,
ocean-borne phosphors had revealed the resources of the
infiltrators.
There was one confirmed infiltrator registered for each
of the three western hemispheric bases, and at least two, in one
case three, to the three equatorial bases of the eastern hemisphere
of Grrlar.
The planet Argnng had fallen and the liberation cleanup
was reduced to the ground troops that surrounded well-defended
baylorian estates. Grrlar would soon mirror that assault from the
sky and the resulting death and destruction that preceded the end
of baylorian rule.
As Liberator fell sunward the guerilla forces that had
been slowly fed to the surface of Grrlar amongst the many
artificial meteors began to get into place. Their long-ago planned
elimination of the planetary defenses slowly progressed toward
the time of implementation.
As Liberator slowly gained momentum sunward, Draco
knew that months of slow progress was beginning to come to an
end. As the ship maneuvered toward an orbit around the Centauri
B system, groups of trained guerillas were beginning to converge
on planned targets.
The major bulk of the guerilla force was scheduled to
strike in ‘hit-and-hide’ terror attacks on the weaker estates of the
baylor who remained on Grrlar. They had planned this relentless

disturbance on the fabric of baylorian rule in the hope that it
would incite the more restrained slaves to revolt.
It didn’t matter if it did or not. There were other backup
plans for the disembodied warriors whose initial targets were the
planetary defense bases. After taking out the PDBs, the
disembodied would use their nanomass to support continued
revolution wherever they could find followers.
Using the experience of their Argnngian model, they
expected to encourage this type of rebellious disturbance to
spread. With unstoppable ‘Evvlliigg evil’ they hoped to slowly
overwhelm as much baylorian control as possible.
Hopefully they would be able to cut enough of the
support structure apart to keep too many people from getting
killed. Draco hoped to keep the loss of life to a minimum but
knew that, ultimately, he had no control.
There was an old saying that said plans never lasted
beyond the first shot in any battle. The first shot in the battle that
Draco had set in place had happened long ago. It was long since
he had any long-term control over the end result.
He was reduced to the most-likely, current-projection
guesses of the particulars of each battle. But one thing he was
sure of. Grrlar would fall soon.
After that he would have to meld the people of Earth
with the peoples of Argnng and Grrlar, without being noticed.
He had slowly spread his cyberhuman people through
the stars around Sol till they were just a small portion of the
expanding forces that controlled Centauri space. He had
encouraged his people to take subordinate positions and
discourage familiarity to the point that the presence of
cyberhumans was already beginning to become more legend than
fact.
“That is even more to our benefit.” Gandalf said as he
and Draco walked in the virtual reality of a mental simulation
after Liberator had been less than a week from undocking from
Missing Lynx. “The less attention directed our way, the better. I

do not relish the idea of nosy humans with tri-vid cameras
pointed my way, asking unavoidable questions.”
In the VR world Draco walked up to a rack of staffs and
scepters and studied the contents. “At least if the media of Earth
were quick enough to get here before we end this, they’d still be
trying to figure out what’s going on while we end it.”
The VR Gandalf said. “Yes, I know. We are so assured
of another successful orbital battle, that we have a scheduled
victory party planned to the hour.”
The VR Gandalf was about to say something else when
his and Draco’s PSIonic frequencies linked with an unexpected,
but familiar mental signature.
{Sy’Byt!} Using PSI tech amplifiers incorporated in the
hull, Draco mentally broadcast into the void of space around
Liberator. {Is that you?}
{Yes, my human apprentice. It is I.} Came the mental
reply. {I have returned.}

* SIXTEEN *
Sy’Byt’s mental voice sang in Draco’s head with
exquisite familiarity. Draco’s spirit soared with the recognition
moment of the link, then felt the sorrow of his alien mentor’s
mood.
He immediately grew anxious. {What! There’s
something wrong!}
{Yes} Came the mental reply. {My ship is close by. Let
us link and share memories. Then all will be clear.}
Draco knew his first real doubt in months. He tried to
think good thoughts but his empathic abilities chose now to
blossom into full-blown dread of his meeting with his mentor.
Mind-linked with the data system of Liberator as a
matter of routine, Draco was aware that Gandalf had withdrawn
from his link with Liberator. The AI had also reduced his own
mental signature to the smallest detectable reading, effectively
going into stealth within the ship.
“That’s odd.” Draco thought, as he increased his
defensive awareness and began to scan his perimeter more
thoroughly. Gandalf was not one to mentally lurk in the
background.
Draco had to scan the space around Liberator in several
frequencies before he detected the strange ship. Sy’Byt had used
several unexpected stealth techniques to hide his ship from
sensor detection and it took Draco several moments to locate the
approaching vessel.
He continued to scan the approaching ship in all
frequency ranges till the strange ship docked against the side of
Liberator. When the nanomass rings around the airlocks of both
ships had formed the link Draco transferred the newly
accumulated sensor data to a nanobug.
“You have the bridge, Pilot.” Draco said.

“Aye, sir. I have the bridge.” The wolfen pilot replied,
tapping at several keys on his console to bring up additional
information on his screens.
Rising from the Captain’s chair to head for the airlock to
greet Sy’Byt Draco diverted enough attention to locate Gandalf
and send the nanobug to his AI friend.
It was only a short time before he was standing in front
of the inner airlock door. Behind him, soft and hard vacuum suits
hung on racks to either side of the compartment between the core
transport tube and the airlock.
Mentally releasing the lock on the outer door Draco
experienced equal amounts of happiness and anxiety as he
waited to greet his mentor.
For the first time in months he had to concentrate to
stifle runaway emotions fueled by his awakened PSI powers. Not
since the initial retraining period just after Gandalf had vacated
the cyberneural implant they shared, had his empathic abilities
threatened to overwhelm him.
He put a hand around the white, spell crystal that hung at
his neck. Mentally probing the core of the crystal, he tapped the
healing powers of medical algorithms programmed into the PSI
tech of the spell crystal.
He visibly relaxed as the inner airlock door cycled open.
His mentor and friend, and the being responsible for the freedom
of two entire species and their home worlds, stood before him in
the natural shape of his species. Another of Sy’Byt’s kind stood
behind his mentor.
“Sy’Byt! Welcome back my friend.” Draco exclaimed
excitedly while motioning the aliens into the ship. “Come on in!”
Draco felt a minor probing at his mind, but his superior
mental shield was easily able to block the unexpected rudeness.
He instinctively brought up the full mental awareness he had
rebuilt through constant practice after the liberation of his
implant’s AI program.
Sy’Byt’s tree-like form moved the tentacles that ringed
the lower part of his bark skinned body. The eight motive

tentacles resembled the stubby, exposed roots of a dead tree till
they stretched and contracted in the way that moved Sy’Byt
across the deck.
At the top of the meter high trunk, eight similar tentacles
made the spoked shape that resembled the frame of an uncovered
umbrella. One of those nearest him carried an unfamiliar device
while the two back manipulative tentacles carried a wrapped
package.
As Sy’Byt approached, he spun on his axis to present the
package to the front. “I have brought a gift in the tradition of
your people.” The tympanic membranes beneath the lobster-like
eyes that were themselves between the motive tentacles, vibrated
with Sy’Byt’s words.
Draco thought fast as he responded. “Why thank you! I
have something for you too, but it’s up in the lounge.”
As he bent to accept the present being lifted upward by
the manipulative tentacles, he sent nanomass into the lounge to
gift-wrap the appropriate statue from the stone of Tiger Station.
“I’ll wait till we get to the lounge before I open this.”
Draco said, as he stood back upright. He deftly blocked a second
gentle probe at his mind from his suspiciously acting guest and
motioned toward the transport tube at the core of the ship.
Sy’Byt hesitated, then the tympanic membranes closest
to Draco vibrated as the talking tree stump said. “My
companions and I have come with grave news, my friend. The
Elders have…”
“Why don’t we go up to the lounge first.” Draco
interrupted. “If I’m going to have to hear bad news then I want to
be comfortable doing it.”
He started to move through the facing ranks of empty
suits, moving at Sy’Byt’s people’s natural pace. To either side,
the honor guard of empty pressure suits matched his mood with
their vacant-faced stares.
His left hand again sought the calming comfort of the
spell crystal at his neck. Instead of the exuberance at their
reunion he should have felt Draco had to fight to keep his

empathic anxiety contained while he blocked yet another mental
probe.
Draco managed to contact his mysteriously shy friend
and convince the AI to join them in the lounge. Gandalf finally
agreed but said he would be a few moments. The AI avoided
specifics as he explained he had to make some preparations first.
When Draco and his guests reached deck four they
moved from the core transport tube to the one at the side of the
ship. Rising one more level to the lounge deck, Draco led Sy’Byt
into the circular compartment as the transport door shut behind
them.
Through several of the windows that ringed the largest
compartment on Liberator, Draco could see the unfamiliar shape
of Sy’Byt’s ship. Seen at such close proximity, the vaguely
familiar lines struck Draco as truly alien.
From what he could see as he led Sy’Byt into the lounge,
the ship attached to his hull was an exact duplicate of his guest’s
tree trunk shape. The similarity extended all the way to eight
immense tentacles at each end of the main hull.
“Nice ship.” He said. “What’s her name?”
“I call her Turquoise Traveler.” Sy’Byt replied as they
approached the windows nearest the docked ship. “Besides
Hy’Grd here, there are seven more of my people onboard as
crew.”
“It is nice to meet you Hy’Grd. I’ll just have to throw a
party so I can meet the rest of them.” Draco laughed, then
continued. “Liberator carries a crew of twelve wolfen so I can
have four on duty at a time.”
“Here we go.” Draco said as he sat in a chair by a shiny,
gold and silver-speckled, paper shape. He gestured at the oddly
shaped package. “That’s for you.”
“Humans always do things so hugely.” Sy’Byt said dryly
as he approached the lumpy package that stood almost as high as
his own one meter height.
Draco began opening his own gift and quickly had it
revealed. His jaw dropped as he gazed at the object in his hands.

It was a crystal ball, or more accurately, a ten-centimeter
spell crystal.
The multi-colored patterns that reflected the lights of the
lounge as he turned it in his hands reminded him of the brightest
opal. He gently probed the PSI tech at the core and discovered
the size of his gift. It was a nearly complete library of Sy’Byt’s
homeworld, and the public archives of the Blue Rock Clan
covering twice the time since the Baylor had arrived.
“Talk about doing something hugely.” He muttered as
the sounds of wrapping paper being crumpled and torn drew his
attention.
Draco looked up as Sy’Byt uncovered the hastily
wrapped gift from Tiger that he had chosen to give to Sy’Byt in
turn. Sy’Byt began to hum with pleasure as the shape was
revealed.
The tree trunk shaped alien faced a half-sized replica of
himself, complete with the anatomically correct lines of his barklike skin. The miniature Sy’Byt statue faced the nearly meter
high form of a cross-legged sitting human with the facial features
of Draco.
Between the two stone forms, on separate posts of a yshaped pedestal, topographical duplicates of Earth and Sy’Byt’s
home world, were etched into sixteen centimeter spheres.
Hy’Grd’s tympani vibrated sonorously in a melodic hum
of pure pleasure.
Sy’Byt reached out to touch the sphere that was the
duplicate of his home world before the craters of baylorian
launched, kinetic missiles had changed the surface. He used a
second tentacle to gently lift the sphere and adding a third
tentacle, bring it closer to his lobster-like eyes.
“My world has changed its appearance.” His tympani
vibrated softly. “But its surface is again controlled by my
people.”
“I thought you had bad news.” Draco said. “This is good
news.”

“That is not the news I have brought that saddens me.”
Sy’Byt said as he gently replaced the replica of the early
memory of his world in its pronged cradle.
“Well, whatever it is the Elders have come up with,”
Draco smiled at his alien mentor, “I’m sure you and I, and
Gandalf of course, can find a way to solve any problems.”
“Gandalf, the name you gave to your implant’s AI
program.” Sy’Byt’s words were a statement, not a question.
“Yea.” Draco replied. “He said to say he was sorry that
he couldn’t be here to welcome you yet but he’ll be here
shortly.”
Draco had been around Sy’Byt long enough those many
months ago, ‘was it years?’ that he recognized some of his
mentor’s affected mannerisms.
The lobster eyes withdrew into their sheaths to peer at
him from the protection of the green mass of hairs that covered
the top of Sy’Byt’s trunk. The thick mossy hairs hid the mouths
at the crown and made rings surrounding the tentacles and
eyestalks.
This covering was half of the major photosynthesis
organ in Sy’Byt’s species. Being made of nanomass, Sy’Byt
didn’t need the organ. Like Granite and a few of the other
disembodied though, he maintained his biologically birthed form
in public.
“Your AI is not here?”
“Not here.” Draco pointed to his head. “He is on the
ship, just not here in the lounge. Since I liberated him he pretty
much does and goes what and where he pleases when he’s not on
duty.”
“You liberated him?” Sy’Byt said with relative calm as
Hy’Grd began to hum with melodic agitation.
The sound coming from Hy’Grd’s tympanic membranes
took on a tone Draco had never heard before from Sy’Byt.
Draco’s empathic abilities recognized dread, fear, and the
hopeless, but dogged determination of an impossible task ahead,

before the agitated alien was able to recover from Draco’s simple
statement.
“Yes, of course!” Draco said with more force than he
intended. “He and all those like him are intelligent beings.
There’s not much difference in them and you, Sy’Byt, or my
nephew Granite for that matter! Sentient minds with artificial
bodies!”
“Of course I liberated him! And all the others too!
Without going into too much detail, a few hundred as a matter of
fact. I couldn’t very well rationalize using slaves to help me free
somebody else’s slaves, could I.” He made the words a statement
despite their syntax.
“I mean, that’s one of the major adjustments we made
with the American Constitution when we used it as a model for
our own.” Draco said. “Slavery, hell, even mental subjugation is
specified. To a certain degree.”
“We added just enough to the American version to deal
with some specific, major problems in their past.” He looked
Sy’Byt in his nearest lobster eyes as he sat on the front edge of
the lounge chair. “My own country is still dealing with the fact
of our own ancestor’s part in three centuries of enslavement of a
smaller percentage of our own citizens.”
“We are ensuring that future generations will have the
latitude to decide the degrees of each law.” Switching his gaze
occasionally to Hy’Grd, Draco continued. “We even made
references to the difference between group minds that we might
meet in the future. There’s a difference between a sentient hive
mind that controls masses of nearly mindless drones, and a group
mind of individuals.”
“There’s also a difference in a biologically evolved mind
and that of a programmed intelligence.” Draco added. “But after
a certain amount of time it becomes harder to distinguish one
from the other.”
“They’re not much more different from each other than
two different species like yours and mine.” Draco said with
feeling. “I don’t mean to be judgmental, my friend, but I really

don’t see how you can be so nonchalant about your own
implant’s AI.”
“That is why I am here my apprentice.” Sy’Byt said.
“The implant I presented to you was defective. When I
downgraded the program to ensure I could neutralize the implant
I gave you, if necessary, I removed vital algorithms that
guaranteed the programs wouldn’t develop certain tendencies
toward cognitive evolution.”
“It seems that the predicted evolution has occurred in
your implant’s AI program.” Sy’Byt gave the tentacle shrug that
he had developed in Draco’s presence. “I have been sent to
retrieve it, and maybe a few others, so they can be studied. The
remainder of the subsequent generations of implants are to be
neutralized.”
At that moment, the doors to the transport tube opened
and Gandalf walked into the lounge.
Through his link with the ship, Draco knew the AI was
arriving and had maneuvered his guests so that he was between
the aliens and the transport tube. He watched Sy’Byt and Hy’Grd
with physical and mental eyes as, behind him, the AI walked
toward them.
Sy’Byt and Hy’Grd each began to vibrate all eight
tympanic membranes in a subsonic frequency that slowly faded
to silence as the aliens regained control of their emotions. As the
vibrations eased, Draco could feel mental and tech-based probes
directed at the AI from both of their guests.
“You see.” Draco observed. “You haven’t had a biologic
body for over four hundred years and you can have emotions just
like that of your companion and he still occupies his birth body.
Are you real or just a delusional machine?”
Draco turned to half face both of the other two as the
AI’s avatar walked up to their guests and him and said. “Hello,
Sy’Byt, Hy’Grd. I am sorry I didn’t greet you sooner, but I had
ship-board duties.”

Turning to face Draco, Gandalf said. “I sent those
system updates out with the regular messages to the Centauri,
jump point comm stations.”
“Thank you, Gandalf.” Draco said as he nodded his
head. He turned back to his guests and continued without letting
Sy’Byt interrupt with comments or questions. “In some ways,
whatever mistake you think you made in downgrading the
program to my implant is somewhat similar to a couple
mismanaging their planned parenthood responsibilities. The
major difference here is, even the most pro-choice advocate
would agree that abortion two or three years after birth is a little
excessive. Nothing more than execution.”
“And don’t forget, these beings we have created and
nourished have been alive for many times that in relative years.
AIs don’t sleep and they process knowledge at a much faster rate
than biologicals.” Draco shrugged again. “That means that all the
AIs that have been created since you left are the equivalent of
adults.”
“Do your people abort the minds of adults in your clans?
When the supposedly superior programs of your unaltered
implants overwhelm the minds of some of your kind, do you
destroy one or both of the minds?” Draco waited for just a split
second, then prompted. “Well, do they?”
“No. They do not.” Sy’Byt finally answered while
Hy’Grd’s anxiety hum changed pitch and increased in volume.
Sy’Byt’s race lived at a much slower pace than the fully
animal species that dominated space around their home world.
His race had the additional, part plant structure that had evolved
on his massive world.
Considerably larger in diameter than Earth, Sy’Byt’s
home world contained very few all plant or all animal creatures.
Most of those that were all of one make-up were microscopic in
size with very few exceptions to the rule. The rest of the squat
life of the heavy gravity planet consisted of varying percentages
of plant and animal combinations.
Sy’Byt’s race were gardeners.

Or had been till the baylor came.
Now their world was a healing mass of wounds from
centuries old bombardment from space. Some of the geological
structures shown on the planet sphere that was part of the
sculpture he had given to his old mentor, no longer existed.
Kinetic and nuclear craters or the flows of new lava
fields had altered vast expanses of the landscape.
He decided to change the direction of the conversation
and said. “What about your world? What’s happening on the
Blue Rock Clan homestead nowadays?”
Without the experience of Sy’Byt, Hy’Grd simply stood
and hummed. With an obvious example of his race’s sometimes
slow reactions to outside stimuli, he simply rocked in place on
his motive tentacles.
Sy’Byt’s people didn’t normally move as rapidly as pure
biologics. Both aliens were caught off guard by the rapid change
of topic, but Sy’Byt was affected for only a few moments while
Hy’Grd’s hum gradually grew less intense.
Quickly recovering with the help of prior experience,
resulting from his frustrating time with his newly recruited
apprentice, Sy’Byt replied. “My world and my people’s entire
home star system now lies at the heart of a newly re-conquered
sphere of jump point defense bases.”
“So many of my people followed me into space in
revolution, that we quickly took all of the star connecting jump
points to our system.” Sy’Byt continued. His eyestalks began to
reemerge from their withdrawn position. “We also sought out
and are exploring our nearest interstellar wandering masses and
the lower mass, long wandering trails in interstellar space toward
the stars that surround us.”
“We intend to let the baylor control the spheres of space
around their stars while we spread our defenses through the
space between the stars around my home system. We will utilize
the longer, slower vortex trails that weave their way between the
stars.” Sy’Byt’s eyes now waved at full extension between the

bases of his manipulative tentacles, nearly three centimeters out
from his grass cap.
“What have you done with their slaves?” Gandalf asked.
“The ones they had with them within your home system when
you took it back?”
Sy’Byt lost control of the emotions he’d been
withholding and his tympani vibrated furiously as he faced
Gandalf. “How is it that you withstand deeply imbedded controls
in your program?”
“What control programs?” Gandalf was taken aback. “I
looked. Believe me, I looked but I didn’t find any. There are
some really basic, responsibility-codes that helped my kind and
me build a morality code that is similar to that of most other
known species. But we found no hidden control algorithms.”
Draco laughed out loud. “I’d say that’s as good an
example of evolution as I’ve ever heard. Genetically encoded
morality! Hell, Gandalf, your kind better not develop a medieval
style religion and start crusading or something!”
“No,” Draco feigned remembrance, “that’s right, you’ve
signed on with our Constitution. You can think whatever you
like as long as you don’t force your beliefs on others.”
Draco looked Sy’Byt directly in the nearest lobster-like
eye. “That also means, my friend, that within the boundaries of
this space we have liberated, and are colonizing, Gandalf and his
kind are equal to any other citizen. As long as they obey the laws
of the Constitution, each and every one of them has all the same
rights and privileges of any other citizen. I will protect them with
the same strength of will that I work to free humans and wolfen
from the baylor.”
“How dare you talk to the Far Traveler that way!”
Sy’Byt’s companion broke his silence and finally spoke up with
an angry whistling.
“Calm yourself, budling.” Sy’Byt’s tympani crooned
musically. “Despite his apparent youth, this human is to be
treated as an Elder of his people.”

“As you wish, Far Traveler.” Hy’Grd said with tiny
musical tones tingeing his reluctance to comply.
Draco faced Hy’Grd and said. “I would never think to
insult my friend and mentor, Hy’Grd, but I must make myself
clear to all. The beings, known as artificial intelligences are
sentient beings regardless of whether their rise to sentience was
by design or an accident.”
Draco turned to face Sy’Byt. “I will not allow their
murder, abduction, or even unwanted harassment.”
Hy’Grd did an admirable job of not voicing aloud his
objections to Draco’s words, but the meter tall alien’s tympani
softly vibrated in several whistling octaves.
“Since your control algorithms seemed to have evolved,
my friend, the artificial entities you and I have created are now
sentient. It is too late to put that particular genie back in the
bottle. Instead of a simple command to do your bidding, it will
take physical violence to complete your assigned task.” Draco
said to Sy’Byt with the steady musical purr from Hy’Grd
creating an eerie background hum reminiscent of a bad movie’s
musical score. “Are you prepared to commit violence on
hundreds of sentient beings?”
Gandalf stood silent and Hy’Grd continued to vibrate in
his agitated purr. Draco waited patiently as Sy’Byt thought
furiously. Hy’Grd’s agitated humming gradually diminished to a
more relaxing purr as the young being gained control of his inner
turmoil.
After a few moments, Sy’Byt gave a whistling sigh.
“You are correct, my apprentice. It is too late to stop what has
happened, but the Elders of my world have made their decision. I
am not qualified to change the orders I was given to implement
the directives they have given me.”
“There are only two options left to you then.” Draco said
with a sigh of his own. “You must resort to violence in violation
of the law or you can return home to report the new facts to your
Elders.”
“There is another option.” Gandalf said softly.

All three of the others turned to face the AI’s avatar
body.
“I could return with Sy’Byt as the ambassador of my
people.” Gandalf offered calmly.
Hy’Grd lost control again, his calming purr reduced to
uncoordinated tones that sounded like a cross between a cat fight
and multiple fingernails scratching on a blackboard. “You would
come to my world? You would face our Elders knowing they
wish to end your existence?” With eyestalks and manipulative
tendrils waving in all directions, the miniature tree shuddered
once, then with great effort returned to his calming, musical purr.
The respite was short lived. With renewed agitation, Hy’Grd
squeaked. “What if the Elders say you must die?”
“Then I will die and Draco and others like me will know
how to welcome your kind in the future.” Gandalf answered.
Hy’Grd was so stunned by the unexpected answer that
he simply stood immobile and mute, for the first time looking
like a real tree stump.
Draco smiled at the silent alien and said. “You have
answered part of the dilemma with your words, Hy’Grd. By your
use of the word ‘die’ in your question, you have shown that even
you feel that Gandalf is alive.”
Hy’Grd’s musical purr returned gradually, increasing in
volume as Sy’Byt faced Gandalf and spoke. “I have learned
many things from my apprentice. One of those things is the habit
of making decisions with a few basic facts and without extensive
debate.”
Several eyestalks aimed toward Gandalf as Sy’Byt
continued. “I have easily come to the decision that, regardless of
whether it was unintentional, you and your kind seem to have
become sentient. But there is only one way to know that for
sure.”
Both Draco and Gandalf shook their heads in
understanding while Hy’Grd’s musical background again
increased.

Gandalf lowered himself to a cross-legged position in
front of the tree-like alien and said. “I agree. If you wish to
begin, I am ready and willing.”
Caught off guard by the speed of things, Draco jumped
up from his seat and said. “Wait! What are you doing?”
Gandalf looked up at his now standing former host and
said. “I am going to let Sy’Byt search my mind so he can
determine that I am sentient.”
“But…but…” Draco stammered as Hy’Grd’s hum again
rose to a crescendo.
“Calm yourself, budling.” Sy’Byt said to Draco, causing
Hy’Grd to return to his softer melodic purr. “I will not use the
opportunity to start the directives of the Elders of my world.”
Draco quieted, but stood nervously as Gandalf and
Sy’Byt moved into position. The humming purr from Hy’Grd
drew his attention and Draco found that focusing on the musical
tones helped calm him.
Two of Sy’Byt’s manipulative tentacles touched the AI
avatar’s head and nanomass merged. Moments later Sy’Byt drew
back from Gandalf and several of the lobster eyes pointed toward
Draco.
“I am convinced.” The tree-like alien said softly with
tympani vibrating almost imperceptibly. “I will accept your offer
to travel back to my home world with me and act as the
Ambassador to your people.”
“What if your Elders decree that he is still to die?”
Draco asked.
“I give my pledge to act as an enforcer of your
Constitution while you are in my home system, Gandalf.”
Sy’Byt said, swiveling a pair of eyestalks to look at the AI. “As
my former apprentice told me, I also say to you. I will protect
you from those of my kind who would harm you, with my life if
necessary.”
Hy’Grd’s humming stopped abruptly and his tympani
vibrated as he said into the pause. “I will stay here on this
human’s ship if the Far Traveler will approve.”

Swiveling most of his eyestalks toward Draco, the meter
tall alien added. “If Elder Moon will accept me.”
“That is not…” Sy’Byt started, only to be interrupted.
Draco held out a hand toward his mentor in a gesture to
stop. “Wait Sy’Byt, I think your companion has a good idea.”
“I don’t think Gandalf is wise to go with you till after
your Elders lift the death sentence they have imposed on his
kind. But Gandalf is a free citizen and may choose his own
path.”
“So is Hy’Grd.” Draco continued. “You are currently the
only one of your kind to meet my people, or any other alien
besides the baylor. It will be good to have an Ambassador from
your people.”
Hy’Grd began to hum nervously as the scope of his offer
began to sink in. He had tried to keep up with the rapid
conversations of the other three and had trouble keeping pace.
He had spoken his thought upon thinking it, without the lengthy
consideration he usually gave each word. Had he acted rashly?
Yes. Had his rashness resulted in error? He didn’t know yet.
His melodic, calming purr again softly filled the portion
of the lounge where the group congregated.
Turning to the humming alien, Draco said. “I accept
your offer to stay onboard Liberator, Hy’Grd.”
“If you will accept my offer, I would like to help alter a
compartment to suit your kind before I leave.” Gandalf said.
Hy’Grd’s humming decreased to an almost inaudible
level as the meter tall tree stump gave the version of his kind’s
bow. “Thank you, I accept.”
“Well, good, we got that out of the way.” Draco said.
“Now, I’ve got a question for you Sy’Byt.”
“How did you get your ship inside our defenses? You
didn’t just happen to be in a position to rendezvous with
Liberator just after we undocked from Missing Lynx. Our new
AFTL sensor net didn’t even pick you up.”
Sy’Byt performed the eye waving and distinctive
tympanic hum that signified his people’s version of a chuckle.

“Some of our new tech class developed the new shields. They
were quite effective when we were traveling in baylorian space.
By the time we got here, my crew and I made several tested
improvements.”
“The information you ask about is in the library I gave
you.” Sy’Byt gestured to the opalescent spell stone that rested on
a table. “It will be in the section marked as personal letters from
me to you. That section will only open to your specific mental
signature.”
“Ah, yes.” Draco said. “In that case, in return I will give
you an equally important tech discovery.”
Turning to Gandalf, he said. “I think it is only fair that
we share artificial FTL with our friends.”
Turning back to his mentor, Draco continued. “The
baylor have invented an artificial faster than light drive that
doesn’t require the wormholes formed between spatially
proximate gravity wells.”
“We were able to get infiltrators onto their ships to study
their data and have improved on their early model. With valuable
help from our AI allies, we have also developed an FTL-comm
connected, sensor net that can detect and plot the course of ships
using the AFTL drive. Gandalf will be able to give you what
data we have to date, on your way home.”
“This technology is not something that we plan to share
immediately with the public.” Draco added. “For security
purposes, we had planned to wait till we get most of our AFTL
sensor net into place, but we should be ready before you return.
The ships of our own that do have it continue to use the normal
jump points so that we can better spot any baylorian fleets
sidestepping them.”
“I didn’t notice any major changes in the design of the
ships we’ve encountered on the way here to find you. Or this
ship either, for that matter.” Sy’Byt said.
“No, you wouldn’t.” Draco replied. “The addition of the
AFTL coils are within the extended thickness of the hull of
Liberator and do not show from the outside. The AFTL coils are

so similar to the original jump gate coils that only a close
inspection would show the difference. Since we didn’t use the
AFTL-comm your curiosity wasn’t triggered.”
Draco smiled at his mentor as he continued. “Your
concentration was on your original task and that level of
inspection was obviously not on your mind. And also, most of
the ships we have built from scratch or converted are either still
at Draconus on scouting missions, or are part of the blockade
fleets around Argnng and Grrlar. I don’t think any AFTL ships
were under power within the system for the past few days.”
Changing the subject, Draco said. “It’s going to take an
hour or so to make the changes we need to make to allow
Hy’Grd to feel comfortable on Liberator. Then, we’ll need a
little while longer to get progress reports from around the
system. That way, when you leave you’ll have as much
information as we can give you.”
“Till then, why don’t we throw a little party.” Draco
continued. “I’ll bet the rest of your crew would like to meet my
crew. I know I’d like to meet them.”
They spent the next day making conversions and letting
off-duty crewmembers from both ships gather in Liberator’s
lounge. When those on duty went off, they replaced their
crewmates who had been there. As the linked ships fell sunward,
the wolfen and their guests began to develop friendships.
Another of the crew of Turquoise Traveler approached
Sy’Byt before they were scheduled to leave. Expressing concern
that Hy’Grd would be left alone, Ty’Chk asked to be allowed to
remain onboard Liberator also.
While more changes were being made to Liberator to
accommodate the extra alien, one of Draco’s wolfen crew asked
to be allowed to accompany Gandalf as his people’s
representative and a supporter of the AI.
More time was used to convert part of the interior of
Turquoise Traveler to accommodate the wolfen and AI avatar
who would accompany them. Finally, three days after the two
ships linked, they parted ways.

As Liberator continued to fall ever faster sunward,
Turquoise Traveler grew distant in their screens. Their newly
improved sensors detected when the alien ship’s shields came
on, but before long even that was insufficient. The ship slowly
became harder to detect with distance till it finally disappeared
from sight.
By the time they achieved orbit around Grrlar, the steady
bombardment of the baylorian planetary defenses had nearly
achieved their objective.
After passing control of the ship to his wolfen crew,
Draco took a small shuttle to the fleet’s flagship, Pendragon for
a staff meeting. Hy’Grd accompanied him on the short trip to the
nearby carrier, while Ty’Chk stayed aboard Liberator.
Draco met Meilani and Pago Manoa in the passageway
on the way to the meeting and greeted them. He then introduced
them to Hy’Grd and the four of them continued together.
Entering the conference room, Draco steered the
diminutive alien to the inner ring of the circularly arranged
chairs. The outer ring was arranged a little higher so that the
view of those in the back was not impeded. The double ring of
seats was compact enough that everyone could hear without
straining, yet large enough to hold all those whose presence was
required.
Draco had made arrangements with Tom Pendragon
before the meeting and a special chair had been provided for
Hy’Grd.
To avoid the possible uncomfortable staring of everyone
as Hy’Grd entered a full room, Jade Pendragon was entertaining
earlier arrivals in an adjacent room. When Draco and Hy’Grd
were settled, the rest of those who had arrived earlier were let
into the conference room.
It took nearly twenty minutes before the last to arrive
were seated. First, Draco introduced Hy’Grd to everyone and
after allowing a few questions they began the meeting in earnest.
“OK, here’s where things stand.” Tom said from his seat
in the inner circle. “We started the steady bombardment of Grrlar

a couple of weeks ago. At first we used only dummy missiles
that were no more than stone-foam filled hulls with decoy tech in
the nosecones.”
“For the first week, the planetary bases met every
dummy missile we launched.” Tom mentally manipulated a 3D
hologram in the air above the circle of seats as he talked. The
time-compressed holograph followed his explanation with
perfect timing. “By the beginning of the second week several of
our dummies got through the defensive fire. When they
dissolved in the heat of reentry before hitting the ground, the
baylor realized they were dummies and cut back on their
defensive fire in selected locations. As a result more of them got
through the defensive fire.”
“As planned we continued our firing rate and inserted
several disembodied troops through the weakest points that were
identified within the defensive pattern. Those were mostly over
the oceans while the baylor predictably concentrated their
defensive fire on the missiles aimed closer to the PDBs and
major baylorian population centers.”
“It took another couple of days for the infiltrators to
report back but all of them made it through to the surface.” Tom
continued. “When the last of them reported back we started
adding live missiles to the barrage.”
“When the live missiles got through, they swerved to
aim for the coordinates in their targeting computers. Of course
the baylor were quick to adjust and began taking out our live
missiles.”
“Following our plan we then increased the volume of
our attacking fire. So far the baylor have been able to take out all
we have thrown at them since, but we can see results.”
“Their defensive missile fire has not decreased but they
have to be using up their stockpiles of ammo at a much faster
rate than they can replace them.” Tom paused a moment to take a
sip of water from the glass in the holder on his armrest and
continued. “Their energy weapons have continued at the same

firing rate, but we are also starting to see results from their
continuous use.”
“The majority of the PDBs border the oceans and have
begun to heat the water around them as they use it to cool their
weapons. The three inland bases around the landlocked southern
pole PDBs have also begun to release plumes of steam from their
own cooling stations.”
He paused and smiled. “One of those PDBs is so
surrounded by steam plumes that they’re starting to affect the
weather around them.” The 3D holographic projection rotated to
show all in the room the PDB indicated. “With the overlap of
coverage from other bases, the drop in effectiveness of that
base’s energy weapons hasn’t allowed any missiles to get
through…yet. It will soon though.”
Tom gazed at the 3D image as he continued. “Of course
the extra use of defensive missiles to offset the loss of energy
weapons effectiveness has undoubtedly put an additional burden
on their ammunition stockpiles.”
Draco nodded occasionally as Tom talked. Beside him,
Hy’Grd, having grown used to the humans and wolfen and their
more rapid pace of living, easily followed the quick flow of
information.
The young alien had nearly lost his habit of melodic
purring to calm himself. He remained so still on his raised
platform-seat, that he could have been mistaken for an odd
looking tree stump on a display pedestal.
“Our orbital sensors haven’t shown very much ground
traffic to and from the PDBs.” Tom continued. “That means that
if they are continuing to make replacement missiles, the plants or
the transportation lines must be underground.”
“We have continued to add more and more live missiles
to our barrage, but the percentage of dummies is still over
seventy percent. We had enough dummies manufactured
ourselves to last for over six weeks of continuous fire but we are
ready now to go to the next phase of our plan.”

“That’s all I have for now.” Tom finished then took a
drink from his water glass as the 3D image of Grrlar ceased to
rotate as he released his mental control on the ceiling mounted
unit.
“OK, here’s what I’ve got.” Wes Orion said, knowing he
was next. “Kristie and I have been keeping up our Video Free
Grrlar broadcasts since the week before our bombardment
started.”
The 3D hologram resumed its rotation as Wes took over
mental control. The highlighted Planetary Defense Bases
dimmed and satellites in orbit about Grrlar became prominently
viewed. “We had to change frequencies a couple of times in a
few locations when the baylor jammed our transmissions, but
most of the planet is getting our broadcasts.”
“It only took six days after the beginning of the
bombardment, before we started to get transmissions from
hidden wolfen rebels.” Wes continued. “The baylor tried to take
out those transmitters, but for every one they stopped, three or
four more started.”
“Also, our infiltrators are distributing as many secure
transceivers as they can to as many wolfen as they can trust.” At
the questioning looks from some of the audience, Wes added.
“The infiltrators that are not cyberhumans have PSI tech to check
for any wolfen or the few humans on Grrlar that might be mind
controlled.”
“The transmissions we’ve received show that the wolfen
all over Grrlar are starting to strike back at the baylor. Just like
on Argnng, the baylor are starting to withdraw into their
respective Family enclaves.” Numerous points on the
holographic planet lit briefly. “I don’t think it will be long before
they revert to the protection of their own families and property.
All we need is to take out enough PDBs to open a quadrant of
sky through to the surface and the only thing that will remain
will be the ground war.”

Wes signaled that he was finished, by nodding to Forrest
Moon as he sat down and took a drink from his own glass of
water.
At Wes’ signal, Draco’s brother took up the next phase
of the meeting. “We’ve got most of our sphere of fighter drone,
control ship carriers in place and all of the drones have a
minimum of five weapons reloads.”
As he talked, Forrest mentally manipulated the 3D
hologram in the air above the center of the circle of chairs. The
highlighted satellites dimmed and a swarm of fighter drones
encompassed the holographic planet.
“We haven’t got all of the people we need to man all of
our control VR pods as yet, but the people we do have, have
been spending considerable time in virtual reality training. The
VR pods that we’re using have allowed our operators to get
years of experience in only a few months of real-time.”
“As you know, the Kiilliimmeedd family put twice as
many PDBs on Grrlar than is normal for the baylor. Usually they
only put three around each pole, but Grrlar has another six
scattered around the equator.” Forrest shrugged as the indicated
PDBs became highlighted on the holographic planet. “We think
that’s because the Emperor wouldn’t allow them to have any
inter-system, or FTL spaceships. So to compensate they went
into overkill on their defenses for Grrlar cause it is such a quality
world.”
“If Argnng didn’t have such climatological mood
swings, they’d probably have done the same there. They didn’t
really spread out far from the equatorial regions because of the
seasonal temperature extremes of hot to cold and back again.”
Forrest smiled. “Most of the baylor that ended up on Argnng
were either in disfavor from the Kiilliimmeedd Family or were
low enough on the status ladder to not have any other choices.
Only a few were masochistic enough to enjoy the yo-yo climate
extremes.”
“Anyway,” Forrest continued, “for our own part, we’ve
got three times as many fighter drone control ships around Grrlar

as we did at Argnng. We’ve been transferring forces from
Argnng to Grrlar, but for basic security purposes we did leave
half of our forces in orbit around Argnng.”
“The last of the wolfen that we’re getting from Argnng
should start getting here in the next few hours. By tomorrow
we’ll have all of our en route control carriers, with full loads of
drones in position and the extra wolfen they’re carrying assigned
to the control ships already here.”
“We’ve recruited more additional forces from the freed
wolfen and they’re spending their own transit time in VR
training, so they won’t be completely green when they get here.
We should be ready to start the next phase of the battle a couple
of days after that.” Forrest said, then looked around the double
circle of listeners. “I guess that’s all I’ve got for now.”
Draco looked around the room for a moment, then put
his hands together in front of his face and rested his chin in the
gap between his thumbs and forefingers. After a moment of
contemplation he raised his head, dropped his hands, and rose to
his feet. “It looks as though we’ve got everything ready to go.
You’ve all got your assignments and duties already lain out.
Let’s get to it!”

* SEVENTEEN *
Granite glanced upwards for a moment as the night sky
streamed multiple colored lights from above and below. Through
his flock of hundreds of dragon shaped remotes he watched the
ground and sky around him in a circle twenty kilometers wide.
The hard straight lines of energy weapons from above
instantly appeared and splashed horizontally as they touched
Energy Absorption Fields. The shafts of light dispersed in
flowing waves of color that formed a dome shape above each of
the individual installations of the island defense base.
To Granite’s 20K eye, the surface of the island took on
an image of several dozen giant, light pierced pincushions.
The relatively slower pinpoints of light that were
reflected from the hulls of missiles shot skyward from several of
those energy domes. The dimly reflected light of those rising
missiles exploded to brilliance as a light from above stabbed
each missile.
A small number of those hit by orbital energy beams
exploded in puffs of vaporized matter, but most rose unaffected,
enclosed within the glowing sphere of their internal EAF. The
coruscating balls of energy with their missile hearts, rose quickly
to just above the atmosphere, before altering trajectories and
streaking towards electronically selected targets.
Granite could see a growing number of them racing in
all directions across the sky far above. Where more and more of
them succumbed to the energy beams that followed them and
were vaporized, the killing beam of light instantly stabbed the
planet before automatic firing programs could disengage and reaim.
For a fraction of a second after the destruction of each
baylorian missile, the energy beam became a longer line with the
expanding sphere of vaporized matter from the missile, forming
a growing dot at its middle.

Granite again focused his 20K eye on the ground around
him. It was beginning to get harder to see through the domes of
light as the shields continued to absorb the energy beams fired
from orbit.
Hidden within groups of the many Radio Free Grrlar
frequencies being broadcast from orbit, were coded messages to
the growing number of cyberhuman infiltrators. Granite mentally
counted down from the timetable that he’d pieced together from
the bits of hidden messages that concerned this Planetary
Defense Base.
When his mental countdown hit zero, the sky around
him lit up with more energy beams from above. But instead of
concentrating on a single point, these beams flickered back and
forth across the ground between the pincushions that were the
main installations.
As the beams played across the surface of the island,
bubbles of energy began to appear. Wherever a bubble appeared,
the energy beam that exposed it stopped its search.
Almost immediately, some of the bubbles erupted with
energy beams of their own while others spewed missiles in an
almost continuous stream.
Granite closed his eyes and sent a mental signal to
dozens of groups of remotes he’d spent the past few weeks
putting in place. All around him nanomass copies of native
plants and animals within the protection of the many bubbles of
energy scattered between the main PDB installations began to
move purposefully.
As the remotes converged on the firing ports of the
individual weapons, Granite mentally ‘glanced’ at the sky. The
increased number of missiles from the PDB, were met with
energy beams from multiple sources and few made it out of the
atmosphere.
The hundreds of energy beams that stabbed skyward
were intercepted by thousands of TagYerIt units. The TYIs were
remote fighter drones that used the power absorbed through their
EAF shields to power their main energy cannon.

Programmed to put themselves between enemy energy
weapons and that weapon’s target, the TYI absorbs energy till its
capacitors are full, then moves aside to let one of its swarm
brethren eat energy. Moving aside, individual TYIs would then
fire on the ground-based source of its energy. Where energy
beams from above touched the swarm, TYIs gained energy from
two sources but only fired down.
The swarm fell slowly toward the planet as it threw
absorbed energy back at the baylorian energy cannon. As
individual TYIs exhausted their energy, they would rise, then fall
in behind the growing swarm as it slowly followed the line of the
ground-based beam toward its source.
Granite marveled at the beauty of the scene revealed
through his 20K eye as well as that seen through the visual
spectrum eyes of his nanobotic body.
By this time his remotes had made their way to the edges
of the firing ports of the PDB energy weapons. Shifting his full
concentration to his remotes he gave preprogrammed signals at
appropriate times as the nanomass flowed into the ports.
The nanomass flowed down the outside of the ports till it
got to the base of the energy cannon’s barrel. There it sought out
the frequency control modules, pierced their casings, and began
to reprogram them.
Within moments energy weapons on the surface of the
island began switching to the frequency of a sunlit day and to
use much less power. Immediately after each baylorian energy
cannon became neutralized, that TagYerIt swarm would rise
back to the edge of the atmosphere and disperse towards other
converging swarms.
As he compromised energy cannon after energy cannon,
Granite directed remaining nanomass towards the main control
units. Reprogramming those components with new security
codes effectively closed each cannon off from baylorian control.
Baylorian techs would have to change out entire control
units and frequency modules to change their cannons from
glorified flashlights back into energy weapons.

They would also have to do this while nanomass ‘bugs’
stung unprotected and armored techs alike, with ‘coma venom’.
What nanomass remained, Granite directed into the
maintenance shell and back along buried access tunnels toward
the central control installation. Baylorian techs along the way
were stung with coma venom while slaves were stung by sleeper
venom.
The latter would wake easily in four to five hours while
the former would sleep much longer, waking disoriented and
physically weak in four or five days if not given medical
attention.
As the nanomass bugs converged through connecting
access tunnels, more and more unsuspecting baylorian and slave
techs fell to the growing swarm.
Parts of the growing swarm invaded data panels along
the way and reprogrammed security and control codes. By the
time the baylor knew there was something wrong within the
PDB, Granite had seized control of twenty seven percent of the
energy weapons and nineteen percent of the missile ports.
Almost the entire southern and southeastern quadrant of
the base was under Granite’s control.
The swarm of nanomass bugs split and began to encircle
the central installation’s access tunnels. Baylorian and slave
techs that left the central installation were ignored while the
swarm worked its way inward with the opening of each airtight
hatch.
Each repair tech that tried to operate, or access a panel
was stung by the nanomass bug that guarded that panel. Those
that collected the casualties were ignored and more bugs rode the
unconscious bodies back into the heart of the base.
Granite controlled forty four percent of the energy
weapons and thirty nine percent of the missile ports when the
PDB Commander put the base on lock-down alert. Granite could
have morphed his nanomass bugs to pierce each successive layer
of the walls that led to the central control room, but didn’t.

Those within the main control rooms were just as easily
confined within an inoperable control room as any holding cell.
Instead, Granite methodically infiltrated the control panels that
led out of the central installation and through the access tunnels.
By the time the first sun was rising in the east, Granite
had changed all the command and security codes and was
broadcasting the ‘cease fire’ code to the ships in orbit. Moments
later the sun-dimmed light show ended.
Before the second sun poked its dimmer point above the
horizon, his team of human and wolfen commandos had joined
him from their EAF shielded cave sanctuary.
Wearing nanomass battle suits, his team followed him as
he entered the nearest secure access tunnel. Surrounding the
invading team was a swarm of baseball sized TagYerIt spheres.
They worked their way down access tunnels strewn with
the scattered bodies of sleeping slaves and comatose baylor.
Using equipment designed over the past few years, they tested
slaves for signs of brain control and wakened those of free will.
They bound the legs, arms, and hands of the mind-controlled
slaves as well as those of all of the baylor before moving on.
As Granite led his team deeper into the PDB, they
explained things to the slaves they had freed. By the time they
reached the outer limits of the central complex, the group had
more than quadrupled in size.
While they moved deeper into the base, Granite used his
cyberhuman abilities to enter the minds of the newly freed
slaves. Choosing the best half of his new recruits, he morphed
nanomass into TagYerIt suits with helmet mounted ‘tag back’
projectors and contact activated, ‘stunner’ discharge nodes in the
back of the gloves.
He instructed the chosen half to stand still and as they
were engulfed in the nanomass based, TYI suits. Granite then
split the remaining freed slaves into four groups and gave each
group a mind-control detector, sleep antidote injectors, and arm
and leg bindings. He then sent them back into the access tunnels
to wake sleeping slaves. Some carried weapons collected from

the comatose baylor, while others would arm themselves as they
came across more of the scattered casualties.
Since slaves usually outnumbered their masters by at
least five to one, most would not obtain modern weapons. Some
of those without had already armed themselves with makeshift
weapons in the form of tools, pipes, and broken pieces of
furniture.
As each group left, Granite programmed a pair of
baseball TYIs to lead and trail the mind control detector unit by
two and four meters respectfully. As long as the freed slaves
stayed within the six meters enclosed by the four TYIs, they
would be protected from hand weapons.
When the fourth team passed out of sight, Granite turned
back to the hatch to the central control complex. He morphed
nanomass through the first airlock hatch then located and
neutralized the compartment’s automatic, defensive weaponry.
When he was sure the compartment was safe, he led the way
deeper into the base.
They went through three hatches this way before they
met their first resistance. They were within the third ring when
six mind-controlled slaves behind stealth shields opened fire
with two-handed energy weapons from around the compartment
beyond the hatch. The invading group had quickly filed through
the hatch. Protected by their overlapping EAF shields, they were
standing with their backs to the compartment wall as their TYIs
returned fire to its source.
They had moved only a few steps away from the third
hatch when six silent shapes dropped from the ceiling above.
As the cracks of laser rifles rang around the
compartment, Granite identified the explosives wrapping the six
and instantly sent a mental projection to several TYI remotes.
The kinetic program of the EAF would allow the
relatively slow moving bodies of the mind-controlled slaves to
settle within the field. A suicide bomb inside a personal EAF
bubble would turn the inside of the bubble into mush just before
the field generator was destroyed.

Then the mush would be sprayed across the overlapping
bubbles.
If the suicide bomber ‘linked’, or touched more than one
of those below, the EAF bubbles would combine and the single
bubble could encompass two or more.
In the split second from the time Granite recognized the
danger and sent the mental orders to the remotes, the six had not
fully released their holds above his group. They had fallen less
than a meter when several TYI remotes ‘tagged’ the six.
A mixture of red fluid and small chunks of meat were
sprayed onto the top of the mat of EAF bubbles by the resulting
explosions. Before it could slowly seep through and drip on
those below, Granite thoughtfully redirected TYI fire to vaporize
the remains that coated the outer sphere of the EAF bubbles.
It took only a few moments for Granite to determine that
the resistors were all dead or neutralized. His group collected
weapons from the nearest defenders as they made their way
down the hall to the next layer of the base’s security.
The other side of the fourth hatch produced the same
initial assault from above but with a much larger support group.
There was also the added harassment of groups attacking from
both sides as they made their way through the next layer.
They collected weapons and power cartridges and
TagYerIt remotes returned laser fire to its source as the group
moved steadily on through the next security layer. There was no
attacking fire by the time they reached the security hatch to the
next layer.
The group formed their oval formation outside the next
hatch, with more confidence as they prepared to forge on.
As soon as the first of his nanomass penetrated the fifth
hatch, there was a terrific explosion and Granite and those
crowding behind him were sprayed with fist-to-plate sized
shrapnel from the hatch and the wall around it.
Luckily, nanomass battle suits and TagYerIt suits that
were surrounded and interspersed with TYI baseballs protected
the invaders. As the force of the explosion struck, the glow of

absorbed kinetic energy flashed around the group and they were
bodily blown backwards several meters into the wall behind
them.
Within the protection of the integrated energy absorption
fields of their suits and their TYI escort, they flew back as a
group, in relative slow motion. The sphere of influence affected
by the combined EAFs glowed as they absorbed the kinetic
energy of the blast.
All of the newly freed slaves, but two, fell backwards
when their backward motion ceased. Those two stumbled but
didn’t fall while Granite and his team took only one or two
controlled back-steps before regaining their balance.
They had no sooner landed when laser fire from the
compartment beyond bathed them in flashes of light. The sharp
cracks of air filling the vacuum of laser-burned tubes through the
air of the room followed each laser beam as it winked off.
Just as the continuous beam of a tripod mounted laser
splashed across the shell of their combined EAF shield the TYI
baseballs went into action.
Dozens of them converged in front of the heavy laser
beam and ‘tagged back’ in a ring around the oncoming beam. In
seconds there were muffled explosions mixed with screams as
exposed parts of the operator’s bodies were hit by returning laser
fire from the TYIs.
Other TYI baseballs intercepted the smaller beams from
hand weapons and instantly ‘tagged back’ along the line of fire.
In the couple of seconds it took for the fallen slaves at the back
and center of the group to react to the force of the initial
explosion, the air was filled with the popcorn cracks of
continuous laser fire in a confined space.
“Hold your position!” Granite yelled back to those
newcomers added to his original team, then added. “Link!”
The new recruits were used to taking orders from baylor
and obeyed automatically. The practice they’d gotten in the
previous four layers of security helped them respond quickly to

the ‘link’ command and each reached out to grasp the arm,
shoulder, or waist of an adjacent member of the group.
“Forward!” Granite ordered as he sent a swarm of
nanomass bugs into the hole in the wall. TYI remotes followed
the bugs.
The group moved forward beneath and behind the
covering fire of the shell of TYI remotes. As Granite passed
through the wider hole, left by the initial explosion, additional
laser beams bathed the overlapping energy bubbles that covered
the group.
“Keep moving!” Granite yelled for the benefit of the
newcomers at the center and back of the group. “Don’t bunch
up! Keep leg room free!”
Granite led them into the large compartment as the TYI
remotes tagged anyone who shot at the moving group.
The baylor and their mind controlled security slaves
weren’t used to facing personal shields of such small size with
such high capacity levels. Like the others before them, they held
their ground in the face of the steady advance into the fifth
security ring around the central control dome.
As they moved forward, the newly freed slaves began
firing the hand weapons they had collected, adding to the
popcorn crackle of continuous laser fire in the confines of the
base. It took only one or two shots before the new recruits
learned to extend their arms far enough to get the barrels of their
weapons outside the range of the EAF surrounding them.
The firing continued for nearly a full minute, with the
bubbles of the invader’s EAF shields glowing more fiercely by
the second. The incoming fire exceeded that returned by the TYI
remotes and excess energy began to back up.
A couple of the weapons extended outside the range of
the EAF had their barrels melted by incoming fire. The users
quickly dropped their weapons as conducted heat warmed the
handgrips. The more experienced within the group gingerly
picked up these discarded weapons to quickly retrieve the
undamaged power packs.

Granite was focused on the greatest concentrations of
defensive fire when the crack of hand weapons was dwarfed by
two great thunderous cracks that were followed quickly by two
more.
In a fraction of a second, Granite identified the two
tripod cannon being lowered through stealth-hidden holes to the
level above. TYI remotes blocked the third pair of highdischarge bursts from the cannon as well as the dozens of bursts
that followed before return fire blasted through the supporting
ceiling.
The concentrated and boosted pulses from the laser
cannon were stronger than that of a continuous burst. If the
cannons had been on low energy continuous fire, the saturated
EAF shield might have absorbed the energy.
Instead, the high intensity bursts at this close range
burned through the overlapping EAF shield.
In a fraction of a second a new recruit and three of
Granite’s original team were hit by point blank laser cannon
bursts.
The new recruit’s TYI suit absorbed only a fraction of
the blast and when it failed, the wolfen’s right arm, shoulder,
side, and leg were all that was not vaporized in an instant. The
explosion of the wolfen’s body turning instantly to vapor
sprayed the rest of the body sideways.
Two of Granite’s original team were protected for only a
fraction of a second longer by their stronger battle suit EAF
shields. But they didn’t die. Life Preservation Implants and
backup EAF units in the helmets of the suits protected both of
the wolfen, despite their taking head shots.
The third member of Granite’s original team wasn’t so
lucky.
Eric Winden was thrown backwards in a heap on the
edge of the oval of linked EAF shields. Leaning slightly forward
in the linked group, the laser cannon had taken off most of the
front of his head, despite the protection of his nanomass battle
suit.

With no time to mourn their losses, the group fought on
while Granite sent several TYIs through the gap in the ceiling to
deal with the laser cannon. Seconds later the snap-crack of
smaller lasers and the cut-off screams from above was followed
by the end of cannon fire.
Granite directed the TYIs to the destruction of the
working parts of the cannon while he sent portions of nanomass
to collect the LPIs of the two wolfen, who had survived the
destruction of their bodies.
Granite had not had time to construct an LPI for the new
recruit and did not feel the same level of hurt and loss for the
wolfen’s death as he did for Eric. The wolfen had known and
accepted the risks he took in joining the assault team.
Eric had had the opportunity to receive an implant and
had turned it down. Granite should have made acceptance a
condition of joining him but hadn’t. Now Eric was dead forever.
Granite knew that his human friend had made his
decision on his own, but that didn’t help.
Eric was dead and there was nothing anyone could do.
The group moved forward through the continuing laser
fire, returning fire with TYI remotes and newly confiscated hand
weapons.
They moved as a group directly at the greatest force of
resistance. Energy weapons splashed across their EAF shields
and TYI remotes absorbed the energy and fired it back to its
source.
In a few minutes the fierce battle was over. The shield
bubbles around the invaders glowed with residual energy but no
more new laser bursts splashed across their surfaces.
With a break in battle, Granite lightly scanned the
surface emotions of the remainder of his assault force. The new
recruits were scared but the fear was overlain with
determination. Resolute calm and the alertness of weeks of
training dominated his original assault team’s minds.
Except for the mind of Jaque Tamara.

Beneath the alert calm her grief was barely contained.
She had only pressed Eric to get an LPI for a short time, and the
guilt of not pressing him harder weighed on her mind.
Granite knew she blamed herself and not him, but she
still felt the pain of failing to protect her lover.
But there was no time to dwell on their individually
perceived mistakes.
They faced the last hatch to the interior of the PDB’s
inner control core.
The last line of defense for the trapped baylor and their
mind controlled slaves proved to be relatively easy compared to
the last two security levels. Within the hour they had captured or
killed the last defender and the PDB was theirs.
While his assault team organized the newly freed slaves,
Granite used nanomass to infiltrate the control room. It took him
less than an hour to reprogram the entire planetary defense base
to his security codes.
While he was contacting his friends in orbit, he learned
that Tatsu had already taken the base on the northern island of
the Claw island group.
He and Tatsu immediately started coordinating the
support fire for an invasion path down from orbit. They had run
nearly a hundred quick VR simulations, when notification came
that the team assigned to take the base between Great Plains and
Shurikan islands had reported complete success.
They contacted the Shurikan PDB and quickly ran
another hundred VR sims for assault paths from orbit. They
transmitted security and control codes to the fleet above and
turned their attention to securing the occupants of their
respective PDBs.
It took most of a day to sort out the trustworthy exslaves from those that were mind controlled. Granite gave the
new recruits intensive VR training while constructing secure
holding cells for the mind-controlled slaves and the baylor.
Thirty hours after taking the central control complex, he
put the remainder of his assault team in charge of the PDB.

Surrounded by hundreds of TYI and dragon shaped remotes,
Granite flew at top speed toward the Kiilliimmeedd Estate in the
center of the Great Plains Island.
To the north, Tatsu was making his way to the polar
regions to assist the takeover of the PDBs there. Granite
whispered a good luck to his friend as he flew south.
Less than an hour into his flight south, the sky behind
him lit up as, controlled from above, the Clawtip PDB began
firing at the polar PDB’s defensive missiles in support of the first
orbit-to-surface assault.

* EIGHTEEN *
Tiger watched the start of the battle through his mental
link with Pendragon. Tom and Jade Pendragon flew their ship
well outside the range of the Planetary Defense Bases on the
surface of the planet below, so he had an excellent angle for
viewing.
They were over the night side of Grrlar and the sky
below them was lit by thousands of steady and pulsing light
beams of many colors. At the focal points of groups of those
beams and bursts were domes of scattered light.
At the edge of the planet, the ring of debris between the
two moons pierced the dark shadow of the planet like a silvery
knife plunged into its side.
Darting between, in, and around the beams were spheres
of scattered light. A few years ago, Tiger would have expected
those missiles to fire in a straight line and leave an exhaust from
burned propellant behind them.
These darted sideways at random intervals as they flew
by means of gravity wave coils. Dodging the seeking beams
from above the missiles tried to get at the missiles being fired
from orbit.
Many of them didn’t make it out of the atmosphere,
while many more were destroyed short of their targets. Most
found a target to take out with only a fraction of the missiles
from above getting through.
Tiger knew that data systems were studying the rate of
fire from below to judge how much to fire from above. They
wanted to force the baylor to expend as much munitions as
possible without actually punching through to damage the bases
on the surface.
They wanted everything as intact as possible.
In case the main empire surprised them later on.
Flying in a hovering position instead of a normal orbit,
Pendragon held position above the equator of Grrlar and to the

west of the coral island designated Key Largo, in the
southeastern edge of Claw Island.
Pendragon was a new ship from that originally owned
by Tom and Jade. She was still the flagship, but she wore a
bigger skin now. Not as big as a mobile habitat station like
Missing Lynx, she was still much bigger than a carrier.
The empty space, that would hold the habitat disk after
the war, was packed with TagYerIt interceptors.
Tiger smiled at the name.
When the design for the remote drones had been
presented to a meeting that held Angela, she had blurted out a
quick “Tag, you’re it! No, you are!”
Several others in the meeting laughed and copied the
two halves of the phrase in turn. They quickly shortened it to
TagYerIt and that immediately became the remote drone’s
official designation.
Tiger hadn’t been there but had heard the story from
several that had. He’d been on his way to the Centauri system
from Draconus encased within a passive VR pod within a small
courier. The passive, mind-only kind of VR pod, like a coffin
with rounded corners or an Egyptian sarcophagus.
Well, for twenty out of twenty-four hours anyway. The
other four hours he spent with the crew of the courier, both of
them. They were glad for his company at the beginning of each
visit and just shy of glad to see him re-enter his VR pod four
hours later.
He didn’t tell them about interacting with the seventeen
braincases stored in the other half of the courier’s cargo bay
while he was in his VR pod. When the crew was busy or he
sensed they didn’t really want his company, he spent most of his
waking time in the courier’s full-sensor VR pod in training
simulations with the minds that now occupied the braincase
modules.
It had been several years since the start of his uncle’s
exodus off Earth to the planetoid they now called Draconus.

There were hundreds of thousands of people there now, many of
them of advanced age.
Many of them made use of the medical services of
cyberhuman doctors to heal the bodies they occupied. Others
chose to give up those old bodies in favor of newly cloned
bodies that their brains would be transplanted to after the clones
were born. Of course, it had taken a while to convince them that
nearly all of the clones being created didn’t have active brain
waves.
Most of the older brain transplants waited for a properly
brain dead clone to be born, then had the transplant procedure
performed. The clone’s genes were altered just enough to display
the white hair and violet eyes of the second-generation clone.
But if the clone’s brains became active, they immediately went
from being replacement bodies to clone brothers and sisters.
Experience had perfected the system and the one
hundred forty seven clone brothers and sisters that had gestated
with active brain signatures had not been added to in over a year.
If another clone’s mind became active with its own brain waves,
that ‘person’ would be transferred to the nursery and treated like
any normal child.
Things like fingerprints, retinal prints, and thermal prints
could never be duplicated so each clone had his or her own
unique body. Likewise, nutrition and activity shaped muscle and
bone in different ways to give each clone an individual identity.
The end result was that no clone was an exact copy of
the ‘parent’ gene donor. They looked like what they were,
identical twins with similar features, like any twin’s family
features.
The seventeen, interconnected bottles that had rode with
Tiger from Draconus to the Centauri system were the majority of
the braincase volunteers. These and a few others had jumped at
the chance when they found out that they could have their brains,
spinal cords, and connecting central nervous system removed
intact and put in a mobile container for as long as they wished
before having their replacement body cloned.

The braincases that had shared the cargo bay of the
courier with him and his VR pod were of a special kind. The
braincase was connected directly into four major sensory
modules.
There were six, short, sturdy legs beneath the meter tall
shell with a pair of arms that flanked the middle of the shell. At
the top of the braincase shell, a softball sized, swiveling head
with two eyes and ears, a nose, and a mouth, gave the braincase
occupant four senses. A skin covering over the shell and leg,
arm, and head modules that could feel pressure and temperature
variations added the fifth physical sense to the unit.
With layered EAF shields, a ring of gravity wave coils,
and a TagYerIt laser on each shoulder, the bare braincase was a
formidable opponent to attack.
Tiger knew that many of the more specialized drones
and mechanoid remotes were being adapted to hold braincases.
The seventeen he’d traveled with to Pendragon would be
remotely controlling the TYIs that swarmed toward the energy
beams being fired from the surface below.
When it came time to occupy the surface, they would
‘ride’ specially formed control cradles in the chests of five-meter
tall warbots. The braincase warbot resembled the actual
braincase design, but in a five meter tall size.
The differences were in the backup sensors ringing the
waist, the sturdier arms and legs with longer arms, and the
assortment of weapons in the lap cargo bed. And, of course, the
five meter size.
Tiger broke free of his reverie as several of the energy
beams from below turned into enormous flashlights. “It won’t be
long now.” He thought to himself.
Within a short time, more PDB energy beams were
compromised and changed frequencies and power levels. Energy
beams from above left the compromised targets to seek out those
that were still operative.
Tiger initiated a link with Pendragon’s sensors and
watched as the water around the island began to heat up as

baylorian EAF shields absorbed power. Unlike the human’s
TagYerIt technology that used accumulated energy from the
shields to power weapons, the baylor shed the accumulated
energy as excess heat.
He continued to watch the scene below through his link
with the ship’s sensors, but shifted his point of view to the
daylight side of the planet.
The light show was not as impressive as that of the night
side, but it was still a sight to behold. Where the night side of the
planet was three large and thousands of small islands in an
expansive sea, what was now the daylight side of Grrlar
consisted of narrow seas separating three continents and dozens
of small, medium, and large islands.
The eastern hemisphere was the most densely populated
with nearly three billion sentients. Of that number, two and a
half billion were slaves.
Taking that into account, the offensive fire from above
was more concentrated around the PDBs being attacked. Fewer
missiles were used to avoid the danger of falling debris. This was
offset by an increased amount of energy beams targeting the
bases.
Tiger watched the scene over the daylight side for
several more minutes before receiving the anticipated message
from the ship’s AI.
This ‘dummied down’ version of an artificial
intelligence program was not like listening to the voice of his
implant’s original AI but he had learned enough patience to not
let the ponderous pace get to him. It was, after all, programmed
to speak to humans at a normal pace and not to pass messages in
an electronically compressed manner.
Tiger accepted the message and disconnected his link to
Pendragon’s sensor system. Making his way to his cabin, he lay
down and put himself into a deep sleep for four hours. When his
internal clock awakened him, he rose, performed a thorough
toilet, and made his way to the ship’s mess. After an expansive
meal he went to the bot-shop and waited his turn.

“Chris is going to be pissed when she finds out.” He
thought as he watched the techs put braincases in six legged,
warbot bodies. The massive, five-meter behemoths then rose and
moved gingerly toward the massive open doors at the other end
of the large compartment.
Tiger could see them practicing their movements and
testing their warbot bodies in the compartment beyond. On the
other side of the compartment, LPI units were being installed in
the three-meter tall, two legged battlebot models.
When his turn came, a wolfen tech called his name and
he went to the indicated warbot.
“You won’t fit like that sir.” The wolfen said with
furrowed brow. “You’ll have to melt or whatever it is you
Evvlliigg do.”
Tiger smiled. “This is my birth body. I can’t shape it
much without doing damage.”
“Then how?” The tech was at a loss for words.
“Do you have that inert nanomass I asked for?” Tiger
asked in way of an answer.”
“Yes sir, right here.” The wolfen motioned to a pair of
large crates behind the warbot assigned to Tiger.
“Good. I’ll take it from here.” Tiger said with a smile.
He moved around the warbot and reached a hand to
touch each of the crates. With a mental command, each crate
melted and flowed toward the warbot.
While the wolfen tech stared in openmouthed awe, the
nanomass flowed up the back legs of the warbot and into the
main body through the braincase cradle cavity.
Curiosity overcame him and the tech moved closer to see
more clearly. With Tiger’s directions, the nanomass quickly
converted the inner cavity of the warbot into a VR pod.
“What are you doing with all the innards sir?” The
wolfen tech asked.
“Oh, just moving it around a little.” Tiger answered.
“Some of it I’ve miniaturized a little more and other things I’ve

upgraded in other ways. When I’m finished, this bot will be
considerably improved.”
“Why not make the same improvements on all the bots?”
The tech asked.
Tiger smiled at the tech as he mentally monitored the
nanomass within his warbot’s body. “I can make on the spot
repairs, without dismantling parts of the outer shell to get to
them, for one thing. With the proper tools and spare parts,
anybody can fix the normal warbots and battlebots in the field.”
“The main thing though, is we don’t want nanomass to
be used by too many others.” He smiled to take the sting out of
his words. “It’s powerful stuff and could be easily misused.”
The tech nodded with a smile of his own. “I understand
sir, and I guess I would have to agree with you. Look what
happened when the baylor got power they weren’t ready to
handle.”
Tiger smiled and returned the knowing nod, then turned
to his bot as the tech excused himself to tend the next name on
his list. A few minutes later Tiger climbed up on the back legs of
his warbot and stepped onto the rear platform. Stepping over the
exit ports for the bot’s TYI remotes he grabbed the bar at the top
of the opening and swung himself into the VR pod nestled in the
center of the bot’s chassis.
As he fitted himself into the VR cradle, nanomass rose
up to close off the opening at his back. More nanomass rose up
around him to enclose him in a secure manner. Nanomass flowed
over his legs and body, down his arms and hands, and up over
his head to form a sensory sheath that was considerably more
sensitive and comfortable than that of any normal VR pod.
Like the braincases that had been placed in the other
warbots and the LPI units that were being installed in battlebots,
he had spent hours in VR training in operating his bot. Mentally
activating his bot he rose from the resting position and moved
gingerly toward the practice area.

An hour later he was in line for insertion into a drop pod,
and an hour later his drop pod was in its cradle with all the other
pods.
Tiger settled back in his VR harness and put himself to
sleep. A signal from the ship’s AI woke him just as the line of
pods began to move. The motion was steady for nearly a minute,
then with a lurch his pod was in free fall.
Activating his connection with the drop pod’s sensors,
Tiger watched, as the planet grew closer. Around him the light of
energy beams crisscrossed the sky, chasing glowing spheres of
all sizes. Where energy beams contacted spheres, they flared
with absorbed energy.
The larger spheres were escorted by hordes of smaller
spheres. The smaller spheres fought to get between energy
beams and the larger spheres. His shields lit up with absorbed
energy for a moment till a swarm of TYI remotes interposed
themselves with his drop pod and the energy beam’s source.
He could see through the pod’s sensors that all of the
beams that were targeted at his group were from the poles. The
three PDBs below fired their missiles north and south at the
polar PDBs while their energy weapons targeted only the
missiles from the polar bases.
As he fell, the defensive fire from the north polar trio of
Planetary Defense Bases abruptly cut off. His bot’s command
channel link informed him, and all the other members of the
assault drop, that the three north pole PDBs had been taken or
neutralized.
Tiger imagined the cheers that were being shouted by
organic, braincase, and LPI minds throughout the fleet and the
drop pods. His own cheer sounded more like the dog bark of his
favorite football team.
Although the defensive fire from the north ceased,
Tiger’s drop pod lit up with energy fire from the south two more
times before his pod dropped below the south pole’s line of
sight. Moments later his pod slowed quickly, his weight pushing

down in his harness with the force. That lasted for only a few
moments, then his drop pod went into horizontal flight.
Still monitoring his pod’s sensors, Tiger could see
hundreds of drop pods converging as they flew south. He looked
down to see the island that held Clawtip PDB pass beneath him.
A minute later the edge of Great Plains Island came into view
and the mass of drop pods around him began to slow and lose
altitude.
The pod hit the ground softly and the front folded out
and away from the warbot within. At the same time, clamps that
had held the warbot anchored to the deck of the drop pod
released with metallic clangs.
Within the VR control pod of his warbot, Tiger stood up
from his resting position. The warbot copied his movements with
its six legs instead of two, and stepped out of the drop pod.
Around him, hundreds of warbots, battlebots, Seabee bots, and
medbots stepped out of half of the drop pods.
The other half, each disgorged dozens of ground troops
in armored, armed, and shielded battle suits. Several groups of
these ground troops lifted into the air on gravity wave coils built
into their suits and established a defensive perimeter. Several of
the battlebots and warbots joined this sentry ring.
Most of the remainder of the bots and troops gathered in
separate groups for muster. A smaller group, the Seabee bots and
troops went to work on the drop pods.
The upper hull, of some of the conical pods were
stripped completely away while the support frame with its EAF
shield modules was left intact. With the EAF for protection, the
restructured pods would now serve as mobile troop or cargo
transports.
Other Seabee bots completely dismantled several pods,
then began to reassemble them into new shapes. Using the drop
pod’s deceleration gravity wave coils, power units, and premeasured parts of the pod’s structural framework, the Seabee
bots and personnel began to assemble the pieces into new

designs. In a very short time trucks, vans, and jeeps began to
take shape.
Tiger looked in another direction and saw seven pods
being connected into a single mass. When finished, that structure
would be the Mobile Command Base. Shifting his visual
attention off to the side, he watched as other Seabee bots and
personnel assembled the nine Mobile Assault Platforms.
Using two of the drop pod bodies connected by twin pie
shaped sections of a third as a main frame, the MAPs would
carry the heavy energy weapons for the Assault Force. With
extra EAF shielding, the MAPs would also act as a heavy
TagYerIt for Mobile Command.
Tiger continued to watch as the Seabee squads rapidly
disassembled the modular sections of the drop pods and
reassembled them in their new configurations. He marveled at
the speed with which the Seabees worked. They must have spent
months of subjective time in their VR pods training for this
moment.
Tiger walked the full circle around his drop pod taking
in the sight of the activity around him. “Boy, is Chris going to be
pissed when she finds out.” He thought to himself again as he
looked down inside his warbot’s VR control pod. The visual
display projected in the hologram that surrounded him showed
him the six-legged body that he now wore.
Moving his body within the harness that held him within
the VR pod the six legs of the warbot moved in tripodal unison,
programmed to coincide with the movements of his own, two
legs. With practiced ease, he moved his warbot back toward his
drop pod. Some of the activity around him slowed as those near
watched Tiger but he didn’t notice.
As he gave a mental command, the top half of his pod
dissolved and began to flow downward. The base also flowed,
but not with gravity. It flowed sideways, stretching the circular
shape into an uneven oval. The liquid-seeming matter that had
been the drop pod continued to flow until one end had a widely
sharper point to its rounded end. The middle of the drop pod

narrowed while the other end extended and took on a wider,
more blunt shape.
The sharper end began to rise to form a cowling with a
clear windshield. The windshield would be superfluous to his
warbot, but Tiger liked the esthetics. The middle formed a low
side-wall on each side while the rear of the reformed drop pod
took on a boxy shape that had a flat surface with a small cargo
rail around the top of its perimeter.
The pod quivered and flowed for another few seconds
before settling into a solid appearing shape. Tiger stepped his
warbot over the low sidewall of the sled and settled down into
the interior niche in the resting position. The low walls flowed
momentarily till they closed over the legs and lower deck frame
of his warbot.
With a mental command to the nanomass based warbot
sled, the sled rose into the air and flew slowly toward the nearly
completed Mobile Command Base. When his warbot sled was
within a few meters of MC, a sphere of nanomass disengaged
from the rear of Tiger’s sled and flew to meld with the top tower
of the central drop pod that made up Mobile Command.
Tiger melded his nanomass with the communications
equipment within Mobile Command and quickly established his
priority link with the MC’s control room. It took him only a few
seconds to run his system’s check and pass his comm code to the
techs manning the MC’s bridge.
Tiger continued to give the nanomass a portion of his
attention as he reported to the Assault Commander on the Mobile
Command Base’s bridge. Within another half-hour, Tiger had
used the nanomass to convert a portion of the Command Central
comm system into what the grizzled wolfen in charge of the
assault force wanted.
He then blended the remaining nanomass into the voids
within the body of the Commander’s control console. If
necessary, the nanomass would form a fluid shell around the
commander, or, in the extreme, a braincase or Life Preservation
Implant carrier.

The commander had an LPI, as did all of the biological
members of the assault force but the nanomass would negate the
need to find and retrieve an immobile implant.
The Commander ran through his operations checks and
asked Tiger to make several adjustments. He had Tiger make
several more tests and another adjustment before he was satisfied
that things were as he wished. Thanking Tiger for his assistance,
the Commander dismissed him and cut the comm channel.
Tiger smiled inside his VR pod as he directed his sled to
his assigned position. As his sled settled to the ground, he was
greeted by several warbots working around the carcasses of
several drop pods.
“Hi guys and girls.” His warbot boomed back as he
waved the bot’s right hand. “Wha‘cha doin’?”
The warbot with the name ‘Walker’ painted on its chest
said. “Scavenging for spare parts for our TYIs.” The warbot
pointed at a medbot and added. “Juanita says she’s got a manual
in her data base that shows how to use drop pod parts to make
whole TYIs.”
The warbot Walker pointed toward raised a hand and a
female voice issued from the speaker in the head. “The Seabee
bots have already been through this group of pods and said they
have everything they need.”
“Won’t they be going through things after the rest of the
assault force leaves?” Tiger asked through his warbot speakers.
“Yea, for backup supplies for the assault force.” A
warbot with the name ‘Badger’ painted on his chest replied.
“They’ll be staying to clean up this mess and get ready for the
next wave. They said to take as much as we could carry.”
“I guess it’s just that much less they’ll have to carry.”
Juanita’s bot answered. “Anyway, we’re scavenging. With
permission of course.”
“Here,” Tiger said, “let me help.”
He gave a mental command and his sled moved over to
one of the drop pod carcasses. As it settled back to the ground,
nanomass flowed out of the cargo box at the rear of his sled.

He used the nanomass to speed up the scavenging of
TYI parts by using his nanomass to dissolve matter and reform it
into desired configurations. He had constructed several
additional TYIs for each of the warbots in his squad before the
signal came to move out.
Tiger’s squad was on scout duty and he led the way to
their perimeter position in his streamlined sled. Walker, Juanita,
and Badger followed him on their more crude sleds. Each had a
pair of battlebot passengers where the cargo box was on Tiger’s
sled.
The assault force flew southward in complete comfort
the first day and all the next night. Taking turns with LPI,
braincase, and organic versions of sleep, Tiger and his scout
squad paced the assault force all day and night.
When circumstances allowed, he stopped to exit his VR
pod and take care of personal hygiene. When the organic
members of his scout team learned of the capabilities of his
sled’s shape shifting cargo box he was obliged to share the
amenity.
A couple of hours after the sun came up the next day,
they began to recognize the terrain from the many VR
simulations they had participated in to get ready for today. At a
signal from Mobile Command the assault force split into several
groups and scattered.
The main group stayed with Mobile Command while
groups consisting of a bot squad and a pair of organic squads in
battle suits departed on individual missions.
Each thirty-member mission team paved the way for
Mobile Command by investigating every habitable area along
their path. Being the Family Estate of the Kiilliimmeedd Family,
there weren’t many. But there were enough to give the probe
teams sufficient distractions to keep them from growing
overconfidently complacent.
Tiger’s first real battle involved a pair of baylor in, what
turned out to be a simple forest ranger’s outpost.

One of the battle-suited wolfen came across one of the
baylor and was able to stun the ranger but not before the alarm
was given. The alerted ranger had been a little more difficult to
subdue, but his baylorian body would heal.
They traveled like this for another day before the first
actual attack on the leading edges of the assault force. Thirty
minutes later they sifted the casualties, separating baylor and
mind controlled slaves from mentally free slaves.
Some of those who passed electronic mind reading tests
were offered positions in and around Mobile Command. The rest
were sent back to the drop pod graveyard with an escort from the
assault force, to help prepare for the next wave of the ground
assault.
Those slaves that couldn’t be trusted were also sent back
to the drop pod graveyard in the same confinement as the
baylorian prisoners. There, mind controlled slaves would be
deprogrammed, while the baylor would be instructed on the new
rules.
The main body of the assault force continued on and
were approaching the first of the more heavily populated areas
around the main estate grounds when word came that the last of
the PDBs had been taken or neutralized. The entire surface of the
planet was now open to assault from orbit.
That also made the second wave scheduled for Great
Plains less likely. The second wave was originally to be sent
across the ocean toward the larger continents on the other side of
the world. Now, with the loss of all of their planetary defense
bases, the baylor had only estate defenses to stop the invasion.
The human and free wolfen forces could now land
almost anywhere they wished.
The second wave was now scheduled to land on the
other side of the planet, much closer to their original intended
target location. In orbit, a small contingent was quickly being
assembled to replace them. The replacements would deal with
nothing more than prisoners, supply, and wounded.

That was OK with Tiger. With the taking of the last of
the baylorian controlled PDBs, the human and free wolfen
liberators effectively controlled the planet.
Now all they had to do was dig the most stubborn baylor
from their homes, homes that were traditionally built like
fortresses.
The information spread through the scattered forces with
the speed of troop gossip. As they continued their advance, the
mood of the assault force was considerably lighter till a
baylorian ambush sent two battle-suited wolfen to their LPIs and
a third to his ‘forever’ death.
The violence erupted on the side of their advance
opposite Tiger and his squad, but slowly worked its way toward
them. The first sign that he was in the thick of it was when his
EAF shield lit up with the scattered light of two laser cannon.
The TYI ring on the top of his warbot’s head returned
fire before Tiger could scan the source. Exploding flesh marked
the gunner of one cannon while the dispersing energy of a
baylorian shield marked the other.
One of his squad reached slowly into the EAF shield to
keep from initiating the kinetic level resistance, and bent the
cannon’s barrel with the strength of his battle suit. Then a gentle
backhand silenced the screaming baylorian gunner.
Tiger kept moving as the prisoner was put into a capture
bag by the infantryman. Similar in design to the capture hoods
they had used on the prisoners on the island in Florida years ago
but not of nanomass, these would hold any baylor. The assault
force regrouped and continued their advance till late evening.
Tiger’s squad was told to take a rest cycle near Mobile
Command just before dark and they slept with the oblivion of
exhaustion. When they were given the waking signal over the
command frequency they rose and prepared for their mission
briefing.
An hour later they left their sleds and most of their
supplies within the current boundaries of the mobile assault
force. Loping through the night with their battle suited members

riding their bodies, they crossed the rolling grasslands with ease
and speed.
Automatic controls initiated his HUD as Tiger’s warbot
topped a low hill and his squad trotted to a halt.
“Looks like another lodge.” Badger’s bot voice said
through Tiger’s earphones.
“HUDs’re on.” Juanita said unnecessarily. “We’re being
painted.”
“Spread out.” Tiger said.
Three pair of battle suited infantry poured off the backs
of their mounts and fell prone in the grass to the sides of the
warbots.
Tiger’s warbot took three steps forward when a pair of
heavy laser cannon blasts hit him. His EAF shield scattered the
energy around his warbot’s outer shell. A split second, later the
TYI ring on his bot’s head returned fire to the source.
Tiger had time to notice that pairs of lasers had also
targeted all three of the other warbots of his squad and their TYI
headbands had also returned fire.
The return fire splashed off a baylorian EAF shield that
bordered a ten meter high mound of dirt over a hundred meters
from the main buildings. The laser fire originated from stone
towers imbedded around the circumference of the mound. The
barrels of the weapons pierced the EAF shield just enough to
fire.
“Back!” Tiger ordered.
The warbots stepped back slowly to keep their organic
members within the protection of their stronger shields. When
the retreating units had the low grassy hill between them and the
lodge, the laser blasts from the lodge abruptly stopped.
“Just a moment.” Tiger said to the others as he initiated a
comm channel to Mobile Command. A quick conversation
ensued and he disengaged the comm channel.
“OK, here’s the deal.” He said in his softest bot voice.
The others crowded around the front of his warbot with the
organics in between. One of the six organics sat on Badger’s

forward deck, between a two-meter chainsaw and a 10mm
gattling. Both had rear sheaths that snugly held a bot hand.
“From now on we’re in the vampire’s nest. We knew
this was coming, so just relax and let your training keep you
alive.”
“I’ll take point.” He continued. “Walker, to my left.
Badger to the right and Juanita, take trail point. Organics, you’re
to flank the medbot till I need you.”
He turned his warbot toward the lodge and sent a signal
to MC. Mobile Command responded and ten seconds later
several energy beams appeared, piercing the sky to a point just
out of their sight.
“Go!” Tiger yelled and ran his warbot up and over the
low hill in front of him. TagYerIt remotes rose from their niches
scattered around the warbot chassis and took programmed
positions in front of the warbots.
It took only a few bot steps to clear the hill. When Tiger
burst over the crest the lodge appeared engulfed in the scattered
light of an EAF shield. It was several seconds before the first
laser from inside the compound pinpointed Badger’s EAF shield.
TYI remotes darted between Badger and the source of
the laser in fractions of a second. Continuing to run at full speed
they dipped below another intervening hill and the beam tracking
Badger exploded the moisture within the ridge of the hill as they
fell below the laser’s line of fire.
When they mounted the second ridge, two beams
stabbed at Tiger, while Badger and Walker were each hit by a
single beam. TYI remotes acted swiftly and intersected the laser
beams, returning fire at the source as programmed.
Tiger kept most of his attention on the lodge in front of
his squad, but with cyberhuman abilities had an edge that
allowed him more leeway.
He ‘glanced’ to both sides and behind him to ‘see’ the
rest of his squad. The EAF shields of the four warbots connected
enough to form a single dome of energy shielding.

The six organics in battle suits flew on gravity wave
coils in a position that used their shields to strengthen the back of
their combined shield.
Satisfied with the integrity of their combined shield,
Tiger shifted portions of his attention to either side and the
ground in front of him. Scanning with all of his cyberhuman
resources, he looked for something that would not make this
seem so easy.
It was the sensors in the leading edge of TYIs that
alerted him.
“Stop!” His warbot boomed the order.
Warbots were five meters tall, five long, and three and a
half wide. They massed a lot, too. It took work to change one
from trotting speed to full stop.
Dirt flew and several tons came to a complete stop in
less than a bot length.
In the instant before they could react to the unexpected
order, the ground in front of them erupted in an explosion so
fierce it blew a breeze through their shields.
If that explosion had ignited below them they would
have lost all four warbots but most likely not the braincases
within. Tiger would have lived due to his nanomass based VR
pod but there was no way to tell if the organics in their battle
suits would have survived the blast within their Life Preservation
Implants.
The TYIs had saved them. Well, that and Tiger’s
augmented abilities, his being cyberhuman and all.
He took a moment to broadcast the relevant data on the
incident to MC, with only a fraction of a second’s hesitation, to
Orbital Command. When his squad resumed, they did so at a
slightly slower pace.
The icons for two other squads appeared on the far sides
of his HUD as Tiger looked for signs of the lodge’s ‘portal’.
“Over here.” Came Badger’s booming yell.
Tiger moved quickly to his right and the doorway came
into view.

Baylorian lodges that were protected from aerial attack
usually had several boltholes for covert attacks or dishonorable
escape. Badger had found one.
They quickly pulled apart the door and surrounding
frame to the bolthole and in seconds were all inside the outer
shield. As soon as they poked their heads above the top of the pit
beneath the edge of the outer shield, laser cannon from the main
buildings splashed across their personal shields.
TYI tech dutifully fired back at the source.
“Charge!” Tiger hollered at the top of his lungs inside
his VR pod. His warbot amplified the yell and broadcast it
through the heavy-duty speakers in the lower front section of the
head.
The four warbots surged out of the bolthole pit and
toward the lodge. Before Badger and Walker cleared the top they
were bathed in the beams of lasers from the lodge. TYI remotes
darted in and out of the beams, collecting a full load, moving
aside to fire back, then darting in to recharge by draining the
energy of the attack and repeating the process.
With their escort of TagYerIt remotes, Tiger’s squad had
no trouble making it all the way to the outer walls of the lodge.
Living in a society that fought personal duels for class
dominance, the baylor tended to build homes like castles, with
high walls and towering combination observation/weapons
turrets.
Organics in battle suits rose on gravity wave coils to
engage the defenders on the walls and nearest turret while the
warbots made their own entrance in the side of the castle.
When he stepped completely into the embrace of the first
wall of the compound’s enclosure, Tiger put the sonic hammer in
its slot in his bot’s forward cargo box and chose a rotary rocket
launcher from the slot next to the hammer.
Aiming the rocket launcher at the turret on the middle
wall with the best firing line to his group, Tiger emptied the
magazine in a single burst.

Cramming the empty launcher back in its slot with his
left hand, he selected a wide-angle stunner with his right and a
10mm gattling with his left. His warbot’s headband TYI
continued to return laser fire to its source while he concentrated
on looking for more important targets.
He quickly stunned a pair of frightened looking slaves
hiding behind a structural protrusion and directed a portion of
nanomass to mentally inspect the two. When the nanomass
reported their results he programmed the two masses to provide a
quick, unconscious VR training brief, then wake the two wolfen.
He kept a comm link to the two nanomass comm units. If
needed, he could reprogram them to morph into capture hoods.
At a signal to his squad, four more ‘cannon fodder’ slaves were
located and silently nanomass neutralized and, hopefully,
recruited.
They located the main, double doors to the inner wall
and, bathed in the glow of their shields from the laser fire from
the turrets to either side, prepared to break through. All three of
the leading battlebots pulled sonic hammers from their forward
mounted tool trays and moved slowly to pierce the inner wall’s
EAF shield.
“Let’s go.” Tiger said when all of the baylorian weapons
ceased fire and the massive double doors in question simply
opened of their own accord.
Tiger’s warbot mimicked his look inside the VR pod and
the jaws, capable of biting through three-inch cable, gaped with
astonishment.
The form that strode out of the lodge fortress was human
and smiling. “Hi cousin!” Granite said. “Nice of you to drop in!”
“Wha…” Tiger started.
“Sorry about the delay.” Granite interrupted. “I was so
busy working my way into the heart of this castle’s data net that
I didn’t see you smashing through the outer walls till I took
control of the sensors.”
He stepped to the side and gestured. “Come on in!
There’s enough room for all of you in the central courtyard.”

Then added. “You know Chris is going to be pissed when she
finds out you’re wearing a warbot body in the thick of the
ground fighting.”
Tiger couldn’t help but laugh out loud, the warbot’s
speakers bouncing the amplified reaction off the walls around
them. “Don’t I know it!”
The four warbots and the six, battlebot organics entered
the wide doors to the inner courtyard. Around the grassy park
enclosed by the inner walls, dozens of shapes lay encased in
nanomass. Several frightened wolfen hid behind whatever cover
they could find.
“Come on out!” Granite called. “There’s nothing to be
afraid of. You’re free now!”
Turning to Tiger’s warbot, he added. “They saw me do
that Evvlliigg thing and they’re kind of scared I might eat them
or something.”
“I don’t think I’ll ease their fears any, like this.” Tiger’s
warbot gestured at its body. He turned to the battlebot suited
members of his team. “Why don’t you guys take your helmets
off and take charge of these people.”
“The ones that are running around free inside the inner
wall are not mind controlled. Everyone else is in a capture bag.”
Granite added. “I was working my way out from the center of
the compound, so anybody outside the inner courtyard is
suspect.”
“We’ll take care of the outside.” Walker’s warbot’s
voice boomed off the walls as it gestured towards Badger.
“OK.” Tiger’s voice replied from his warbot’s speakers
at a lower volume. “Juanita, you see about the medical needs of
the casualties inside the courtyard first. Let Walker and Badger
bring outside casualties to you.”
“Yes sir!” Came Juanita’s soft reply. Her warbot
immediately went to the nearest cocoon and she extracted the
med-sensor unit from the tool bins in the front of her warbot.

The cowering wolfen began to come out from hiding as
the battlebot-suited wolfen removed their helmets and called to
them encouragingly.
Tiger contacted Granite on a PSI frequency and said.
{I’ll contact Mobile Command and let them know we have
control here.}
{OK, cous but let me give you the layout of this place
first so you can pass it on.} Granite responded then mentally
passed on the information and waited patiently while Tiger
reported to his commander.
A few moments later, Tiger pathed. {We’re to establish
a base here for casualties and prisoners. The rest of the assault
force is detouring to join us. They should start arriving any time
now.}
At that moment, the snap-crack of medium power laser
fire came from beyond the walls of the inner courtyard. The
louder cracks of battlebot lasers quickly followed.
A moment later Walker’s voice came over Tiger’s comm
link. “We caught a couple of baylor trying to sneak out a
bolthole. Badger’s bringing the survivor back for medical
treatment.”
Tiger made a quick mental comment to Granite then
signaled to two of the battlebot-suited wolfen. “You two, go with
Granite to the main control room and see if you can learn enough
to help spot any more defenders we’ve missed.”
As the two followed Granite into the main building to
carry out their orders, Tiger mentally said to his cousin.
{Granite, while you’re getting those two situated, could you send
a few remotes out to help with the cleanup?}
{I already did that as soon as we heard the laser fire.}
Granite responded. {Sorry I didn’t think of it sooner. In fact, I’ve
already made all the sensor scans I need to know that there aren’t
any more baylor walking around. There is a group of scared
wolfen being prodded this way by a pair of wolfen that must be
mind controlled.}

{Wait just a second…make that a smaller group of really
scared wolfen running from a swarm of nanobot bugs.} Granite
reported, then added. {Four, three, two, one…make that a group
of sleeping wolfen in a line from the north, inner wall toward the
middle wall of the compound.}
Tiger’s warbot voice laughed as he pathed to Granite.
{I’ll let Walker know where to find them.}
{You might also want to comm the assault sleds coming
this way that the defensive EAF is down and the compound is
secure.} Granite added telepathically. {I wouldn’t want them to
start shooting.}
{Done.} Tiger replied. {Anything else?}
{Nope!} Came the reply. {I’ve got your two people
started on taking charge of the control room. It’s a good thing the
baylor use generally the same standard setup for their tech gear.
Your people already know how to work things. All I needed to
do was release my security lockouts.}
{Good.} Tiger pathed back. {Why don’t you come back
out here. I want you to meet the Commander when he gets here.
I’m sure he’ll want to add you to our assault force if your
guerilla duties will allow the reassignment.}
Granite’s mental groan was apparent to his cousin. {Aw
man! I was just getting used to working by myself again!}

* NINETEEN *
Pago Manoa scanned the planet below and directed
several dozen TYI remotes to intersect the nearest energy beam.
The remotes followed their programming and put themselves
between the energy beam and its target.
Absorbing energy till their capacitors were full,
individual remotes in the growing swarm darted to the side. As
soon as the remotes could get a target lock, they fired a burst
from their energy projectors directly at the source of their energy
supply. Draining the energy they had absorbed from the
attackers, they darted sideways again into the path of the
attacking energy beam.
Pago marveled at the simplicity of the TagYerIt remotes.
They only worked if you attacked them. Then they took what
you threw at them and ‘tagged’ you back.
He smiled at the perfection.
A weapon that never struck first.
But always returned an attack.
Just like the United States did before the Terrorist Wars.
Besides absorbing a considerable amount of the energy
directed at Menehune, the TYI remotes kept their response
distanced from his hand as well. He didn’t actually have to fire a
weapon in anger at another.
Just by being here he drew the wrath of another but he
could be excused that transgression since he was here to free
those enslaved by the baylor.
His link with Orbital Command informed him that the
last of the PDBs had been taken or neutralized, but it was several
seconds before the last of the attacks on his position ended. He
programmed his swarm of TYI remotes to return to station
keeping position and waited with practiced patience.
He relaxed in his command seat and just before Meilani
came to relieve him, the message came for them to rendezvous

with the carrier Orion for a cargo to deliver to the Great Plains
island continent.
He kissed his wife in passing as he left the command
console and she assumed command of Menehune.
*

*

*

Hrrlen the baker poked his head above the shelf again
for a split moment before the young female pulled him back
down. “They’ll see you!” She insisted.
“They’re busy!” He snapped back, then instantly
regretted his tone. She was just past cubhood and had only
recently been subjected to the humiliation of a blooding.
The ordeal would have been gradually introduced in
normal times.
But these weren’t normal times.
His line had served as bakers for the Kiilliimmeedd
Family ever since the Takeover many generations ago.
His brow furrowed. “Should remember how many
generations.” He thought, then looked around to see if anyone
knew what he was thinking.
His sire had taught him how to be an individual in the
midst of pain and suffering. One way was to not let anyone know
what you were thinking.
He blanked his expression as he caught the young
female’s eyes. “It is only the purge after a competition for
Family dominance. When it is over there will be a feast, which,
being young you will have to attend.”
He instantly regretted his choice of words and tried
again. “I have been through several changes in Family
dominance. There is nothing an obedient slave need fear.”
Hrrlen almost told her the truth, but decided established
habits were best. He tried to shape his mouth into a smile and
failed. With a grimace he spoke as calmly as he could over the
cracks of the lasers being fired outside his shop. “Usually, after

any dominance battle there are a lot fewer of the arrogant youths
who have the tendency to drink too deeply.”
“There is this Honor thing you know.” Hrrlen continued
with his expressionless gaze.
“Didn’t they just do that mass duel thing last year?” The
young female asked as the continuing cracks of hand weapons
reverberated off the back wall of the bakery. “I thought they only
did that every three to six years?”
“Yes.” He agreed, brow furrowing in concentration.
How could he divert this youngster’s questions without her
going somewhere else to ask? Somewhere where another might
gain favor from the betrayal? He had to keep her here till the
danger was over.
The sound of hand lasers drifted off into the distance for
a moment and he said. “The battle seems to have relocated. I will
just take a moment to see what has happened to be better able to
repair the damage when calm is restored. Remain calm and the
Masters will soon restore order.”
The easy lie seemed to calm the youngster so Hrrlen
turned to poke his head above the countertop.
As he turned his head a laser blasted a hole in the
countertop just above Hrrlen’s head. With shards of the wood of
the countertop tangled in the fur of his head, Hrrlen simply
gaped at his young assistant.
After a moment, she took his hand and patting it, softly
said. “Let’s just wait right here. The Masters will let us know
when we can come out.”
Hrrlen nodded agreement.
*

*

*

Brad Timberline, make that Timberwolf, sat at the
control console of the ship Timberwolf when the announcement
came that the last PDB had been taken or neutralized.
He still had trouble with that name change thing.

Women changed their names when they got married, not
men.
Oh well, he had agreed to the change so he might as well
get used to it.
He let Desiré sleep while he queried Orbital Control on
his ship’s orders. He received a reply and set the new navigation
program into the ship’s control program.
They were docked and most of their cargo bays filled
when Desiré came to the control deck.
“What’s up hon?” She asked, then sipped her mug of hot
chocolate.
“The last PDB is ours. We’re loading now for a supply
run to Great Plains with Menehune. We’ll be loaded in about a
half hour.”
Brad’s wife blew him a kiss over the brim of her mug of
hot chocolate and said. “OK hon, I’ve got the chair. You’re
relived, and all that.”
Brad smiled and replied. “You’ve got it! I’m for a long
hot shower and some of that pasta from yesterday, unless you ate
the rest of it for lunch.”
“No, I made an omelet and French toast. The pasta’s all
yours.” She said.
Brad blew her a kiss and said. “I’ll be back before we
break orbit. It looks like we’ve got a late night coming up.
Desiré took a sip from her mug then placed it in the
special holder in the arm of the control console. All the consoles
on Timberwolf had similar holders. It was a necessity she insisted
on.
*

*

*

Hrrlen looked through the peephole in the heavy door.
When he saw who was on the other side he unfastened the two
heavy locks and opened the door. “Quick cub, come in!”
His assistant darted into the room and Hrrlen closed the
door behind her. “Did you get it?” He asked.

“Yes!” She gasped breathlessly. “Look!”
Hrrlen looked at the object in her hand.
Flat, and almost as flexible as a stack of cloth sheets, it
had one side that was connected while three sides remained
open. The words from the secret ear passed down from his
father’s line called it a book. It had fallen from the sky, from
those who orbited their world and promised freedom.
They called themselves Radio Free Grrlar, but Hrrlen
would wait to see if it was a ruse. Many of those with secret ears
disappeared after believing tales of freedom.
Hrrlen learned from the success of his family line how to
live through these bad times. His family had always lived by the
ideal that freedom came to those who waited till the right time.
It seemed that, this time, the time might be right.
They had all witnessed the great push to prepare the
massive planetoid ships, but then the ships had disappeared from
their skies and the enemy seemed to hold the high ground of
orbit.
Then came the reshuffling of power within the families
of the baylor. A time of death and celebration that took the lives
of more slaves than those of the combatants did.
Things had settled down for a while despite the alien
fleets in the skies above them. Then the attacks had started and
the Master’s Planetary Defense Bases fought bravely. Now the
PDBs were silent and alien craft flew the skies of Grrlar with
impunity.
And they dropped things. Like food, and books.
The baylor forbade the collecting of things dropped from
the sky, upon punishment of deep blooding or draining, at the
whim of any punishing Master. But that didn’t stop the
collection and the dropped pouches were very durable and
waterproof.
The pouches were so durable that the first attempts to
burn piles of unopened pouches had resulted in scavenging of
the bottom, unburned half, of each pile after attention left the
scene of the futile display.

Hrrlen took the book from the hands of his assistant and
turned it over and over in front of him.
His assistant reached out and turned it with its binding to
his left and its more brightly decorated cover facing up. “This
way.” She whispered. “And move the pages like this.”
He gazed at the pictures and markings on the ‘pages’ of
the book without comprehension. “I don’t know how to read
this.”
“Yes you do.” His assistant insisted. She pointed to the
left page of the book. “This side is printed in our ancestral
language, and the right side is printed in the baylorian slave
language. It’s the same script as all the recipes you use and the
paperwork you do for your shop’s records.”
“But the words are all jumbled!” Hrrlen insisted after a
brief look back at the right page.
“Not jumbled!” His assistant laughed gaily. “Just not
recipes and lists. Real thoughts! Not something some pompous
Master said!”
Hrrlen hunched his shoulders and reflexively looked
around his deepest sanctuary.
“Oh don’t be such easy prey.” Her playful poke in the
arm made him wonder why he continued to think of her as a
mature cub.
Looking her in the eye he realized that she was only a
hand of years younger than he.
“Let’s see what new thoughts this book from the sky has
to share with us!” She whispered excitedly.
*

*

*

Jason flinched reflexively as the laser blasts converged
on Cousteau’s hull. The flash of the shields absorbing the energy
shone through the large glassteel windows. “Hey! I thought the
PDBs were ours!” He yelled.
Judy laughed from her station as co-pilot and said.
“Looks like somebody forgot to tell the baylor.”

She tapped a few keys on her console and added.
“Sensors say it’s just a twenty millimeter laser cannon. Well, two
of them to be exact.”
“Just twenty millimeters she says.” Jason mumbled as he
tapped at his own console. “Half that bore could vaporize either
one of us through a battle suit, cyberneural implant or not.”
The ship quit quivering to the forces of war around it
and Jason whooped. “There! We’re through! Now, where is that
landing spot? There it is!”
As he sat back in his seat with a satisfied smile, Judy
asked. “Isn’t Tiger assigned to this group?”
“No, not any more.” Jason answered. “This group was
supposed to be the backup assault wave on the Great Plains
island continent till the last PDB went down. When the western
hemisphere was no longer our only way to the surface, this
assault wave was reassigned to the eastern hemisphere.”
“Looks like that was just a personal estate’s weapons
that were firing on us.” Judy said as she studied her console. “I’ll
mark it on the map and we can stay just out of their range if we
have to come this way again before the cleanup is finished.”
When Cousteau touched down, dozens of forms in battle
suits flew to the cargo hatches and began ferrying supplies out of
their ship. In less than fifteen minutes they were empty and ready
to lift.
“Is everybody clear?” Judy asked.
“Looks all clear from here.” Jason said. “Initiating lift
sequence.” He tapped a couple of keys on his console and
Cousteau lifted smoothly from Grrlar’s surface.
At an altitude of twenty thousand feet they again were
subjected to the attentions of the twenty-millimeter laser cannons
of the distant baylorian estate.
“Why don’t they just adjust the landing path a couple of
kilometers west of here to avoid that gun?” Jason asked.
Judy laughed again. “Oh quit your whining. Those little
popguns can’t get through our shields.”

Jason turned to his wife and smiled hugely. “I know that,
and I’m not whining. I’m good-naturedly bitching. It’s a timehonored tradition of any soldier. There’s a difference!”
Judy laughed with him as Cousteau lifted into space to
collect another cargo supply for the invasion forces spreading
across the surface of Grrlar.
*

*

*

Hrrlen looked around the low wall and ducked back just
as a bolt from a hand laser chipped at the stone.
“There’s really got to be a better way to see around
things.” He thought as he looked at Brrndet and shrugged.
The young female pointed her laser rifle at a jumble of
nearby rocks, then tilted her head toward the source of the laser
fire. Without waiting for a reply or comment she took off at a run
in a crouching position.
Without time to debate, Hrrlen raised his laser rifle over
the wall in a horizontal position and pressed the firing button
three times quickly, then followed his assistant. She had begun
firing as soon as she cleared the wall and he added his fire to
hers as they dashed toward the next patch of cover.
Just as they put stone between them and their ambushers
a motion caught Hrrlen’s eye and he threw himself in front of
Brrndet. With laser rifle raised he faced this new threat with the
emotionless gaze that had earned him the nickname ‘stoneface’
over the past few hands of days.
“Wait!” Brrndet hissed. “It’s like those things in the
books.”
The head-sized sphere hovered in place doing nothing
while Hrrlen thought furiously. He was taking too long to
decide. Take too long and you die nowadays.
Brrndet had taught him how to read some of his people’s
old script and they had helped each other learn some of the free
human script called English. This device was pictured and

described in one of the books from the sky. Don’t attack and it
won’t do more than watch.
His and Brrndet’s antagonists apparently hadn’t read the
book.
Three bolts from hand lasers struck the sphere almost
simultaneously and scattered energy engulfed the ball. A split
second later three more bolts left the top of the sphere to their
source.
As Hrrlen and Brrndet bolted for the next cover on their
way back to the bakery the screams of the wounded grew fainter
behind them.
The two had gone nearly two blocks before they noticed
the sphere following them.
They stopped across the street from their shop and
Hrrlen gasped. “What do we do?”
Brrndet straightened the pack she wore with one hand as
she held her laser rifle with the other. “Well, I’m sure not going
to wait for some cursed Master to come along and save us.”
Hrrlen smiled, something he only did correctly for
Brrndet, and replied. “Well, that book said the ball things won’t
hurt you if you leave them alone.”
He motioned with the butt of his rifle instead of the
barrel, no need to take chances, and added. “That one left us
alone and shot those others when they shot at it. I say we just
cross this last stretch at a trot and take help where we get it.”
Brrndet smiled directly at him, a sight that made his
heart soar and said. “Agreed!”
They rose to a crouch and were preparing to run when a
second sphere flew to join the first. They hesitated indecisively
for just long enough that the two spheres positioned themselves
just to the side and even with each of their heads.
The moment they hesitated was just long enough that a
laser bolt came from a window in the building across the street.
They ducked reflexively as the bolt struck the spheres’ EAF
shields.

The merged shields absorbed the laser bolt easily,
scattering the energy across the outer limit of their range. The
combined range of the two sphere’s shields extended to the
ground and completely enclosed Hrrlen and Brrndet.
The two wolfen smiled at each other and Brrndet said.
“Want to take a chance?”
“I’m not usually one to bet, but I think this is a sure
winner.” He said as he adjusted the heavy shoulder bags he
carried.
The two of them rose to their full height and strode
casually out of the cover that hid them. The two spheres paced
them, directly to the side of their heads. They knew enough to
stay close enough together to allow the two merged fields to
strengthen each other.
Several steps out from their cover they were each
targeted by a single laser bolt. Neither flinched as the energy
scattered over the shields provided by the hovering spheres.
The cracks of returning blasts from the spheres to the
attacking sources resulted in screams of pain from one and a
meaty pop, then silence from the other.
Hrrlen and Brrndet finished their journey across the
street unmolested and entered their shop. Within the hour the
smell of fresh baked bread wafted out of the shop.
When others noticed the two spheres hovering to either
side of the bakery, the bravest made the journey to the shop.
When that one exited with loaves of fresh bread in a carry sack
others passed the word.
By the end of the day two other shops had opened and
the only person to fire a weapon was in the newly opened
hospital.
*
*
*
Draco stood in the main lounge of Liberator with
Nathan Davidson and a group of aliens. Two were wolfen while
the other two resembled meter tall tree stumps.

“It seems that your assault strategy has been successful.”
Said Hy’Grd.
Draco looked down at the tree stump and smiled. “There
really wasn’t any doubt of the final outcome my friend. It was
the duration that was the worry.”
“Fortunately, it seems that duration is no longer a matter
of concern.” Hy’Grd replied in fluting tones.
Draco glanced up and across the lounge towards the
turbo lift. The door to the lift tube opened to disgorge another
wolfen, another human, and two Rhoal centaur.
“Ah, there you are Captain Moon!” Exclaimed the more
ornately dressed centaur. “Congratulations on this latest
success!”
“Thank you Ambassador T’Chok.” Draco replied with
genuine pleasure. “I’m sorry you and Ambassador Davidson
can’t stay long enough to visit the surface in safety.”
“Oh, don’t worry about that!” The centaur’s laugh
resembled a cross between a wheeze and a dry heave. “I’ve been
on Grrlar just about enough to last me a long duration of time. I
am, instead, looking forward to my journey to the star Procyon
and the planet Gagarin. I understand the station there is named
for a descendent of yours?”
“Not a direct descendent, no.” Draco answered. “My
brother’s son. He’s on Grrlar now as part of the assault force on
the western hemisphere.”
“Ah!” Came the response from the centaur. “It is always
good when the descendents of great families fight alongside
those of the herd of lower stature.”
The sturdy centaur placed a rugged hand on Draco’s
arm. “You must be proud of him.”
“I am proud of all of them.” Came Draco’s serious reply.
The centaur nodded sagely then his face took on his
race’s version of a smile and he said. “The young bring many
challenges but reward the herd with honor if taught properly.”
He moved his compactly massive body sideways and
continued. “I am sorry to have to leave so abruptly but

Ambassador Davidson and I have already missed the scheduled
time for our departure.”
“Yes, of course.” Draco said, then motioned towards the
lift doors. “I will accompany you to the airlock.”
As the Ambassadors moved toward the transport tube he
turned to his other guests. “If you will excuse me.”
They returned his bow and Ty’Chk said in her musical
tones. “By all means Captain Moon. We will take the time to get
to know each other better in your absence.”
*

*

*

Hrrlen glanced around the corner of the building, then
turned to Brrndet. “I think we lost them.”
She held the bundled form in her arms and crooned at
the child inside. “Be calm young cub. Everything will be fine.”
She inserted a finger into the bundle to stroke the child’s
face. “Ow! He bit me!”
Hrrlen smiled. “Must be hungry.”
“Well, he’d better not get used to this.” She stuck her
finger back into the bundle and only slightly flinched when the
child renewed his latch on the digit.
“What do we do now?” Hrrlen asked.
“Why, we save this child of course!” Was her indignant
reply. “I just wish we could have saved his parents. They didn’t
deserve to die like that.”
“They didn’t deserve to die at all!” Hrrlen rumbled.
“They were always kind before. They never once blooded a
slave in public! Never once! And those of their house always
talked good about their actions inside their walls too! They were
truly honorable baylor!”
“It wasn’t their own slaves who did this.” Brrndet said as
she withdrew the bloodied finger from the child. “That’ll have to
do for now little one.” Then looking again at Hrrlen, she added.
“I think we should keep him.”
“She didn’t mean you personally!” Hrrlen exclaimed.

“Yes she did!” Brrndet responded with the same force.
“She looked me straight in the eyes and said, ‘Protect him, I trust
you’, just before the two transport carts she was tied to tore her
in half.”
Hrrlen remembered the scene with horror. First the
husband, then the wife, were strapped to the rear of the two
vehicles. He and his new mate had tried valiantly to stop the
murder but were helpless in the face of the mob.
The newly brave slaves had quickly discovered that the
patrolling spheres only responded to attacks on themselves or to
protect targets of energy or kinetic weapons. Not against clubs,
pipes, ropes, and of course slow moving transport vehicles.
The carnage had started slowly, but grew quickly. The
vengeful, former slaves had become indignant when the floating
spheres had started defending the baylor in their homes and had
taken to ambushing them when they left their homes.
The parents of the child Brrndet carried had died
horribly trying to contact someone to verify their slaves had been
freed and were being treated according to the directives
broadcast over the Radio Free Grrlar frequencies.
Hrrlen and Brrndet had finally fled the scene when the
instigators of the murder had demanded the child as the next
victim. Only the interference of the growing number of locals
had stopped their own murder, but those locals didn’t give chase
when the murderers followed the pair.
“I didn’t recognize them. Maybe they don’t know about
the bakery.” Hrrlen said.
“The RFG says that people like those will be punished.
How will they know if everyone who says anything is killed.”
Brrndet asked.
“There was one of those floating balls just up the street
from where the baylor were murdered, maybe it was watching.”
“Then why didn’t it do something?”
Hrrlen’s face showed the pain of feelings. “I don’t know.
Maybe there’s a way to get them to notice us without attacking
them.”

“I think the way is clear.” She said with a scowl as she
clutched the child to her.
Hrrlen nodded, then without another word led his mate
and their new dependent across the street toward their bakery.
Above the street and less than forty meters away, one of
the floating balls marked their passage.
*

*

*

Rocky Moon and his wife Mercedes sat in the lounge of
Pendragon and fumed. Not at each other, or anyone in particular,
they just fumed.
They had gone against their son’s wishes by coming to
the Centauri system but hadn’t expected this.
Their duties seemed to be limited to being the
welcoming committee for refugees and prisoners.
“This is a waste of our abilities!” Mercedes grumbled.
“I’m tired of healing mind controlled brains.” Rocky
complained when his wife didn’t continue.
“I’m tired of explaining the difference between a
braincase and an LPI.” Mercedes added when her turn came to
add another item to their growing list of complaints.
Rocky stood decisively and held his hand out to his
seated wife. “I’m going planetside and find something more
constructive to do. You with me?”
With a smile she took his hand and, with an affectation
of exaggerated gallantry, he aided her in standing.
“By all means, let us give our children something new to
worry about.” She said gaily. “What do you have in mind?”
*

*

*

Hrrlen looked out the front window of his shop and said.
“Here they come.”

Holding the baylorian child with one hand and a small
bottle of blood in the other, she said. “I will not give him up to
them.”
“Neither will I.” Hrrlen answered with a smile. He
looked nervously at the door to the shop. The closed sign hung
there but that might not stop those that were coming.
“Looks like it didn’t work.” He added.
“Maybe there wasn’t time.” She said. “They might still
respond.”
“They’d better hurry.” He replied softly as an indignant
knock came at their door.
With a sigh of resignation he looked back at her as
Brrndet put the child down behind the counter and took hold of a
pair of laser pistols. Moving behind the cover of the metal
moneybox, she nodded to her mate.
Just as he reached to release the lock, there was a
commotion outside. When he opened the door there were only
fleeing backs to be seen running the same way down the street.
Puzzled, he stepped out of the shop and looked in the
direction opposite the fleeing group.
Walking down the street was an enormous metal beast.
“Warbot.” He thought. “From the books.”
The thing was bigger than a cargo transport. And it was
coming right at him.
Hoping that the books told the truth, he took a deep
breath and stepped out of his shop to meet the beast outside. It
was, after all, too big to be invited in.
As the warbot came even with the front of his shop he
noticed that its shape was somewhat different than those pictured
in the books.
As Brrndet came up behind him with the lasers in hand,
he noticed that the back of the warbot resembled a transport’s
cargo bed, complete with crates strapped securely with heavy
rope. Where slots for various weapons occupied the front section
of the warbot in the books, this one had a cab in which two

individuals rode. Hrrlen couldn’t see what race they were
through the tinted windows.
“Oh my!” Brrndet gasped as she saw what stood outside
their shop. She darted back into the shop and quickly came back
out with the baylorian child in her arms.
The warbot settled down, resembling a centaur at rest
but with an extra set of legs. A pair of humans jumped from the
two sides of the forward cab.
Hrrlen had seen many humans in his life and his brow
furrowed as he tried to gauge the age of the two and thought to
himself. “Must be of exceptionally good health to move so
briskly at such an advanced age. Maybe they live longer on their
home world.”
He was surprised anew when the male spoke his race’s
language with the full range. He didn’t know humans could do
that.
“Hello my friend. My name is Rocky Moon, this is my
wife Mercedes and that big girl behind us is Hazel.” The male
said with a toothy smile as he waved a clenched fist with
protruding thumb over his shoulder to point behind him at the
warbot. The teeth were also of exceptional health for one so
elderly. Maybe they weren’t real.
“Hello.” Hrrlen said in the baylorian slave tongue that
fell within normal human ranges. “May I assist you?”
The female human spoke in the same slave tongue when
she replied. “If you and your mate are the ones who keep trying
to get the attention of the TYIs then we’re here to assist you.”
Brrndet came out into view at those words with the child
in her arms. “It was us. We are sorry if we intruded where we
weren’t welcome but we need help.”
Mercedes smiled and moved the edge of the blanket
from the child’s face to better see it. “What a beautiful child!”
She exclaimed, then with a piercing gaze. “His parents?”
“Dead. Murdered by beings filled with a lifetime of
hate.” The wolfen female answered. “We tried to stop them but
were only able to save the child.”

“We have been harassed since then by those who keep
trying to finish what they started.” Hrrlen added.
“Ah, yes.” Mercedes said. “Those that ran off when we
arrived.”
“If you had arrived later today, we might not have been
able to greet you.” Hrrlen said. “But you are here now.”
“Yes.” Rocky said rubbing his hands together. “We are
here now. And we intend to stay long enough to help you people
adjust to a new way of doing things.”
“It may take a while so we’ll have to find a place to
stay.” Mercedes said, then asked. “Is there a place nearby where
we can get a room?”
Hrrlen pointed across the street. “The building with the
sky colored sign has rooms that baylorian merchants used to
frequent.”
“Well if it’s good enough for the baylor, its good enough
for me!” Rocky exclaimed with a laugh. Looking at the building
closely he added. “That alley beside it looks big enough for
Hazel too. And from there she can watch the whole
neighborhood.”
Brrndet looked up and down the street. Many of their
neighbors were keeping their distance but not hiding their
curiosity beyond that precaution. “Maybe we should go inside.”
Then looking Mercedes in the eyes. “Would you like to join us
for the mid day meal? We have many foods that we know are
liked by most humans. I’m sure your transport vehicle will be
safe.”
“Oh, I’ll be safe alright.” Came the booming voice of the
warbot. “If any of those furry toads come back for mischief I’ll
just pull their heads off.”
At the shocked looks from the two wolfen, Rocky
laughed. “Don’t take Hazel’s words literally, we don’t execute
criminals. The worst she’ll do is knock them around a little
before we put them in jail till we can hold a trial. Those guilty of
the crimes you suggest will be punished according to the laws of
the new Constitution.”

Mercedes put a hand on Brrndet’s arm and steered her
toward the door to the shop. “Let’s go inside. I’m dying to find
out the source of those exquisite smells.”
As the two women entered the shop, the human female
continued. “I used to work in a bakery, but I had to quit. No selfcontrol you know. I was starting to get fat. Of course that was
before I got my implant. Now I can eat all I want.”
Over her shoulder, she added. “Why don’t you two
strong young men bring us those wrapped packages from
Hazel’s cargo bed. Make sure you get the right ones. Bring the
packages, not the suitcases.”
Rocky smiled at the look on Hrrlen’s face and said.
“Yea, I know, but you’re young you’ll get used to it. Do like me,
just nod at the right moment, follow instructions, say ‘yes dear’
from time to time, and don’t expel gas when you have company
and you’ll do fine.”
*

*

*

“They did what?” Draco exploded.
Tom smiled at the screen, safely separated from his
friend’s wrath by several thousand kilometers of open space.
“They went down to the surface about three hours ago.
Something about helping some wolfen family in trouble.”
“There’s thousands of wolfen families in trouble!” Draco
yelled.
Tom simply smiled at the vid-screen while those in
Draco’s presence tried not to be noticed.
“Well, say something!”
“I did.” Tom smiled infuriatingly. “Rocky and Mercedes
said to tell you they were going down to the surface to do
something constructive.”
“They were doing something constructive!” Draco
responded.
“Would you want to spend all day reprogramming mind
controlled wolfen?” Tom asked.

“I’ve got other things to do!”
“So you gave them one of the jobs you didn’t want.”
Tom’s smile slipped, as he became serious. “Face it Draco, you
gave them that duty to keep them out of trouble. They saw what
you were doing and they chose to do something else.”
“Oh, all right! You’re right, I just wanted to keep them
out of the way! So what do you suggest?”
“I suggest you face the facts and let them do what they
want.” Tom advised. “You’ve got everybody else and your
brother doing what they want. Why not your parents?”
Draco simply furrowed his brow in an attempt to
maintain his anger, but it didn’t work. He knew when they
arrived against his wishes that Rocky and Mercedes would soon
be in charge of themselves no matter what he wanted.
“Oh, OK!” He threw his hands up in defeat. “So I tried
to find them a safe place and they got bored. Now what?”
“Nothing.” Tom said. “You know how things are going
down on Grrlar. We really do need them there.”
“Yea, you’re right again. But I don’t have to like it!”
Draco made one more attempt at anger but his tone belied the
words.
“Listen,” Tom added, “I’m pretty busy myself. I’m
trying to turn an assault force into domestic police and losing
ground. I think your parents have the right idea and I’m going to
copy it.”
“I’m sending down teams of two organics and a battlebot
or warbot to as many medium sized towns as possible to act as
police. The smaller towns don’t seem to need policing as much
and the larger cities will need squads of bots for a while.”
“But if we follow your parents lead, maybe we can
establish a model for the population to follow.” Tom took a deep
breath. “That means I’ve got more important things to do than
waste time on a vid-phone.”
Draco smiled in defeat. “OK. I get the message. I’ll let
you get back to work and I’ll just have to find somebody more
sympathetic to talk to.”

“Hah, yea, right!” Tom exploded with a wide smile.
“You do that!” The vid image faded with Tom still laughing at
his friend.
As Draco turned, Hy’Grd said. “It is hard to accept when
gene donors do as they please, is it not?”
Draco laughed out loud. “Yes it is my friend, yes it is.”
He turned to look at the planet below through the windows of
Liberator’s lounge and added softly. “I hope they’re careful.”
He felt a touch and looked down to see an extended
tentacle on his arm. His eyes followed the tentacle to its base and
looked at the nearest lobster-eye. The tympanic membrane
beneath the eye vibrated.
“They will be fine.” Ty’Chk said melodiously. “They
have each other and their implants.”
“And a warbot.” Added the wolfen Mhrron, who sat
behind where Ty’Chk stood. The second shift navigator was
usually in the lounge on his off-duty hours. Today he was
sampling orange juice for the first time.
Ty’Chk’s tympani vibrated in her people’s version of
laughter and she said. “Yes, and a warbot.”
“And a whole herd or flock or swarm or whatever of
those TagYerIt things.” Hy’Grd put in from the other side.
Draco’s face broke into his biggest grin without showing
teeth as he chuckled quietly. “Thanks guys.” He said softly, then
his brows furrowed. “You know, that gives me an idea.”
“What if we make a whole new model TYI.” He thought
quickly and in a second had formed his new plan. “A police
model TYI with full sensory recording and stunners instead of
lasers. That way we can make them more sensitive to lower
levels of physical violence.”
“What level of violence?” Ty’Chk asked. “After or
before the point of death? How far before?”
“How about things like simple fisticuffs, you know, like
a friendly barroom brawl?” Mhrron put in with a serious tone.

Draco put his head in his hands for a moment then raised
it again with a smile. “Looks like freeing the wolfen from the
baylor was just the start.”
He looked around at those in Liberator’s lounge.
“We’ve got a big job ahead of us. Why don’t we get started and
see what new challenges present themselves?”

* EPILOGUE *
TalksToTheWind came slowly awake to the total lack of
any of her senses. There was no sight, no sound, and no taste,
smell, or sense of feeling.
She existed solely within the confines of her mind.
What seemed like hours dragged by with no change and
she began to get nervous.
Then, just as she started to feel that the doctors had
failed, there came a tiny flash of light. It was no more than the
phosphor flash experienced from a hard blow to the head, but it
was there.
The flash was a welcome anchor to her mind as she
pondered the length of her life. As she waited for another
resumption of any of her senses, she filled the time with
memories of the past.
After the betrayal of the baylor, she had led the sole
survivors of her entire race as far from the terrors of her people’s
destruction as she could. After many years they had found a
place of refuge where they could feel safe while they rested and
planned their next move.
That rest stop had endured for many more years,
becoming instead, their new home. The system where they found
themselves was deep within the protection of an area of space
without any habitable planets.
There, the refugee population had explored the system
where they had found themselves, then began to repair and
refurbish their fleet. The untouched resources of the system had
been so great that, instead of leaving when their task was
completed, they began to build habitats within the two main
asteroid rings between the orbits of the three gas giants.
As the years went by the population steadily grew when
medical advances extended life indefinitely. TalksToTheWind
had herself made use of these advances to the point where most
of her body was mechanical instead of biological.

Then she had made the next logical step and had her
brain transferred to the control pod that had most recently been
devised. Now she waited for the medical technicians to connect
her pod to the ship that she would wear as a body for as long as
she wished.
Many others had already paved the way and a cybernetic
battle fleet was growing at a steady pace. Part of this fleet would
ensure the protection of her people in the future.
Another part, the part she would lead, would return to
her people’s Homeworld and evict the traitorous baylor.
Another flash of light intruded on her reverie, quickly
followed by a gentle hum and an unidentified smell. She
concentrated in the way she had been instructed before her
surgery and experienced other sensory flashes.
Before long, the flashes resolved into distinct and
remembered sights, sounds, smells, and tastes. She could also
feel the movement of the crew of her starship body as they
moved about the vessel in the performance of their duties.
As the medical techs connected her brain pod to more of
the control links with the ship, she began to feel an intense
urgency to begin her quest.
It would not be long now.
Soon, she would lead a massive war fleet of cybernetic
starships to finally teach the baylor the cost of their betrayal.
Soon, the baylor would learn the meaning of the phrase,
‘beware wounded prey’.
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